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 Catalogue5 ID1147 

Artist ID: 1147 
 
Artist Name: Leo Crane 
Website: www.leocrane.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/leocrane77 
 
Artist Statement: Leo is an animator, painter and co-Founder of creative studio Figuration. His practice is 
collaborative and interdisciplinary, revealing under-represented perspectives on the world. 
He recently directed and animated Nude Triumphant (June 2020), a watercolour animation developed with a 
community of Queer and intersectional life models and artists. In 2018, he won the Animate Projects/Anim18 open 
call for Untold Tales to create the micro-short charcoal animation The Foundling, written and voiced by a formerly 
looked after child. 
Since 2016, he has studied painting and drawing under Maggi Hambling CBE. He has quickly developed a professional 
fine art practice and is represented by Future Icons. In 2020, he was featured in Sky Portrait Artist of the Year with 
his painting selected by celebrity sitter Ricky Wilson. His first solo exhibition Life in Colour: Portraits of Queer 
Londoners was featured in Evening Standard's top five things to do for Pride in London 2019. 
Leo holds an MA (Hons) in Classics from Oxford University and an MA (Distinction) in 3D Computer Animation from 
Bournemouth University. In 2015, he was awarded an Open Residency at The Animation Workshop, Denmark, 
followed by their AniDox programme in partnership with the Danish Film Institute.  
Before all this, Leo enjoyed a long career in the cultural sector leading fundraising campaigns for the V&A, British 
Library, Dulwich Picture Gallery, the Royal Institute of British Architects, among others. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1147 - Leo Crane 
Artwork 1 Title: Nude Triumphant 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1920 x 1080 pixels (widescreen HD) 
Artwork 1 Medium: watercolour animation (8 mins 15 secs) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Private screener: 
https://vimeo.com/figurationco/nudetriumphant 
Password: starkers 
6-min documentary showing the process and community behind the project: 
https://vimeo.com/figurationco/exposed 
Nude Triumphant is a reflection on identity in a world of isolation. By stripping back to our authentic selves, we can 
communicate what makes us unique and connect with others. The concept is revealed through the experience of a 
life model set in the fictional Starkers Academy, where the body is celebrated as the spark of creativity and symbol 
of diversity.  
Jay rushes to get ready for another frantic day. Armoured against the sights and sounds of the City, he races against 
time until a chance encounter propels him into a strange watercolour world. Here, three Nudes reveal their truth 
and an enigmatic Professor directs time. But will Jay dare to expose himself in order to find the clarity and 
connection he seeks? 
The artwork combines painting from life with experimental digital animation. It was produced during the Covid-19 
lockdown with a community of Queer and intersectional life models and artists. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1148 

Artist ID: 1148 
 
Artist Name: Monica Perez Vega 
Website: www.monicaperezvega.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/monicaperezvega 
 
Artist Statement: Monica is originally from California and her experiences of continually starting over have led her to 
reflect on cycles of change and renewal. Her practice is led by the ebbs and flows of that which she cannot control. 
Through a material-led process, Monica embraces accidental and incidental moments in which she seeks the catalyst 
or disruption and invites elemental influence. The cropped trees are a reoccurring theme in her work. They are 
headless figures, which inference lives altered, cut-short, transformed; embodiments of disruption. Death and decay 
are ongoing interests for her, within the cycle of all things.Â  
All things in nature must adapt to the uncontrollable elements forced upon them and Monica seeks to capture that 
which is on the verge of either renewal or collapse. Through paint, as well as found and reclaimed material, Monica 
finds, makes, ruins and rebuilds. Amid the relentless story of progress and the ever-changing state of all things, she 
looks to nature for signs of hope; of a promise of return. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1148 - Monica Perez Vega 
Artwork 1 Title: Do Not Go Gentle 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200x160x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1149 

Artist ID: 1149 
 
Artist Name: Arimathea Warren 
Website: www.arimatheawarren.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/arimatheawarren 
 
Artist Statement: Arimathea Warren's practice frequently revolves around the use of collage and multi-media-based 
works, which are concerned with the concept of materiality, often resulting in a physical process that produces 
pieces that are visually rich in palette and texture. She often uses and manipulates appropriated cartoons and other 
popular culture, creating works that are both uncanny and alluring in nature. The pieces that she forms intend to 
produce a connection between the piece and the beholder, in terms of the recognisable, and the unrecognisable, 
which forms a relatable, but disordered realm for the beholder to retreat to for a brief period of time. Recently, she 
has been injecting her own experiences of living and working with Dyslexia and Dyspraxia into her practice, allowing 
the viewer an insight into the emotions and thought pattern surrounding Dyslexia and Dyspraxia. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1149 - Arimathea Warren 
Artwork 1 Title: What You Should Have Been 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36cm x 51cm x 4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paint Printed on Cotton Fabric and Foam, with BRUSH-O Dyed Embroidery Threads, 
Magazines and Googly Eyes. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is a remake of a work created during my last year of my BA Fine Art course at 
University.  
Much like the original work, this piece concerns itself with materiality, which in regards to my practice means doing 
so by layering and collaging different textured materials alongside each other to form an uncanny presence where 
ever this work finds itself presented.  
As well as being concerned with the aspect of materiality, I would also say say this work is an experiment into more 
three-dimensional collages. I often refer of Ian Monroe's 2008 essay 'Where Does One Thing End and the Next 
Begin?' when producing collages and this moreso present when photographing this piece. For me, there is no 
separation between the piece and its position on the wall, it is simply part of the scenery. Furthermore, I believe and 
forcefully attempt for there to be little or no individual elements to this piece, and my work in general, instead to be 
one mass. I aim for the beholders eye to travel infinitely across the work, not stationary on one section for too long. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1150 

Artist ID: 1150 
 
Artist Name: Paola Portello 
Website: www.paolaportello.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/pportello 
 
Artist Statement: I'm a Graphics Designer and Painter, after completing my studies at the 'Giovanni Selloâ€• art 
school in Udine - Italy, I worked 6 years for â€• Mazzoli Art Printing companyâ€•. At the same time I was producing 
paintings, which I exhibited in local and international Art Shows and I was working as a freelance painter doing 
Trompe l'oeil for reataurants, night clubs and coffee shops. 
In the 90's I moved to London to pursue my love for art. 
I strated working in the fashion design industry and I'm now one of the Directors of the well known Hampstead 
Bazaar Ltd. I currently lives in Epsom ( the outskirts of London) with my family and dog. 
My passion for art has never faded away and I can still find the time to produce works of art that you can enjoy in my 
website. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1150 - Paola Portello 
Artwork 1 Title: Angeli Fluttuanti 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 85x100 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mix Mefium, Acrylic - Collage - Pencil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I tried to rapresent the idea of a parallel dimension where all angels floats while waiting to 
be conceived, 
the desire to have a child, and the despair when for a thousand reasons it is not happening... 
...dedicated to all women who have had or will have to go through a miscarriage. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1151 

Artist ID: 1151 
 
Artist Name: Art Sealand 
Website: https://www.saatchiart.com/account/artworks/1304747 
IG: www.instagram.com/art.sealand 
 
Artist Statement: #ArtSealand 
#PostProgrammedArt 
#PostPopArt 
#PostConceptualArt 
#PostCoronaVirus 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1151 - Art Sealand 
Artwork 1 Title: 2019020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20x20x0.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: PAPER 
Artwork 1 Commentary: #2019020 di ArtSealand 
#PostProgrammedArt 
#PostPopArt 
#PostConceptualArt 
#PostCoronaVirus 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1152 

Artist ID: 1152 
 
Artist Name: Elizabeth Bessant 
Website: http://www.elizabethbessantartist.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/elizabethbessantrsa 
 
Artist Statement: Elizabeth Bessant lives and works in London. Her work explores darker themes that touch and taint 
everyday lives. Linking back to an idealised 1950s, she explores attitudes to women, sexuality and domestic abuse. 
The resulting large prints are embellished with crystals and mixed media and aim to provoke reflection but not 
unease as too often people turn away from ideas that make them uncomfortable. 
The process to achieve the final pieces is a long journey from the original idea searching through 1950's magazine to 
find the source material to build a collage of words and images. The collages are then hand painted with wash and 
paint pens to add colour and detail imitating the original feel of printed magazines. The finished collages are 
scanned, enlarged and produced as giclée prints on fine art paper in editions of 25 copies. The final but most labour 
intensive of the process is adding the thousands of crystals, gold and silver leaf, lacquer and metallic paint. The 
resulting art pieces are colourful, textural and vibrant. 
The strength of the message is important but with these prints Bessant has created art that is pleasurable to look at 
but that holds a deeper meaning if the viewer takes the time to reflect on what they are seeing. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1152 - Elizabeth Bessant 
Artwork 1 Title: Homage to Guido 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 71 x 114 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: giclée, collage, wash, paint pens, crystals, lacquer, gold and silver leaf 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by personal experience, this collage depicts the plight of many women who are in 
controlling, manipulative relationships who during lockdown found home a very unsafe place to be. The women's 
eyes no longer see, their shadows are statues devoid of emotion and the net of Swarovski crystals represents the 
prison created by the diamond ring on their finger. Homage to Guido pays tribute to the role psychotherapists play 
in building broken lives. A portion of the sales of this work will be given to a domestic abuse charity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1153 

Artist ID: 1153 
 
Artist Name: Piotr Szczur 
Website: https://piotrszczur.carbonmade.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/piotr_szczur_painter 
 
Artist Statement: I was seduced by the unparalleled beauty of the American landscape. 
The direct inspiration for the 'Americanâ€• cycles of paintings was a trip to the United States, which I took in 2015, 
during which I traveled through the states of Nevada, California, Arizona and Utah. 
From this trip, I brought back memories of national parks, small roadside bars and gas stations on historic Route 66, 
neon signs of motels, small towns and their small churches, canyons and impressive rock formations, a distant 
horizon, and, above all, the vastness of the monumental sky, shimmering each day and night with different colors. 
Paintings from the 'Americanâ€• cycles can function simultaneously as an autonomous landscape, an independent 
representation of a specific place or a sign, a symbol of the United States as a whole. 
In my paintings, I capture huge spaces of the American landscape in the canvas frame, I present America in 
compression and extract the essence from reality.  
Today, however, surprisingly, painting the scenery of the United States becomes just a pretext for me. A pretext to 
focus on the form of the work. For formal experiments. To find my own absolute artistic freedom, break with all 
limitations, open my mind to completely new, even seemingly absurd ideas. 
I deeply care about evoking a feeling of the atmosphere, space, air and temperature of a specific place.  
I feel a sense of belonging to the places that I present in my paintings. 
I paint them with longing while moving away from them. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1153 - Piotr Szczur 
Artwork 1 Title: Welcome, 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130x130x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Welcome" is one of the paintings from the latest series entitled "Â° F". However, this is not 
a painting cycle in the traditional sense of the word. 
It is rather a collection of canvases created in this strange year 2020, collected under a common name, which 
indicates the most important features that connect them - such as, for example, the high temperature of the 
glowing, pulsating color appearing in them. The symbol of the degrees of Fahrenheit also draws the viewer's 
attention to the United States, a country so different from the rest of the world, which, after many years of painting 
the American landscape, still remains an important point of reference for Piotr Szczur. 
Abstraction, expression, hyperrealism, naive art - elements of all these, often contradictory, styles can be found in 
the artist's latest paintings. But these names / labels have no meaning for the Piotr Szczur. All subsequent canvases 
are created with impatience, the need to constantly search for new artistic possibilities, innovative language of 
expression, research on non-traditional formal solutions and, above all, the pure pleasure of creating. As a result, the 
viewer can encounter risky, non-obvious compositions. Piotr Szczur is not afraid to juxtapose realism with 
abstraction, three-dimensional with naive flatness, and create shocking color combinations. The classical principles 
of composition or perspective are also no longer relevant. Rock formations, full of meanders and breaks, seen from 
the Zabriskie Point vantage point, occupy almost the entire space of the canvas, they are shown flat, painted with 
expressive, unnatural, almost neon colors - thanks to which they create a provocatively decorative representation. 
Expressively laid lines rush, diverge, blur - as if we are watching the world through the side window of a car speeding 
down the highway. What matters now is the effect - the expression of the final work. Color has become the most 
important thing. Expressive, flashy, unusual - although still having its source in nature, in the colors of the sky, sand 
of deserts, setting sun - which the artist remembered from his trip to the United States. Color - which can be 
obtained with the use of paints, but also by introducing new media into the canvas - for example, neon fluorescent 
lamps that bring the image to life, make it constantly change, and most of all enter into unprecedented, direct 
interaction with the viewer and the surrounding reality. The latest compositions by Piotr Szczur scream, fight for 
attention and irritate. The viewer has to get used to them. After all, today we live in a world of a million fleeting 
images that are constantly flashing before our eyes. 
The gloomy year 2020 is the time when, perhaps the most important change to date, in the work of Piotr Szczur 
takes place. Pictures so full of color, with an extraordinary ability to engage the viewer, began to appear after it 
turned out that due to the closing of the borders, a second trip to the States - which was a painter's dream, which 
was to recharge his imagination and satisfy the constant need of communing with the extraordinary American soil - 
will not happen. Locked in his studio, Piotr Szczur paints and revisits places from five years ago - this time on the 
surface of the canvas. Surprisingly, however, describing America today becomes largely just a pretext. A pretext to 
focus on the form of the work. For formal experiments. The peculiar year 2020 is for Piotr Szczur a time of absolute 
artistic freedom, breaking with any restrictions, opening his mind to completely new, even seemingly absurd ideas. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1154 

Artist ID: 1154 
 
Artist Name: Paola Bidinelli 
Website: https://www.paolabidinelli.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/paolabidinelliart 
 
Artist Statement: In my efforts to reform commonly held perspectives about discarded things and the concept of 
lifespan, my entire body of work incorporates a variety of thrown away leftovers.  
My goal is to breathe new life into things that, at least according to society's current ideas of usefulness, have 
reached the end of their social or physical lives. On the opposite, to me, they represent the many unsung heroes that 
silently stand in the shadow facilitating the achievement of something else.  
My artistic process aims to preserve their original identity despite the passage of time and celebrates the potential 
of transformation and adaptation that exists in everything. Simply stated, I salvage the castoffs and celebrate them 
as pieces of art.  
In that sense, my work aims to comment on our current age of nihilism and extreme consumption. Western 
civilization accounts for only 17% of the entire whole population, yet it consumes 80% of the earth's resources. This 
is an imbalance against nature. Production cannot meet consumer demands because the rapid replacement of 
partially used products is taught and encouraged. Consumption is the main form of social participation; those who 
do not consume remain outcasts on the margins of society. 
Through my efforts, my capacity to understand life, the true length of existence, and the precious value of things and 
people have increased, and my ability to interact with them in creative, meaningful ways has grown. Through my 
work, I hope to bring the same enlightenment to others. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1154 - Paola Bidinelli 
Artwork 1 Title: Gloves 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 65 x 80 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Gloves" belongs to the 'Behind the scenes' series which restates the artist's interest in 
utilizing thrown-aways of all kinds and comments on conditions of wastefulness, over-consumption, and concept of 
value in contemporary life.  
The work aims to create a visual language that explores the notion of identity as a permanent condition of all things 
despite the passage of time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1155 

Artist ID: 1155 
 
Artist Name: Susan Phillips 
Website: www.susanphillipssculpture.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/susanphillipssculpture 
 
Artist Statement: Planar form and geometric abstraction are employed as a visual language with which to explore 
compositional relationships, with the aim of finding unity within the whole. 
Working in series, I construct composite sculptures in a white porcelain clay, that are characterized by a direct use of 
void space and proportionality. 
A central theme within the work is interconnection, and I draw off an interest in architecture, minimalism and 
psychology.  
The use of cutting - to define structure, and simple re-arrangement, allows for an exploration of the interplay of 
opposing formal elements.  
The parts remain separate and slot together after firing to complete the form, further emphasizing the dialogue 
between fragment and whole. 
Adjustments to line, form and colour through changing viewpoint and light, bring perceptual experience of time and 
possibility. 
It is my intention that the work retains a raw materiality and transparency of making process, and is able to co-exist 
with the space in which it is located. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1155 - Susan Phillips 
Artwork 1 Title: no.77 - 2019 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24 x 38 x 13 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Porcelain 
Artwork 1 Commentary: No.77 - 2019 forms part of an ongoing series of small scale constructed sculptures. 
Made from a white grogged porcelain clay, its form has been derived from abstract geometries. 
Pairing curved and straight lines and creating tension through the proximity of touch, has allowed for an exploration 
of symmetry and balance. 
Void space has been created and framed through use of additive and reductive process, in order to bring about 
interaction and connection with its surroundings. 
Planar form has allowed for volume boundaries to be defined, without mass or an oppressive sense of enclosure. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1156 

Artist ID: 1156 
 
Artist Name: Jason Jones 
Website: https://jasonrogerjones.com/work 
IG: www.instagram.com/jason_roger_jones_video_art 
 
Artist Statement: This new work is based on a life lived in the heart of suburbia, spending quality time watching 
reality TV such as 'a place in the sun,' and 'home sunder the hammer.' Statements are extracted from the dialogue 
that epitomise 'stating the obvious' and/or statements that resonate as things I would probably say If I was on TV. 
The work titled, 'The view and the outside bits are the best bits,' is just one example of these extracted statements 
that possessed an extraordinarily familiar, yet potentially profound statement. The work is an attempt to heighten 
the 'status' of the ordinary statement, as if placing a finished bag of chips onto a plinth in the Tate Gallery. The work 
also contains a rotating painted canvas that, again is designed to isolate the familiar words spoken and to enhance 
their potential meaning. The repetition of the words through song form, again is designed to repackage the words 
into something beyond the ordinary... 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1156 - Jason Jones 
Artwork 1 Title: The view and the outside bits are the best bits 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: HD VIDEO (unlimited scale) 
Artwork 1 Medium: HD Video 1080p 
Artwork 1 Commentary: LINK TO VIDEO PIECE: 
https://jasonrogerjones.com/jason-jones-video-art 
Title: 'The view and the outside bits are the best bits' / HD video 1080p / November 2020 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1157 

Artist ID: 1157 
 
Artist Name: Cas Campbell 
Website: www.cascampbell.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/hcascampbell 
 
Artist Statement: My work reflects on how a media-dominated culture affects the role of the artist within the world, 
and where privacy exists within this. I believe privacy holds the highest value in a world where it has become a 
scarce resource. Working predominantly with spray paint, my colourful abstract paintings investigate how painting 
carries information, particularly autobiographical information, how painting can be equated with performance and 
the metaphysical aspects of intuition. 
I consider the act of painting to be a performance, and the works are often folded and manipulated into 3-D forms 
and extend beyond the stretchers. These techniques are a vehicle to disconnect my works from the personal - not 
just in the figurative, but in the physical. I am interested in how painting carries information, particularly 
autobiographical information. Our media-dominated culture has made the personal available for public 
consumption, and I want to create paintings that exist outside of that, and to undermine the personal data that even 
abstract painting carries - the physical evidence of height, hand dominance and movement.  
I believe intuition in artwork has a metaphysical origin. My works are created to disrupt the overtly autobiographical, 
but I believe there is also a spiritual element to the act of creation, which leads to a transfer of self into work that is 
unavoidable. Bringing together these concepts and processes is an ongoing part of my work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1157 - Cas Campbell 
Artwork 1 Title: Foam (1) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x90x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Spray paint and expanding foam on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Foam (1) is a bright, technicolour work with a strong sense of vertical movement. I created 
work primarily with stencils and spray paint, wanting to both add colour and leave breathing space. The piece was 
worked quickly to evoke a sense of playfulness and immediacy. Though the colours lend themselves to illusionistic 
landscape, the expanding foam thrusts forward from the surface anchoring it firmly in the physical space.  
I used spray paint and expanding foam because these are unpredictable materials, and I wanted to disconnect the 
artwork from the autobiographical - not just in the figurative, but in the physical sense. I am interested in how 
painting carries information, particularly autobiographical information. Our media-dominated culture has made the 
personal available for public consumption, and I wanted to create a painting that existed outside of that and to 
undermine the personal data that even abstract painting carries - the physical evidence of height, hand dominance 
and movement. I used intricate processes to disrupt my own understanding of colour and forms, choosing colours 
without looking, and working whilst blindfolded. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1158 

Artist ID: 1158 
 
Artist Name: Mark Beattie 
Website: www.markbeattie.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/markbeattie_art 
 
Artist Statement: Mark Beattie MRSS is a British award-winning sculptor who has had a remarkable career so far 
winning the Midlands Open and the Xerxes Sculpture Prize in 2015. In the same year he was elected to the Royal 
Society of Sculptors (MRSS). In 2017 Mark was shortlisted for the Open Contemporary Young Artist Award run by The 
Biscuit Factory gallery in Newcastle, shortlisted for the international Rise Art Prize and long-listed for The Secret Art 
Prize by Curious Duke Gallery in London. 
Mark creates abstract sculptures using various metals and ranging in size from miniature to monumental. Each 
sculpture is unique and finished in a way that is sensitive to the material. He has developed a signature style through 
which his sculptures contain movement and fluidity. Mark has recently started using neon which works in harmony 
with his metalwork and has added a sense of energy to his practice. 
From an early point in his career Mark has been fascinated with circles; the harmony and unity they offer features in 
almost all of his sculptures. Mark explains 'the circle for me is the perfect shape; I've always considered it an abstract 
symbol of happiness. I think we are drawn to circles; contoured lines are softer than straight and an easier form for 
the eye to settle on. In my work I strive for perfection, a balance between the physical material and the negative 
space.â€• 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1158 - Mark Beattie 
Artwork 1 Title: Fracture 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 225 x 60 x 60c 
Artwork 1 Medium: Painted copper & LED rope light on mirror polished stainless steel plinth 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I was unable to get to the studio during the first lockdown of 2020 so I started drawing for 
the first time in 8 years! It was one of the only ways to stay creative and it helped process or block out the new chaos 
we found ourselves in. 
The drawings I was producing were more angular and linear than my usual soft and spiralling sculptures. Perhaps an 
unconscious reaction to the unsettling situation I found myself in, I started to embrace the new style and Fracture 
Series is a result of exploring those straight lines. 
The sharp angles of the series may appear aggressive, perhaps threatening; but I was determined to bring some joy 
and hope into an uncertain world so I added a pop of colour to each of the sculptures and a bright light to provide 
some positive energy and hope after a difficult year. I chose to mount the works on mirror polished stainless steel 
plinths so the sculptures appear to float and the surrounding space is reflected back to viewer, giving a subtle feeling 
of lightness. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1159 

Artist ID: 1159 
 
Artist Name: Damaris Athene 
Website: www.damarisathene.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/damarisathene.artist 
 
Artist Statement: Damaris Athene's painting based practice examines how digital technology is altering the world 
around us and affecting how we interact with each other and our own bodies. This flattening and perfecting is 
interrogated through an exploration of corporeality and abstraction of the human form. Athene takes particular 
interest in the digitisation of female bodies and how 'now we can digitise our dysmorphia by virtually modifying 
what we dislike, creating 'perfectâ€• selves' Coy-Dibley.  
Julia Kristeva's writings on the abject fascinate Athene and she plays with the push and pull of seduction and disgust 
Kristeva speaks of, confronting our shared mortality and the notion of our bodies as pure matter. Athene is 
interested in how this interacts with our digital world. Does our corporeality become more abject in contrast with 
digital perfection? 
Damaris Athene graduated from Camberwell College of Arts in 2015 with a BA(Hons) in Painting. Athene was 
shortlisted for the Hans Brinker Painting Prize in Amsterdam in 2014 and was selected for the Clyde and CO Art 
Award in 2015. In 2017 Athene was selected for 'Platform for Emerging Arts #15' at the Leyden Gallery in London 
and held her first solo show. In 2018 Athene held a solo show, 'I Shall Walk Softly There', at Wigan S.T.E.A.M. and 
was selected for the BEEP Painting Prize. In 2019 Athene held a solo show, 'Cheer Up Love', at Peterhouse, 
Cambridge University. Damaris Athene has held a studio at Wysing Arts Centre since 2018. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1159 - Damaris Athene 
Artwork 1 Title: I Wish I Was As Hot As My Memoji 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x37x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: MDF, foam, polyester fibre, neoprene and acrylic paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: â€˜I Wish I Was As Hot As My Memoji' traverses the boundary between painting and 
sculpture with it's abstract padded neoprene shape evoking an unnerving sense of the body. The smooth airbrushed 
surface tantalises, calling you to reach out and touch it. Protrusions bulge underneath the soft membrane, recalling 
fat and folds of flesh. It entices yet disgusts, is beautiful yet grotesque. The abject body lurks beneath its digital 
surface. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1160 

Artist ID: 1160 
 
Artist Name: My Mac 
Website: www.mylinhmac.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/millie_d_mac 
 
Artist Statement: Ranbu is a year and a half long project consists of over 70 pieces that have been acquired by many 
private collections, and residences across the United States and around the world. This non-brush painting series 
was inspired and named after a Japanese pop single Ranbu No Merodiâ€• - Melody of the Wild Dance by SID. This 
body of work reflects my playfulness with colors, pushing the boundaries between the world of design with its 
structures, principles, functionality and the fine art world of rawness, chaos and freedom. With my multidisciplinary 
practice, I created this series as an abstract and contemporary series. The series has been described as 'paintings 
that paint themselves' and 'camouflaged painting'- as each acrylic painting was created without the use of 
paintbrushes on laser-cut plywood, while the final product looks like a Victorian piece of ceramic on uniform square 
canvasea. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1160 - My Mac 
Artwork 1 Title: Andesine 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 8x8inches 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1161 

Artist ID: 1161 
 
Artist Name: James Murphy 
Website: www.murphy-james.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Current practice combines the lens and natural movement to form a study of the everyday. It 
highlights the quotidian rituals that allow a foundation for our aspirations. These video meditations of simple human 
movement against static objects are rendered monochrome, with intent to return attention to the everyday that has 
been relegated. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1161 - James Murphy 
Artwork 1 Title: everyday 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1920x1080p, mp4, runtime: 1.31 mins. 
Artwork 1 Medium: New Media/ Lens 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Artwork viewing link: 
https://youtu.be/IujP9aAqwdg 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1162 

Artist ID: 1162 
 
Artist Name: Zoã« Wilson 
Website: https://zoewilsoncarving.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/zoewilsoncarving 
 
Artist Statement: Continuing the tradition of passing skills from master to apprentice has shaped my career and is at 
the heart of my work. My carving is simple in its manufacture, using only a mallet and chisel, but born from a wealth 
of knowledge gleaned from highly skilled craftsmen over the years.  
Whilst living in South East Asia I developed a fascination with geometric pattern. Geometry relies on perfect 
accuracy to create intricate patterns. I feel our eyes have become accustomed to seeing the precision that machine 
production creates, raising the bar for traditional crafts. I relish the demanding technical challenge of hand carving a 
geometric pattern that is satisfying to look, it requires meticulous precision in the execution of the carving. 
The chisel marks seen in the finished carving introduce a character to the work, which eliminates the possibility of 
manufacture and reminds the viewer that this is handmade, small inaccuracies show the presence of the maker 
leaving a legacy with each mark.  
Historically carving has always relied on light and shadow to complete the work and to bring it to life. This is 
something I continue to be interested in. As light moves across the carved geometric design with the passing of time, 
different areas become highlighted changing the appearance of the pattern. 
I have always been tried to involve the viewer in my work. The sculptural nature of carving invites the viewer to 
move around the piece, looking at it from different angles, watching the pattern change. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1162 - Zoã« Wilson 
Artwork 1 Title: Breath 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x30x2.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Stone (slate) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I created this piece during the first Covid lockdown. Wanting to stay motivated I discovered 
a weekly online geometry drawing class given by the School of Traditional Arts, it was really lovely to be learning 
something new. I found the classes very inspiring, to be able to sit down with a pencil and play with geometric 
patterns, exploring ideas as the presented themselves was hugely satisfying. 
I am fortunate to have my workshop at home allowing me to continue carving throughout lockdown. Working on 
this design gave me such a huge feeling of purpose and peace, it was a complete break from the pressures and 
worries which sometimes felt overwhelming. Concentrating whole heartedly on one practical task, which is both 
intricate and challenging, enables me to switch off completely from the outside world, like a form of mediation.  
I wanted to try and convey with the viewer some of the feelings I had whilst carving this work. The sculptural nature 
of carving invites the viewer to move around the piece, looking at it from different angles, watching the pattern 
change in the light and allowing a chance for them to also take a pause and engage with the work. The mark left by 
the chisel also allows the viewer to connect with the creation process. 
Slate is my absolutely favourite stone to carve, especially Welsh slate. Due to the dense nature of the material, it 
allows me to carve anything I can draw with a pencil. Whilst this gives me complete creative freedom, the material 
also incredibly challenging to work. The stone can easily pluck or chip off in an unexpected direction, there is 
virtually no room for error and every chisel mark is seen in the finished piece.  
I feel this gives my work a real honesty. It's not possible for me to cut and corners or speed up the process, what the 
viewer is seeing is a huge amount of patience, calmness and focus. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1163 

Artist ID: 1163 
 
Artist Name: Elena Howard 
Website: www.HundredWordsWood.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/hundredwordswood 
 
Artist Statement: I am Elena Howard, a London-based mixed media visual artist. I create collages, drawing inspiration 
(and materials!) from whatever I am reading at the moment. It is a highly intuitive and spontaneous process where I 
experiment with selecting fragments (words and colours) that I am drawn to, and then combining these with drawn 
and painted elements, on a prepared surface, to create little poems, shapes, scenes and creatures which reflect 
themes and topics covered by the source publication(s). I discovered that viewers are drawn to different sets of 
words which trigger different associations for each person. 
My collages combine my fascination with the written word and a passion for bold colours. Merging these is my way 
of transforming the original information and the emotions it triggers into a visual form. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1163 - Elena Howard 
Artwork 1 Title: Insights Into The Man 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42 x 29.5 x 0.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This mixed media collage is based on Royal Academy Of Arts Magazine (Autumn 2019, No 
144). Random words were cut from random articles, and then combined to create little poems, which reflects 
themes and topics covered by this magazine issue. Take a look - which connections and associations do those 
seemingly random words bring up for you? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1164 

Artist ID: 1164 
 
Artist Name: Tahmina Negmat 
Website: www.tahminanegmat.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/tahmina.negmat 
 
Artist Statement: In my work, I explore the hardships of finding one's identity in the age of geological turbulence. By 
taking different interpretations of the Odyssey, I make paintings and installations that tell the story of a modern 
trickster who fails to arrive home. I make textural ancient-mimicked surfaces by throwing the colossal volumes of oil 
paint and wax on felt or clay.  
The thickness of paint and the catatonic space (over-exaggerated with marks and overcrowded with emerging from 
the water faces) help me to achieve that taut experience of lack of movement.  
Though physical weight and non-compromising agenda of the material I want to create a sense of the struggle of 
being caught in the bundle of staff and failing to return home. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1164 - Tahmina Negmat 
Artwork 1 Title: Leviathan 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 280x180 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on felt 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I attempted to paint a big cyclopic creature peeking out from the water, maintaining direct 
eye contact with the viewer. 
The making of this painting was triggered by reading 'Nastya' by Vladimir Sorokin. The storyline of consumption of 
the girl reflects in the Leviathan's behavioral trajectories onto eating god's creatures.  
Leviathan is a god of envy. 
To me, such behavior is mirrored in the political events that are unrevealing in my country (Russia), where the 
dictatorial tycoons are alarmed by the youthful nature of change and prefer to quietly consume the voice of 
opposition. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1165 

Artist ID: 1165 
 
Artist Name: Charlotte Worthington 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/charlotworthington 
 
Artist Statement: I paint from what I know and my own experience. A form of excavation and reinvention of the 
familiar into something new. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1165 - Charlotte Worthington 
Artwork 1 Title: Glitter Stomp 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100CMX90CMX2MM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Silk paint and dye on silk. 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1166 

Artist ID: 1166 
 
Artist Name: Charlotte GuéRard 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/charlotte_winifred_guerard 
 
Artist Statement: My Painting practice seeks for an abstract narrative suggested in between the layers of paint, 
without identifying with an external subject matter. I am interested in the expressions of my quotidian emotional 
responses to life, as I experience them, in the forms of abstraction and formalism. By allowing the paint a tendency 
to slip over the edge of the canvas the implied space of my paintings confronts ambiguous forms which enter and 
leave the surface all at once. Elements of dance and vivacity in my processes make reference to the gestural values 
of mark making from earlier movements in the History of Abstraction. Progressively, my intimate approach to the 
surface in the application of more secretive, tentative touches convey my close attention to the medium in a 'quiet 
argument against containment'. 
A direct response to colour leads to instinctive and emotional actions taken in a painting. Overlapping veils of pinks, 
yellows and greens influence each other, partially glazing through the compositional proximity of shapes. 
The titling of my works such as 'Gherkinâ€•, but also, 'In her pink dress she swam under the bridge (2020)â€• or 
'Marble dawn on a crisp autumn morning (2020)â€• is significant in my intent to tell stories which do not exist. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1166 - Charlotte GuéRard 
Artwork 1 Title: Gherkin (2020) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220 x 179 x 2,54 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I painted Gherkin with an intimate approach to the surface. The large scale of the work 
allowed me to immerse myself within the picture frame and tackle gestures in a perceptive and bold manner.Â I 
began by looking down to the floor as I applied the first layer, pale green. The liquid acrylic diluted in water flowed 
diagonally, reaching every corner. Soon after shapes started to appear. I drew a thick dark line across a third of the 
surface, from which emerged a square left open. The colours began to respond to one another while the direction of 
my movements created a dialogue with the previous shapes. 'Failureâ€• is omnipresent in Gherkin. One example is a 
large pattern of repeated brush marks intended to imitate the hair from a rug, or rather the feel of it. If you glance at 
the final composition, these marks are merely perceptible; but if you look closer, you can see the reminiscence of 
textures under a soft purple and yellow veil. The narrative of the work is suggested in between the layers where 
each touch becomes indexes to the process. 
I could talk about Gherkin without revealing the mystery behind its title. But it would be a shame not mention the 
surprise I had when stepping back to see my progress and discover an enormous, green, phallic shape standing in 
front of me! Perhaps this is why I then drew an extension to this shape coming back into the other side of the picture 
therefore suggesting it looked like anything but male genitals? At the end I decided to name the work after a pickled 
vegetable to add a layer of irony in what I knew was wrong. It's funny because most times I really don't intend to let 
my hand draw with a picture in mind, yet I can't help but question my intuitive intentions in an abstract process of 
creating the work. 
In the final image, the perception of space is confronted with shapes which enter and leave the painting all at once. 
The counterbalance of colours and these shapes is layered to suggest a story told through the process of painting. 
My mind and body behave simultaneously in an instinctive and impulsive way. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1167 

Artist ID: 1167 
 
Artist Name: Ione Milne 
Website: www.ionemilne.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/ionemilneart 
 
Artist Statement: The works I create are abstract still life paintings depicting human relationships and our 
relationship to 'home', through our connection to objects, patterns, colours and textures, the details within our lives, 
we shape our homes, emotions and create our sense of self. Reconstructing the world through an on-going process 
of collage, I create paintings in my studio from a collection of photos, videos, audio recordings, and small sketches 
made on location.  
My experience of a space is the inspiration behind an artwork, the stories in everyday spaces that are accidentally 
visually engaging and evocative. For instance, the teal patterns of the tea towel in my kitchen clashing with the vivid 
red and portrait pink chequered cushions on my sofa and the strange ensemble of pants on the shelves behind 
them. I love the way in which everyday objects can evoke a memory or create a story, a blue patterned jug in a 
charity shop window making me smile at the thought of my mother's jug collection, every colour and size, her 
sending me off to uni with two of my own, gifted from said collection.  
With a background in Fine Art and Scenic Art colour and texture play a huge part in my appreciation of an 
environment, using architecture, everyday objects and environments to introduce individual points of interest, to 
create works full of vivid colours and slowly built up layers of texture. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1167 - Ione Milne 
Artwork 1 Title: Sunrise Amongst the Houses 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x70x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Emulsion on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork was created as the weather turned colder, waking up on frosty mornings 
drinking a coffee on the cold terrace and seeing the beautiful morning sunrise, the shapes of the early morning light 
thrown across the floor and bouncing off the houses, plants, and hillsides preparing you for another day, no matter 
what it brings. The trepidation, the nerves, in a new place, a new life, the light can bring steel to your resolve and the 
beauty of the cold early morning can wipe everything away. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1168 

Artist ID: 1168 
 
Artist Name: Grete Hjorth-Johansen 
Website: https://gretehjorthjohansen.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/gretestudio 
 
Artist Statement: I am a London based Norwegian photographer, working on both commissioned and fine art 
projects. My artistic background stretches from mural painting to graphic design and later VJing for the biggest 
names and venues in dance music. I have previously taught photography and darkroom techniques at various 
colleges. 
Bridging the gap between photographic and painterly aesthetics, I use a vibrant colour palette of lighting to explore 
and describe the moods, emotions and atmospheres that I experience around me. Love, grief, melancholy and anger 
are all recurring themes. Rather than documenting reality as it appears naturally, I aim to let my inner world spill its 
colours onto the surfaces of the simplest shapes, the mundane, the familiar. My approach is to forge an intimate 
connection with my subject matter, and in doing so revealing something previously hidden or overlooked. Using 
lighting as paint brushes, I aim to explore the shapes and textures of everything from vegetables to trees, turning 
them into otherworldly creatures and deities. While a sense of scale or natural context is lost, what is imagined takes 
over. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1168 - Grete Hjorth-Johansen 
Artwork 1 Title: PHOEBE 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x75x0.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: PHOEBE is part of my ongoing series TARTARUS documenting the pollarded trees in Epping 
Forest.  
The name Tartarus refers to the place of torture and punishment in Greek mythology. Most of the Titans and the 
fifty female Danaides were imprisoned there, and many others too. 
The dead stumps and twisted, split or hollow trees of Epping Forest bear witness to the forestry practice of 
pollarding. Up until the 1870's the wood was cut and sold over and over again, exhausting the tree until sometimes 
only a hollow stem was left. These scarred trees and stumps are like magnificent sculptures to me, screaming in 
silent agony but also still standing mighty proud. In this series I wanted to give them space and light, and let them 
tell their own tales. Phoebe was a Titaness, and her name means shining. 
The image is a composite of many shots lit with coloured lights. The final artwork is a giclée print on archival fine art 
paper available as limited edition prints in two sizes. 
Featured in The Earth Issue online 'Grete Hjorth-Johansen - TARTARUS'. Anna Souter, 25 August 2020. 
A small selection received an honourable mention in the Fine Art category of the 15th Pollux Awards, 2020. 
Funding received from The Norwegian Pro Photographers' Fund (Norske Fagfotografers Fond) for the production of a 
zine about the series. 
You can see the rest of the series here: https://gretehjorthjohansen.com/series/tartarus-series/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1169 

Artist ID: 1169 
 
Artist Name: Michael Thron 
Website: www.michaelthron.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/mrthron 
 
Artist Statement: My job is to transfigure what exists. I manipulate identifiable objects alongside crafted elements 
through a process of hunting and gathering, disassembling and replicating, reengineering and distilling. Through a 
historical lens, I focus on moments where the past and present compare and contrast one another. Using the history 
and essence of industrial ruins, I fabricate emulations of society and its overabundant remnants. By reflecting upon 
what happens when conceived materiality obstructs, disrupts, and interferes, I create a dialogue about our effect on 
and in our world. Through examining the art-object as a vehicle, art can act as a conduit to examine the evolution of 
one's self and understand our place in space. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1169 - Michael Thron 
Artwork 1 Title: Corporate Colosseum 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H426 x W792 x D487 
Artwork 1 Medium: Cast Aluminum, obsidian and Coal Sand 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The concern with our existence and our own human condition will be challenged and put 
through a toll in a changing landscape. From those who need to be transports from their home, their state, or 
continent to those left with nothing and no where to go. Surrounded by our addiction to the fuels that accelerated 
us to our own peril. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1170 

Artist ID: 1170 
 
Artist Name: Anselm Dyer-Grimes 
Website: www.anselmdyer.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I'm based in London and am currently studying for a BFA at the Ruskin School of Art. 
My work is focused around the viewer. The primary aim is to explore human relationships and to in turn develop a 
relationship with the viewer. Almost always using easily accessible materials, it's possible to draw a utilitarian 
conclusion from my work. Though not political, there is certainly an attempt to explore and direct conversations 
around ethics and belief systems. Often referencing and formally incorporating everyday objects, there is a 
simultaneous emphasis on formal and semantic elements, which engage at some point to form a unique dialectic 
which is the basis of all my work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1170 - Anselm Dyer-Grimes 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 30 x 30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wood, `wool, PVA, spray paint. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The aim of the works I was producing at the time was to engage the viewer by producing 
sculptures that would allow for empathy and assimilation with both the form and material, inspired by the deflation 
of minimalist forms by Lynda Benglis and the mythological work of Joseph Beuys. This piece aimed to sit somewhere 
in between the two artists' philosophies. By allowing a certain freedom for the wool in the piece, yet using the glue 
to transfer the wool between states of adaptability and rigidity. Formally, the sculpture acts as a symbol or totem. 
referencing my long-standing interest in religion and belief systems. It may be possible to see the wood and wool as 
analogous to flesh and bone, whilst perhaps also referencing Beuys' fat chair, though providing a more transcendent 
version as the materials are fixed and will not decay. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1171 

Artist ID: 1171 
 
Artist Name: Lewis Deeney 
Website: www.lewisdeeney.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/lewisdeeney 
 
Artist Statement: We see everyone and no one simultaneously. We know so much yet understand so little. The truth 
has been drowned in a sea of irrelevance. Dreams of global connection have been exploited by the market and only 
ceased to divide us. Our new digital world has left us with nothing to believe in except the belief that nothing can be 
believed.  
Do we still believe in the autonomy of the self? Or have we surrendered ourselves to our new digital incarnation? 
Our sense of self has expanded, our ego artificially inflated, and our persona projected upon our social profile. New 
technologies shape our world view, changing not only what we think but how we think. The work is a meditation 
over the ways in which our sense of the self has been altered with the onset of social media and our surveillance 
capitalist economy. Questioning how technology has transformed not only what we think, but how we think, of 
ourselves, each other and the world beyond the screen. 
Deconstructed, oversimplified and reconstructed out of abstractly painted shapes, the essence of a live being is still 
present. Our humanness remains. Ageless, raceless and genderless, the portrait holds no belief or ideology, it is of 
everyone and no one. You and not you. See yourself in another and them in you. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1171 - Lewis Deeney 
Artwork 1 Title: U & Not U II 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 105x73cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Reconstructed Board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Everyone & no one, U & not U, see yourself in another and them in you.  
Placing the viewer as both observer and observed, the work aims to plant a seed of realisation in the mind of its 
viewer about our collective relationship with technology, understood through the lens of their personal relationship 
with it. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1172 

Artist ID: 1172 
 
Artist Name: Jacqui Gallon 
Website: https://jacquigallon.wordpress.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jacquigallon 
 
Artist Statement: Jacqui Gallon lives and works within the heart of the Charnwood Forest, Leicestershire. Working 
across differing media, including painting, sculpture, photography, video and installation, her work chronicles both 
personal experience and encounters with place and its people. Central to her work as a whole are ideas about loss, 
memory, the passage of time and the cycle of life. Items of material culture such as clothing or textile fragments are 
are often incorporated in her work.  
Jacqui has received several awards which have supported projects and artistic development - for example, 
participation in an Art and Archaeology course in Orkney; cultural exchange residency, Siao-Long Cultural Park, 
Taiwan; photographic project focusing on an archive of Edwardian Clothing; 'The Art of Remembrance'. a community 
project. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1172 - Jacqui Gallon 
Artwork 1 Title: Between Somewhere and Nowhere 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 50 x 40 (apprx) 
Artwork 1 Medium: concrete, textile, oil on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A small installation comprising concrete forms into which fine net has been embedded, and 
an oil painting on paper. The forms are damaged, derelict, like ruined buildings. The fragments of net tulle give the 
artifacts an ephemeral, whimsical quality despite the presence of concrete. The work on paper, with its allusive, 
enigmatic subject matter, acts as a backdrop, framing and complementing the pieces in the foreground but at the 
same time retaining an independent integrity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1173 

Artist ID: 1173 
 
Artist Name: Youssef Elgohary 
Website: https://youssefelgohary.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/thegohart 
 
Artist Statement: My art explores the dynamics between the abstract internal human mystic realm and the external 
material world. Using oil, acrylic and soft pastel, I depict the echoes of the interactive relation between human 
emotions and crises, and the world, in a dreamy realm, through a universal language by which any viewer can relate. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1173 - Youssef Elgohary 
Artwork 1 Title: The Incubators 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 101.6 x 101.6 x 7.6 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: More pictures of the artwork are available on my website: 
https://youssefelgohary.com/product/the-incubators-mixed-media/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1174 

Artist ID: 1174 
 
Artist Name: Irene PéRez Hernã¡Ndez 
Website: https://ireneperezhernandez.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Irene Pérez HernÃ¡ndez is a sculptor working across a wide range of media. Her works frequently 
explore the territory between sculpture and performance and seek to challenge historically-coded 
associations between materials and contexts. Rooted in an interest in the interaction of line, motion 
and space, she produces sculptures and installations that interrogate the quotidian rituals of 
domestic life inscribed in the fragile social and political landscape of late capitalism. Her 
performative works often involve repetitive acts or rhythmic presentations of visual images. 
Installations responding to, or encoding meanings in, specific spaces are also a key component of 
her expansive aesthetic project. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1174 - Irene PéRez Hernã¡Ndez 
Artwork 1 Title: Discontinued Line series 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70 x 43 x 20 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: glass, plexiglas, 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Mounted on the wall 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1175 

Artist ID: 1175 
 
Artist Name: Ekaterina Adelskaya 
Website: https://www.adelskaya.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/adelskaya_art 
 
Artist Statement: I've always considered my artistic practice closer to alchemy. 
Through non-traditional methods of art-making, such as burning, melting or dissolving, I explore materials' 
potentiality and their physical properties.Â  
For me transformation is more than a mere chemical process: it imbues both the present experience and its 
historical evolution. When I use fire, it's more than just burning, it's a journey through the way fire has changed from 
pure uncontrolled energy to a harnessed tool; it's more than just entropy, it's a revelation of nature's uncanny 
beauty. 
By juxtaposing traditional organic mediums (watercolour or clay) with modern industrial materials (polyester fabric), 
I investigate the notion of contemporary sculpture. I like to blur the boundaries between 2D and 3D shapes. For 
example, the wall objectÂ 'Heavy Breathing'Â (2018) is in fact both a sculpture and a painted canvas, drawn with 
watercolour and carved by fire. In my burnt textile objects, I see something beautiful and ugly, something 'Uncanny' 
(a Freudian concept)Â or even some elements of 'Convulsive Beauty' (A.Breton's theory), in which a sculpture 
presents a singular aesthetic form. 
The change of state fascinates me. 
Matter transformation is part of our existence, it's life itself. ' We adapt, thrive and decay in a constant flow of 
change. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1175 - Ekaterina Adelskaya 
Artwork 1 Title: Heavy Breathing 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 65 x 25 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour on burnt artificial silk 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1176 
 
Artist Name: Elliott Packham 
Website: https://www.elliottpackham.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/elliottpackham_art 
 
Artist Statement: My name's Elliott, I work in Birmingham (UK) and I've been painting regularly for the last 2 years, 
having previously studied A-Level Art from 2008-2010.  
My work is inspired by modernist architecture, particularly brutalism, which I developed a passion for whilst studying 
architecture at university. I love modernist buildings as they are unfussy, clean and minimal with no 'decoration' to 
speak of; everything you see serves a purpose.  
My artworks are large scale pieces based on the facades of buildings that I've visited and photographed. They are 
made by firstly creating a technical drawing of the structure and then introducing acrylic paint to fill in different parts 
of the drawing, using masking tape to achieve straight lines. I focus on capturing the building's overall form, along 
with the shadows and reflections it creates. By removing textures and other elements not fundamental to the 
building's design, my work articulates why I find these structures so special.  
Perfectionism is a trait that's sometimes had a negative impact on my life and is a theme that is explored in my work. 
My art allows me to express that part of me that loves to be exact, although I don't consider my work to be perfect, 
merely accurate to a level of tolerance that I can accept.  
Producing art in a controlled way using rulers, calculators, set squares and masking tape might not be everyone's 
idea of fun, but I get a lot of satisfaction from the precise and clean nature of the result. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1176 - Elliott Packham 
Artwork 1 Title: Modernhaus 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 135 x 105 x 3 (CM) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paint on MDF Board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Modernhaus, Acrylic on Board, 135x105cm, 2020  
This acrylic painting is based on a brutalist building called the Unité d'Habitation of Berlin, otherwise known as the 
Corbusierhaus, designed by Le Corbusier and completed in 1959. It is a giant apartment building designed in 
response to the housing crisis in Europe after the Second World War and was part of a series designed by Le 
Corbusier that were built in different European cities. The series buildings are recognised for redefining social 
housing and were copied extensively (and often very badly) in cities across the continent.  
The artist has chosen to depict his interpretation of the building as if it were viewed from the ground, looking up at 
the impressive concrete grid which forms the main part of the structure. The large painting captures the enormity of 
the structure and how imposing it felt when the artist was staring up at it.  
The work is made using a hard-edged painting style in order to create a clean, minimal and ultimately brutalist 
aesthetic. Initially the viewer might think that the artwork was made using design software on a computer. However 
on further inspection the artist intends for them to notice the texture of the paint, pencil marks and slight 
imperfections that lead to the understanding how it was made. When viewing the artwork more closely, the viewer 
can see how each shape is painted individually to form the overall composition.  
Further images and other work can be found on Elliott's online portfolio: https://www.elliottpackham.com/portfolio 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1177 
 
Artist Name: Claudia Haskell 
Website: www.haskellart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/haskell_arts 
 
Artist Statement: My artwork is mainly about mental health and the preservation of wild animals in both digital and 
handpainted Art with acrylic and pastell pencils.  
Art gives me to opportunity to express myself and gives me inner peace. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1177 - Claudia Haskell 
Artwork 1 Title: Positivity 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: digital 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Art Work 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The imagination of Life itself is a complicated concept and to walk through it even though 
one is positiv, there is never a straight way to happiness. Its an up and down , sideways and an uneven path. 
My concept with this work was to display a positive outlook on life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1178 

Artist ID: 1178 
 
Artist Name: Fleur Simon 
Website: www.fleursimonart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/fleursimonart 
 
Artist Statement: My practice is concerned with Edmund Burke's concept of the 'sublime' in nature, exploring its 
paradox between the beautiful and overwhelming. Fuelled by personal experiences of loss, I found this concept 
accurately visualised the dichotomies of my/the grieving process. I thereby seek catharsis by visualising my internal 
landscapes of loss, and in turn aim to demystify discussions of mortality in contemporary culture. 
Dripping epoxy resin and acrylic paint onto primed wooden boards I reference 50's action painting in this more 
contemporary use of medium, capturing movement in this partially chance-based painting method. Layering the 
works and adding pigments at different stages I explore depth in these landscapes, creating illusions of endless space 
and claustrophobic boundaries. The fluidity of the material and pouring method envision the nature of our 
emotions; fluctuating between the natural and the surreal, the suffocating and the tranquil. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1178 - Fleur Simon 
Artwork 1 Title: Sublime Space VI 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160cm x 122cm x 1.2cm (floating 2cm from the wall) 
Artwork 1 Medium: epoxy resin and pigment on wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sublime Space VI is one of a series of paintings I began in 2019 in epoxy resin. Please view 
more images of this work here on my website: https://www.fleursimonart.com/sublime-space-
vi/o2b7gh4fsjo8hhaog524flfcjxpdma 
The surface has a reflective quality, creating an immersive experience for the viewer, that plays with this concept of 
absence and presence that I am interested in. I curate the paintings to be hung high, so they look similar to stained 
glass windows and trigger church-like imagery, and therein concepts of the sublime in nature.  
It may be hard to see in your photographs, but the painting holds a lot of depth due to the translucent nature of the 
material, and areas of pigment are suspended in the painting when you look closely.  
Through this painting I am drawing on natural imagery (sea, sky etc) and depicting it in the very non-natural form of 
resin. By depicting something fluid and light in something suffocating and dense I aim to highlight the paradoxes of 
this overwhelming experince of the sublime of nature. This all stands metaphorcial of my experience of grief; 
therfore this painting (and others in the series) visualise internal landscapes of grief, and the dichotomies it presents.  
Thank you so much for reading. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1179 

Artist ID: 1179 
 
Artist Name: Kohei Kawatani 
Website: www.koheikawatani.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/kohei_kawatani 
 
Artist Statement: I think photography does not necessarily assume that it is true. 
Like most photographers of my generation, I took photographs for the first time using a feature phone with a camera 
invented in Japan.I considered taking photographs as one of the functions of the device, such as emailing and calling. 
I connected to the internet world when I got the phone. The world is much less secure than it is now, and I saw 
collage photos of many vicious celebrities there.These experiences have had a great influence on my thinking about 
photography. 
(Shortly after I started taking photographs,) I got an early digital camera less than 1000px. The images it took had a 
texture that was familiar to him. 
He followed the abstract snapshot style of the era when Japanese photography was the most challenging, and I 
made many updates to it. 
Then, while making my work, I launched gallery sinrin301 with Fumico Nakamura and co-operated it. At that place, 
they organized other artist's exhibitions and made zines. 
And now, I is making works with the theme of the suspended truth and eeriness of photography. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1179 - Kohei Kawatani 
Artwork 1 Title: Tofu-Knife 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 23.2 * 15.6 * 1 
Artwork 1 Medium: coated paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work focuses on the truth of photography. 
Once the subjects are shot, they are sucked out of their lives and become indistinguishable from fake. 
The Internet space is flooded with Fake News, where photography plays a major role in ensuring the truth of fake. 
We live in a world where fake and truth are indistinguishable, and we must not be too optimistic or pessimistic 
about it. 
We need to accept it as truth. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1180 

Artist ID: 1180 
 
Artist Name: Asia Bakalarska 
Website: www.bakalarska.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/asiabakalarska 
 
Artist Statement: Asia Bakalarska (Polish, b. 1975) is a London-based contemporary oil painter. Her portraits and 
figurative paintings depict friends and imagined figures in slightly surreal setting. At the heart of Bakalarska's work is 
an exploration of identities we assume in front of ourselves and others. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1180 - Asia Bakalarska 
Artwork 1 Title: Red Skies 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1181 

Artist ID: 1181 
 
Artist Name: Janice Cameron 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/leoch423 
 
Artist Statement: Returning to art after a long gap, currently a diploma student at the Putney School of Art and 
Design 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1181 - Janice Cameron 
Artwork 1 Title: Searching for the colours of Scotland in my mind 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28x34 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media, collage and photomontage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by a longing to capture the deep, rich wet colours of Scotland using paint and 3D 
forms 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1182 

Artist ID: 1182 
 
Artist Name: Gokcen Ataman Tanyer 
Website: https://www.gokcenataman.net/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/gokcen_ataman 
 
Artist Statement: I deal primarily with local architectural practices and investigate the visual culture and the 
aesthetics of cities, the relationship between nature, humankind, and humankind's urge to build. My work focuses 
on consumption, both in terms of politics, and ecology, also on awareness towards nature, history, and architectural 
heritage. 
I build cities with no infrastructure to represent the spaces we create, criticising today's architectural mentality, 
which is low in both form and function, and high on profit. This criticism to me is my way of appreciating our 
architectural and cultural heritage. I, as an admirer of traditional architecture, try to criticise the new architectural 
culture by building crooked cityscapes. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1182 - Gokcen Ataman Tanyer 
Artwork 1 Title: untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x60x5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Found card-board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A cluster of buildings made of found cardboard, represent to me, how humankind occupy 
the land by their urge to build. The buildings that I build look like a bunch of unstable, tremulous boxes stacked on 
each other. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1183 

Artist ID: 1183 
 
Artist Name: Saulius Tamulevicius 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: In my work I try to merge the classic aspects of sculpture (realism and attention to detail) with 
provoking, grotesque imagery. Real and mythological animals are recurrent in my sculptures (e. g. peacocks, as well 
as sphynxes, minotaurs and others) and I draw my influences from a lot of sources: literature, mythology, the past 
and the present, and the nature that surrounds me. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1183 - Saulius Tamulevicius 
Artwork 1 Title: The Crown 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56x36x36 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Hunger for power, authority, influence or a high position has always been an inherent 
reflection of the society; the sculptor depicts this hunger as a crown. Its ideas are unveiled through controversial 
metaphors of a mythological dragon, a woman with scythe, a kneeling woman, a rabbit in a hat and other images 
whose meanings can only be interpreted through personal experience, memory and social environment. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1184 

Artist ID: 1184 
 
Artist Name: Wei Zhang 
Website: http://mxweizhang.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Wei Zhang (b. 1991, China) currently lives in Glasgow. I have obtained a master's degree in 
Filmmaking and Media Arts(with Merit) at the University of Glasgow, and my second master's degree in Fine Art at 
the Glasgow School of Art (with Distinction). For the past decade, I have been honing my skills in video art, 
experimental animation, photography and installation. I have been utilizing varieties of digital-based post-production 
technologies for my art projects and the topics range from the concept of sex, gender, sexuality, body and Chinese 
culture. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1184 - Wei Zhang 
Artwork 1 Title: Father, Dad, Daddy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1920*1080 
Artwork 1 Medium: Film 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Father, Dad, Daddy is an experimental video, which hybridizes with the abstract digital art, 
group performance, texts, 2D and 3D animation in cross editing. As a Queer artist, Wei looks at Western LGBTQ+ 
politics and identities through a cautious perspective. Western LGBTQ+ politics and identities are successful to 
improve the quality of life of queer people to some extend worldwide, yet these politics and identities completely 
developed by the experience of Western people, which have been formed as a global stander of civilization to 
request Global South to imitate. Some Asian queer theorists and sociologists concern that may drop into the process 
of â€˜global homogenization' and â€˜homocolonialism'. Under the process of economic and cultural globalization, 
these experts believe that decentring Western sociology is necessary by proposing the queer hybridization model 
(instead of local essentialism). The queer hybridization model aims to broaden the edge of queer theory, and 
develop specific Asian (Chinese) sexual experience, identities via considering the local cultural values and political 
ideology. This work, as a little footstone, discusses the feasibility of the queer hybridization model and tries to build 
Chinese queer identity to deconstruct the dichotomy in sex, gender and sexuality, challenge heteronormativity and 
homonormativity, avoid possible â€˜global homogenization' and â€˜homocolonialism', and gain more attention for 
Chinese queer communities, who are suffering from the social prejudice, discrimination, and stigma, from the 
Chinese government. 
Link: https://vimeo.com/423357049 
Password: Wei 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1185 

Artist ID: 1185 
 
Artist Name: Maryam Mirzaei 
Website: www.maryammirzaei.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/maryammirzaei.art 
 
Artist Statement: I have worked as a professional freelance artist for over 20 years. My artistic journey has evolved 
through creating and teaching in the worlds of textile and carpet design; glim weaving; ceramics and tile making; 
Persian miniature and contemporary painting; Islimi art and geometric design. I have developed a unique style and 
identity best described as 'contemporised traditional art', and my work has been widely exhibited internationally; 
with solo shows in London, Dublin, Durham, Leicester, Iran, Lahore (Pakistan), Bishkek (Kyrgyzstan), Marv & 
Ashkhabad (Turkmenistan). I also ran a series of creative workshops to complement some of these exhibitions. 
Alongside my artistic practice, I've undertaken extensive research on Islamic art; developing a very global 
perspective on fine art practice and theory through my studies at Kensington & Chelsea College and Prince's School 
of Traditional Art. I hold an MA in Traditional & Islamic Arts and also an MA in Islamic Studies. I also have three 
Diplomas of Honour granted to the best artist in Iran between 2004 and 2005. I have also taught many private 
students and courses on Islamic Art at the Islamic College (London) 
My recent practice is focused on social engagement and applying for my work as a highly effective tool for inter-
cultural dialogue. I set up CROSSOVER ART LTD in 2019 and have worked in collaboration with local authorities and 
professional arts agencies to deliver solo art exhibitions and a series of workshops for local community participants 
in deprived London boroughs. Earlier this year I also delivered a hugely successful project at P21 Gallery supported 
by Arts Council England. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1185 - Maryam Mirzaei 
Artwork 1 Title: Farewell 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 33 by 34 
Artwork 1 Medium: ink& Shell gold painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: in this image, there are three different styles of traditional arts named Tasheer or poetic 
style. 
I depict my last visit with my late father. 
the two birds in which one is flying and one sitting while looking at the other bird has shown my feeling of that day. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1186 

Artist ID: 1186 
 
Artist Name: Gary Crowder 
Website: www.garycrowderart.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/crowdergaryart 
 
Artist Statement: Using drawings and photographs as a reference point, I begin by applying multiple layers of paint 
to the panel and at some point begin the act of scraping away areas of paint, and building up again,until a certain 
area reveals something of interest to me.I then begin to try and exploit this random happening in order to progress 
my enquiry. Hopefully as the work progresses the painting begins to reveal an area of interest to me. 
Playing with the balance between figuration and abstraction, I seek to create images that have a strong emotional 
resonance. Often set against the backdrop of ordinary life, where nothing seems to be happening, and the presence 
of humans is only hinted at, the paintings are for me anyway, loaded with cultural, so-called and emotional 
relevance. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1186 - Gary Crowder 
Artwork 1 Title: Parked up by the river 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x30x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I went to London in the late summer. The lights by the river were beautiful, people were 
milling about, happy. Tucked away near a wharf, a lorry was parked up, the cab lights on softly, the driver unseen. I 
wondered about his/her life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1187 

Artist ID: 1187 
 
Artist Name: Selby Hurst Inglefield 
Website: www.selbyhi.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/selby_hi 
 
Artist Statement: Selby uses the technique of rug punching to create wall hung textiles. Her artwork focuses on 
themes of storytelling, autobiography and fantasy. Her practice often starts from personal writings, based on her 
own life and past. As she writes the initial autobiography tends to disappear blending the lines between reality and 
fantasy. The stories, drawings and rugs have become a space where she explores ideas of comfort, nostalgia and 
safety within her practice. Selby's interested in the link between safety and the relationship with the mundane 
domestic space and how she uses the concept of the domestic rug to create this safe space. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1187 - Selby Hurst Inglefield 
Artwork 1 Title: The tale of two tails 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x80x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wool and fringe on hessian 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A lot of my work is based on the domestic life and creating pieces about the quiet moments 
of the mundane. My cat had passed away the year previously, and I wanted to create a piece about how I projected 
a lot of my inner thoughts onto my cat and animals for that matter, I enjoy the silent comfort you can get from 
animals. The piece is about my old cat passing the torch to my new cat coming into my life and creating that silent 
comfort I was missing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1188 

Artist ID: 1188 
 
Artist Name: Anja Hessler 
Website: www.formplusgestalt.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/formplusgestalt 
 
Artist Statement: I create moving sculptures from copper, sterling silver, aluminium, acrylic and wood.  
My work explores materials, shape, textures, balance, light and movement in space, inspired by daily walks along 
Thanet's beautiful diverse beaches and coast line.  
The first series of mobile sculptures 'Constellationsâ€• combines geometrical shapes and architectural lines with 
textures and colour. I manipulate each metal element to bring out traces of degradation, humidity and movement 
and to allow nature over time to take control.  
I am particularly fascinated by the reflection of light, balance and movement and how it interacts with each object, 
transforming the aesthetic of the sculpture and it's surroundings from a static object to an interactive installation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1188 - Anja Hessler 
Artwork 1 Title: Constellation #3 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 100 x 100 
Artwork 1 Medium: Copper, Aluminium, Sterling Silver, Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Constellation #3 is part of a new series of mobile sculptures exploring materials, shape, 
textures, balance, light and movement in space. Reflection of light will draw new shapes transforming the aesthetic 
of the sculpture from a static object to an interactive installation. 
More images can be found here: https://www.formplusgestalt.com/journal/2020/2/4/new-works 
Testing movement in the studio: https://www.instagram.com/p/B9UwA7elRfO/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1189 

Artist ID: 1189 
 
Artist Name: Cosma Grosser 
Website: www.cosmagrosser.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1189 - Cosma Grosser 
Artwork 1 Title: cinetaph 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2500x1200 
Artwork 1 Medium: schulpure /analog film 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The aim of this work is an exploration of the relation between projections and space by 
reflecting upon the space as a surface of projection and the surface of the projection in space. In order to 
understand the space of projection, the perspective of the projectionist is taken here, which is the perspective 
behind the projector in the interior space of a projection. This concept is elaborated by projecting analog film on 
convex, transparent surfaces, intending to change its properties by achieving an effect of mirroring. The projection 
onto the  
convex surface is viewable from inside and outside while the mirroring effect conceals and also shows the process 
which is taking place inside of the model.  
This is a transformation of conventional cinema, which by an opaque spatial separation hides technical processes of 
projecting film on screen, instead it shows the process of screening as an interpretation of the perspective of the 
projectionist. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1190 

Artist ID: 1190 
 
Artist Name: Martin Looker 
Website: www.reduct-reform.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/reduct_reform.com 
 
Artist Statement: I am originally from Yorkshire and I now live and work in France. 
I am an abstract sculptor working predominantly with found objects, both natural and man made, which I either 
repurpose as part of my sculptures or recycle. 
My work reflects my fascination with texture: a weathered chunk of ancient oak, the patina of old bone or rusted 
metal, the delicate surface of a speckled egg. 
The joy of found objects comes from 
the variety in form, colour, material etc. which inspire and inform my art. 
Invariably a found object will spark a concept which I can incorporate into the final form of a sculpture. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1190 - Martin Looker 
Artwork 1 Title: Tailspin 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24X16.5X12 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bone, wood, metal and plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1191 

Artist ID: 1191 
 
Artist Name: Claire Price 
Website: www.clairepriceartist.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/clairepriceartist 
 
Artist Statement: I am concerned with the preservation of the natural world and I find myself seeking to create a 
utopia in my painting in the hopes of capturing something I fear will soon be lost; memories, youth, nature, species, 
cultures, customs.  
Working often from vintage photographs my work is anchored in the figurative, yet my lust for a spontaneous 
application of paint dares me to make space for the 'hazard', the unforeseen, and the subconscious to peek through. 
Driven by a deep sense of idealism and a classical notion of beauty I seek to create work that will impress with its 
formal values and fascinate and enchant with its uniquely personal interpretation. 
My representation of women speaks to my own inner world and points to the universe within. Children and animals, 
(often deer and birds) represent the innocence of natural things faced with mans greed and disregard for nature. 
Uprooted from my homeland and living as a stranger in a foreign land for almost two decades I am subconsciously 
exploring my own identity as a woman and as a New Zealander, via my adopted cultures of France and America. 
I chase an element of mystery, something spooky or mystical to pay homage to the great Spirit the gives life to all 
that we are. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1191 - Claire Price 
Artwork 1 Title: Aja of the Orishas 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91.4 x 127 x 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, charcoal on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Aja, Patron Saint of the forest, the animals, and healing herbs.  
She holds the secrets of botany, is a master of potions and healing herbs. 
She passed this skill to the Yoruba people who practice her craft 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1192 

Artist ID: 1192 
 
Artist Name: Morgan Bird 
Website: www.mvkpaints.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/mvkpaints 
 
Artist Statement: As a contemporary painter, working in the UK, I love all things paint & pigment and look to 
combine the old & new. Using Old Master techniques with satire, current affairs, pop culture and the odd tongue in 
cheek reference to the history of art, I seek to create paintings not pictures that exploit all the wonders of oil paint 
and bring smiles to faces. 
From a young age I was inspired by Caravaggio & Rembrandt and then later, Peter Howson, especially in terms of 
colour & contrast. Focusing on portraiture in particular, my paintings seek to bring a playful likeness to figures from 
the past & present. Drawing on the artificial realism of George Condo; the eerie but innocent pop portraits of 
Yoshitomo Nara; & neo-expressionism of Philip Guston, no subject is off limits and ideas come from pop culture, 
sport, politics, art history and grannies. 
I am a serious painter, making non-serious paintings and love every minute of it! 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1192 - Morgan Bird 
Artwork 1 Title: Marcus Rashford MBE: â€˜He's a saint that boy!' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x60x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: With a hint to icon painting of the past, we have a portrait of the footballer, Marcus 
Rashford MBE. 
A modern day saint? A comment on the divine status bestowed upon footballers? Or just fitting for a good guy? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1193 

Artist ID: 1193 
 
Artist Name: Tommy Harrison 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/tommyharrisonn 
 
Artist Statement: Building on a meta-modern foundation, my work confronts the fatalistic impossibility of merging 
fugitive intrinsic sensations with the dogged, extrinsic experience of a transitory post-postmodern habitat. Via the 
chiasm of instinct with intellect (and paint with concept), my work explores how this habitat exists simultaneously 
inside and outside the self.  
Through the unfolding process of painting -its tools and traditions considered- my practice hovers within where 
these experiences overlap. Reified through uncanniness, surrealism, anagram and the absurd, this discursive 
conceptual territory is ideal for tackling directly the facts of perception and being animal: forever swayed by hidden 
instincts, subconscious forces and a solipsistic hedonism. 
Despite being an exploration of oscillation between poles, my work often references the poles themselves. 
Exemplar; the dialect between pragmatically generated imagery and the decaying corpse. Further, my work uses 
obfuscation and deceit to confuse the senses; eliciting a self-conscious body awareness that returns the individual to 
the fact of a mortal existence.  
My work asks how this amalgam can be transmuted and presented to the viewer using only paint. It is my belief that 
the limits of human perception mean any attempt could only ever be a conjectural simulacrum at best. This 
scepticism too runs central to my work and with the understanding of my tasks impossibility, I chase the ever 
receding horizon regardless. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1193 - Tommy Harrison 
Artwork 1 Title: Horse In a Field 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110x175x5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1194 

Artist ID: 1194 
 
Artist Name: Matt Thompson 
Website: www.mattthompson.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/photo.matt 
 
Artist Statement: In physical chemistry, when a material becomes 'passive', it is creating an outer layer or shield 
material in order to strengthen and preserve. When exposed 
to the environment, bronze undergoes a series of chemical reactions that gives the shiny metal a pale green outer 
layer called a patina, which renders the metal less reactive and gives it protection. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1194 - Matt Thompson 
Artwork 1 Title: Passivation 9 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In physical chemistry, when a material becomes â€˜passive', it is creating an outer layer or 
shield material in order to strengthen and preserve. When exposed 
to the environment, bronze undergoes a series of chemical reactions that gives the shiny metal a pale green outer 
layer called a patina, which renders the metal less reactive and gives it protection. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1195 

Artist ID: 1195 
 
Artist Name: Stuart Jones 
Website: https://www.stuartjonesartist.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/stuartjonesartist 
 
Artist Statement: The environment and how we experience the landscape interests me and informs my practice. My 
work explores the human relationship with the landscape and how this is in flux. As we become increasingly 
disconnected from our environment due to technological advancement, we are in conflict with the natural world 
due to the way we live. Ideas of utopia, dystopia, heterotopia and the sublime are consistent themes within my 
practice. The Anthropocene and the climate crisis and current social and political issues feed my thinking.  
My paintings consists of layers of oil paint glazes, staining and pouring, spray paint applied with stencils and paint 
pens on canvas. My process varies and evolves over time but generally starts with drawings, images, and collages 
that I have manipulated and experimented with: this then forms the starting point for the painting. The human 
figure is missing from my paintings, enabling the viewer to become the missing human presence within the work, the 
spaces becoming portals that the viewer has to negotiate into an alternative world, space or time. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1195 - Stuart Jones 
Artwork 1 Title: â€˜Urban 2' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 182 x 122 x 3.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil and spray paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A painting questioning how we live in and view our environment. A response to ideas 
around the Anthropocene and the climate crisis. Layers of linear elements, architectural shapes and atmospheric 
space have been built up to create a reality that is full of ambiguity and mood. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1196 

Artist ID: 1196 
 
Artist Name: Henry Glover 
Website: https://www.henryglover.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/hgglover 
 
Artist Statement: The embrace is a recurring motif embodied in many forms in my work. Primarily I am a painter and 
a sculptor. I use these differing mediums for their unique material qualities; their physicality allows me to explore 
certain aspects of physical relationships. 
The materiality of painting and sculpture enables me to explore the physicality of the body and also its movement 
within space. To achieve this, I abstract particular aspects of the body and adjust the value of paint. I acknowledge 
the drawing, as the driving force behind the work; the lyrical gestures, and fluid marks are what make the liquid 
paint a physical body. The influence of German Expressionists and Symbolist painters is fundamental to my practice, 
their subjects resonate with me, and I relate to their emotive application of paint; Edvard Munch has been a 
constant inspiration. 
My painting method is physical. I view the process as much a key part of the painting as the final marks made upon 
completion. Exploiting the properties of paint and clay I demonstrate the process to reveal this materiality. I enjoy 
media that are wet and primitive. Clay and oils have this honesty unlike plastic media, they are so tactile that it feels 
as close as one can get to moulding another body and the intimacy of touch can be as delicate as the process of 
firing clay. 
My work focuses on the interplay between the physical sensations of my materials and the raw emotions of my own 
personal relationships. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1196 - Henry Glover 
Artwork 1 Title: Isolation caved in, I adore you, the sound of your skin 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x130x5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and soft pastel on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: So many lies that I found 
Blood, Heaven, I stick to the ground 
So many times I realized 
What I seek for is right in front of my eyes 
I'm alone in a hole in the ground 
A theater of dogs is still around 
My furniture has come alive 
I'm dancing with a candlestick tonight 
Flying kites reaping outside my window 
Smiles with fright 
Isolation caved in 
I adore you, the sound of your skin 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1197 

Artist ID: 1197 
 
Artist Name: Sophie White 
Website: www.stolfawhite.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/stolfawhite 
 
Artist Statement: I am a multidisciplinary artist working across the boundaries of contemporary craft, sculpture and 
installation.  
My work is a meditative process, a constant balancing act, it is the joy found in palpable focus and communication 
between my being and body and that of the material. It is the balance between the shapes, the colours, the space. It 
presents a quiet conversation between bodies, a conversation that asks for meditative focus for one to tune in to, 
which in turn can be applied to all future journeys in life. I am learning the balance and presenting my findings- in a 
form that speaks to the unconscious, pattern seeking part of the mind.  
The material content is always about the raw, core medium and its connotations. I usually work with steel, wood and 
oil paint, honouring old processes and thus the materials I am working with. Currently I am focused on creating 
structures designed to interact with and magnify nuances of the environment that they are housed in. My particular 
area of interest being on the natural elemental interactions; sunlight shining through to cast shadows, wind blowing 
to enliven to a moving mobile, reflections on a still water pool. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1197 - Sophie White 
Artwork 1 Title: Poise 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76cmx46cmx46cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Steel, Plywood, Gesso, Linseed oil, Pigment, Acrylic. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A yellow cube is cradled by its earthed yet unruly friend in a balancing act of colour, shape, 
material and physics. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1198 

Artist ID: 1198 
 
Artist Name: Sarah-Jane Field 
Website: www.sarahjanefield.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/sarahjane.field 
 
Artist Statement: Sarah-Jane Field's interdisciplinary approach includes photography, video, writing and performance 
as she aims to identify feedback loops between language, culture and the material world - resulting in a collection of 
disparate expressions and traces. Her work is an inquiry into the contemporary decoding and recoding of reality. Her 
entangled, multi-directional and polymorphic process aims to undermine a monistic and linear view of the universe. 
She urges viewers to question what image making is, was, and is becoming: although the photograph is a protagonist 
in much of her work, it must share the stage equally with other forms of exteriorisations. By exploring and 
highlighting such shifts, she is investigating the evolving definition of what it is to be human. 
Sarah-Jane's work has appeared in PH Museum's first mobile photography book (2020), Independent Photography 
magazine, fLIP (2019) and was chosen for several ShutterHub exhibitions, as well as pic-london's After School 
Collective, amongst other platforms. She is an active member of her community and has exhibited "i will have call 
you" (2018), "Portrait of a Pub", (2017) and other work in South London. She is also a portrait and event 
photographer and is nearing the end of a photography degree with The Open College of the Arts (OCA), which she 
began 20 years after gaining a BA (Hons) in Acting, from Manchester Metropolitan University in 1994. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1198 - Sarah-Jane Field 
Artwork 1 Title: why is there an astronaut in a field of flowers/ 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Various 
Artwork 1 Medium: multi-disciplinery 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "why is there an astronaut in a field of flowers/" 
is an experimental collaboration between a proprietary machine-learning app and a character invented by the artist. 
Within the context of coinciding paradigms - one linear, the other entangled and multi-directional - conversations 
are recorded, cultural favourites and dreams shared, plans made - but any familiarity we may have had with lines, 
boundaries and the shape of content is challenged. Instead, entities are encouraged to interact, become enmeshed, 
to reform and evolve, or else, slip away.  
You can see an online version here:  
https://www.sarahjanefield.com/flowersepublication 
Password - flowerfield 
And an introduction here: 
https://indd.adobe.com/view/24ba909f-d3f9-4919-8f3b-1446918a721c 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1199 

Artist ID: 1199 
 
Artist Name: Andrija Veä•Enaj 
Website: https://ello.co/tischlarov 
IG: www.instagram.com/tischlarov_ 
 
Artist Statement: Andrija VeÄ•enaj is an artist from VaraÅ¾din, Croatia, born in 1986, who intertwines the principles 
of design and visual arts, planned and random, artificial and natural. The main focus of the creation of his works is 
the relationship of archetypal forms and raw materials, such as sorghum and equisetum, jute, wood, wax, and 
plaster. Compositions consisting of full volumes, flat and linear-thin masses permeate the space around them. 
Tischlarov allows the sunlight, air flow, lightbulb heat, and gravity to smoothly change the shape, transparency, 
position, and relationships of his works. They grow and change, melt, harden, penetrate, merge, join, and break. 
He exhibits his artistic work in both solo and group exhibitions across Croatia. With regard to international 
exhibitions, the author would like to highlight the exhibition held in London in SCIN Gallery in 2013. Furthermore, he 
was awarded the first award at the Artwood festival in 2016. held on the island of Pag for a public sculpture titled 
'Monolimit'. He is a member of the Croatian Designer Association (HDD) and the Croatian Association of Artists of 
MeÄ‘imurje (HDLUM).  
In his future artistic endeavours, he strives to explore the potential of other local natural materials and processes, to 
enrich human living and working spaces with his art, and to furthermore develop his sculptural signature. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1199 - Andrija Veä•Enaj 
Artwork 1 Title: Kefa 02 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x25x10 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sorghum plant, Plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Kefa 02 is an object from the series in which the author questions the aesthetic values of 
cast paper packaging for consumer electronics. Made of paper pulp, the packaging is reduced in form and 
construction to the most important ones; protection of the primary industrial product. Its lifespan is short, and its 
aesthetics are neglected due to its subordinate function and cheap consumables. In this artwork, the author, pouring 
plaster into the packaging, creates its matrix - a copy of the mold from which the packaging itself is made. In this 
way, he turns the trivial form of packaging into a unique one, puts it in the foreground, in the exhibition space and 
rises above the primary industrial product he protected. With implanted archetypal forms, he implants raw, organic, 
plant material - sorghum stalks. Now full volumes and linearly thinned masses permeate the space around them. 
They also grow and melt, melt, harden, penetrate, merge, connect and break. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1200 

Artist ID: 1200 
 
Artist Name: Lidia Lidia 
Website: www.lidialidia.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/justlidialidia 
 
Artist Statement: Lidia Lidia is a multidisciplinary artist working with installation, video, photography, performance 
and activism. 
Using strong and sometimes disturbing images in combination with extensive research she aims to communicate 
uncomfortable narratives generally rooted in social injustice and inequality. 
Lidia believes passionately in the statement that 'the personal is political' and that through art it is possible to shape 
society. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1200 - Lidia Lidia 
Artwork 1 Title: The Waiting Room 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 210x190cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: digital photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I spent the first 5 weeks of the COVID-19 lockdown reading news obsessively. I passed from 
indignation, to anger, to frustration and deep confusion. 
The whole period of the Covid-19 lock down has been an increasing of confusion, hysteria and entertainment... an 
insane circus where people tried to keep busy doing everything and the opposite of everything. 
I am still not sure what is the truth behind the Covid-19 apocalypse, but I am sure that one day, somewhere and 
somehow, this truth will emerge. It is just a matter of waiting... 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1201 

Artist ID: 1201 
 
Artist Name: Zuo Wenqi 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1201 - Zuo Wenqi 
Artwork 1 Title: reality.life 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50*50 
Artwork 1 Medium: computer 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1202 

Artist ID: 1202 
 
Artist Name: Juliet James 
Website: https://julietjames.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/julietjames_art 
 
Artist Statement: I am a UK artist, based at Thames-side Studios in London. My paintings and drawings are instantly 
recognisable by their fluid lines, contrast of negative space/colour and treatment of the nude figure, portrayed in a 
simplified, naÃ¯ve style. Whether ordained with patterns inspired by Op Art, Pop Art and Art Deco or paired down 
monochromatic and minimal, I love to inject my art with humour, surrealism and a slight subversity, as a tongue-in-
cheek redefinition of the concept of erotica and the male gaze (as portrayed by a female artist). 
Night and Day is part of a series of paintings portraying each of the twelve signs of the Zodiac, and represents the 
star sign of Libra. I chose not to represent the signs using the traditional symbolism associate with each sign; the 
whole concept of this series evolved from an interest in more ethereal and secret symbolism, based on emotional 
traits rather than astrological, astronomical or mythologically derived.  
Within the Zodiac series I aimed to capture emotive qualities that might resonate with a 21st Century audience who 
might be sceptical or dismissive of the clichéd connotations of Astrology, particularly for an older audience who are 
likely to have grown up with newspaper daily horoscopes and seaside fortune tellers. 
The Zodiac series, in the context of my wider body of paintings, fits in with my figurative, semi-illustrative style and 
expands upon elements of surrealism and symbolism that have become a key part of my artwork. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1202 - Juliet James 
Artwork 1 Title: Night and Day 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 34x28x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and coloured pencil on canvas panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Night and Day represents the star sign Libra and references symbolic elements relating to 
Venus (goddess of love and ruling planet of Libra), black and white elements relating to balance and the symbol of 
the scales that is Libra. Esoteric elements are also included, relating to the perceived traits of Librans being quite 
'black and whiteâ€• in terms of binary attitudes, discerning and an on/off or detached attitude. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1203 

Artist ID: 1203 
 
Artist Name: Rebecca Beris 
Website: https://rebeccaartgallery.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/rebeccaberis 
 
Artist Statement: ARTIST BIO 
I am an Australian born Israeli artist. I have a Master of Visual Arts degree, from Melbourne University Australia. 
For me, art fulfills two purposes. Firstly, it is a form of personal expression and a means of connecting on a deep 
level to the common experiences that we all share as humans. Secondly, it acts as a form of meditation that 
connects me to my inner sense of peace and harmony.  
I am primarily drawn to the subject matter of portraits. I find emotion and value in the facial expression of people 
and believe that the features, such as the lines and eyes of the face, tell a story about one's history and personal 
experience and struggles. Through my art, I strive to capture the intensity of people's looks and convey their life's 
story. 
Acrylic painting is my chosen medium for expression. The texture and vibrancy of acrylic paint appeal to my 
sensibility and provide me with the best and most direct means of expression. I typically paint with acrylic paints 
directly on a blank stretch canvas without the need for sketching with a pencil. 
My artworks typically capture a moment in the lives of individuals. The expressive brushstrokes and bold colors 
convey a feeling of immediacy and intimacy. My evocative works elicit involvement from the viewer and ask them to 
connect with the subjects of my images. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1203 - Rebecca Beris 
Artwork 1 Title: Immigrants 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm (W) x 40cm (H) 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1204 

Artist ID: 1204 
 
Artist Name: Despina Symeou 
Website: www.artbydespina.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/DespinaSymeou_Art 
 
Artist Statement: Inevitably the lockdowns of 2020 forced on the world a period of time in which people became the 
sole directors of their daily lives. As diaries full of appointments and events, one by one came and went unrealised. 
The days stretched out ahead without structure, leaving us with the 'me time' we always craved for back when our 
lives were busy, busy, busy. 
Whether in a family environment or living alone, the resulting feeling of isolation was evident. Humans have always 
found a way to bond with each other and with our animals. 
Pets, ever an important part of life, really stepped up to the best buddy mark, and more importantly they play a 
large part in the emotional, physical and mental health mix. 
Social networks have become the primary way to connect with our familiar lives. The collective shift online became a 
way of managing the unrelenting proximity of family, housemates or solitary loneliness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1204 - Despina Symeou 
Artwork 1 Title: Feline Friends 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H93cm x W68cm x 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The image of a young girl taking a selfie with her cats brings together many elements of 
lockdown.  
Whereas in the past she would have been urged to put down her phone, now her phone has become her lifeline to 
socialise with friends, and her only way to make new ones. Online connections can only satisfy the spirit up to a 
point.  
Her physical need for a hug is met unconditionally by her cats who demand very little of her but offer the tactile 
reassurance we all need. 
Overall, the blank wall can be seen as a reference to our 2020 diaries, while the chequered floor indicates the new 
2021 year we are having to navigate. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1205 

Artist ID: 1205 
 
Artist Name: Ovidiu Batista 
Website: www.ovidiubatista.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ovidiu_batista 
 
Artist Statement: Ovidiu Batista (Romanian, b. 1987) 
Is a painter and engraiving artist characterized by his dreamlike, surreal, and expressionist interpretation of society. 
In his work, he draws not least on inspiration from his many travels infused with current trends and news from social 
media and the fashion world. 
Born in the city of Barlad, Batista studied at the University of Art and Design in Timisoara (Romania). In 2009, he 
moved to Ecole de Beaux Art de Metz (France) during the first year of his master's study, and in 2010, he won a 
residency at the FundaciÃ³n CIEC Betanzos-A Coruna (Spain) where he worked toward graduating with a master's in 
Etching, Lithography and Silkscreen. 
Starting in 2012, the artist collaborated with BetterPress Studio in Rome (Italy), realizing silkscreen workshops and a 
few expositional projects, while also participating in collaborations with other international artists in Rome and the 
Tuscany region. 
Many of Batista's projects explore aspects of the quotidian life, including a conflict between conscious and 
unconscious thinking and acting among individuals in contemporary society. 
Drawing on his experience as a makeup artist, favorite topics include the particularities of the makeup industry, the 
question of how we define our personal aesthetic identity, the influences that shape us, the limits to the search for 
beauty, and, as perhaps the most interesting aspect, the follower's desire to become an influencer. 
The artist's work has been the subject of both solo and group exhibitions at institutions and galleries, including Salon 
d'Automne Paris 2020, Arancha Osoro Gallery, Oviedo / Spain; Festival della CREATIVITA Museum of Contemporary 
Art / (MACRO), ROMA / Italy; Monty4 Gallery, A Coruna / Spain; Quinta del Sordo, Madrid / Spain; MÃšSI La 
Felguera, Asturias / Spain; Art Fair Cuarto PÃºblico, Santiago de Compostela / Spain; Art Show, Busan / South Korea; 
Alonso Vidal Gallery, Barcelona / Spain; FundaciÃ³n CIEC, Betanzos / Spain; Fig Bilbao / Spain; Come find me, 
Florence / Italy; Betterpress Lab, Roma / Italia; Espacio Cultural Pedro Remy, Braga / Portugal; Art Residence Creative 
Analog, 'From photography to graphics and back.â€•, Kostanjevica na Krki / Slovenia. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1205 - Ovidiu Batista 
Artwork 1 Title: IMMIGRATION LAND 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: plaque dimensions 150/80 cm, dimension of paper 185/ 110 cm , paper quality hahnemuhle 
350 gr , P/A, 2020. 
Artwork 1 Medium: drawing/ etching on cooper plaque. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Immigration Land" is based on the identity conflict concept and the way it is reflected in the 
memory of each person who is exposed to the migratory phenomenon. From a conceptual point of view, the project 
sketches, projects and questions, through a philosophical vision the interpretation of 'intuition of freedomâ€• 
phenomenology and 'the concept of freedom in societyâ€•. The work's motivation is mainly represented by the 
artist's own feelings, experienced over the last decade on the territory of different European countries. The work 
"Immigration Land" tends to paint a portrait of societies, recalling the impact that this migratory phenomenon has 
on the geosocial environment. The spectator is invited to experience the feelings emanating from these works, to 
reflect on the obvious connections that the theme has with the concept of self-outdoing, elimination of borders, 
physical, spiritual and intellectual limits. 
In order to have a clearer consultation on the richness of details and the technical refinement of this work, please 
access the link: https://ovidiubatista.com/immigration-land/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1206 

Artist ID: 1206 
 
Artist Name: Jane Dickins 
Website: www.janedickinsart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/janedickinsart 
 
Artist Statement: My work is a combination of my British and Australian heritage. My background studying 
Aboriginal art is a very powerful influence on my work. In Central Australia, artists map the landscape using a limited 
set of design elements. I'm inspired by this spiritual abstraction of the landscape, and drawn to finding hidden 
patterns of meaning and beauty in the spaces around me. In my home, the houses next door, the streets where I 
walk. I explore these hidden patterns in the mediums of print, collage, ink and pencil. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1206 - Jane Dickins 
Artwork 1 Title: Deal Dreaming 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 57cm x 67cm x 0.2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Colour pencil on 18th century title deed 
Artwork 1 Commentary: During lockdown I have been restricted to a few streets around my home. These streets 
have grounded me, they have become so familiar that I walk them in my dreams. They are the focus for this work 
where I am marking out my universe using the minds eye. Maps can be the key to your survival. In the past they 
were rare and precious things. But they have raised important questions for me too. What are they really for? And 
who owns the land that is mapped? I have drawn all over ancient documents - 18th century title deeds to highlight 
the contrast between legal "ownership" and the sense of spiritual ownership and belonging that we all carry for the 
places we live. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1207 

Artist ID: 1207 
 
Artist Name: Dylan Bardoe 
Website: www.dylanbardoe.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/dylan_bardoe 
 
Artist Statement: If you're trying to your feet in 21st Century; in the age of information overload, you're thrust into a 
complicated and aggressive stream of disposable simulacra, and promiscuous superficiality, in which arguably the 
traditionally valued qualities of depth, coherence, meaning, originality, and authenticity are evacuated or dissolved 
amid the random swirl of empty signals. We are all collectively sucked up in the whirlpool of access and excess; in a 
global display of the instinct to binge. The internet and other tools of global networking have given us abilities that 
we are still yet to wield responsibly, and our tendency to splurge and rampage means that our collective pile of 
information, content and material grows and has seemingly become inescapable. I feel as though this can make life 
prescriptive, the overload can become overwhelming. What I want to express in the work is the experience of 
growing up in such a world, the appearance of constant forms of excess, and my desire for people and myself to find 
a form of aggressive instinct and a sense of individual impulse, in which I find a strong sense of calm. I hope that 
perhaps the somewhat aggressive and explicit imagery I present can provide a cathartic and refreshing impact, for 
you as it has for myself. I endeavour to create honest and genuine forms of expression in contrast with what I see as 
a departure from authenticity and sincerity in modern mainstream media and online behaviour. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1207 - Dylan Bardoe 
Artwork 1 Title: Ivory Jawbone' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 188x170cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In a way, this painting is a portrait of the Internet; the way in which this almost phenomenal 
and unrestrained tool but also universe of simulacrum, has reared an ugly head. The Internet seems to be a breeding 
ground for freedom of expression but instead I think has proved itself through our manipulation of it to be a cesspit 
of dangerous algorithms and systems that turn people against each other and make us forget the value of 
authenticity and genuine forms of expression. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1208 

Artist ID: 1208 
 
Artist Name: Auryn Marsh 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I work across multiple mediums of art, including painting with watercolours, oils and acrylics, 
printing with both lino and etching and working digitally with my drawing tablet. 
My work tends to explore the theme of self expression and portraying the messages and stories that I know through 
my art. This can range from creating an abstract portrait of a friend or family member to pieces that may portray 
deeper and more emotional subject material. I am still currently developing my own artist voice through my studies 
and any hands on experience that I get.  
I studied am currently in my second year attending University at The University of the West of England (UWE), 
studying Drawing and Print (based in Bristol where I currently live and continue to make work). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1208 - Auryn Marsh 
Artwork 1 Title: Dinner For Two 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21Ã—14.8cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Drawing 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1209 

Artist ID: 1209 
 
Artist Name: Kate Edmunds 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/kateedmundsartist 
 
Artist Statement: Kate Edmunds painter 
Hello - my name is Kate Edmunds, I have a busy company, Eggnogg Ltd, with I run with my husband, Gareth. We 
create award winning colouring products for children which in itself is fun but...  
My real passion is oil painting: 
I start with a huge blank canvas which stands stark in the kitchen. In anticipation I pluck up courage to drive straight 
into the white void, plunging me into another painterly world. First I smother the whole thing in a bright acrylic 
orange or yellow, roughly stratching out the shapes as I go, the start of this temporary adventure. Next, squeezing 
out great dollops of oil paint onto a paint encrusted palette, I relish the swodgng sound as the paint escapes from 
the tube. Smearing the beautiful, thick oily colours across the canvas with pallet knives, fingers, brushes and rags, 
prussian blue and raw umber sidled up to acid lemon yellows and cobalt blues. Cloud laden skies, valleys, mountains 
start to appear transporting me into a mystical world entangled with memories of holidays gone by and maybe the 
odd 70s caravan on the horizon. 
Contact Kate Edmunds: 07979 430784 0117 9277747 kate@eggnogg.co.uk 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1209 - Kate Edmunds 
Artwork 1 Title: Pyscho caravans in a storm 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 90 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: During lockdown I've found myself painting images that lurk in my head combined with 
reference sketches, photos and memories that best sum up feelings of containment and anxiousness of the current 
time. With psycho caravans I see us all living separate isolated lives using caravans as an analogy with a storm raging 
all around us. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1210 

Artist ID: 1210 
 
Artist Name: Ingrid Pino 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Brazilian painter currently based in Amsterdam. Learned to love creating things with her own 
hands by observing her mother's and grandmother'sÂ artistry. Participated in collective exhibits with otherÂ women 
painters in Sao Paulo and Berlin. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1210 - Ingrid Pino 
Artwork 1 Title: Fruitful (3) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21 x 29,7 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Dry pastels on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Fruitful" plays with appetites and self-enjoyment in the quest to reclaim one's body and 
agency. (The entry submitted is #3 of 4 related paintings). 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1211 

Artist ID: 1211 
 
Artist Name: Jack Bidewell 
Website: www.Jackbidewell.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/Jackbidewell 
 
Artist Statement: Jack Bidewell was born in 1994 in Cambridge, UK and he currently lives and works in London. In 
2018, Bidewell graduated with a BA and MA in Fashion from the University of the Arts in London. Jack Bidewell 
creates works across a wide range of media, including painting, sculpture, text and photography. In his work, 
Bidewell aims to explore what cannot be expressed in words through the language of abstract painting and 
sculpture. Bidewell's practice is rooted in his autobiographical experiences and studies into the human condition, 
exploring human psychology in relation to a visual language. The artist applies the practice of sketching as a way to 
think, thereby welcoming the accidental, display layering and mark making. Hence, Bidewell emphasises the value of 
sketching by using large canvases and sculptures as drawings in a notebook. Jack Bidewell has a number of upcoming 
solo exhibitions which include Solo Show Saint Rita Parlor Showroom, Seattle, AUS (2021) and Art Hub Solo Show, 
London, UK (2021). He also participated in several group exhibitions including upcoming Wabi-Sabi exhibition at 
Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery, London, UK (2021); Bjorn and Gundorph Gallery Private viewing Group Show with Martin 
Creed, Soren Sejr and Stephan Siebers, Aarhus, Denmark; Art Hub group show, London, UK (2020); Degree show, 
University of the Arts, London (2018); Common Cohort Group Show, Filet Gallery (2017). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1211 - Jack Bidewell 
Artwork 1 Title: â€˜The page as a midnight sky' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 180 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil paint, water colours and graphite on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Artwork series information 
â€˜The Page' 
Exploring the infinite possibilities of the medium, Jack Bidewell's recent series of studies, entitled â€˜The Page', 
immerses the viewer within a constant unfolding of events. Through the use of painting and sculpture, the visual 
language of abstraction becomes a tool used to investigate that which cannot be expressed in words. It is the writing 
of the body, rather than semantic writing, that one encounters within Bidewell's use of mark-making and layering of 
oil paint. By working around a central mark, the artist engages in a conversation with the canvas. Almost like a game, 
he has to consider every move within the composition, thus chancing every variation possible. Behaving as sketches, 
these works bear witness to the process of making. This does not imply that they are unfinished works, instead, as 
sketches they remain unresolved. These works attempt to capture the mysterious qualities of a sketch while 
simultaneously portraying themselves as completed paintings. Thus, the large scale canvases both reveal and 
conceal the thinking and drawing that one would encounter in his sketchbooks. The artist applies the practice of 
sketching as a way to think, thereby welcoming the accidental. In both the sculptures and the paintings included in 
his new series, Bidewell revalues the practice of sketching by using large canvases and sculptures as drawings in a 
notebook. Each canvas shows figures dispersed as words on a page appearing to one's eyes as a constellation of 
thoughts which cannot be expressed in words. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1212 

Artist ID: 1212 
 
Artist Name: Cassie Bledsoe 
Website: http://www.strangeaesthetic.net 
IG: www.instagram.com/cassieraeartistry 
 
Artist Statement: My work explores the relationship between the body and mind. With influences as diverse as 
Carraviaggio and Francis Bacon, new tensions are created from both explicit and implicit structures. 
Every Image I create comes from endless adventures in the city, walking aimlessly with music in my ears. I Artist 
Statement: 
collect imagery from NYC, and manipulate my emotions with the songs I choose.  
Ever since I was a child I have been fascinated by the essential unreality of the mind. What starts out as yearning 
soon becomes manipulated into a hegemony of power, leaving only a sense of what could have been and the 
unlikelihood of a new synthesis. 
As intermittent derivatives become distorted through emergent and diverse practice, the viewer is left with an 
epitaph for the edges of our condition. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1212 - Cassie Bledsoe 
Artwork 1 Title: guest of a guest 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 31''x20'' 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on raw canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece was created to be a part of the FACTORY OF STORIES collection. The collection 
was created in isolation during peak times of the pandemic in Nyc 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1213 

Artist ID: 1213 
 
Artist Name: Sue Watt 
Website: www.suewatt1.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/suewatt1 
 
Artist Statement: My work is a visceral representation of my experience as a mother and carer for my beloved son 
Tom, exploring love, joy, loss, anger, and the strength of will required to help and support a non-verbal child with 
significant disabilities.  
My recent work, created during the pandemic, explores the loneliness and isolation I experienced in lockdown, as 
well as the practical and emotional impact of the suspension of external support for Tom, challenges that were 
personal to me and my family, yet common to many others during those difficult months.  
As the themes have developed, my experience of raising a child with complex disabilities has blurred with the grief of 
the pandemic, expressing fear and isolation. Strength and vulnerability are symbolised in my work by the foreboding 
presence of ravens, by multiple nameless faces, by Tom's mesmerising spinner toys, and by the brace that continues 
to support his body while medical organisations, under pressure from the pandemic, cannot. The ever-present 
backstory to my work is Tom's life since babyhood, the developmental landmarks missed, the coming to terms with 
what can never be, the years of hospital appointments, the inevitable conflict between medical advice and parental 
instinct, and the joys and difficulties of his life at the centre of a devoted, able-bodied family of parents and siblings. 
Striking a balance between abstraction and stylized figuration, I express my thoughts with frankness and tangible 
emotion providing a unique record of the unbreakable bond between mother and child. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1213 - Sue Watt 
Artwork 1 Title: Group support 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 102 x 150 x 4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The starting point for this piece of work was a set of black and white photographs of my son 
Tom's immediate family , (who are involved in his care) , wearing his back brace. It is difficult and cumbersome and I 
gave them no clues, just asked them to wear it. This work fed into a set of paintings and whereas I though the 
project was about strength and empathy, when they put the brace on , they appeared equally vulnerable to Tom. 
Their strength comes from being part of the group; a support group. How I feel about this is expressed in this 
painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1214 

Artist ID: 1214 
 
Artist Name: Krystle Holland 
Website: www.doodlemood.art 
IG: www.instagram.com/doodlemood 
 
Artist Statement: Krys is an abstract artist working predominantly in acrylic. Her style is automatic, impulsive and 
sometimes chaotic. Her works explore the art of imperfection and freedom of unconscious thought. She works with 
layers of paint and accidental marks to create ambiguous elements within each painting. These reflect a curiosity of 
human nature, psychology and form.  
Her early work focused on pen doodle sketches that inspired her portraits - a series of androgynous cartoonish 
doodles with a hint of melancholy.  
She grew up in Manchester and studied at Manchester Metropolitan University. During her career as a makeup 
artist, she developed an appreciation and approach to colour which enables her to manipulate expression and form 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1214 - Krystle Holland 
Artwork 1 Title: Noise 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, spray paint and pastel on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: As a makeup artist working mainly in the music industry, I created this artwork relating to 
the death of live music due to the pandemic.  
Full of anxious feelings of the unknown from the people who create to the people who listen.  
All that noise has been silenced! 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1215 

Artist ID: 1215 
 
Artist Name: Ruth Gilmour 
Website: www.rthglmr.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/rthglmr 
 
Artist Statement: Engaging narrative and auto-theoretical research approaches, I work to decentre concepts of the 
unified and stable self. Imagining the multiplicity of our bodily nature by creating and expanding concepts of being; 
my methodologies work to portray freedom and materialise resistance when questioning notions around the 
unresolvable contradictions between self/other and the discrete/distinct. 
Holding concerns on the un/known and un/predictable aspects of being in an ailing world and body, I seek a 
cathartic meeting place between body and material. My lived experiences and memories are crafted in natural 
materials to establish kinships with them. Using digital photography, printing and craft processes, I redirect my 
embodied faults and fears and imagine getting closer to, or merging with, sensitive materials that obscure robust 
natures. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1215 - Ruth Gilmour 
Artwork 1 Title: Loose Gatherings 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 32x18x.01 
Artwork 1 Medium: digitally printed silk 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Loose Gatherings' belongs to a series of 6 textile images that each centre and manipulate 
different aspects of my anatomy. Instead of applying silk to the body for optimisation, I create a synthesis through 
the application of digital and craft processes. This reversal facilitates the de/construction and re/positioning of body, 
material, image and colour.  
Considering the multitude of beings and cultures that are both building and threatening our permeable selves, 
"Loose Gatherings" adapts traditions of needlework and textile printing to offer a meditative and intuitive expression 
of the way different diseases touch or threaten my body. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1216 

Artist ID: 1216 
 
Artist Name: Tamara Chianta 
Website: www.tamarachianta.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/tamara.chianta 
 
Artist Statement: I developed a passion for abstract art during my studies at Goldsmiths. I apply layers of acrylic 
paint to canvas, forming subtle textures and ethereal patterns. Incorporating dramatic bursts of colour, the resulting 
works are atmospheric with a sense of the sublime.  
Biomorphic forms pervade my work as I find myself drawn to the grotesque and transcendent aspects of the human 
body. Feelings inspired by my twin pregnancy and birth. I combine these organic elements with intangible forms 
inspired by cloud formations and shifting patterns on water, in an attempt to convey the transitory nature of 
existence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1216 - Tamara Chianta 
Artwork 1 Title: Lacuna 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x95x2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paint on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1217 

Artist ID: 1217 
 
Artist Name: Christina Hoffmann 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Trained as a painter and sculptor, I have held various exhibitions in Spain and Germany. My gaze is 
focused on nature, animals, men and women, their attitudes, their interactions and their 'pose' before us. Currently, 
my work is very much aimed at sculpture and the discovery of natural, organic forms and movement. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1217 - Christina Hoffmann 
Artwork 1 Title: Sumo Fight 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x40x40 
Artwork 1 Medium: refractory clay 
Artwork 1 Commentary: made in refractory clay presents the movement of two sumo wrestlers in a hug full of 
strength 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1218 

Artist ID: 1218 
 
Artist Name: Jose Antonio Maldonado Estrada 
Website: www.metzican.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/losmetzican 
 
Artist Statement: Hi! At Metzican we firmly believe in our culture and that is why all our efforts are focused on 
rescuing, diffusing and strengthening Mexican roots through illustration. 
One of the ideals is to bring art closer to society and integrate it into the recovery of spaces. The streets are a great 
medium for communication between society and what we spread, with this seeks to generate in people an interest 
in Mexican culture. We have painted in different countries such as USA, Brazil, Germany, Czech Republic, Italy, 
England, Denmark, France, Switzerland, Netherlands, Kosovo and Ireland. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1218 - Jose Antonio Maldonado Estrada 
Artwork 1 Title: Equilibrio 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 105 x 105cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1219 

Artist ID: 1219 
 
Artist Name: Pierce Victor 
Website: https://www.piercevictordesign.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Hello, my name is Pierce and my work explores portraiture. I'm a relatively new practicing artist. I 
usually paint from photographs I have taken myself of people I have spoken to or spent time with on various travels 
and experiences. I aim to capture the soul, spirit and character of an individual when I paint them. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1219 - Pierce Victor 
Artwork 1 Title: Vencilia 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59x42x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a study of my grandmother who suffers from Alzheimer's. Although she doesn't 
express that she recognises family members, I believe the brain is working hard to understand and recognise faces 
behind her eyes. She may not be able to communicate it, but the facial expression is very unique and speaks a 
thousand words. I wanted to capture that particular look of calculation and intrigue in this study. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1220 

Artist ID: 1220 
 
Artist Name: Iris Einoeder 
Website: www.iriseinoeder.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/IrisEinoeder 
 
Artist Statement: My work is characterized by an interdisciplinary, experimental approach. Combining sculpture, 
graphics and painting overcomes the inherent boundaries of the individual art forms, leading to a new and distinct 
visual language that brings out a high degree of sensitivity, emotional engagement and artistic expressiveness. 
In my paintings, I use materials far more customary to the construction industry, such as concrete and steel. By 
alienating this material and bringing it into an entirely new context, I aim to redefine and create an entirely new 
three-dimensional composition. 
I am intrigued by space, light, shape and colour. As the metal and concrete is carefully worked into the canvas, the 
three-dimensional form begins to stand out against the painted lines and colour, almost as if the elements are 
floating. Depending upon the light and illumination, the subtle shadows further add to the overall dynamic of the 
composition. The various textures, alongside the colour fields and graphic elements all together create a visual 
language that is rich in contrast. The penetration of the canvas need not be an act of destruction, but rather an 
understanding to shift ones perspective, overcoming its native two-dimensionality. 
I work within the fields of painting, sculpture, installation and new media art. In my artistic work, I try to capture and 
reflect the interrelation of individual elements within complex systems. I translate key values such as balance, 
instability, anomaly and deviation; and in a very subtle way, try to address the vulnerable balance of organic and 
inorganic systems within each composition. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1220 - Iris Einoeder 
Artwork 1 Title: Objects No. 81_ London, 2020, from the series Â»Objects on canvasÂ« 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 cm x 50 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Interdisciplinary work, combining sculpture, graphics and painting on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: DESCRIPTION 
As the metal and concrete is carefully worked into the canvas, the three-dimensional form begins to stand out 
against the painted lines and colour, almost as if the elements are floating. Depending upon the light and 
illumination, the subtle shadows further add to the overall dynamic of the composition. The various textures, 
alongside the colour fields and graphic elements all together create a visual language that is rich in contrast.  
Combining sculpture, graphics and painting overcomes the inherent boundaries of the individual art forms, leading 
to a new and distinct visual language that brings out a high degree of sensitivity, emotional engagement and artistic 
expressiveness. 
Medium of artwork 
Interdisciplinary work, combining sculpture, graphics and painting on canvas 
Materials and techniques 
Concrete, steel and mixed media on canvas 
Measurements 
60 cm x 50 cm 
Inscription and markings 
Unique copy, signed on back 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1221 

Artist ID: 1221 
 
Artist Name: Mirjam Hinn 
Website: www.mirjam-hinn.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/Mirjam hinn 
 
Artist Statement: Key themes in her practice have evolved from her fascination with the phenomenon of 
synaesthesia, the idea of blended senses. Hinn is interested in investigating how it is possible to visualise experiences 
on canvases, for example hearing sounds (exhibition Solidified Sounds), sensing light (exhibition The Light Begins to 
Boil) or experiencing emotional shock (exhibition High Voltage). Her most recent work focuses on issues of inward 
human experiences. Mirjam Hinn's latest exhibition 'High Voltageâ€• explores the intense states of mind and their 
role in being human. By dismantling extreme experiences, both positive and negative, into their constituent 
elements, the exhibition reveals the common underlying structures that characterise all the exhilarating experiences 
that Hinn has captured into the gamut of dazzling colour of her abstract paintings. She has long been attracted to 
bright colours and unearthly artificial shades, which are almost luminous. Hinn dismantles and deconstructs the 
painting medium to its primary parts; a brush stroke, colour mottle, line, spike, etc., to present to the viewers her 
distinct perspective from the depths of the human soul. Hinn frequently uses brush strokes and shapes with torn 
edges as a central motif in the visual language of her dynamic abstract paintings. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1221 - Mirjam Hinn 
Artwork 1 Title: Anonymous Substance 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x130x3 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1222 

Artist ID: 1222 
 
Artist Name: Callum Eaton 
Website: www.callumeaton.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/callumeats 
 
Artist Statement: A recent graduate of Goldsmiths College, Callum is a painter of modern life. Using the painterly 
language of realism, Callum subverts our expectations of what an oil painting should, or indeed can be. His 
meticulous renderings of quotidian objects and members of his own community often leave expectations unfulfilled, 
unanswered and pose the question, 'Why bother?â€• Yet Callum strives to unearth a raw clarity within everyday 
objects, celebrating the overlooked and disregarded aspects of life.  
Since graduating, Callum has moved back to his hometown of Bath. This beautiful town has always attracted artists; 
most notably the great English portrait painter Thomas Gainsborough, who came to Bath in order to pursue his 
career. Callum has made this move for similar reasons, yet instead of painting the elite members of society as 
Gainsborough did, Callum paints the unrecognisable, yet irreplaceable people of his community.  
Callum is also an avid skateboarder, a pastime that has shaped his view of the world around him. His impeccable eye 
demonstrated through his work, comes into use when scouring for spots to skate in the streets. This identification 
and elevation of the commonplace, which is so often invisible in this saturated modern world, is replicated in the 
way Callum approaches the subjects of his paintings. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1222 - Callum Eaton 
Artwork 1 Title: Single Use 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 60 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1223 

Artist ID: 1223 
 
Artist Name: Esme Fergusson 
Website: www.esmefineart.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/esmefineart 
 
Artist Statement: Through constant exposure to a rapidly evolving society, pent up subconscious feelings and direct 
visual inspirations are overwhelming, my practice seeks to translate these thoughts into something more tangible. In 
order to capture my perspective on external stimuli, photography is often used as a bridge from theoretical ideas to 
translate into something more substantial. Delving deeper into what particularly interests my practice regarding 
society; it revolves around themes of the ordinary, current sociocultural topics, and the urban environment within 
western society. Consequently my practice provides an insight and comment on the human condition.  
My practice can be viewed as split into two strands, abstract paintings caused by subconscious activity, and more 
realistic visually based portraits and landscapes. However, these link in their origin and process, all work is unified 
under the inspiration of modern society.  
In regard to painting technique, how I paint can be related to Frank Auerbach's approach, naturally applying oil paint 
in thick gestural marks with an impatience to block in shapes and shadows that I interpret. Furthermore, my process 
involves experimenting with texture as an extension of expression, and due to my immediate and intuitive nature I 
am often forced to be resourceful and try new materials. As a practice, my process is constant, every element of 
process can trigger new work to begin.  
Painting provides an opportunity to isolate a moment, whether this be visual or solely emotive. But how painting can 
turn a moment into a statement is what drives my practice. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1223 - Esme Fergusson 
Artwork 1 Title: Continuity of time 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75 X 105 X 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Primarily used oil on wooden board, other materials used: canvas, cardboard, overexposed film 
roll, PVA, plastic, paper, wood and moulding paste. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: At the beginning of lockdown and the effects of coronavirus taking effect in March 2020, 
there was a lot of uncertainty and misunderstanding. A confusing but very real time for many of us. As a result I 
created â€˜Continuity of time', this work was based upon the emotional unrest I was suppressing at the time. The 
distressed texture of this work portrays the tension being released into the process. In addition the failure to conceal 
what was underneath (orange peeking through) was intentional to show that this painting has been reworked, and 
the brightness left behind is still relevant and symbolic to the external situation provoking this piece. Finally, the 
reason this piece is named â€˜Continuity of time' refers to how it provided a bridge between normality and the 
uncertainty ahead. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1224 

Artist ID: 1224 
 
Artist Name: Clair Robins 
Website: www.clairrobins.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/clairscollections 
 
Artist Statement: In the current world of uncertainty, I can always rely on image making to express my ideas and 
concepts. 
I am a photographic visual artist and educator in FE from Leicester UK. My project work often explores narrative, still 
life and portraiture, whilst embracing personal memories, sense of being, and nostalgia. I use a range of creative 
processes, both digital and darkroom to realise my projects.  
I often conceptually reconstruct scenarios whilst exploring daily life though symbolism and visual language. Many of 
my latest works are surrounded by the frustration of lockdown dystopia, identity and an ever-changing family. 
Collections, artefacts, portraiture merge and collide with memorabilia and aphoristic humour to express my 
passions, annoyances and messages on life. 
To me, the mundane is never mundane. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1224 - Clair Robins 
Artwork 1 Title: DOTH BIND HIMSELF TO THE SAID MASTERS TO LEARN THE ART. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x75cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My Grandad worked in the printing industry for many years, I only really remember him 
from photographs and family chatter as he passed away when I was only seven. However, I have heard many stories 
passed down from my Grandma and father of the busy, and booming print trade that he worked tirelessly in.  
â€˜Jack' was a highly skilled compositor, monotype keyboard operator and typography master. He could read things 
backwards, upside down and with his eyes shut. He learnt his skills and gained qualifications by being an apprentice 
under the watchful eye of his employers in the late 1920's. I am sure he would be rather impressed with today's 
technology and the way we communicate - with such urgency. 
This image is part of a body of work, still in progress that explores how the print industry has declined over the 
recent years - or that some would say a trade that has simply 'evolved'. I have just witnessed the sad removal of 
presses and printing equipment from where I work, and feel saddened by the decline of yet another â€˜traditional' 
process - so is print becoming obsolete? Has our demanding quick paced 21st century digital world slowly suffocated 
the art and skills of being a print master? 
Sensitively examining the world of â€˜redundant' print items , I have created a historical document, a sculptural 
â€˜memorial' to pay homage to all printers past and present.  
The title of this work is inspired by the written contents of 'Jacks' indenture signed in 1928. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1225 

Artist ID: 1225 
 
Artist Name: Harry Taylor 
Website: https://harryfinnimages.weebly.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/harrytaylorphoto 
 
Artist Statement: I am a student photographer who is working towards a BA (Hons) Degree at Blackburn University. 
Within my work, I try to capture moments that are unique. Much of my photography is based is marginalised and 
natural environments. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1225 - Harry Taylor 
Artwork 1 Title: Witton Park Arena 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2.1 MB 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This shot was taken as inspiration from the New Topographics movement. Location was in 
Witton Park, Blackburn, Lancashire. I take pleasure in photographing subjects in complete isolation in order to focus 
the viewers attention towards the picture. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1226 

Artist ID: 1226 
 
Artist Name: Adela Trifan 
Website: http://adelacreative.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/adelacreative 
 
Artist Statement: Art for me is an outlet for expressing my views on life and spirituality. I am concentrating on the 
human condition and the purpose of our life here on earth, expressed through my figurative oil paintings. Through 
my paintings I am exploring states of consciousness and 'the nowâ€• in a feeling, the presence in that unique 
moment that is passing by. Through each painting I am trying to convey a feeling beyond our basic existence, which I 
hope connects with the viewer. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1226 - Adela Trifan 
Artwork 1 Title: Ovidiu (2020) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x81 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Part of a series of paintings The air we breathe, representing feelings and emotions of the 
times we live in. The transparent film wrap is symbolic of the need of air, both figuratively an emotionally.  
The air we breathe: The years that we couldn't breathe, the years that brought on fear, the years that everything 
stood still. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1227 

Artist ID: 1227 
 
Artist Name: Sofia Bordin 
Website: https://sofiabordin.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/healing.grotto 
 
Artist Statement: Sofia Bordin is a multidisciplinary artist from Rome, currently living in London. 
Her practice intertwines organic and artificial spaces stitching together narratives of grotesque fragments and 
porous textures, in a process of material sedimentation and romantic disruption, through the making of sculptures, 
installations, and assemblages. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1227 - Sofia Bordin 
Artwork 1 Title: Gather my wax when morning arrives 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 49 x 27,9 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture and Analogue Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Collaboration work with photographer Irene Bruni. 
Shot in 35 mm. 
The work explores the relationship between absence, memory, and ruins, as an act of translation between the past 
and the present. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1228 

Artist ID: 1228 
 
Artist Name: Lauren Pringl 
Website: WWW.LAURENPRINGLE.COM 
IG: www.instagram.com/LAURENJAYNEPRINGLE 
 
Artist Statement: Lauren Pringle was born and raised in the UK but set up home in Buenos Aires, Argentina from 
2009-2017. A trained actress, dancer and performer, she began her career in film when she studied at SICA film 
school in Argentina in 2012. Whilst studying she created a successful performance dance group with 2 friends called 
Flow Altas Wachas. The group thrived on fusing fashion and performance art with film and has become an innovative 
brand in urban culture in Argentina.  
â€‹ 
Lauren is a Director, Producer and Performer and Movement Artist. Movement, music, urbanisation contrasting 
cultures and the exploration of gender is what inspires her work.  
â€‹ 
Currently based in Berlin Lauren's motif with her filmmaking is the exploration of the body, mind and soul. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1228 - Lauren Pringl 
Artwork 1 Title: ANIMA & ANIMUS: https://vimeo.com/493508532/bc00010842 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 5X10X5CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: DIGITAL: https://vimeo.com/493508532/bc00010842 
Artwork 1 Commentary: ANIMA and ANIMUS is an audio-visual art film and site-specific theatre installation piece 
inspired by the role of archetypes represented throughout history and literature. The Anima and Animus are 
described in Carl Jung's school of analytical psychology as part of his theory of the collective unconscious. Jung 
believed that Anima and Animus are the two primary anthropomorphic archetypes of the unconscious mind. It 
makes up the unconscious feminine and masculine within both genders and they are an abstract archetype of the 
self. The unconscious feminine energy that a man possesses and the unconscious masculine energy that women 
possess. Gender is not the question here but rather Energetic fields that lie between man and woman and are 
ultimately all human.  
https://vimeo.com/493508532/bc00010842 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1229 

Artist ID: 1229 
 
Artist Name: Jacqueline Thow 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/jacquelinethowart 
 
Artist Statement: I work with mainly charcoal and pastels to draw onto cardboard and paper that I have acquired 
through day-to-day living. Although recycled, I try to maintain the original elements of the paper to add new life into 
the work. My drawings result from my constant fascination with the human face, with its differences, similarities, 
expressions and wordless communication. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1229 - Jacqueline Thow 
Artwork 1 Title: MvOxiv 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 39x29cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: pastels and charcoal 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1230 

Artist ID: 1230 
 
Artist Name: Irina Barzykina 
Website: https://www.linkedin.com/in/irina-barzykina-94158b1b1/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Ever since I was young, I have been embraced by the arts. This has promoted my experimenting in 
many disciplines, from literature to music, and has led me to become a recording singer-songwriter 
(https://soundcloud.com/irina-951237464). Though I have not yet dived professionally into visual arts, it maintains a 
strong presence in the university degree that I am studying: Design Engineering, through prototyping, sketching and 
graphic design. 
My passion for this field in particular is driven by the multitude of exhibitions I have attended, and my works are 
inspired by the wondrous Impressionist landscapes, as well as traditional Japanese ukiyo-e. The country mentioned 
serves as my mind palace, as I was born and lived there for almost 7 years, and many of my pieces are imaginary 
travels to locations within, completed as collections of miniatures on one canvas in order to capture the fluidity of 
the place, instead of giving the viewer one static image. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1230 - Irina Barzykina 
Artwork 1 Title: åŒ—æµ·é•“ (Hokkaido) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 27.5x36 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work consists of seven miniatures, separated by white lines of canvas, all showcasing 
various elements of winter in Hokkaido. A traditionally calm palette is utilised in order to convey the potential one 
has to achieve peace in the prefecture, and the highlights of bolder lilacs, pinks and stark white and black symbolise 
just how unique every winter day is in Hokkaido. The supremacy of nature over present industrial elements evokes 
reflection, and encourages the viewer to give into the brilliance of the environment that is before them, and imagine 
what would it be like to be one with it. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1231 

Artist ID: 1231 
 
Artist Name: Paulina Rega 
Website: www.paulinarega.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/paulina.rega 
 
Artist Statement: Despite the almost unlimited access to knowledge on the Internet the most attention is drawn to 
content that does not broaden the horizons but confirms the current point of view and stimulates the nervous 
system - often antagonizing and shocking. 
More and more perfect content promotion algorithms effectively block Internet users in information bubbles making 
it difficult to look at reality objectively. Reality often seems downright apocalyptic - even though we live in the times 
of the greatest prosperity and peace in history. 
A constructive measure to counteract this may be to try to "denoise" the mind. My artistic plans assume translating 
into the visual language a specific reduction of concepts in order to look more deeply at reality. 
Starting from the representations of the cosmos and describing the phenomena occurring in it, I'm creating 
landscape of reality - as free from pollution as possible, striving to return to nature, perceiving the Earth and the 
Cosmos as structures saturated with spirituality. 
By analyzing physical phenomena, translating them into a visual language I intend to develop the area of 
â€‹â€‹aesthetics combining formal and visual minimalism with the use of painting techniques based on 
experimenting with matter. Partial lack of control, resulting from the limited predictability of phenomena, causes 
that the obtained effects go beyond the original intention and force the search for new analogies and connections 
with the real world. I assume that the experiment will achieve effects beyond the horizon of my imagination, also 
shedding new light on the nature of natural phenomena. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1231 - Paulina Rega 
Artwork 1 Title: Cancer / July 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 120 x 3 cm (tondo) 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylics and pigment on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1232 

Artist ID: 1232 
 
Artist Name: Hannah Berestizhevsky 
Website: www.mofuta.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/mofuta_art 
 
Artist Statement: Currently located in Barcelona Spain. Born in 1988, Ukrain and in 1989 Immigrated to Israel. 2009 
finished the BFA studies (specializing in graphic design) at the Art 
Institute of Illinois, Chicago. In 2018 completed my MFA (Artistic Productions Research), at the University of 
Barcelona. 'MOFUTA studio galleryâ€• opened it's 
doors on 9.9.16 in Barcelona. 
Through the production of art, I try to penetrate consciousness and discover the undiscovered. The human (as a 
body mind and soul, as individuals and communities) is a great inspiration to me. My main goal is to demonstrate 
that our perception of reality is based on things that are not obvious. Painting is the basis of my creative process 
(since childhood), I've been developing it with different means closer to documentation (video) and the body 
(performances). There is no difference between art and life, and I am constantly trying to feel the thoughts and think 
the feelings.  
Although my work talks about global, basic human dynamics. The starting point is/ was very personal, intimate 
feelings of loneliness hurt, and loss. This leads me to question the existence and its significance. From there I've 
reached the concept of camouflage- since in camouflage things can exist including if are not perceived. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1232 - Hannah Berestizhevsky 
Artwork 1 Title: I SEE YOU, SEEING ME, SEEING YOU 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60X80X3 IN CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: ACRYLIC, RAW LINEN CANVAS 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Camouflage is about blurring the "edges" between the object (subject) and the background 
(context). Its a survival mechanism used to protect or attack, and practiced in all levels of life, from bugs, plants, 
animals, and humans.  
In cultural camouflage, one has to identify these "sharp edges" (which are not accepted as normal), and obscure 
them by adapting characteristics of the environment. It can be a conscious or unconscious process. Camouflage can 
be dangerous, not only to the potential victims but to the subject itself, because when camouflage progresses for a 
long period of time, the subject might forget who it is on its own. 
My aim is to achieve the result of camouflage (because it is necessary for survival) but without having to obscure 
who I am.  
In Reverse Camouflage - I combine performance, paint, and video. the process includes the illusion I of transferred to 
the surroundings. The result is two things merged into one = the artists and her art. or in other words: Subject and 
Context are now one Object.  
I SEE YOU SEEING ME SEEING YOU is a painting which is a result of a performance. that immerse the viewer in the 
painting due to the eye contact and the reflection of the person in the eyes. who is looking at who? 
The eye that is depicted in the painting suggests feelings of fear or rage, passion, or danger (due to the expression 
and colors) 
Who is the attacker and who is the victim? 
does the eye belong to a creature in danger, hiding, fearful for his life.. watching the potential threat? 
or perhaps the eye belongs to the preditor, and the person reflected in the pupil is the potential victim? 
the painting is a result of a performance. in fact, when you look at it its is not brush strokes but rather body 
movements. the painting is alive long after it's complete. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1233 

Artist ID: 1233 
 
Artist Name: Catjerien Corfield 
Website: http://www.catherinecorfield.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/catherinecorfieldartist 
 
Artist Statement: My work is currently focused on natural landscape and human connection with nature.  
In today's ever growing technological world. I find the need to step back to nature to escape from the modern work 
that society has made. With the ever growing population, the British landscape and accessibility to nature is 
changing and becoming all the more important.  
My work has elements of idealism, nostalgia, and human relationships, particularity childhood, portrayed in a 
positive light of innocence and freedom when surrounded by the natural world. I want to encapsulate an element of 
universally shared experiences of the sublime where there is a meeting of emotion and landscape. 
My work captures my personal experiences of human relationships within the natural world but also invites the 
viewer to become part of the narrative themselves. Shared stories in shared spaces. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1233 - Catjerien Corfield 
Artwork 1 Title: Winter Sun 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 62 x 52cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A snowy landscape on a sunny day for me is one nature's simplest yet most beautiful 
creations. Nothing I love more than a family walk in the snow followed by curling up by the fire and enjoying some 
hot chocolate! 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1234 

Artist ID: 1234 
 
Artist Name: Carmen Rey 
Website: https://www.carmenrey-artstudio.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/carmenreyb 
 
Artist Statement: I am painting for six years now, and I find myself in a path of searching between different 
techniques and subjects, since I am passionate about many of them. Still, from the first moment I took a brush, what 
I enjoy most is portraiture and experimenting with the representation of the human figure. 
I do not approach every work in the same technique, which is always evolving. For certain paintings, there is a 
planned route towards an expected result, mostly in oil paintings. However, more recently, I let the work itself guide 
me through an intuitive mixed media layering technique, then the final painting is something more personal, and I 
believe that more interesting for the observer as well. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1234 - Carmen Rey 
Artwork 1 Title: Darkness 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 15x15 
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal on polyester film 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work is done in charcoal on polyester film, framed in light wood with passepartout and 
glass. The figure is covered in darkness and receives a ray of light, representing hope in a situation of helplessness. 
Its dimensions are 15 x 15 cm before framing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1235 

Artist ID: 1235 
 
Artist Name: Holger Siefken 
Website: www.holgersiefken.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/none 
 
Artist Statement: none 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1235 - Holger Siefken 
Artwork 1 Title: Abstrakte Sachlichkeit AS1 Gitschiner Str. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75x50x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Print on Alu-Dibond 
Artwork 1 Commentary: none 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1236 

Artist ID: 1236 
 
Artist Name: Dawn Curtis 
Website: http://dawncurtisart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/dawngcurtis 
 
Artist Statement: In my work I explore the nature of continuous change, drawing inspiration from the effects of time 
and the elements on buildings, people and the natural world. I'm fascinated by how the present state of people, 
places and things'faded flaking paint, lichen on rock, lined faces, half-demolished overgrown buildings'hold clues to 
both the subject's past and future. 
Some of my pieces have only a few layers, others 20 or more. I make marks, add, subtract, scratch into surfaces, 
sand, gouge and pour to reveal glimpses of the history of both the subject matter and the painting itself'what lies 
beneath. It's both the intentional effects and unintended discoveries that keep me interested in the process of 
making art, and draw the viewer in. 
I'm particularly interested in the artistic process and how both the subconscious and unconscious mind play into 
what ends up on the canvas. The works of other artists, Carl Jung, and a study of the Tarot all provide rich fodder for 
this exploration. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1236 - Dawn Curtis 
Artwork 1 Title: Dreams in the House of the Hanged Man 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Triptych - 36x16 20x16, 8x16, 8x16 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic / Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work explores what Cezanne might have been referring to in the title of his 1873 work 
"The House of the Hanged Man (La Maison du pendu)", through exploration of the meaning of The Hanged Man card 
in the Tarot Major Arcana. 
"Dreams in the House of the Hanged Man" invites us to experience how we might surf on the edge of the discomfort 
of self-knowledge. We must sacrifice safety to stay in his 'houseâ€• just long enough to feel it, while dreaming about 
the peace that awaits us on the other side of the edge of knowing. 
View panels in more detail at http://dawncurtisart.com/dreams-in-the-house-of-the-hanged-man/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1237 

Artist ID: 1237 
 
Artist Name: K'Myn Honoshee 
Website: https://www.kmynhonosheeart.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/kmynhonoshee 
 
Artist Statement: K'myn Honoshee is a 26-year-old emerging artist from Portland, Oregon. He works primarily in 
acrylic paint often employing bold colors in an abstract and surrealist manner. Motivated by experiences, personal 
and worldly, his style bends and develops in consideration of the circumstances and environment surrounding him. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1237 - K'Myn Honoshee 
Artwork 1 Title: Dead Horse Walking 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60.96cmx50.8cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1238 

Artist ID: 1238 
 
Artist Name: Wei Zhou 
Website: http://www.weizhoustudio.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/wei._.zhou 
 
Artist Statement: I work as a moving image artist. Currently, I'm doing a Ph.D. researching on the cinema 
representations of the Chinese diasporas, in the field of contemporary art and film. As a part of the ground research, 
I've talked with over seventy Chinese people living in the UK, whose ages range from 19 to 75. That gave me a 
chance to explore the life of the UK's Chinese illegal immigrants over generations. 
Listening to their stories, I realized that we share a deeply entangled faith. Those young workers and I all share 
comparable lonely childhood, similar historical traumas, and the same feeling of being positioned in the 
incomprehensible but irresistible reality. We're all affected by china's one-child policy, raised as left-behind children, 
experienced china's rapid urbanization and growing social and economic inequality. The specific social condition 
forged a peculiar psychological pressure on individuals. The old generation dreamed about the west as a place filled 
with wealth and freedom, but for the new, it's a fantasy land where they can escape the reality which they couldn't 
deal with. and the dynamic of their intimate emotions, psychological states, and their collective traumas. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1238 - Wei Zhou 
Artwork 1 Title: Around Christmas Time 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 34*51 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Location: In an illegal workers' dormitory behind a building on a busy high street in central 
London. 
Time: Around Christmas 
Many illegal Chinese immigrant workers in the UK suffer from severe mental illness which is attributable to their 
poor living and isolated social conditions. One is isolated in the pain of ones' own mind, which remains invisible to 
the outside world. One's own existence is hidden in an illegal dormitory which remains rejected to the unanimously 
agreed reality. 
Mr. Chen, a friend of mine, suffers from long-term depression. He once told me he constantly feels like we are living 
in different dimensions of reality, even though his remaining rationality tells him we are standing on the same 
ground in the same room. We are in a room with four beds, which sits on top of the Asian grocery store where he 
works during the day. 
Windows are sealed with wooden planks covered by a yellow curtain. Under a warped moldy ceiling, cooking pots 
and pans, pills, and drugs are stored together next to his clothes above his bed. Mr. Chen described the room as a 
swamp. A swamp 
that pulls you in, makes you gag. 
Mr. Chen has been a Chinese illegal immigrant worker in the UK for over 17 years, far away from his family and 
friends in China. He works twelve hours per day, except when the swamp of depression pulls him down and he 
cannot function anymore. He said, 'Depression is excruciating. Only people who suffer from it could possibly know 
what it really is. If it makes 
you want to sleep, no matter the circumstances, you have to sleep immediately.â€• He has no way to change his 
work or living conditions, nor has any access to proper medical support, due to his illegal status. 
Recently his mental health condition worsened again around Christmas time when most people in the UK reunite 
with their family and enjoy the company of loved ones. While in his dormitory I wondered whether we are really 
living in different dimensions of reality? The red Christmas jumper reminded me: 'no, we are all in the same 
realityâ€•. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1239 

Artist ID: 1239 
 
Artist Name: Matt Pearson 
Website: www.mattpearson.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/matt.pearsonn 
 
Artist Statement: I'm a self taught photographer that's been in London chasing my dream for the last three years. I 
did a degree in Sport & Exercise Science but during the last 6 months decided I wanted to move to London and be a 
photographer. The day after I handed in my dissertation I moved here with no portfolio. I stayed with a friend and 
sold my car to help pay for the first few months of rent until I found my feet. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1239 - Matt Pearson 
Artwork 1 Title: Anthony Joshua 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I shot AJ for a brand he's sponsored by called Bulk Powders, it's my favourite shoot to date, 
combining my love for athleticism and photography. The highlight of my career thus far. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1240 

Artist ID: 1240 
 
Artist Name: Rebecca Gilpin 
Website: www.rebeccagilpin.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/r.l.gilpin 
 
Artist Statement: I am not excited by control, I am excited by chance and unpredictability. 
My work is an extended exploration of my take on life, each painting a large scale abstract visualisation, infused with 
autobiographical references and snapshots of stories I've read. It's a manifestation of a whole melange of random 
connections between nostalgia, memories, harmonies, romance, ancient history and popular culture against a 
backdrop of the wonders of the natural world. 
My aim is to transcend the seemingly flat nature of soak stain painting into rich pulsating journeys and windows of 
escapism. 
As a musician and someone who is receptive to all kinds of music, I am captivated by the collisions between music 
and art. I aim through the medium of paint to mirror the improvisation associated with jazz and blues music. 
My commitment to large scale continues and my wish is to stop people in their tracks, to halt time, and hold them in 
a moment of wonder and contemplation away from the white noise of everyday life. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1240 - Rebecca Gilpin 
Artwork 1 Title: Hackney Parrot 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x200x4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Hackney Parrot was painted after a visit to Hackney Marshes during lockdown, when 
Rebecca was lucky enough to witness a huge flock of perroquets fly past in formation, stopping people in their tracks 
so that everyone just stood staring at the sky. It was amazing to behold. It was especially magical experiencing this in 
lockdown with wonderful adventures being very hard to come by. 
On returning home, Rebecca was googling where the perroquets came, only to discover an urban myth claiming that 
Jimmy Hendrix had two love birds which he set free on Carnaby Street in the sixties and this is where they all came 
from. This made the experience even more magical being a huge fan of Hendrix. 
This large scale painting is very fluid and watery and is an abstract snapshot of the green water of the pond below 
and the blue perroquets and sky above. A reminder of the constant beauty of nature wherever we are. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1241 

Artist ID: 1241 
 
Artist Name: David Tucker 
Website: http://www.davidtuckerportraits.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/dtuckerartist 
 
Artist Statement: Working as a multi medium artist based in North East London, my current practice involves the 
application of oils on glass as an investigation into the vulnerable human condition and personal experience with 
mental health. 
My life-size figurative studies play a pivotal role in my practice, applying a heavy and loosely mixed palate to create 
rich fleshy colour and texture. Evolving me towards a more sculptural application of paint and an alternative spatial 
relationship with the onlooker. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1241 - David Tucker 
Artwork 1 Title: DAD 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 55cm x 165cm x 10cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This particular series of work is an exploration into dealing with my father's suffering with 
dementia.  
The slow grieving process of witnessing a loved one gradually fade into a shell of who they once were. Sat in isolation 
from within the confinements of his nursing home, unaware of the world outside his window, we are distanced even 
further and with no end in sight. 
These freestanding (teak framed) glass panels allow the paintings to be discovered from both sides.  
One side a thickly layered cocoon, gradually renders all characteristics. The other is an incidental and unconscious 
portrait, concealed and flattened behind the surface, preserving his identity, visually placing my father in suspended 
moments of time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1242 

Artist ID: 1242 
 
Artist Name: Nicholas Halliday 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/halliday.photography 
 
Artist Statement: This project starts with the premise that creativity can often be used as a form of therapy for 
individuals suffering from a range of mental health issues. I will be investigating the potential benefits of creativity 
on mental health by exploring my own experiences and of those around me, in the form of a visual display through 
the medium of photography. Documenting a variety of artists who use a large range of creative mediums as a form 
of therapy within the arts. By exploring such an issue, I hope to eradicate the stigma of discussing mental health and 
encourage openness regarding the struggles of mental illness and expression of the inner self through creativity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1242 - Nicholas Halliday 
Artwork 1 Title: Waving But Drowning 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This project starts with the premise that creativity can often be used as a form of therapy 
for individuals suffering from a range of mental health issues. I will be investigating the potential benefits of 
creativity on mental health by exploring my own experiences and of those around me, in the form of a visual display 
through the medium of photography. Documenting a variety of artists who use a large range of creative mediums as 
a form of therapy within the arts. By exploring such an issue, I hope to eradicate the stigma of discussing mental 
health and encourage openness regarding the struggles of mental illness and expression of the inner self through 
creativity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1243 

Artist ID: 1243 
 
Artist Name: Ingrida Bagdonaite 
Website: https://ingridabagdonaite.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/Ingridabagd 
 
Artist Statement: My practice is deeply rooted in oil painting that comes from academic background. Compositions 
and interest matter are heavily influenced and derives from personal photography archives.  
My practise is exploring an individual's identity's fluidity, change and its formation in these days' society. I am 
interested in the idea of identity's 'diffusion' set against the neo-liberal agenda, image overload and the tendency for 
self (over) promotion. In My work I talk about disconnection and abandonment of individual through motives of 
spaces that are cultural, institutional and discursive, that are somehow 'other': disturbing, intense, incompatible, 
contradictory or transforming. 
At the moment I work with the notion of home : what is/makes home? -place, people, feeling, nostalgia, 
melancholia, etc. Where does home reside? - place or memories. My work is not political but rather philosophical 
consideration, investigation into misplaced past. I am creating narratives in my paintings through which I am looking 
feverishly for familiarity in different environments. Through transition in time and different places, different 'homes' 
I blur the lines of the past and create fictional story lines connecting different memories and places to create stories 
where alter ego can exist. 
'The biggest danger, that of losing oneself, can pass off in the world as quietly as if it were nothing: every other loss, 
an arm, a leg, five dollars, a wife, etc. is bound to be noticedâ€• Soren Kierkegaard 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1243 - Ingrida Bagdonaite 
Artwork 1 Title: At Midnight 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 183 x 117 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: At midnight' is a composition of images , memories from different moments in past. All of 
them captures transit and in a way creates a sence of beying in between, talks about traveling from a to b, in 
movement. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1244 

Artist ID: 1244 
 
Artist Name: Joanna Makris 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/joannamakrisart 
 
Artist Statement: Joanna Makris is a self-taught artist based in Potomac, Maryland. Using a wide variety of mediums, 
Makris' work explores the intersection between science, religion, and belief, and the struggle for understanding 
through words and symbols. Her paintings comment on personal struggles with depression, anxiety, and loss, while 
displaying her emotions literally and figuratively. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1244 - Joanna Makris 
Artwork 1 Title: It's Right, and Beautiful 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36"x36" 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, Oil Pastel, and Marker on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is one of a series entitled "Conversations." The series, completed in late 2020, 
explores several poignant conversations from the artist's recent life. A key area of exploration for Makris is the 
intersection between science, religion, and belief, and the struggle for understanding through words and symbols. 
An ode to being human that is at times poignant and painful, Makris' work is a visual diary of painting that seeks to 
affirm the notion that the most human thing one can do is accept one's self. The work has 
a fleeting quality which makes it intuitively human. It triggers memories and nostalgia which come from our power 
to reason. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1245 

Artist ID: 1245 
 
Artist Name: Georgia Ella Mahoney 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/artzmahoney 
 
Artist Statement: Georgia Mahoney is a 2020 Fine Art graduate from Newcastle University. She uses drawing, 
painting and lo-fi DIY printmaking techniques to create narratives revolving around imagined characters and related, 
almost stereotypical, iconography.  
Created through the lens of the contemporary female, the splodgy and dreamlike paintings depict seductive 
lounging ladies, uber cool cowboys, branded bottles of booze and warped retro furniture. The organic shapes and 
blocks of colours are naÃ¯ve and nostalgic, with influences stemming from Phillip Guston to Cecily Brown. As well as 
personal family photographs, Mahoney's reference imagery includes vintage pornography, children's cartoons and 
gardening magazines. She nods to surrealism through the playful distortions and suggests an element of humour via 
modern popular culture references. Presented is also a lingering air of loneliness and a chaotic energy that is hard to 
pinpoint. This chaos is emphasised through the ambiguity of time; the work feels as if it is simultaneously current 
and stuck in a history book. Are we in the Wild West, a 1970s front room or 21st Century Britain? 
Mahoney explores a fascination with the tensions around sex and gender dynamics, with the work ultimately 
triggering a frenzy of competing feelings varying from mischievousness to uncertainty to intimacy to discomfort. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1245 - Georgia Ella Mahoney 
Artwork 1 Title: Waiting for the Boys to come Home with a Large Can of Red Stripe, 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x60x1.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Oil on MDF 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work was created in the second lockdown of last year. It sort of just happened and 
triggered a series of frenzied drawings and some unfinished paintings. 
Some additional images: 
https://we.tl/t-Rjgrotqqeh 
Wetransfer link will expire in one week, please feel free to contact me for an updated one closer to deadline. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1246 

Artist ID: 1246 
 
Artist Name: Sophie Byles 
Website: https://sophielb26.wixsite.com/website 
IG: www.instagram.com/create_36 
 
Artist Statement: The project that supported me to create this piece 'Peter Pan Crocodile' was within my college 
course at Ashford college. This was 'An Ashford Fairytale. I spent time looking at traditional fairytales and I choose 
PeterPan as my main influential choice. As I always have been interested in the story line and film, so this inspired 
me to want to recreate something from this story, in a life size format. I created my interpretation of a life size 
crocodile, this is 12 foot long in size and at least 4 foot wide in places. I created this by, using willow to form the main 
structure of the shape and form of the crocodile, following my researched drawn plan. I then used special grade 
tissue paper and liquid latex to cover the shape formed, painted the crocodile with a traditional green colour. Then 
used a different shade of green when printing the texture on the crocodiles body, using 'bubble wrap' as my printing 
resource. The other media's used were, cardboard, tissue and tubes, material and foam board. I used these different 
media's to create textures and realistic features, I then decided to add a 'Clock' within his teeth, as within the 
fairytale to continue to work on the project brief. When researching artists, I was most influenced by: Toby Sedgwick 
and his creation of sculptures, such as 'The War Horse' and Chris Knight. Which supported me to be inspired to 
create the crocodile. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1246 - Sophie Byles 
Artwork 1 Title: Peter Pan Crocodile 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 12 foot 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vm.tiktok.com/ZSwU1hc3/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1247 

Artist ID: 1247 
 
Artist Name: Alice Kendall 
Website: www.alicepainter.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/akendallart 
 
Artist Statement: After completing my Master Degree at the University of Brighton, I opened several galleries and 
continued to Paint. 
I have been painting flowers, plants and landscape for the last few years. Living around the sea treats me too many 
subjects , the sliced cliffs, grey slabs of beach, the hill surrounding provide me with towering plants and delicate soft 
wild flowers. 
I always look for the humble beauty in my subject, a simple majestic cloud, a Mullen breaking through a pavement in 
its moment of triumph. 
My method is bold and striking colours, a step out of reality from the original subject lifting the subject to centre 
stage. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1247 - Alice Kendall 
Artwork 1 Title: Judith And Holofernes. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61 x 51 cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and household Paint on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work was inspired by the historical story Judith and Holofernes. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1248 

Artist ID: 1248 
 
Artist Name: Mateusz Borowski 
Website: https://mateuszborowski.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/boromate 
 
Artist Statement: The foundation of my work is a fascination with human consciousness. I am intrigued, how from 
hunter-gatherers, through; agricultural, scientific, industrial, and now digital revolutions, humans advanced their 
development, strikingly changing their circumstances. I am also interested in how consciousness develops within 
each individual. 
The progress is the result of, among others, an understanding of the past. This prospect, presented by the mind, 
appears to be accelerating, provided by its motor; the creative urge. The passing time is the essence, each 
experience its condition. 
Rooted in this contemplation, I want to link my art to the spectrum of common relations and dynamics found within 
the idea of primeval to that of a civilized man; to present the style in which I bridge two ends of the developmental 
stages of human consciousness and acknowledge at the same time the perceptual adjustments in a technologically 
infused reality. Therefore, recognizing the essence and condition of that progress.  
To this end, my aesthetics make a connection between two visual concepts; the primitive and digital. By the former, I 
mean a highly geometrical and schematic mode of representation, found in the examples of the art of, for instance, 
Egyptians, Aborigines, or children. By the latter, all that can be decoded from a digital experience and recreated by 
analog means, on canvas. 
Consequently, through this process, I attempt to make things look as if projected on the screen. That's why I labeled 
it as Digitalism. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1248 - Mateusz Borowski 
Artwork 1 Title: Victoria Park 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122x183x3.8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The concept I'm exploring in my new series contemplates the role of the park in a city. I 
focused on London's park culture because I live in London. 
It's been known for centuries how positive an influence nature may have on our general well-being. The various 
scientific research only proves it. 
For me, as for many others, it has been a lifesaver during a pandemic. And the frequency with which people visit 
those green spaces, including myself, is all the more inspiring.  
The beneficial effect of recreational activities in those public gardens I tried to emphasise by creating a tension 
between the colourful three-dimensional construction of the park in confrontation with a two-dimensional, 
monochromatic background. 
According to the ideas behind my practice, I used two visual formation concepts for its composition. 
The â€˜digital' component determines the colour palette and the overall structure.  
The park lies on a grid composed of a two-point perspective plan. This grid, with its characteristic tint green colour, 
hovers on the black background. Thus, not only creating the illusion of depth but also imitating the aesthetics of a 
simulation or 3-D rendering in graphic design software.  
The â€˜primitive' element decides about the shapes contained in the composition.  
The park-goers have been represented by silhouettes, whereas trees by simple geometric figures. 
The resulting image reflects my childhood experiences with the first video games and graphic designs. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1249 

Artist ID: 1249 
 
Artist Name: Sadhana Mistry 
Website: https://sadhanamistry.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Born in South Africa, I draw inspiration from the multitude of cultures, and the joyful and relentless 
spirit of African people. Growing up in a rural community and living in the south of Johannesburg for many years, I 
was exposed to the contrasting worlds of people born into wealth and privilege, and those barely living from hand to 
mouth. My work tries to make sense of these two realities, and to highlight the persisting effort and strength of 
many to ensure simple dignities for their communities and the next generation. 
I studied fine arts during my schooling career and have continued to develop my technique through the years. I 
predominately work with acrylic on canvas and on occasion a variety of other mediums (e.g. beads, gold leaf, thread) 
to enhance the depth, character or message portrayed within my paintings. I also take great inspiration from African 
artists such as William Kentridge, Lionel Smit, Angus Taylor, Ibrahim El-Salahi , Deborah Bell, David Koloane, Loyiso 
Mkize, Benon Lutaaya, Nelson Makamo, Mary Sibande, Wayne Barker and others. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1249 - Sadhana Mistry 
Artwork 1 Title: Crown Jewel 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on cotton paper, with gold leaf 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The term â€˜Crown Jewel' is often associated by the world with grand tales of conquest and 
opulent monarch lifestyles. Growing up in a former colony, these jewels are a reminder of people exploited for 
labour and natural resources. I understand this to be a shared sentiment amongst Africans, however I often wonder 
whether others recognise both sides of the story. 
This series aims to shift the narrative in celebrating Africa's women and heritage as the â€˜Crown Jewel'. In my 
paintings, this is emphasised through the elaborate traditional head scarves which are layered in gold. Each piece 
represents the persona of these women that continue to raise generations out of its past. Stories of these 
courageous women should be celebrated. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1250 

Artist ID: 1250 
 
Artist Name: Joanna Turland 
Website: www.joannaturland.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/joannaturland.artist 
 
Artist Statement: Joanna Turland is a contemporary painter based in Suffolk. Her work is rooted in traditional 
practice but takes a contemporary route into exploring the language of dreams, the unconscious and memories. Her 
works are intuitive in nature and reflect her internal world. Inspired by psychoanalytic theory the artist uses painting 
as away to externalise and communicate with herself in a way that is both raw and candid. There is a vulnerability in 
the work and themes of feminism and mental health are reoccurring. A modern blend of Paula Rego's narration and 
Lucian Freud's intense mark making Joanna Turland is creating relatable and honest contemporary works. 
The artist graduated from Wimbledon College of Art, University of the Arts London in 2018 and has continued to 
show her works in London and has work on permanent public display in Ipswich, Suffolk. The artist was shortlisted 
for the BP portrait award in 2017 and a participant in the Clyde and Co Art Award 2018/2019. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1250 - Joanna Turland 
Artwork 1 Title: Something Blue 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200cm x 150cm x 20cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work is large and dominates the space. The viewer can't help but to be thrusted into 
the narrative which is so indescribably familiar and dream like. Deep blues, copper reds and ghostly whites all add to 
the feeling of lost memories and dreams in the night. We are faced with two fighting tigers on the back wall in a kind 
of projected ghost like fashion. It adds to the feeling of fluidity, as if this is all a dream or an unconscious memory. 
We are also faced with three figures, two in the foreground and one again seemingly projected on the back wall with 
eyes wide open. The figures in the foreground seem as though they are sleep walking, they linger in the night and we 
are unsure as the viewer what these two women are doing here. The painting provokes in the viewer a sense of 
curiosity and wonder and a remembering of the twilight zone between dreaming and the real which we all 
experience every night as we go to sleep. Sleep and dreaming is such a basic, universal human experience yet it is 
also so utterly bizarre and unique to each person. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1251 

Artist ID: 1251 
 
Artist Name: Charlotte Gallagher 
Website: https://www.cgarts.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/charlottegallagherx 
 
Artist Statement: My artwork explores humans take on reality, whether what we perceive to be reality is actual. I 
have a deep passion for philosophy, nature and my own spiritual practice, which all feed into the work I produce. 
â€¨Being diagnosed with sever dyspraxia and dyslexia in my final year at Bath Spa University studying Fine Art, this 
had shaped the way I try to portray my ideas. Rather than struggling to put words onto paper I use my arts practice 
to navigate through the world, portraying ideas and theories I contemplate within my artwork instead, where I feel 
most comfortable and confident. â€¨During my studies at College and University I was inspired by the 60's 
Psychedelic Movement as well as the work of artists Bridget Riley, Ai Weiwei and James Turrell and the way these 
artists are able to transform the relationship between artwork and viewer to something more personal. I too strive 
for my artwork to trigger something in the viewer to question their reality. My main medium is acrylic paint on 
canvas, either using black and white paint or primary colours. I practice meditating on the canvas before I begin a 
painting, to use my sacred imagination to see the image as a vision and then bring that vision into this reality. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1251 - Charlotte Gallagher 
Artwork 1 Title: Choice 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91x122x2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Black and White acrylic paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Life is very complex and vast. There is so much that divides us as humans, unlike any other 
species in nature. We can be separated by religion, politics, lifestyle and our decisions. It can be hard to consider that 
in fact each one of us are so closely connected and our lives so closely intertwined.  
We are all connected by choice, and the choices each of us make shape our reality. Every action, inaction and 
decision we make will have a ripple effect. Which ultimately could continue on infinitely, these can either offer 
rewards or consequences.  
There are infinite choices forever flowing past us like a stream of water and it is only when we focus our energy, 
either in action or inaction that this reality crystallises. This could be our greatest gift or our greatest curse 
depending on how consciously we live.  
Imagine if every choice we made had been considered with the ripple effect on the rest of the world, would we feel 
divided or become united? 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1252 
 
Artist Name: Christopher Mike 
Website: www.Christophermike.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1252 - Christopher Mike 
Artwork 1 Title: Recovery 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x44x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Painted whilst recovering from Covid 19 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1253 

Artist ID: 1253 
 
Artist Name: Elena Galofaro 
Website: www.elenabanshart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/elena_bansh 
 
Artist Statement: I'm an Italian-Russian illustrator based in London. 
My practice is concerned with identity and with the uncomfortable knowledge of feeling always different from each 
others. I investigate the emotion of empathy, trying to understand how to be someone else not being them. A fight 
we all loose from the start. My work navigates also through a sense of consternation generated by society 
expectation, which limits our nature as emotional animals. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1253 - Elena Galofaro 
Artwork 1 Title: Braid Stories 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 400 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Screen Print on Cotton 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This project focuses on the factual story of Miwako, a Japanese woman who divorced from 
an arranged marriage in 1964 and then moved to France, in pursuit of her ambitions in fashion.Â In order to better 
understand Miwako, I researched the period in which she decided to divorce, focusing on 1964 in Tokyo, and 
'divorceâ€• in Japanese culture. DuringÂ my research, I came across a beautiful collection of poems, very famous in 
Japan, called 'Midaregamiâ€• (Tangled Hair), written by Yosano Akiko almost a century earlier. A hymn to the 
sensuality of hair, and to the sexual desires of women, long - and still - suppressed by conformism. In my head, 
Miwako's divorce created a rupture between her and her family, and in doing so she uncovered her beautiful tangles 
previously hidden behind the curtain of hair.Â To represent the idea of hair that hides almost suppressed intentions, 
that hides secrets, ambitions and passions, I decided to create a knotted hair pattern, which I then printed using the 
screen printing technique on a Japanese cotton, traditionally used to make yukata (the Japanese summer kimono).Â 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1254 

Artist ID: 1254 
 
Artist Name: Jimena Ballesteros 
Website: https://www.santaperpetuatattoo.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/santa_perpetua 
 
Artist Statement: Hi there! :) 
My name is Santa; a fine artist, graphic designer and tattooist from Barcelona, born in Montevideo and currently 
living in the UK. 
Graphic Art and Organized Chaos styles are today my main creative outlets and expression as a tattooist and fine 
artist. 
I also have done graphic projects and photography for L'Oreal, Coca Cola, Nike, Madpoint, Freeriderzine, Coup de 
Fouet, Descord and El Pais Cultural, among others. 
And that's it! I hope you enjoy seeing my work. 
Cheers! 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1254 - Jimena Ballesteros 
Artwork 1 Title: Free 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.0 x 59.4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece belong to the Tattoos series of drawings. 
What comes first for a skin project, the drawing or the tattooing? 
I started bringing to paper versions of my very favorite tattoo pieces. 
The ones which their meaning is now more valid than ever. 
https://santaperpetua1.wixsite.com/santaperpetuaart 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1255 

Artist ID: 1255 
 
Artist Name: Greg Genestine-Charlton 
Website: https://www.genestine-charlton.art/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/gencha.art 
 
Artist Statement: I graduated in fine art painting from Northbrook college in 2007. I then moved to London where I 
continued making work for eight years and then moved to Barcelona for three years; all the while having many stints 
in Corrèze, France. All these environments have strongly influenced my productivity. I was amazed at the extent to 
which moving to London and then Barcelona changed my body of work. I think travel and placing oneself in new 
uncharted territories is very important for creativity. I generally don't make work with a fixed narrative and aesthetic 
language in sight, process and the possibilities of unforeseen results are what keep me excited about continuing to 
make new work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1255 - Greg Genestine-Charlton 
Artwork 1 Title: Memoir. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 240 x 120cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, Acrylic, Oil Pastel, Chalk Pastel, Ink, Gouache, Colour Pencil, Graphite on Board. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I have been working on Memoir for the last few years, it has had several titles in the past, 
however I think Memoir suits it best. 
Over the course of making Memoir, a few key events have occurred, these moments highlighted in the painting are 
clear to me, and are pretty personal. 
Essentially, Memoir is about the circle of life, bad and good things happen, and these things are present in 
everyone's short existence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1256 

Artist ID: 1256 
 
Artist Name: Yi Hsuan Sung 
Website: https://yihsuansung.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/yihsuan_sung 
 
Artist Statement: As a textile maker, I earnestly explore the relationship between digital, bio and recycling 
fabrication. Through my work, I want to transform textile making into a system that is harm-free, slow and mindful. 
By taking advantage of modern technology and global collaborations, I resolve to reconnect and commune with 
nature, share love and caring among all species, and find the perfect balance that underlies nature's creations. 
I reflect on the ways of producing faux flowers for interior and fashion decoration nowadays, questioning why the 
desire to bring nature into our life ended up with bringing more petrochemicals to our surroundings. The domination 
of plastics as the main materials for artificial plants has been an unwanted and ironic truth for a true nature pursuer. 
I wish to provide a more natural alternative for friends who need a touch of long-lasting and easy-to-care joyful 
plants. I delved deeply into material research involving agar and the upcycling of waste materials, I innovated an 
efficient faux flower making system with agar for interior and fashion embellishing. With 3D printed molds, and with 
the assistance of air and water, vivid silhouettes, structures and textures informed by nature are created at ease in 
my practice. 
I am forever studying Art Nouveau style: the intricate linear designs and flowing curves based on natural forms. The 
traditional craft form of stain glass and the perfection of Tiffany lamps in the art history has shaped my inspiration in 
craft making. I study the history of flower making and ponder upon the eternity and ephemerality of both mother 
nature's and human beings' creations. I am building a world of flowers in a way that's gently communicate and 
smartly co-create with nature and the communities within. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1256 - Yi Hsuan Sung 
Artwork 1 Title: Dwelling In The Wild 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24x24x46cm/ 26x26x24cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Agar, Mica Powder 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This two pieces belong to the body of work "Agar Garden". Agar garden is a material-
inspired art project which explores between bio, digital and recycling fabrication. With an eye on sustainability and a 
desire to impact the world through materials innovation, I innovated a faux flower making system with agar, food 
waste and 3D printed molds for interior embellishing. The essence in the process of making agar flower is the 
sensitivity to nature's force, including air and water, which I call 'bio Sculptureâ€•. I have been cooking, weaving, 
braiding and gardening a glorious world of bio-degradable agar flowers with my respect to natural materials and my 
love to organic colors and textures. I am deeply attracted to how light, shine and translucency of materials interact 
with solid forms. My craft practice continuously explores in designing lamps, floras and organic patterns. and the 
communities within in this on-going project. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1257 

Artist ID: 1257 
 
Artist Name: Necko Artist 
Website: www.neckoart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/necko_artist 
 
Artist Statement: Life, Death.  
What is more universal than these concepts? 
Two stories, a masterful performance by international actor Oscar Jaenada and a creative production and editing for 
a New Media format for 21st century minds. 
Literature, acting and video art are the axes of this artistic piece that reflects, in visual poem format, on universal 
and capital themes. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1257 - Necko Artist 
Artwork 1 Title: Vita et Morse 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Video Art 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video Art 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The possibilities of reproduction of this audiovisual piece go from the conventional screen 
to immersive mapping 360Âº, consult technical conditions. 
YOUTUBE LINK: 
https://youtu.be/xbYLpWtrnjM 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1258 

Artist ID: 1258 
 
Artist Name: Ro-Chu Chiu 
Website: http://rochuchiu424.blogspot.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Human , Humanity and Humanities 
The more I love human , the more I have the interests and disappointed . 
Human behaviour could be influence by the society , by the culture and believe . 
Human nature would be limited by the languages , the standard of living , the ethnicity and race . 
The more events happening , the more we could find the humanity in common . 
We are unconsciously repeating the history , because the human nature never really changed .  
We never really realized how easy we could be affected and be spread out by emotions . 
Body language tells the stories , our behaviour tells our desire . 
The desire released the human nature , playing a never ending script . 
Less is more - a poem by Robert Browning (1882-1889) 
Tells a style of living , tells a concept of minimalism , 
Also , it's a fact in contrast to what is happening in the world . 
The more we want to be simple , the more complex it would be . 
Contradiction is a feeling with no exactly answer or solution . 
I love human , gives me the interests of motivation of making art works , yet sometimes , I am in conflict with myself 
as human . 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1258 - Ro-Chu Chiu 
Artwork 1 Title: 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1920x1080-mov 
Artwork 1 Medium: moving image 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/446161281 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1259 

Artist ID: 1259 
 
Artist Name: John Meacher 
Website: https://www.johnnypapercuts.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/johnnypapercuts 
 
Artist Statement: Johnny Papercuts started with a dream - a dream that I had that I could fuel my creative outlets 
while making beautiful works of art. All of my pieces are created in the Kirigami style of Japanese art and are 
designed to not only be beautiful but also to utilize the fascination and eye appeal of intrinsic designs. 
I am a law firm data analyst by day, but by night, I transform into a Kirigami artist that desires to bring fantastic 
paper art to the world. If you're looking for a unique piece of art to grace your walls and bring beauty to your home, 
then my Kirigami art is ideal for your home. 
All of my art is hand designed and lovingly created in my home studio. It is with love and dedication that I create this 
Kirigami art that will create another layer of beauty in your life - literally. If you're looking for the perfect unique art 
piece to accentuate your home décor, then Johnny Papercuts is ideal for you! 
Johnny is a proud father to a handsome son and has a loving wife that supports him in his Kirigami endeavours. 
When he's not making amazing Kirigami sculptures, he enjoys the company of his tuxedo cat, traveling and playing 
bass guitar. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1259 - John Meacher 
Artwork 1 Title: Miele 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 23x23x4.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Made as a valentine's gift for my wife this piece is inspired as a modern take on a stained 
glass window melding the idea of layers and coloured paper with modern clean lines producing a three dimensional 
wall sculpture and name after the Lithuanian word for Love. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1260 

Artist ID: 1260 
 
Artist Name: Leo Klootwijk 
Website: www.Klootwijk.art 
IG: www.instagram.com/Klootwijkart 
 
Artist Statement: Ah. Not complicated. I just like what I do. That's it! 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1260 - Leo Klootwijk 
Artwork 1 Title: Steps 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x120x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Reflection on the world. Layers of color and substance adding up from our past. The world is 
never stable. But beautiful if we choose to see it. That's what I try to show. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1261 

Artist ID: 1261 
 
Artist Name: Katya Derksen 
Website: www.katyaderksen.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/xkxtya 
 
Artist Statement: â€‹Inspired by architectural themes, geometric patterns and processes, Katya works across various 
creative disciplines including drawing, typography and screen printing, demonstrating a bold, graphic and energetic 
experience. Space often defies the dimensions and materiality of the work, utilising the arrangement of lines and 
how they interact and affect one another through the experimentation of colour and composition, which are some 
of the fundamental aspects visualised through two and three - dimensional work. As part of her research, Katya 
makes notes, sketches, photos and converts them into new ideas - her work engages with architectural and 
typographical structuring to break up and reevaluate the visual space within her works.  
The installations are composed of cardboard, ceramic tiles, fabric, paint, perspex, ratchet straps, tape and wood 
connecting aspects of daily life in urban environments and two and three - dimensional work.  
The continuous lines allow for the transformation of the dynamics into an energetic space. Katya seeks to 
interrogate and inquire about space and relationships within it, the aesthetic as well as the functional. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1261 - Katya Derksen 
Artwork 1 Title: Rhythm 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 44.7 x 133.4 x 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Thread on wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Rhythm is a series of works exploring colour, movement, repetition and texture within 
linear arrangements of thread on wood.  
The positioning of works create rhythm from the repeated pattern of horizontal lines of coloured thread. 
Each piece consists of 1 colour consistent throughout and alternates between 2 colours, however, from afar the 
viewer will see block colours.  
(The work hung on wall rather than placed on a ledge) 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1262 

Artist ID: 1262 
 
Artist Name: Carla Theurer 
Website: www.carlatheurer.ch 
IG: www.instagram.com/thedocarli 
 
Artist Statement: Carla Theurer is a Swiss designer and visual artist based in London. Her practice takes many forms, 
including photography and print media to narrative films (single and multi-channel video works) and installations. 
Carla's works delve into contemporary culture topics, including social change in modernity and the evolving nature 
of the image. 
After studying Visual Communication at The University of Applied Science Constance, Germany, she worked as a 
graphic designer and art director for a couple of years. In 2019 she started her Masters at the Royal College of Art 
where she further developed her interest in moving image design and experimental filmmaking. 
Statement 
Images have become part and parcel of the mass media, and screen culture we live in. Through digital processing 
and display formats, they provide a new fluctuating temporality seeking to transcend spatial confinement. So much 
of our daily experience is screened, yet we rarely stop to think about the impact and implications of this.  
Based on philosophical and sociological theories of representation and human â€‹perception, Carla's work reflects 
the changes in image display and experience in the 21st century. Looking at the screen as both a symptom and an 
agent of contemporary visual culture, she investigates how the new, mobile places of images and the generic mode 
of display, the screen, affects the production of images and how it alters our conception and experience of reality 
and the external world. 
Her recent projects have been questioning the perception of the every day by exploring the screen as an idea and an 
experience. In her works, she isolates objects, experiences and events in order to reexamine the relationship they 
have to one other and to their environment. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1262 - Carla Theurer 
Artwork 1 Title: Sublime S[t]timulationâ€• 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: HD video, synchronised channels, color, sound, edition of 2, 04:35 min 
Artwork 1 Medium: Moving Image Installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sublime S[t]timulationâ€• is a spatial and audiovisual installation comprising a series of 
individual films depicting the every day in a minimalist and subtle manner. The project explores the relationship 
between the exterior world and our consciousness, reality, and attempts to perceive and represent it. It also 
questions how people relate to their surroundings and their perception of everyday life things, as well as it questions 
our relationship to screened images and how they affect us. 
Images are powerful artefacts; they are able to trigger, inspire, sublime, unsettle and overwhelm. They are able to 
draw all the attention to themselves and in turn, get lost in the mass. They are easily seen as the truth, despite 
having shown their suggestive qualities several times. They are a window to the world and a lift to escape. They are 
testimony to history and the representation of our reality, but now what is reality? Is what we see, always what it 
appears to be? 
By presenting the ordinary in a transformative scenario, the project juxtaposes different states of seeing screened 
images and reveals the ambiguities and the impact of image production on human affect. In a consistent visual 
language and narrative, 'Sublime S[t]timulationâ€• creates visual worlds in which mundane objects such as lemons 
and cutlery take the viewer on an unsteady journey. Carla combines elements of contemplation with poetic and 
playfulness pulsating between figurative concretion and aesthetic abstraction and addresses the indistinct edges of 
the digital and physical. 
Links to vimeo 
https://vimeo.com/502094819 
https://vimeo.com/502245822 
2 projectors needed. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1263 

Artist ID: 1263 
 
Artist Name: GéRaldine Wilcke 
Website: www.gw-designetphoto.fr 
IG: www.instagram.com/geraldine_wilcke 
 
Artist Statement: Born in 1980 in Bremen, Géraldine Wilcke lives and works in Strasbourg. Having completed a 
master's degree in plastic arts at Marc Bloch University in Strasbourg, she then joined the Haute école des arts du 
Rhin in Mulhouse, and immersed herself in different universes such as design, painting, installation, engraving, 
architecture, photography and graphic design. Her multidisciplinary training allows her to move from one field to 
another according to her projects and her inspiration. This decompartmentalization distinguishes and continually 
enriches her artistic background and approach. 
She exhibited at the Musée de l'Impression sur Etoffes [Museum of Printed Textiles] in Mulhouse and then at the 
Biennale Internationale Design Saint-Etienne [Saint-Etienne International Design Biennial] upon graduation. 
Immediately afterwards, she joined a design office in Paris before turning to teaching by obtaining a CAPES in Plastic 
Arts. At the same time she continued to pursue her own artistic projects. 
In recent years, photography and writing have occupied a central role in her creative process. Photography has 
become as important to her as breathing. Her camera is an extension of herself and accompanies her on all her 
travels. Her urban and rural wanderings have been the inspiration for multiple photographic series, different in their 
themes and treatment but whose common guiding thread is the perception of reality. 
She takes photographs daily and her series expand and evolve over time - a process in motion, in perpetual 
mutation. 
Her multidisciplinary career characterizes her work in its diversity and angles of view. Everything that surrounds her 
and what she encounters inspires her and serves as a springboard for her photographic series. These series, at first 
glance very different from each other, intersect and come together. 
A colorful series rubs shoulders with a work where black and white, shadow and light take center stage. She moves 
from one universe to another according to how she feels. 
Transcribing the sensations and emotions of a moment while bearing in mind that each individual has their own 
understanding of the image is the very essence of her interest in photography. The image becomes a space open to 
interpretation. Her favorite themes are reflection, fragile and moving, architecture, color, composition, light and 
shadow. 
In her Â« Architectures de l'ombre Â» ["Architectures of Shadow"], the artist creates imaginary architectures, which 
she illuminates and stages through her photographs.â€¨"Architectures of Shadow" brings together fields dear to her, 
such as design, architecture and photography. Her "architectures" become airy and modular elements,â€¨as she 
plays at blurring the lines between interior and exterior spaces, open and closed, opaque, transparent and 
translucent. Light is at the center of her approach, and comes into contact with different materials, such as paper, 
metal and Plexiglas - sculpted, assembled or simply posed. From their meeting is born a play of shapes and colored 
shadows that evolve through time and luminosity. 
Having grown up in a Franco-German bicultural environment, she has kept the memory of its vast landscapes, of its 
often windy and cloudy climate, of its subtle range of colored grays. In these regions, time often seems suspended 
by the subdued and changing light. 
These atmospheres, resurgences of childhood, are present in her series. 
Living and working for many years in Alsace, the light is very different than in the Northern countries. It is often 
intense - in summer and winter alike - dancing on the brightly colored houses. When the sun is at its zenith, the color 
explodes on contact with the light and becomes almost brash. Her colorful photographic series explore this 
chromatic range. She likes to take advantage of these colors, textures and graphic elements available to her in order 
to create her "compositions". 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1263 - GéRaldine Wilcke 
Artwork 1 Title: Architectures of Shadow II.VI 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90 x 60 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In her Â« Architectures de l'ombre Â» ["Architectures of Shadow"], the artist creates 
imaginary architectures, which she illuminates and stages through her photographs.â€¨"Architectures of Shadow" 
brings together fields dear to her, such as design, architecture and photography. Her "architectures" become airy 
and modular elements,â€¨as she plays at blurring the lines between interior and exterior spaces, open and closed, 
opaque, transparent and translucent. Light is at the center of her approach, and comes into contact with different 
materials, such as paper, metal and Plexiglas - sculpted, assembled or simply posed. From their meeting is born a 
play of shapes and colored shadows that evolve through time and luminosity. 
90 x 60 cm, photographie sur papier argentique Fuji DPII Gloss 250 mg, contrecollée sur aluminium Dibond, protégée 
d'un verre acrylique brillant de 2mm. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1264 
 
Artist Name: Maitreyi Gogate 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: A lighting designer by profession, I am only just beginning to show the world my work as an artist. 
It's a daunting exercise because I'm afraid of being judged. The little exposure my work has had, however, has told 
me that it has the capacity to spark discussion and debate - and this potential agency for change is enough to make 
me get over my abject shyness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1264 - Maitreyi Gogate 
Artwork 1 Title: The Central Line 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x50x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "The Central Line" depicts the myriad of skin tones I see on my commute into London every 
day. I began to observe how incredibly diverse the line's population was a couple of years ago when I decided to use 
the 40 odd minutes I spend on it as a meditative exercise - simply taking in my surroundings rather than burying my 
head in a book or looking at my phone.  
I painted this everyday scene during the first lockdown in 2020 - a time when racial tensions were running high and 
the idea of touch had suddenly become taboo. With this painting, I recall a time I would like to go (back) to - a time 
of togetherness. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1265 
 
Artist Name: Nicola Bolton 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/nicolabolton_fineart 
 
Artist Statement: My aim is to produce paintings that oscillate between two distinct disciplines - painting and 
sculpture, while considering the ways in which light falls onto a variety of surfaces and modulates their colour. 
My paintings explore actual, not illusory space. This a subject Donald Judd discussed in his pivotal essay Specific 
Objects. Judd stated that, 'Actual space is intrinsically more powerful and specific than paint on a flat surfaceâ€• 
(Judd, 1965). 
My intention is to create artworks that instigate a physical response from their audience. Specifically, this involves 
the movement of the viewer's body, in order to explore all five sides of my paintings, and for the viewer to 
experience the appearance and presence of reflected light from a variety of materials used on each surface. 
I experiment with fluorescent paint on the chamfered side of my painting's support. The fluorescent paint, when hit 
by light, creates vibrantly coloured reflections alongside my painting. Pushing this idea even further, I rub back the 
paint around the edge of the front surface uncovering my background colour; this creates an effect similar to light 
escaping from the interior of a box. The use of coloured Perspex also lets the light through the material and 
produces effects that could not occur with paint alone. Using blocks of wood and re-purposed 'non-art' material such 
as a de-constructed door, is my 'take' on traditional sculpture, with inspiration from Marcel Duchamp's ready-mades 
and Robert Rauschenberg's hybrid combines. 
Light and shadow as it changes throughout the day intrigues me - the way architectural spaces change as the light 
fluctuates, and how fixtures and fittings such as doors, windows and architraves modulate as the light changes, 
fascinates me. I continuously work through these ideas in order to investigate the interaction of light between the 
object, the viewer and their shared environment. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1265 - Nicola Bolton 
Artwork 1 Title: Door # 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25.5cm x 18cm x 4.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on wood with door handle made from casting plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My intention is to create artwork that instigates a physical response. This involves the 
movement of the viewers body to explore all five sides of my painting and for the viewer to experience the 
appearance and presence of reflected light from additional materials. How do we choose our specific material, our 
means of communication? 'Accidentally.â€• Something speaks to us, a sound, a touch, hardness or softness, it 
catches us and asks us to be formed. We are finding our language, and as we go along we learn to obey their rule 
and their limits. We have to obey and adjust to those demands. Ideas flow from it to us and though we feel to be the 
creator we are involved in a dialogue with our medium. (Hesse & Zegher, 2006, p.59) 
Touching the surface, sensing its materiality and texture is part of my current painting practice. Without this 
method, I feel that my paintings could not happen. Juhani Pallasmaa wrote in his book The Thinking Hand, that art 
has a primary task of protecting the independence and genuineness of human encounters. The moral and social task 
of art and architecture is so important in a materialist culture where everything becomes similar. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1266 

Artist ID: 1266 
 
Artist Name: Marco Vecchiato 
Website: www.marcovecchiato.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/marvecckunst 
 
Artist Statement: Poetry is an attempt to keep a vision, painting is the ensuing high. 
I tried both, I compromised myself, in search of meaning to the existence, but also to overcome boredom, to escape 
to something preset. 
It took a long time, a lot of theory, to agree the creativity in a critical and solid way, to build upon it existence. 
My painting is made of traces, of gestures, negations, a single combat where only at the end the surface becomes 
something. I try to keep something which one second after will already be lost. 
The bodies coming to the white canvas, are shadows devoid of dimension, of an anatomy that completes them. 
These representations of figure, oneiric figures, lives under the appearance of the flesh, are like incomplete 
thoughts: the being understood ontologically. 
I draw the human body in its most basic form, I portray his need to show off for what it is. 
A partial body, unbalanced, unfinished, off-axis. 
Painting is made of glazes, under which you see lost poses and movements how words 
that were not recorded in time. They are the tracks that reincarnate. 
Narrative references are abolished, the figure is alone - isolated - in a metaphysical space.  
The mark often breaks, color discovers unexpected temperatures (like italian esistenzialismo painting). The erased 
pencil strokes and what has not been erased, they overlap as like the lines of a dream which will never be explainabl. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1266 - Marco Vecchiato 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled - Study of 2 figures in relationship 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80X85X3 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil + mixed on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Untitled - Study of 2 figures in relationship 
I closed my eyes and squeezed them tight and I saw the lines. Then I thought about time, to being myself and to 
Being and Time and a hole has opened in the canvas, from which two figures emerged. 
it is a perfect and incomplete human body as a principle of philosophy only half understood. And then there's 
something else! A complement, something to the left that catches the eye, I don't know what it is. The two figures 
stand without touching, the relationship is only for the observer. 
For me things are never where they need to be, legs for example, we know where a leg is without having to draw it. 
But where we are, and in what relationship we are with things, and what relationship we have with time it's harder 
to tell! 
My painting does not tell a story, it does not show a complete scene, there is no typical narrative of figurative 
painting because we know where things are, we know where the legs are.  
The truth is only for aesthetics, or vice-versa, I don't know, I would like my works to provoke a thought, 
like poetry and music do, something deep and elusive that is within us and that concerns us. 
https://youtu.be/6lA1eoV5A0s 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1267 

Artist ID: 1267 
 
Artist Name: Michelle Brandemuehl 
Website: www.michellebrandemuehl.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/michellebrandemuehl 
 
Artist Statement: My work is a conversation about the whatness of people, places and things. I rely on restraint and 
minimal form as a point of entry, exploring the relationship between subtlety and the sublime. I'm interested in the 
qualities of opposites and how two opposing forces hold the same space, as examined through my choice of 
materials - the grit of spray paint on linen, black on white, the hardened lines of the rectangle and the soft glow of 
fog. The object responds to and changes based on these contradictions. The materials and structure I choose form 
an emotional architecture, creating a dialogue with the viewer that invites them to explore 
these paradoxes. My recent work explores the idea of landscapes in outer space: using the vantage point of looking 
through a window, the border framing this other world, questioning what we think we see and the possibilities that 
lie in the unseen. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1267 - Michelle Brandemuehl 
Artwork 1 Title: Vicious Circle 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60.96x50.8x5.08 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and spray paint on panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Through the use of a grid and the randomness of spray paint, this piece invites the viewer to 
enter a space that contains both tension and a quiet knowing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1268 

Artist ID: 1268 
 
Artist Name: Stefano Zaratin 
Website: www.stefanozaratin.it 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I have a science background (Electronic Engineering course, University of Padua ) , but art has 
always been a reason for life, so in 2001 I enrolled in the Academy of Fine Arts in Venice , sculpture course, and I 
graduated. 
I have always been fascinated by what makes me uneasy, by what would be best not to show. People often 
experience the desire to please, to show only their socially acceptable side, while the 'less noble' one is swept under 
the rug. To me is essential to face both sides, it is like stopping to look at a fly after having crushed it, as children do, 
they who can not tell what is 'good' to do and what is not (and flies are indeed one of the subjects I like the most). 
In my works, mainly related to the animal and plant world, I try to put together life and death, attraction and 
repulsion, and insinuate a discomfort. To create my 'mental world' I use nothing but black, white and the colors of 
materials themselves. I like to experiment with different materials but among all I prefer paper, a perishable and 
'natural' element par excellence, destined, in the end, to re-enter the life cycle of transformation. 
Alongside the lack of colors, time is another focal point in my work. Maybe it's my reaction against the increasing 
speed of the world around me: my slow construction process allows me to use a magnifying glass to investigate 
reality. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1268 - Stefano Zaratin 
Artwork 1 Title: Still Life (Taraxacum Nigrum) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 54x41x35 
Artwork 1 Medium: Polyester (PLA), bitumen, lead, glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In an ordinary glass vase, instead of flowers I have placed a dandelion plant and instead of 
water at the bottom of the vase there is bitumen. 
The plant is also completely covered with bitumen except for the flower petals, made of lead. The organism was 
poisoned and started a transformation. What should be the embellishment of a home - a vase with flowers - reminds 
us instead of how, every day, we are poisoning our own environment. 
I used a 3D pen to make my dandelion. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1269 

Artist ID: 1269 
 
Artist Name: Thomas Miles 
Website: www.thomasoscarmiles.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/thomasoscarmiles 
 
Artist Statement: Self portraiture is a way for me to find empowerment within myself, transforming into a plethora 
of diverse characters to showcase a personal spectrum of growth. Where once I would hide from what dwelled 
inside of me, photography acted as that release that freed those delicate vulnerabilities. An early diagnosis of a mild 
form of Autism has inspired my longing to understand how it is apart of my everyday life, growing and learning as I 
unravel a more hidden part of myself. 
Opting to portray surrealist emotions through a matching style, my work achieves this by capturing a harmony of 
mediums; embracing my fashion and theatre backgrounds within my work.  
I hope to bring fantasy into our everyday lives, seeing magic in even the mundane. this juxtaposition inspires a style 
that has been recently featured in the magazine 'Practical Photography.' The work I create has also been used for 
personal benefit, as well as independent print sales and for companies, such as a collaboration with Panasonic. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1269 - Thomas Miles 
Artwork 1 Title: kintsugi 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 8x10x0.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Kintsugi (é‡‘ç¶™ã•Ž, "golden joinery") is the Japanese art of repairing broken pottery by 
mending the areas of breakage with lacquer dusted or mixed with powdered gold, silver, or platinum... As a 
philosophy, it treats breakage and repair as part of the history of an object, rather than something to disguise.â€•  
The mends we make to our now can be one of our greatest features, for it shows our strength in marrying our 
weaknesses, and stitching them into our lives.  
I hope that I can mend myself more with this gift of time. I hope that my piecing myself back together will be worth 
it, that the fabrics of my being can hold tight enough for me to do some good. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1270 

Artist ID: 1270 
 
Artist Name: Eri Kato 
Website: https://eri-kato.jimdosite.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/erikato_art 
 
Artist Statement: I was born and raised in Japan. 
My task as an artist is to reconstruct the things which has become unnecessary in daily life and create a new value 
out of those things.  
I mostly utilize discarded materials, such as used cardboard boxes, packaging boxes and any materials that are made 
from papers. I get a lot of inspiration from the texture, form, color, and smell of them. 
I handled the things in my childhood with greatest care. As time goes by, I have accumulated many things because 
there are many products to choose from. Various things changed, the demands changed some thing has been 
removed. I felt a strong sense of incongruity. 
I would like to give new and improved lives to those discarded materials. 
I believe in the importance and splendor of imagination, and it makes my art stand out in the artistic world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1270 - Eri Kato 
Artwork 1 Title: Drawings 2021-1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 43.5Ã—69Ã—3 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Used cardboard boxes, used envelopes 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1271 

Artist ID: 1271 
 
Artist Name: Jemima Spence 
Website: https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/JemsPens?ref=search_shop_redirect 
IG: www.instagram.com/jem.spens 
 
Artist Statement: I am a 20 year old from Leeds/Bradford interested in all areas of art, but focus mainly on figurative 
and portrait paintings. I like to share my experiences and inner thoughts with others, and for me art is the language i 
do this best in. Along with a constant desire to improve my technical skills with paint, I hope to evoke some kind of 
feeling in the viewers of my work, as this is what inspires me most when looking at the work of my favourite artists 
such as Dali, Cheval and Salgado just to name a few. I hope one day I can turn my passion for art into a living, as I 
already feel like I live it. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1271 - Jemima Spence 
Artwork 1 Title: The Side I See 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91.4x61 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The title sums up my intention with this piece. I wanted to show the side of my partner that 
I see, the side that the rest of the world maybe doesn't, when he is out in the world every day working, or skating. 
And it is a play on words with him being laid on on his side. He is unaware in this image, as if all the problems of daily 
life have disappeared for a minute, in contrast with our cat being hyper aware of the viewer looking at him. The folds 
of blanket and sheet give it a warm gentle feel but I've used bold bright colours in the tattoos to maintain my 
partner's character and not soften him completely. I feel i'ts a bit of a mushy romance painting, but I am still very 
happy with it. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1272 

Artist ID: 1272 
 
Artist Name: Tianyou Wang 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Year1 student studying in BA(Hons) Illustration and Visual Media at the Univerisity of the Arts 
London 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1272 - Tianyou Wang 
Artwork 1 Title: Carpet of Memory 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220cm x 170cm x 180cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Plaster, threads, newspapers 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Carpet of Memory project is about showing the memory of the cultural revolution in 
China in the last century. I interviewed my mother and grandmother about their pasts, but I did not get a whole clear 
experience. Then, I focused on the missing information. I reckon the reason why they avoided telling me is the 
period of time was terrible for them, and they did not want to recall it. 
I got inspiration from the works of Chiharu Shiota. I thought using plaster to make the book shell is a good way to 
show the result of the cultural revolution. I used black, red, and orange threads to symbolize destruction, fierce, and 
burning. I changed the shape of the web into a star, which is related to the star in the Chinese national flag. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1273 

Artist ID: 1273 
 
Artist Name: Sara Shishkova 
Website: www.sarashishkova.org 
IG: www.instagram.com/sara.shishkova 
 
Artist Statement: My work aims to discusses notions and means of the Alchemical opus and its relation to the 
workings of the human psyche and psychoanalysis. My research topics vary but are often related to the writings of 
Carl Jung (he first noted the necessity of the alchemical process for the functioning ego and society), and 
philosophers who developed further on his ideas.  
I am intrigued by the views of Alchemy on duality as a constant extant and stipulation for the psyche, where it is 
seen as a turning point for progress and development. The ability of doubleness (or double matter) to question the 
separation mentality we have adopted in our societies, and 'relieve' the pressure off the individual to be inherently 
'good' or 'bad', but rather a biune being. 
The materials I use tend to aid to the idea of duality itself, having the notion of biformity - such as varied waxes with 
an inherent transitional loop (liquid-solid-liquid-solid), found and re-purposed objects and fluids (or fluid like 
materials). I work predominantly in sculpture and fragmentary installation pieces. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1273 - Sara Shishkova 
Artwork 1 Title: It Seeps into the Woodwork and Never Goes Away 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 34x36x25 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: wood, glass wax, plaster, pigments 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1274 

Artist ID: 1274 
 
Artist Name: Dolly Kershaw 
Website: www.dollykershaw.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/dollykershaw 
 
Artist Statement: My work is situation-specific, responding to the sincerity of objects and places, and the social 
boundaries that surround them. It takes up space with varying convictions about doing so, from spelling out words in 
the lightest material I could think of, to dramatically collapsing with the volume turned up. The interplay between 
humour and language is an important component to my process, which often draws on double entendre, in which 
one meaning will relate to current popular discourse. Through such devices, I seek to negate the expected response 
in favour of a multitude of interpretations that shy from being agreed upon, while retaining a naive blatancy. 
I am interested in the role that provocation and satire have played historically towards social progress, and how this 
is reversed when those in power learn to weaponise foolishness themselves. In an era in which this is often used as a 
political device, I have become interested in the historic role of the fool, and how his footing between humour and 
power correlates with artists and their ability to simultaneously entertain and manipulate.  
I have recently been replicating everyday objects at a larger-than-life scale, working intuitively with materials such as 
paper mache to inflate, deflate and shine a light on the things that we do and don't laugh at in everyday life. These 
relate to the body, and can be seen buckling, dancing or collapsing with embarrassment.  
Many of my sculptures can be found in unexpected spaces, or are unexpected sculptures to find in traditional gallery 
spaces, to which the surrounding social dynamic is often key to the work and its intention to bemuse. This is central 
to my collaborative sculptural practice with Sophie Kemp, whereby we each make a version of a similar object found 
in public spaces, either symbolically or in form, which we then activate in public. The outcomes embrace absurdity 
through the lenses of our respective practices, posing themselves as important as the accepted public interventions 
that they mimic. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1274 - Dolly Kershaw 
Artwork 1 Title: Nothing to See Here 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 240 x 350 x 320 
Artwork 1 Medium: Paper, PVA glue, paint, lace, bin bags, ripstop nylon, fans 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Please view at:  
https://vimeo.com/502815714 
'Some metal shutters rise up and down at random times throughout the week, revealing ArtLacuna to the outside 
world, to which it is currently closed. As its studio members come and go, a window display that proudly and 
unpromisingly feigns not to be one is revealed to passersby. It is a painted paper and lace curtain shaped into folds 
that reads NOTHING TO SEE HERE, lodged between the width of the space. Behind it, four vegetable air dancers 
writhe on the floor, a bit too much in view.  
The display is Dolly's second iteration in combining this popular declaration with a curtain. Previously hiding her 
studio space from a Work in Progress Show, she now shields the project space, not because it is empty, but because 
it necessitates a sneak view of what is really going on in there, in case the neighbours had wondered.' 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1275 

Artist ID: 1275 
 
Artist Name: Nicholas Baldion 
Website: www.nicholasbaldion.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/Baldion_ 
 
Artist Statement: All painting and drawing is a work of abstraction. Painting is always concerned with a world within 
its four edges. Through shape, colour and tonal contrast, It can seem there is space but it remains 2D, pigment on 
support. When one is painting most of ones engagement is concerned with overcoming this or that formal problem. 
Yet the formal abstract qualities in painting can never be wholly separated from the subject, they are intrinsically 
linked. No painter can dispense with subject matter without his work suffering as a result.  
For me observation is a crucial component of picture making. Painting from observation is no mechanical act. There 
is always a choice and emphasis . I have never held the impossible ambition, from being a whole human, to 
becoming only an 'eye.' Instead one must approach painting with your whole being. Eye, mind and body. The 
language of oil paint is sensual and visceral, the act of picture making is an inventive process which invites 
combination of observation knowledge logic and invention.  
Always there is a concern with the human subject and a search for the way in which it is painted to meet the subject 
matter of the painting. To find a form which best does it justice.  
A social realist concern is the basis for my work. Portraiture and figurative compositions have become central to my 
development. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1275 - Nicholas Baldion 
Artwork 1 Title: The Death Of a Courier 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H79xW103XD2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The death of a courier depicts a dead Diliveroo cyclist and a crowd of onlookers.  
In creating this artwork I leaned on the Renaissance tradition of religious painting. In particular, I looked closely at 
Annibale Carracci, The Dead Christ Mourned, (The Three Maries) which hangs in the national gallery and used it as a 
jumping board for this composition.  
The greatest artworks, have a power that at first impression seems like magic over the viewer. Whenever I look at 
artworks that I admire I start by opening myself fully to this magic and I try to dissect the means by which this 
emotional connection is achieved, the formal aspects, that give rise to this response from me the viewer. In doing so 
I think one opens oneself up more to the magic of painting. Just like the astrophysicist never becomes immune to 
the sublime nature of the stars, but nurtures that passion through there research.  
â€˜The Death of a Courier' is a narrative figure composition that deals, not with a religious subject, but an all to 
common occurrence. The death of a gig economy worker. Its a painting that is unashamed in having a message; 
about the value of human life, the everyday drama of a needless death, the daily social murder that is common 
place. A food delivery workers job is poorly paid, often on bogus â€˜self-employed' contracts. The pressure to work 
long hours to make ends meet, the pressure to quickly finish a job in order to start the next, doubtless leads to an 
increase in accidents. Dangerous and badly paid, the current pandemic reveals its also an essential job. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1276 

Artist ID: 1276 
 
Artist Name: Paris Tremayne 
Website: www.paristremayne.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/paristremayne 
 
Artist Statement: Melbourne based artist Paris Tremayne offers a hybrid practice utilising digital drawing print work 
as well as traditional acrylic painting. Through this he explores feelings of love, joy and ecstasy, facilitating an avenue 
to explore his love and fascination for organic shapes and patterns and the truth these forms silently and effortlessly 
allude to. The resulting pieces are abstract and at times ethereal and hallucinogenic in form. Shapes and patterns 
blend like a meditation.  
His pictures he creates sum up what he endeavours to express far more than words ever could. It is for this reason 
he has chosen a visual medium. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1276 - Paris Tremayne 
Artwork 1 Title: "Unbridled Exultation" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60X80X0.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital drawing, limited edition archival pigment giclee print on 310 gsm cotton rag paper. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: An abstract piece, this picture is a celebration of life and the incredibly profound presence 
and energy that runs through existence. 
It's titled 'Unbridled Exultation' and perhaps that is the best way I can express what the work is exploring. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1277 

Artist ID: 1277 
 
Artist Name: Fabiana Aguilar 
Website: http://www.fabiaguilar.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/fabiaguilarsurf 
 
Artist Statement: I'm an illustrator based in Melbourne, Australia. I was born in the Northern beaches of Spain and 
raised between Senegal, Canada and Spain. Since an early age I move out and spent big periods of time in countries 
such as: France, Ireland, Italy, the Caribbean and since 3 years now, Australia. I belong to a multicultural family, 
where arts are part of our DNA. 
My work is characterized by portrait illustrations of men & women who carry the ocean in their soul with bohemian 
drawings that mirrors my nomad life, combining colors and patterns from many areas of the World. 
The choice of painting photographies comes from the inspiration I got by my mum's photography work: black & 
white portrait slides from different wars as well as my own past work as a photographer and my grandmother 
portrait paints. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1277 - Fabiana Aguilar 
Artwork 1 Title: Charlie 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35.712 x 28.567 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I decided to paint this illustration as a message to reduce coastal drownings in Australia. 
I digitally painted on procreate a portrait of Charlie, a surf lifesaver. The element drawn on his face have a double 
meaning: the zinc that surfers and lifesavers use to protect their face from the sun as well as the paint that 
aboriginals use for tribal celebrations. 
Everything has been painted digitally exempting the lettering and face symbols that have been painted with my 
fingers and a pan pastel as a tribute of aboriginal way of body painting. 
The color palette is based on the 3 colors of the Surf Life Safe Australia logo. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1278 

Artist ID: 1278 
 
Artist Name: Rizpah Amadasun 
Website: www.rizpah.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/rizzle_prints 
 
Artist Statement: An emerging Afrocentric artist from the Cotswold's, my art practice focuses on the concepts of joy, 
resilience and tenderness. I am a self taught artist and have received an offer to study a Masters in Painting at the 
Royal College of Art. Receiving this award would cover my first year of fees as I research and develop my professional 
practice and sustainability through the training that the institution will provide. My main objective in creativity is to 
challenge assumption based thought when it comes to identity, and to highlight the dynamic positive narratives from 
Black communities through art. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1278 - Rizpah Amadasun 
Artwork 1 Title: Instrumental In All We Love 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Box Cotton Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork is a celebration of the creative process of Black male composers across all 
genres in the music industry. The vibrant use of West African print inspired patterns illustrates the energy, details 
and authenticity created through the musician being at one with his standing bass. This piece is inspired by the joyful 
sounds of Joseph Bolongne, Chevalier de Saint-Georges a Parisian, 18th century classical composer. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1279 

Artist ID: 1279 
 
Artist Name: Andrew Birks 
Website: www.andrewbirksart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/birksworks 
 
Artist Statement: The paintings I make are predominantly oil on canvas, painted relatively thinly, and incorporating 
glazes which add depth and luminosity. 
I often use a process that I refer to as "paintings of paint", this usually involves creating a small, thickly painted tile, 
often using another image as reference. The result is then transcribed onto canvas, either wholly, or in part, and in 
detail, paying attention to curves and brush marks made in the tile. 
The effect is almost a still life of paint (as opposed to apples for example).  
I am intrigued by the shapes and swirls and movement that can be captured like this, there is something ephemeral, 
almost ghostly about them. This is part of the point, the process aims to distill some of that emotional or personal 
response to the original reference image, which in itself is usually chosen because it holds some association or 
personal memory. 
I've recently added faces to some of my work, with expressions of pain or pleasure, the faces are not people known 
to me, they are images found on the internet. They are juxtaposed with the "painted" part with the intention of 
adding a human element, and reinforcing the emotional impact, through expression and placement, which can be 
unsettling. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1279 - Andrew Birks 
Artwork 1 Title: Witches Flight 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is loosely based on a painting by Goya of the same name. I love the spectral 
luminosity of the Goya and sense or weightlessness. 
The process I have used in painting this has taken the essence of that image and made something new. The 
emotional impact should be different, although there remains an unsettling, possibly spooky element to it, although 
there is an exuberance to the painted mass and the colours involved. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1280 
 
Artist Name: Gideon Eillert 
Website: www.gideoneillert.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/gideoneillert 
 
Artist Statement: The absurd appears to me as a great misunderstanding between people and reality. It is my 
intention to expose it. I look for its uncanny presence in seemingly unrelated subjects. I involve myself deeper with 
the subject through studies. The final representation of the subject falls apart in raw material. This unveils the 
nonsensical nature of reality, contradicting our human desire to make sense. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1280 - Gideon Eillert 
Artwork 1 Title: Gone Missing 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140x250x-- 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a painting after a famous photograph of member of the French resistance, George 
Blind, smiling at a German firing squad.  
I was fascinated by the conviction that moves someone to smile in the face of death. There seems to be an 
unbreakable sense of purpose there. 
The smile is but a simple human gesture, but it completely shifts the power dynamic between the prisoner and his 
captors. 
The execution was a fake one, meant to put George through psychological torture to make him confess information. 
It did not work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1281 

Artist ID: 1281 
 
Artist Name: Sarah Arsenault 
Website: https://www.sarahearsenault.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/sarah3arsenault 
 
Artist Statement: I am a British-Canadian artist currently based in London. I am an abstract collage painter who 
explores human ecology. My engagements with the social, built and natural environments that I experience and the 
connectivity that exists between those relationships are the prominent themes I explore. Working primarily with 
acrylic and acrylic mediums I create abstracted topographies drawing from memory, photographs, found objects, 
and organic materials. Through imagined environments based on reality I explore the world we live in and how 
human behaviour shapes it. My work is informed by contemporary landscape painting explored through an aesthetic 
lens with a touch of the macabre. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1281 - Sarah Arsenault 
Artwork 1 Title: Lost Souls and the Liberated (Diptych) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H91 x W123 x D4 cm 2 panels each H91 x W61 x D4 cm. 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, ink, painted canvas, matte medium transfers and found objects on wood panels. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work was created in 2020 during the first national lockdown in the UK. Using objects 
found around my flat that included an egg carton, embroidery yarn, remnants of canvas from past artwork and 
corrugated cardboard, I created a painted collage on two panels. The imagined environment is my interpretation of 
life during the pandemic, which still persists today. Humans, animals and organisms navigating their way through 
empty environments, some content, while others clearly not. The work explores human isolation and separation, 
ramifications of the crisis, but it also looks at the connectivity that exists within the living world. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1282 

Artist ID: 1282 
 
Artist Name: Sara Rashidi 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/sara.rashidi.artworks 
 
Artist Statement: The ruling planet of Cancer is the moon, and nature and animals are an integral part of her 
existence. Separation from the Moon is a visual and silent narration of the birth and death of a woman born in 
Cancer, as a result of separation from her mother planet, enduring a heavy melancholy in her earthly life. To cope 
with the lack of fundamental values â€‹â€‹that govern the planet, not the slightest sign of which is on Earth, she 
needs the friendship of animals. It is still a mystery whether it is possible to return to the mother planet with the 
death of her body. The mysteries of this secret will be revealed to me after the death of my body. Death, which 
means planting my body in the ground and be fed to the plants of the earth. A death that may be a way to return 
home. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1282 - Sara Rashidi 
Artwork 1 Title: Separation from The Moon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 58x160 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media printed on fine art paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1283 

Artist ID: 1283 
 
Artist Name: Liana Madré 
Website: www.lianamadre.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/liana.madre.art 
 
Artist Statement: Art is my weapon and my armour. It is able to access the darkest corners of my mind and it can 
enlighten my soul with love and joy.  
I am a studio painter based in Seville, Spain, frequent traveler between a triangle of my favorite locations: from 
Spain, Scotland, and Latvia. Each location has had a unique influence in the development of my art practice. My art is 
a mix of tradition (realism) and modern (abstract painting), materials oil or acrylic on linen canvas. Abstract or 
realism, my aim is always to paint the light. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1283 - Liana Madré 
Artwork 1 Title: Madonna Cardarelli 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x90cm, 40''x35'' 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and Acrylics on linen canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Birdwomen:Threatened is a collection of portrait paintings inspired by endangered bird 
species around the world.  
Painting number 5: Italy. 
''The purpose of BIRDWOMEN:THREATENED art project is to raise awareness about the value and conservation 
status of declining bird species, to educate myself and everyone enjoying my work about the ways of positively 
impacting the preservation of wildlife. In my opinion the best way to attract attention and to inspire change is 
through beauty, passion and empathy, and I believe knowledge and awareness between general public is crucial to 
achieve long term positive impacts. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1284 

Artist ID: 1284 
 
Artist Name: Rachael Glover 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/rachael_eglover 
 
Artist Statement: I am an Abstract artist who does not work with boundaries or plans. My belief is that there is 
enough boundaries and restrictions in everyday life, let alone introducing this into my artwork! When I create a 
piece it is my complete escape from my everyday. I do what I feel is right on canvas/paper, I let the colour and 
movement flow naturally. I love seeing the movement of shape and how each shape and colour can interact with 
each. Interaction is key for my happiness in an art piece. It has to feel right. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1284 - Rachael Glover 
Artwork 1 Title: Succulent 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42cm x 30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint on Oil & Acrylic Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Succulent is a product of a series of drawings from a Disney desk calendar I had in my 
bedroom. I used this image as I am inspired by the shapes and colour of animations and I felt such character from 
this picture. This picture then transformed into a series of drawings which were created by looking solely at the 
image itself and letting the pen do the talking. I love drawing in pen as it's so permanent and you can't change the 
results, which I find interesting. I then took the shapes from these drawings and created â€˜Succulent.' When 
creating this piece I don't restrict myself with my colour palette and I don't have a set design in mind. I let the shapes 
interact with each other and when the colours meet each other I let them flow or end naturally. The name 
â€˜Succulent' came from the shapes which were made, and reminded me of a Succulent plant. I love how art can 
mean and transform into so many things. This piece is a prime example, it was inspired by a Disney image which then 
turned into a piece called â€˜Succulent.' 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1285 

Artist ID: 1285 
 
Artist Name: Jan Pan Chan 
Website: www.chanpanjan.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/allinloop 
 
Artist Statement: Jan Chan, artist with a background in makeup. MA Fine Art student at Central Saint Martins, 
London. 
Jan's practice is to examine the relationship between human and technology, questioning the freedom that we have 
in the current society under the influence of technology. He plays with a wide range of media, from photography, 
drawing to sculpture. Jan's signature colourful elements can be found in his works. 
Jan pursues the truth of the ideal world in the digital rainforest. In Plato's allegory of the cave, the prisoners only 
face the walls and shadows so that they lose the ability to discern the truth.  
Jan's works are about how human response to live with this post digital surveillance era and contemplated how 
human response and gaming with the surveillance system in current and future society. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1285 - Jan Pan Chan 
Artwork 1 Title: The New Order 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 190x97.4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Body paint, acrylic, marker and photography on dibond 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Last Supper, it is the final meal shared by Jesus and his disciples before his crucifixion. 
After the last supper, Christians were further persecuted by those in power. It has marked the beginning of the 
Christian dark age. 
Inspired by Leonardo da Vinci's Last Supper, The New Order has taken this reference and reflects the situation of the 
society in the post digital surveillance era which includes the changes in mentality; economy; human behaviour and 
all kinds of 
propaganda. 
With technology taking over our lives, human and technology has become inseparable that we rely on it so much. 
Human and technology somehow live in 
symbiosis nowadays. 
In the past centuries, human behaviour and mind are shaped by government, education, law, religion etc. All these 
are imposed by the one in power to teach us how we should behave and think accordingly. 
For now, with the help of algorithm, it has become the tool for the one in power to shape human behaviour and 
mind in a very efficient and effective way. 
The New Order is about how human response to live with this post digital surveillance era. About the production of 
this piece, I first arrange a photoshoot 
and apply makeup on the model. Then I print out the photo and draw on it. The result would be sometime hard to 
tell which part is added after the print out and 
which element is originally in the photo at the first place. It is just like our lives when we cannot live without 
technology, sometime it is hard to make a boundary between virtual and reality. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1286 

Artist ID: 1286 
 
Artist Name: Natalia Abará¸—S 
Website: https://abaresstudio.blogspot.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1286 - Natalia Abará¸—S 
Artwork 1 Title: The Waltz 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7X21 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Digital sculpture. 
https://vimeo.com/504808317 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1287 

Artist ID: 1287 
 
Artist Name: Martin Crack 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Amateur artist returning to art later in life. With a background in Marine Biology, a love of the 
natural world but a career in technology I sketch, paint in watercolours but most of all enjoy the challenge of print 
work. Simple techniques, the simplest forms and colours together with that element of unknown consequences 
sometimes combine to express a subject in a new and revealing light. Less is more. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1287 - Martin Crack 
Artwork 1 Title: Pelagica 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cmx40cm Framed (A4 Image) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Dry Point print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I wanted to bring out not only the extreme beauty of the form, function and natural 
patterns on these barracuda but also a sense of the deep and expansive ocean that they inhabit. A simple print that 
hopefully expresses the essence of adaptation of an organism to its environment 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1288 

Artist ID: 1288 
 
Artist Name: Da Hyoung Choi 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/o2051o 
 
Artist Statement: History is intrinsically historio-graphy or to put it in a deliberate way, a literary artifact (Paul 
Ricoeur,1990). It means, historians choose an event from a number of facts and take a fictional narrative structure 
such as plot to make a story and emphasise it historically. I think the role of an artist is similar to the historian that 
Ricoeur mentioned. I select historical events that I think are important and create new images as an artist.  
My work begins with the archives of documents such as literature, film footages, and photographs. The data I 
archived is divided into two categories. First, in classical literature and film, there are sentences and scenes that are 
problematic for human rights such as racism or misogyny. I get rid of these paragraphs or scenes in classic art and 
make a new original. Second, I archive found images and texts of cultural artifacts and buildings lost by historical 
events. Recently, I include in the category an archive of the everyday places around me. There are places where 
there have been murders or industrial accidents in the neighborhood where I lived before. Most of the victims of 
such crimes or industrial accidents were either labourers or socially disadvantaged such as refugee.  
What I focus on in my work is creating textures based on archived documents. The more layers I build on my canvas, 
the more abstract image with the texture is created, and the lost historical artefact, building and place become 
tactile as well as visible. I want to translate them mainly into painting, to represent a unique image with texture. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1288 - Da Hyoung Choi 
Artwork 1 Title: Blue Camouflage 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 116.8X80.3X3 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Tongyeong Hongdo, where I used to live, is a beautiful tourist destination where many 
divers come to dive, and at the same time, marine police or fishers often drown in rescue. Also, there are many 
migrant workers living near the Suwon river where I live now. They suffer discrimination because they are not 
Korean. There was an incident in which one of the migrant workers committed a murder. This river is also a beautiful 
tourist destination now. 
These murders and the deaths of workers are quickly forgotten because it is a trivial event, not a big one such as a 
war. I want to expose these events, which people think are trivial, that the landscape is hiding in the water, with 
painting. Especially, I want to show layers of hidden scenery in textures. Texture can show the accumulation of time 
that occurred in the landscape. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1289 

Artist ID: 1289 
 
Artist Name: Loui Penfold 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/paintingpenfold 
 
Artist Statement: A painting can be seen as finished or complete, but the overall process of painting is ever-going, 
that it will never have an end goal. It's a lifelong concept where a finished painting will simply evolve into something 
elseâ€• - Loui Penfold 
Loui Penfold is a young figurative painter who explores his personal experiences through expressive and gestural 
mark marking. Layering and texture become a big part of his practise, creating abstracted figures with an underlying 
dark tone which often leaves the spectator questioning the contexts behind the work.  
He is primarily a painter who works on canvas but can be known to incorporate found materials within his work. 
Similarly, his unusual printing methods which include using tools such as jars, scrunched up paper etc. can be seen to 
create colourful backgrounds that often highlight his heavy use of line work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1289 - Loui Penfold 
Artwork 1 Title: The heavier the cage, the lower it sinks 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180 x 120 x 3.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, Oil Stick & Pen on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artwork explores mental health and how this has become a key topic during this 
pandemic and being locked down. The idea of being trapped within your own head and carrying this heavy cage 
around with you as you are confined to a house or a room. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1290 

Artist ID: 1290 
 
Artist Name: Tamara Klã¼Ver 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/tamarakluver 
 
Artist Statement: The Holy Loversâ€• is part of an ongoing series exploring how the Catholic Latin American culture, 
particularly from Peru, is a cause of many internal conflicts of the second half of the 20th century. By using my 
fascination with the countercultural movement of the 1960s and 1970s and its imagery to represent the frozen state 
of time in Peru, I address a political subject matter from a feminine and mixed heritage point of view - the state of 
sexuality and sexual morality. 
I combine acrylic paints, photography and found objects to recreate old Latin America propaganda posters with 
collages which include modern day subjects and myself so I can critically portray patriarchy. Love, rape, purity and 
peversion are explicitly merged together to reflect human nature and subert conservative Christian traditionalism. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1290 - Tamara Klã¼Ver 
Artwork 1 Title: The Holy Lovers 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm x 50cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on board and collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1291 

Artist ID: 1291 
 
Artist Name: Friederike Bak 
Website: www.f-bak.de 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: geboren 1963, Studium Design und Designmanagement Aufenthalte in Nizza, Toulon und Paris 
lebe und arbeite im Saarland und in Lothringen Frankreich 
seit Ã¼ber 20 Jahren im Bereich Kreation in der Werbebranche tÃ¤tig 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1291 - Friederike Bak 
Artwork 1 Title: 1/4HÃ¶llenmandala 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150cmx150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: digital painting photoshop 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Das Mandala ist ursprÃ¼nglich ein geometrisches Schaubild mit meist magischer oder 
religiÃ¶ser Bedeutung, in der Regel quadratisch oder kreisrund und stets auf einen Mittelpunkt orientiert. Gezeigt 
werden Himmel, Erde und Unterwelt, vor allem aber komplexe ZusammenhÃ¤nge.  
2020: Meine Mandalas zeigen quadratische Ausschnitte, die in der Gesamtheit in einer Kreisform mÃ¼nden. Die 
lebendige FÃ¼lle an Details gibt Aufschluss Ã¼ber das Ganze, ohne es jemals zu zeigen. So wie man den Horizont 
betrachtet und die Welt nur ahnen kann. Meine Welt des Ãœbersehenen. Ganz aus der NÃ¤he. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1292 

Artist ID: 1292 
 
Artist Name: Hei Di Li 
Website: https://liheidi.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/plum_black_field 
 
Artist Statement: Li Hei Di, born in Shenyang, China, 1997. Li Hei Di's work unfolds within the encounters among 
desire and its limitation, implying instinct, sensibility, freedom, ecstasy and the potential dangers, mirroring the 
undercurrents of society, interpersonal relations and beyond.  
Li Hei Di's paintings are beings caught in the act of seduction. 
The subdued desire slowly accumulates, bursts, spurts onto matters, metamorphoses into beings.  
The recent body of work presented examines the teenage feeling of witnessing sexiness in the ephemeral moments 
of mundane life; helplessly blushing, falling for the childish perception of a random someone; to unleash the pure 
animalistic yearning. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1292 - Hei Di Li 
Artwork 1 Title: Pomelo Jungle 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 165x152cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1293 

Artist ID: 1293 
 
Artist Name: Kes Berry 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/kese.art 
 
Artist Statement: I'm an Artist currently studying at the University of Oxford. Using paint in a strong expressive 
manner, as a form of release to depict the journey of self exploration, including themes around race, sexuality and 
identity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1293 - Kes Berry 
Artwork 1 Title: 3ad clown 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150cmx100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Aren't we all clowns? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1294 

Artist ID: 1294 
 
Artist Name: Pablo Castaneda Santana 
Website: www.pablocastaneda.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/pablocastaneda1989 
 
Artist Statement: My current practice explores the intersections occurring between presence and representation in 
painting. This concern is embodied through the production of acrylic paint sheets in which I combine the language of 
painting with the active use of the visual and tangible properties of its matter.  
The production of these acrylic pieces inverts the conventional processes, by painting backwards onto a sheet of 
glass and peeling the paint off. This procedure allows me to reconsider diverse aspects of painting, such as the 
relationship between image, pigment and support. 
In some of my works, imagery appropriated from the web is edited, combined and painted within the flat surfaces of 
my paint sheets, created without the traditional support or the characteristic relief existing in conventional painting. 
Departing from those figurative compositions, I have also developed a series of paintings in which the representation 
is distorted or completely lost, due to my particular interest in their formal attributes and the way they interact with 
the contorted matter of the paint sheets. 
My questioning of the nature of painting is also performed through a range of different resources, such as the use of 
translucent areas, the contortion of the paint sheets and the reinterpretation of elements such as canvases, 
stretchers or zippers. In my work, painting is simultaneously understood as an object, a procedure, a trace, an image 
and a subject. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1294 - Pablo Castaneda Santana 
Artwork 1 Title: We, the monsters_AC_001 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 120 x 10 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic paint sheets, fabric and stretcher 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Entitled 'We, the monsters_AC_001â€•, this work is part of my series 'We, the 
monstersâ€•, that deals with the founding myths of my birth city, CÃ¡diz. In the series, I intend to challenge the dual 
notions around heroes and monsters that forged the vision that the ancient Mediterranean civilizations had when 
approaching foreign cultures. This perspective would shape our idea of civilization and barbarism, and illustrates 
some of the enduring and repeating behaviors that we have usually had throughout history when referring to the 
other. 
The painting displays an array of representations of fragmented body parts, imitating the archeological 
reconstruction of a found object. Some of these fragments have been extracted from sculptures depicting Heracles 
(the Phoenician Melkart), the mythical hero who would found the city of Gadir (CÃ¡diz) on the same land where he 
defeated the monster Geryon and stole his cattle, as one of his Twelve Labours. Nonetheless, the way these pieces 
have been rearranged and their combination with other elements, such as the x-ray picture of the broken leg of a 
dog, makes the hero appear like the monster he defeated. This might help blurring the distinction between light and 
shadows, between "we" and "them". It is only a matter of perspective, as we could be perceived both as the hero or 
the monster. To others, we are the other. Ironically, when we do not recognize the other in ourselves, civilization 
tends to become barbarism. 
'We, the Monsters_AC_001â€• exemplifies some of the most relevant features of my recent paintings. Here, the 
combination of acrylic paint sheets and other materials is layered and wrapped, echoing simultaneously the 
characteristic digital layering of many image production softwares and the packaging of the vernacular goods in our 
mass consumption society. 
Nevertheless, in the same way my procedure reverts the conventional processes of painting, these allusions are 
contorted. The layering is not merely virtual, but explicitly physical; the acrylic paint sheets and fabrics are distinct 
parts that are not glued or joined to each other, having the exclusive support of the stretcher. Moreover, the acrylic 
paint sheet that wraps the composition displays the most relevant elements of the imagery, the precious product, 
while the sheets enacting as draped curtains are behind. These "curtains" hide nothing apart from the stretcher and 
the wall behind, while they are veiled and revealed by the translucent areas of the first layer, the one containing the 
painted item. By doing so, the packaging becomes the good; while strategies like exposing the differentiated layers 
of the painting or rearranging fragmented elements serve to highlight how post-production have become 
production. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1295 

Artist ID: 1295 
 
Artist Name: Mica Gura 
Website: www.micagura.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/mica.gura 
 
Artist Statement: I destroy, reform and reshape my paintings. I am looking for unusual connections between 
traditional and unconventional, new possibilities for ordinary. I find the most interesting how unlimited our 
outcomes might be regarding contextual factors. I rearrange pieces of my works with intenssion to achieve better 
visual experience. Intuitively leaded to the point where a harmony is achieved, I can always find a peace in myself. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1295 - Mica Gura 
Artwork 1 Title: Libre 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x50 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on paper (acrylic, medium and sand on canvas on paper) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Mixed media composition on paper, made from original paintings (acrylic, medium, sand on 
canvas). 
For more pictures of details, I invite you to visit my website (Current artworks). 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1296 

Artist ID: 1296 
 
Artist Name: Aureelia Mitt 
Website: https://www.aureelia.art/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/aureelia.art 
 
Artist Statement: Trees and forests comfort me. Having grown up in Estonia, where most of the country's mainland is 
covered in forests, I have learned to respect the trees and make use of the resources found in forests. I remember 
picking chanterelles, blueberries, and cowberries as a child with my family to make preservatives for winter. This 
notion of preserving and not wasting is also coming through in my work.Â  
All of my paintings start with a walk. I observe my surroundings until I notice objects that have the potential to be 
painted on. The material becomes the subject matter, as it is my main starting point. The themes for my paintings 
are deeply rooted in my culture and history, which is intertwined with natural beliefs and depending on nature. I am 
not trying to imitate nature nor resent it but to get inspired by its magnificent being and create art alongside it. 
With my practice, I am exploring the connection between the ideas and perceptions of time with the complex and 
paradoxical understandings of abstraction. These ideas rely on understanding time as individual moments and 
therefore understanding artwork as a projection of these moments. I am inspired by Ian McKeever's idea of letting 
the paintings become themselves, by painting in layers and giving the paintings time. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1296 - Aureelia Mitt 
Artwork 1 Title: MÃ¤gismaa / Highlands 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x90 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint, oil pastels and fine liner on found plasterboard 
Artwork 1 Commentary: When painting this, I went back into my memories of driving around the mountains. They 
were overlapping one another, in some patches covered with trees - in others, with bushes or fences. It was a 
composition of nature. Now and then, I could spot a sheep or two. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1297 

Artist ID: 1297 
 
Artist Name: Batu/Han Sicimoglu 
Website: www.clayfrombatu.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/clay.from.batu 
 
Artist Statement: Batu/han Sicimoglu is a self-taught ceramic artist based in Istanbul, who mostly works with low fire 
clay and glazes. He utilises multihued and textural effects endemic to his medium to create sculptures with 
contrasting surfaces.  
Batu/han's work often originates from disappointment, resentment and melancholy, yet conveys his ideas in a rather 
humorous manner. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1297 - Batu/Han Sicimoglu 
Artwork 1 Title: Last Words 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28x28x6 centimeters 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glaze on Low Fire Clay 
Artwork 1 Commentary: We are so swamped with the causes and results of our planet's fast approaching doom, that 
we are missing out on the beauty in narrating a thorough tragedy. After all, the last bit of enjoyment will not come 
from explanations, predictions or desperate attempts on prevention, but from having a really good cry. 
In case you have difficulty viewing images, please try this Google Drive link: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ZMAGl8a9v_PubsBBeSkePf8NI6Offbm7?usp=sharing 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1298 

Artist ID: 1298 
 
Artist Name: Cengiz Hartmann 
Website: www.cengizhartmann.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/cengizhartmann 
 
Artist Statement: The german word 'begreifen' serves as a key to my work. 
It means both to touch and to understand - in a way thinking with the hands. 
I am focused to reduce objects to the essential without eliminating the poetry. 
All knowledge is condensed in the intuitive action and so I trust it. 
Limitation of tools lead to objects with a more specific expression in case tooling marks are not concealed 
afterwards. Even using only one or obviously the wrong tool leads to something new. 
Listening and trying to understand my latest works is an essential part to make the next step towards something 
exciting. 
The experiment has a great value in my work as I understand it as a method to shift borders and explore the 
unknown. Furthermore, I like the idea to control the process of making rather than the outcome. 
I work with real, solid materials with all strengths and weakness. I believe that materials are smart. If you listen 
carefully, they tell you what to do. 
In my opinion the most important question for all kind of objects and spaces is how and if people are able to deal 
with it on a personal level. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1298 - Cengiz Hartmann 
Artwork 1 Title: Cabinet of emptiness 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 175 x 35 x 32 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Cabinet of emptiness is a handcarved object made from a single piece of cherry wood. The 
theoretical concepts of emptiness characterized by not having a specific space and a cabinet containing and 
protecting our personal belongings at a specific space merge in a physical object. The tree trunk is splitted by hand, 
hollowed out and carefully put 
together with small iron parts.  
'Wardrobes with their shelves, desks with their drawers, and chests with their false bottoms are veritable organs of 
the secret psychological life. Indeed, without these â€šobjectsâ€˜ and a few others in equally high favor, our 
intimate life would lack a model of intimacy. They are hybrid objects, subject objects. Like us, through us and for us, 
they have a quality of intimacy.' 
(Gaston Bachelard - the poetics of space) 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1299 

Artist ID: 1299 
 
Artist Name: Ariane Heloise Hughes 
Website: https://www.arianeheloise.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/arianehughes 
 
Artist Statement: Ariane Heloise Hughes' paintings navigate the tenuous threshold of the subject/object dichotomy. 
Since its formal conception by Descartes this dualistic way of considering being has coloured much of Western 
thought. In the way language is structured; subjects acting on objects, one can see how ingrained this dualism is 
within the human psyche. Through her blending of contemporary and traditional imagery, amalgamation of 
figuration and setting, Ariane challenges this rigid paradigm. 
Humans have the tendency to compartmentalise things (self/other, subject/object, facticity/transcendence), 
oversimplifying the world in an attempt to comprehend the nature of existence. But personhood isn't so tidy. The 
ambiguity of existence inherent to the human condition is palpable throughout Ariane's work. No entire body 
remains intact, perspectives are warped and scales exaggerated. This creates a sense of claustrophobia, undercut 
with just a whisper of violence. The surrealist undertones augment this apprehension. Unwittingly familiar yet eerily 
bizarre, Ariane plays on either side of the fine line between the mundane and the surreal. 
The depiction of the female nude in the Western Canon personifies the subject/object dualism. Ariane is fascinated 
by this and attempts to engage with this traditional trope devoid of objectification. Through her sensitive use of 
symbolism and appeal to the haptic senses, in the smoothness of her painted surface and reference to hands, Ariane 
hopes to conceive of a new visual vernacular for desire. One that operates outside the norms of conventional beauty 
and 'the gaze'. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1299 - Ariane Heloise Hughes 
Artwork 1 Title: Played Myself 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 65x120cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: â€˜Played Myself' is an interrogation of the faux subject object dichotomy. In the canon of 
Western Art the the female body is aligned with the passive an object to be looked at and consumed by men. By 
intertwining the body with an actual piece of furniture, it provides a sardonic critique on the reductive nature of this 
traditional portrayal of the female nude. The inclusion of the chessboard and the hint of the red theatre, connotes 
game playing and acting; emblematic of the performative nature of femininity. The dark palette and eerie sense of 
claustrophobia parallels the confining nature of socially accepted binary gender roles. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1300 

Artist ID: 1300 
 
Artist Name: Charles Andrew Bothwell 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1300 - Charles Andrew Bothwell 
Artwork 1 Title: New York, 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 142 x 97 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: After struggling to combat COVID-19 for almost a year, by December 2020 (when this photo 
was taken), New York had begun to feel less like a city, and more like a graveyard. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1301 

Artist ID: 1301 
 
Artist Name: Afeez Yusuf 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/afeezyusuf1 
 
Artist Statement: My name is Afeez Yusuf Ajibola, a student at the Swansea University in Wales. 
I am an abstract artist. My main medium is fine liner pens in archival paper of around 250 to 300 GSM. Most of my 
works don't possess any meaning, they are more aesthetical than meaningful. I make them with the intention of 
bringing life to an empty home. The essence of my works is to make onlookers feel something and if that doesn't 
happen then I have wasted my time. 
I hope my work makes you feel something inside you. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1301 - Afeez Yusuf 
Artwork 1 Title: SEA HORSE 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35 BY 25 INCHES 
Artwork 1 Medium: Fine Line Ink pen of Archival White paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.instagram.com/afeezyusuf1/ 
'SEA HORSE" 
This is a monochromatic abstract expression of the structure and skin of a sea horse made with fine liner ink. The 
work took me two weeks to complete after hours of proportionate scribbling, stippling and cross-hatching.  
The work is also made to look beautiful in homes with white walls. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1302 

Artist ID: 1302 
 
Artist Name: Jaroså‚Aw Å•Ukasik 
Website: www.lukjarek.ehost.pl 
IG: www.instagram.com/jaroslawlukasik 
 
Artist Statement: A graduate of College of Visual Arts, PoznaÅ„. 
Professor of University of Zielona GÃ³ra. 
The author and participant of dozens of one-man and group exhibitions. He lives and paints in PoznaÅ„, Poland. 
Selected one-man exhibitions: 
2020 'THE (UN)USUAL PAINTINGSâ€• ['OBRAZY (NIE)CODZIENNE)â€•], the Art Gallery ZPAP Pro Arte, Zielona GÃ³ra; 
2018 'We wnÄ™trzu/insideâ€•, the Art Gallery of the Library of the University of Zielona GÃ³ra, Zielona GÃ³ra; 
2013 'The Window, Interior, Wallâ€• ('Okno, wnÄ™trze, Å›cianaâ€•), the 'PaÅ‚ac StaniszÃ³wâ€• Art Gallery, 
StaniszÃ³w near Jelenia GÃ³ra; 
2011 'Fenster Zum Dasenâ€•, the 'PoKuSaâ€• Art Gallery, Wiesbaden (Germany) 
Selected group exhibitions: 
2020 16 Malamegi Lab Art Prize, Roma 
2020 III Polish National Biennale of Architectural Painting, Bisztynek; 
2016 The 25 thFestival of Polish Contemporary Painting, Zamek KsiÄ…Å¼Ä…t Pomorskich, Szczecin; 
2019 The 14 thInternational Autumn Salon of Art, the BWA Gallery, Ostrowiec ÅšwiÄ™tokrzyski. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1302 - Jaroså‚Aw Å•Ukasik 
Artwork 1 Title: Contemplation 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 100 x 2,5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: mil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.facebook.com/lukasikart 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1303 

Artist ID: 1303 
 
Artist Name: Edward Murray 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/edwardmurraysculpture 
 
Artist Statement: my practice is based on experimentation with materials following processes which reference 
foundry casting methods. I use drawing and collage to explore ideas before translating them into sculptural form 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1303 - Edward Murray 
Artwork 1 Title: Tradition 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80cmx80cmx40cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: plaster, pigment 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A paper mold was used to make this plaster cast.The piece reveals the hidden interior of the 
shrine like object it emerged from. The title is a play on the need to find experimentation and freedom within a 
traditional process. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1304 

Artist ID: 1304 
 
Artist Name: Sissy O'Neill 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am an Architecture Student at the Glasgow school of art. My current work explores every type of 
movement as a performance. Space can enhance and reflect these movements through materiality response. To 
tackle the concept of the void between movement and minimum and maximum points I have drafted spatial 
responses and combined these with digital artworks of captured movement. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1304 - Sissy O'Neill 
Artwork 1 Title: Architecture of Performance 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: *digital file can be scaled* approx.21 x 30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Drafted in ink, converted to digital work 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Performance materialises in expression of movement. Each movement is built up of 
minimum and maximum movements, the collide and disperse of recovery. This piece explores the expression of 
movement. Further, material screens of differing transparency and use of refraction might exaggerate the users 
movements. Thus enabling performers to become intrinsic to the space and vice versa. An architectural performance 
is created. 
Digital sketching combined with drawing board drafting in ink has been used to interlock architecture and 
performance. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1305 

Artist ID: 1305 
 
Artist Name: Stuart Belton 
Website: www.stuartbelton.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/stubelton 
 
Artist Statement: Stuart Belton makes boldly coloured, intensely detailed ink drawings, they often involve a simple 
motif that is repeated until a complicated, tangled mass has formed across the drawing's surface. In this case the 
motif is a simple 'threadâ€•. 
The idea for this drawing came from an oriental myth called the 'thread of fateâ€• which says two souls are 
inextricably linked for life, the drawing is made up exclusively of one 'threadâ€• that weaves in and around itself. It 
can be followed around the whole drawing - if you have the patience. 
Stuart's use of colour is intentionally bold. He has found this an interesting way of harnessing and exploring the fact 
he is colour blind. The drawing was extremely time consuming to make, taking many weeks of solid work to allow 
the painstaking and exhaustive detail to be developed. The colours and intense details are both seen by Stuart as 
individual vehicles of expression that merge on the surface of the paper. 
Stuart's drawings have become much bigger recently and it is this interaction between the minute details and large 
space that has become of interest to him. He finds these factors offer a different experience by being either close-up 
or at distance. At distance the drawing is one mass - up close the details separate and are pulled into focus. Often 
one drawing will inform the next where elements are taken and explored to create a loose but solidly connected 
progression through each body of work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1305 - Stuart Belton 
Artwork 1 Title: The thread of fate 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 121.92 x 152.4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink on 400gsm watercolour paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Please see artist's statement. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1306 

Artist ID: 1306 
 
Artist Name: Tom White 
Website: https://www.white-paint.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/tombowhite 
 
Artist Statement: White's work revolves around the question of how the artist creates something more viscerally real 
than a mimetic, photorealistic representation of a person, and how the materiality of paint can be choreographed to 
portray a sense of character and the corporeal that supersedes the subject's explicit appearance.  
He paints those who are closest to him, marking the works with an indelible emotionality that transports the viewer 
into the interior of a private moment in time. Despite an absence of periphery noise and many temporal objects, the 
paintings allude to an ephemeral narrative. They invite interpretation of and engagement with exactly who, what 
and where is being depicted.  
Whether working on a large or smaller scale, the figures in White's paintings are often greater than life-size. This 
scale lends itself to his painting process which harmonises expressive, gestural marks with more refined areas of 
painterly precision. Working from his own photographs, White exploits the versatility of oil paint as a medium in 
order for it to adopt the material qualities of that which it represents, balancing areas of thickly applied impasto such 
that the paintings assume a sculptural quality. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1306 - Tom White 
Artwork 1 Title: Oriana & I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 170cm x 170cm x 2.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A painting of the my girlfriend and I created at the beginning of the most recent lockdown 
(January 2021). The larger than life figures - built up by layers of impasto, gestural brushwork - are physically 
confined by the dimensions of the canvas itself, stimulating a sensation of claustrophobia and unease in the viewer 
when stood in front of the imposing work. Capturing the psychological strain of being in a relationship at a very 
particular moment in time, the viewer is invited into a work that feels intimately private - but equally recognisable. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1307 

Artist ID: 1307 
 
Artist Name: Zoe Wanless 
Website: https://zoewanless.com/textile-art/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/zoewanless.9 
 
Artist Statement: All my work is achieved through freehand embroidery, I specialise in portraiture through textiles, 
that typically explores society within the UK. Due to my fascination with history I attempt to understand how cultural 
construction works which I translate into my art through textiles to create something that is both aesthetics but also 
educational. Both in my work and life I only use materials that have been sourced ethically, this means that my work 
is on fabrics that are organic and saved from landfill. Therefore, all my work is completely unique and temporal to 
add depth and true historical stories to the pieces. My studies at university, where I have just graduated, opened a 
discussion on craft and textiles that I explore alongside historical societal movements and how this impacted 
freedom for minorities. Therefore, my portraits and their displays are always deep in colour and purpose, when my 
work is on clothing I encourage nonconformity and an experience that is free to be expressive without fear of 
judgment. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1307 - Zoe Wanless 
Artwork 1 Title: 2020 Self Portrait. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 48x46x4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Freehand machine embroidery. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A self portrait that comments on the emotions of 2020. 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGw5eJ9GXJ8aCAZwmD0ClbQ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1308 

Artist ID: 1308 
 
Artist Name: Shreyasee Konar 
Website: www.shreyaseekonar.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/shreyaseekonar 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1308 - Shreyasee Konar 
Artwork 1 Title: Village Life 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 105.83 x 158.61 
Artwork 1 Medium: Art installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1309 

Artist ID: 1309 
 
Artist Name: Alice Zanin 
Website: https://www.alicezanin.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/alice__zanin 
 
Artist Statement: Alice Zanin- Piacenza, 1987 
Self-taught artist, she experienced various means of expression amongst which painting. As of the beginning of 2012, 
she focused upon papier-mâhé. During the first part of her production (the series "verba volant scripta ..."), she 
developed, by using animal literally made of words, an ironic dialogue illustrating the evanescent, temporary and 
changing link with the human values of oral tradition. She was able to reach results that are even more refined by 
painting or by removing texts from papers, in order to obtain lighter surfaces.  
Nowadays her work is oriented towards installations, which create, between her works and objects, a dialogue often 
based on the association of ideas. The result may be either an intimate and significant connection between the 
animal and the chosen objects or a misinterpretation of the common function of the object itself, thus generating 
awkwardness and irony between them and animals.  
She has taken part in art fairs and group exhibitions, and has made solo shows in institutional places such as 
Triennale and Palazzo della Permanente in Milan. Alice was selected in several international art competitions 
including the Combat Prize and the Arteam Cup and in 2018 she was included by the magazine Exibart in the catalog 
of 222 emerging artist to invest in. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1309 - Alice Zanin 
Artwork 1 Title: Liquid Love 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21x67x6 
Artwork 1 Medium: paper, spray paint, fabric, acrylic paint, resin, wire, papier-mâhé, plastic bricks, plexiglass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work consists of three elements linked together by formal and chromatic aspects and it 
quotes Bauman with his bitter irony.  
An enveloped love letter is now an anachronistic means of sentiments' communication, almost replaced by sms and 
whatsapp messages, rapidly composed and without great pretentions. 
The life of butterflies, as we know, is divided into several phases, the adult being the shortest and least stressful 
because spent in pleasant activities such as sucking nectar and mating. The butterfly contained in the case, 
specifically, is a reproduction of a cymothoe sangaris (or blood red glider) whose name and color inevitably recalls 
passion - simulacrum of transience or, in our case, of a glittering but short-lived love. 
And last, the heart, a universally recognised symbol, is built in bricks that could change their combination to turn into 
thousands of other shapes. 
Therefore, it is still a shape built in bricks, but its stability is only apparent... or liquid, precisely, as love is. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1310 

Artist ID: 1310 
 
Artist Name: Rachel Ashworth-Jerem 
Website: www.yellowbellyart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/yellowbellyart 
 
Artist Statement: I am an emerging, Lincolnshire based Visual Artist specialising in working with a palette knife and 
acrylic paints on stretched canvas. My main body of work focusses on Architectural town and cityscapes. I am 
represented by Spencer Coleman Gallery, based in Lincoln. I have exhibited in Lincoln Cathedral, Patching's Art 
Centre, Sam Scorer Gallery and at the Marshchapel Art Exhibition. My work can also be found online at the Hansford 
& Sons Fine Art Emerging Artist Platform. Over the past year my work has developed significantly; creating a 
website, an Etsy Shop, Facebook & Instagram pages, and have since sold 12 original pieces of work, Giclee prints and 
many cards in the UK, Australia, Canada & USA. I have also carried out bespoke commission requests for a variety of 
clients. Recent notable achievements include:  
Â· March 2020: during the UK's first lockdown, Lincoln's iconic cathedral lit up blue to salute the NHS. I was inspired 
by this and painted the scene, donating it to Lincoln County Hospital. The painting is now hanging in the main 
entrance. 
Â· June 2020: my painting 'The Glory Hole' was awarded 'Highly Commended' in the TALP Open 2020. 
Â· August 2020: I was one of 18 finalists out of 7000 entries in an online 'Wraptious Art' competition. 
Â· August 2020: I won the Britain Lockdown Drawing Challenge prize with The Artist & Illustrator Magazine with my 
painting 'The Strait'. 
Â· October 2020: Spencer Coleman Gallery commissioned me to paint a scene of Lincoln featuring the Red Arrows. I 
completed this, plus 10 x limited edition prints signed by the Red Arrows team. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1310 - Rachel Ashworth-Jerem 
Artwork 1 Title: Stroll down Steep Hill 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36ins x 24ins 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is an acryltic painting with palette knife with a limited palette. A winter scene down 
Lincoln's famous Steep Hill. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1311 

Artist ID: 1311 
 
Artist Name: Tamar Chatterjee 
Website: www.tamarchatterjee.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: In a world where peace is a luxury and an act of kindness an aberration, mankind's beautiful soul 
stands weak in the face of escalating and innumerable patterns of self-destruction. Yet, somehow, light finds a way 
through entwined, dense and enveloping darkness - rays of hope, carrying the promise of better days to come. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1311 - Tamar Chatterjee 
Artwork 1 Title: Agnes 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75x110 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In the world we live in today, a looming darkness on the horizon seems to be ever present. 
As we face the seemingly endless barrage of tempestuous waves, we must remember that what lies just beyond the 
crest, out of view from our present vantage point, is the calm of a trough, and that one cannot exist without the 
other. The absence of light does not mean it doesn't exist, for existence is not bound solely to that which is seen.  
Every time we find ourselves isolated and lost in a wilderness of despair and anxiety, we must remind ourselves that 
humanity as a whole has lived, and more importantly survived, through dark times such as these, navigating its way 
through storms by the use of faculties both seen and unseen, working in perfect harmony. 
Inspired by my numerous visits to the breathtaking valleys in Snowdonia, the dichotomous co-existence of darkness 
and light form the backdrop of what we see in the eyes of Agnes - an eternal hope and faith in the unseen. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1312 

Artist ID: 1312 
 
Artist Name: Melanie Termtanasak 
Website: www.melanietermtanasak.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/mad_housebrand 
 
Artist Statement: Melanie Termtanasak Is a Thai artist and illustrator based in Bangkok who graduated BA Fashion 
Menswear at London College of Fashion. her work is based on the emphasis of using surreal, geometric shapes 
juxtaposition with abstract style in her work by using fashion to create art. Her work could be described as the play 
between abstract and modernism- giving a bold and contemporary look. Her main focus in work captures the 
mundane people and animals in a style of fashion illustration in a flamboyant look. She focuses in using the 
combination of textiles and print that she designed to create a new print. The forms are exaggerated into a more 
stylized figure with clothes and accessories into acrylic on canvas. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1312 - Melanie Termtanasak 
Artwork 1 Title: My Bird, Sunny 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 64CMx79CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: ACRYLIC PAINTING 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Her artwork is inspired by her miniature parrot at home, 'Sunnyâ€• which inspired her to 
recreate her bird in an unconventional way by adding a glimpse of fashion. 'I enjoy adding a sense of fashion to my 
work to give it more live and style. I believe everyone has a style even if a bird, everyone is born to stand out.â€•  
Seeing colour in everyday life she uses Mix media to portray her vision; her work celebrates the fashion pop culture. 
The piece is a mixture of using 3-Dimensional and 2 Dimensional forms and figures to recreate Pop Art; Using mark 
making, pen and colouring pencil with acrylic to create harmony in her piece and overlaying of texts, motifs and 
textile print design is her way of creating the new reality. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1313 

Artist ID: 1313 
 
Artist Name: Constanza Villarreal 
Website: www.casatelier.org 
IG: www.instagram.com/mariaconstanza_atelier 
 
Artist Statement: Nocturne is a textile drawing, about those nights spent awake while everyone is asleep, caring for 
someone, old, young, or the life of the natural world, in a fragile state. 
I want my work to be a metaphorical landscape of restoring and reconnecting. Using the stitch and the mark making 
as elements of suture and the recovered fabric as a substrate, I explore the domestic poetics of active care. The 
multilayer textile pieces mended and embroidered, highlight the fragility of life, its preciousness and mystery. 
Looking at a visible and beautifully mended skin-like fabric, tells a story of compassion and tenderness, values I 
would like to bring to attention.  
With my work, I intend to cultivate a deeper appreciation for those who actively guard life, that inspire action and 
gratitude. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1313 - Constanza Villarreal 
Artwork 1 Title: nocturne 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 85x100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: ink and natural pigments on reclaimed mended textiles /embroidery s 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1314 

Artist ID: 1314 
 
Artist Name: Sooji Lee 
Website: www.eelijoos.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/eelijoos 
 
Artist Statement: Pure pleasure from the simplest of labors done by the human hand, the sense of achievement 
acquired through time and effort being poured, reflection through irreversible mistakes in addition to the longing for 
unintended beauty expressed through said mistakes - these things have been the essence of this work for the past 
five years. Both the general production process and the format has been reconstructed in a more personal and 
exaggerated way, making the process 'thickerâ€• to show how the results are incapable of being replicated through 
machinery.  
I am crafting the graphic solely by my own physical methods and process which takes very long time to be done. 
Through self-produced typeface writer (http://eelijoos.com/#/865004006353/) and paper 
maker(http://eelijoos.com/#/paper-making-machine/), I am making the paper from the tree bark, write the typeface 
Bodoni on it and sew the basic graphical shapes by hand. 
I am reminded of the time when after the Industrial Revolution, William Morris was trying to question the value of 
humanness and trying to detach himself from machines. In the era of the fourth industrial revolution, which might 
be more radical than its previous counterpart, it is questionable that we are having little to no discussion about 
preserving our own humanity in the midst of this radical change. I believe the density of the process shown through 
pure human labor can make a thin sheet of paper heavy. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1314 - Sooji Lee 
Artwork 1 Title: A very personal methodology of crafting the graphic_ e.o.c 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 77 X 107 
Artwork 1 Medium: paper / ink / thread 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I added one more page in artwork image pdf file for the explanation. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1315 

Artist ID: 1315 
 
Artist Name: Chizuru Yamamori 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am an ordinary person who works at National Museum of Nature and Science in Ueno. 
I was born in the traditional shopping and entertainment district of Tokyo in a family who loved me and raised me 
well. 
I became interested in art and painting under the influence of my older brother and subsequently to I learnt painting 
and drawing in an private school. 
From childhood I have taken keen interest in paining and drawing and since then i have maintained interest in art 
that has only grown with the passage of time. 
Painting calms me down and makes me feel relaxed. My art reflects my thinking and sentiments influenced by the 
world around me. 
Painting means a lot to me and I realize that it means everything to me because I can pour my sentiments into my art 
which reflects me and my character. 
I feel full of life and vitality when I am painting. 
It is often said that this life is for once and we cannot go back into the past. 
How one wishes to live ones life is up to that person, so I decided to become an artist as painting means everything 
to me. 
I wish the people to be happy and have plenty of what they want and that is my wish - my dream. 
Thank you. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1315 - Chizuru Yamamori 
Artwork 1 Title: time 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45.5cmÃ—37.9cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Painting (acrylic and pencil) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Just feel 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1316 

Artist ID: 1316 
 
Artist Name: Katarina Caserman 
Website: https://www.casermankatarina.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/casermankatarina 
 
Artist Statement: It only takes one drop to cut into the tension before the storm. What comes after is not as 
threatening as the angst itself. Ambiguity, foreboding, a whisper. We adapt to the newness, yet we speculate the 
new newness. Amorphous forms intertwist in the weightless space, where they levitate and they melt and they are 
still. We buzz so we don't hear the chaotic buzzing until it goes quiet and it blends with the sound of the vocal 
chords. The catastrophe is not as catastrophic when it becomes green like spring leaves and summer grass. It is a 
satire, a game of inventing shapes. A shape of a matter, thoughts that are firmly sealed, and memories that are 
staring back at us with eyes that never blink. The invisible is overlapping with the visible and together they result in 
the image that encapsulates what we are always looking at but can never see. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1316 - Katarina Caserman 
Artwork 1 Title: Where do you go when you go out at night? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110x90 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The uncanny, absurd, and ironic are mixed together in this bittersweet spread we spread 
over a slice of bread from the moment we're awake till the moment we are not-but the smile-it is still there, thinking 
about the sweet part of being. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1317 

Artist ID: 1317 
 
Artist Name: Ã•Lvaro Fedz. 
Website: https://www.madalvar.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/mad_alvar 
 
Artist Statement: Mad Alvar (Ã•lvaro Fedz.) 
Self-taught contemporary artist based in Barcelona. 
Brut art in mixed media that explores the limits of form, color and texture in different types of surfaces. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1317 - Ã•Lvaro Fedz. 
Artwork 1 Title: Mear las flores 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 169x115 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on recycled plastic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Mear las flores" was made during the Covid pandemic confinement in 2020 and is a 
reflection of the human need to breathe freely and reconnect with nature. 
This work was made in mixed media (including acrylic, spray and oil bar) on a recycled plastic from the construction 
site of the centenary Abaceria market, located in Barcelona. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1318 

Artist ID: 1318 
 
Artist Name: Simon Boyd 
Website: http://www.sjboyd.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/simon_boyd_paintings 
 
Artist Statement: Simon Boyd (1978) studied fine art at Middlesex university, London (1997-2001). He has lived in 
Argentina since 2007, exhibiting and selling work both locally as well as in the US and UK. 
In 2009 he had a major solo exhibition at the British Arts Centre (Buenos Aires) and in 2016 participated in the 
International Biennial of Contemporary Art (Buenos Aires).  
Born and raised in North London he has lived in Argentina for the past thirteen years. He is inspired by his natural 
surroundings of La Pampa; particularly the wide open skies and vibrant quality of light. He describes his work as a 
convergence of two cultural entities; his English roots with his life in South America.  
Simon is also a music producer and a keen saxophone player. "If painting were music it would be the pauses 
between the notes". 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1318 - Simon Boyd 
Artwork 1 Title: Some Bright Sunny Day 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x100x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is part of a series that I have started this year. The intention is to convey a 
sense of optimism, despite the difficulties and challenges presented in life, especially within the context of the 
current pandemic. 
As in all my work I try to give a sense of movement and vitality by using sweeping brushstrokes and pushing the paint 
across the surface with foam. 
The title was inspired by a text message from my Father saying that we will reunite "Some bright sunny day" when 
discussing the current pandemic and the difficulties of travelling back to the UK. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1319 

Artist ID: 1319 
 
Artist Name: Derrick Mugerwa 
Website: www.manwithbow.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/manwithbowl 
 
Artist Statement: What is Man With Bowl?  
Ironically, no one has asked this question to my sanity and honestly, I don't know how to best answer the question 
presented. There are many features to the identity of man with bowl that to explain it in a single stroke, is equal to a 
mental break down of the human phycology to its individual components of greed, envy, lust, pride, gluttony, wrath 
and sloth. But to that end, I am a firm believer of change in the world of darkness I choose to portray; a narrative 
that brings about new beginnings. All I can hope is that you enjoy the story told so far and that you come back for 
more, on a narrative towards a light at the end of the tunnel. A mark on history that will define a debate of debt to 
time once the dust has settled. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1319 - Derrick Mugerwa 
Artwork 1 Title: Chapter 100 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 78cm x 96cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Short sleeves ring spun tubular shaped T-shirt with screen print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The supervillain Mandarin would like to put forward Chapter 100 found on the website 
www.manwithbowl.co.uk part of a collection of Chapters screen printed onto all black oversized T-shirts to be 
considered for this exhibition. The submitted design looks to talk about the hypocrisy around slavery and the 
cultures left behind to unravel, as we march towards change. Brining to frame 'choiceâ€• as the key narrative of 
education for a community left blinded to its history. Using the canvas of an all-black oversized T-shirt to capture an 
audience lost in the dark, leading them towards an ideal of diversity through a puzzle format (in what they already 
could know). The purpose of Chapter 100 for man with bowl, is to express a conscious reflection to the multiple 
observers of this design. That we are no longer slaves, and therefore shall not act as such. We are not weak nor are 
we dependent on a system that continues to imply that we are dependent. We are free to discover a future that is 
more than what we are given, free to explore and grow to the size of giants should we wish. So, I shall not forget and 
hope we shall not forget a time when choice made tomorrow. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1320 

Artist ID: 1320 
 
Artist Name: Henrique Neves 
Website: www.henriqueneves.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/henriquenevesartist 
 
Artist Statement: My practice is concerned with echoes of personal and cultural memory, especially those that 
remain hidden, or are considered unworthy of consideration. The creation of marks, and systems of marks, on used 
canvas and textiles has been at the core of my recent work in painting. I paint, erase, repaint until surfaces are 
loaded with colours and materials. These gestures of repetition, obliteration, and sedimentation are haunted by 
memories, forgotten narratives, by the work of women in my family, and the ghosts of artists I admire.  
Transience and ecology permeate forms, materials, and the way I paint, in the use of utilitarian pigments and 
discarded, quotidian textiles. Time and duration, as well as layers accruing from different processes, are important 
elements, each retaining a memory of the previous one. I transform bi-dimensional paintings into three-dimensional 
objects that manifest as 'bodies,' by means of shaping, folding, scrunching, gluing, rolling, cutting, stapling, nailing, 
and sewing, as well as being determined by how they are displayed.  
Laid in Earth incorporates possibilities of error, chance, the unexpected accidents triggered by process, and their 
attendant vulnerabilities; the dust and grime clinging to a piece made on the floor, paint peeling when ungluing a 
scrunched up canvas, the scratches that result from being dragged on the ground, fading by sun, washing by 
rainwater. Within this methodology, materials and outcome create questions of circulation, ecology, history, and 
memory, resonating with ideas around doubt, failure, instability and transcience. The painting becomes a haunted 
body of work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1320 - Henrique Neves 
Artwork 1 Title: Laid In Earth 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1300 mm x 1800mm x 60mm ( aprox) 
Artwork 1 Medium: painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Extra images of Laid In Earth 
https://we.tl/t-xFJ9q0FQC3 
Further info 
www.henriqueneves.com 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1321 

Artist ID: 1321 
 
Artist Name: Jaime Eastwood 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/jaime_eastwood_paintings 
 
Artist Statement: My approach to making art, is based around my passion for models, artists, and important films 
that have held an intrigue. I am wishing to convey the essence with painting. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1321 - Jaime Eastwood 
Artwork 1 Title: Lou Doillon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 40cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1322 
 
Artist Name: Deng Jiayun 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Deng Jiayun is a photographer based in Paris and China. In 2018, she graduated the école nationale 
supérieure de la photographie in Arles, France, with the Alexandra Carle award.  
Her work based on a dialogue between reality and artifice, photographs seek to create a narrative passing through 
intervals between reality and imagination. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1322 - Deng Jiayun 
Artwork 1 Title: One normal night 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75cmx60cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Archival Inkjet Print Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is one image of my photography series " I know you won't leave me alone" . This work 
focuses on the border issue. Nature has been profoundly influenced by human behaviour, and human activity is 
gradually absorbed by the artificial landscape. We are always convinced of the effectiveness our way of life on which 
we are accustomed, and we thus build criteria rules to accept reality. Through this series of works, I make visual 
attempts on the notion of the boundary between artificial aesthetics and nature, also between daily life and the 
deep emotional demands of the individual. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1323 

Artist ID: 1323 
 
Artist Name: Georgia Franklin 
Website: www.georgiafra.wixsite.com/artist 
IG: www.instagram.com/georgiaf_art 
 
Artist Statement: My practice explores the theme of memory and the tracing of the past through a series of 
sculptural paintings. The non-representational approach to documenting my personal life and whereabouts, is 
carried out through a range of rubbings of surfaces that I have encountered. The importance of the marks being 
unknown, is the driving force of my work, as it allows each individual viewer to have a different connection and 
vision of where these marks might have been found.  
The hidden aspects and diverse layers uncovered highlights the theme palimpsest. The layers shown often reveal 
changes that have happened to its original surface, those including environmental factors, restorers or vandals. 
Therefore, I find that the surface of today is not what the surface was once before or might be in the future. It is 
then especially important to not lose the sense of the original linear drawings, as they are made into stencils of 
various thicknesses and sizes. This gives the concept of them being drawings, which is almost transferred directly 
into what eventually will be a painting. The thickness of the oil paint allows the individual marks to have a three-
dimensional feel, almost bringing it to life but with a delicate and almost fragile feel.  
Whether a collection of maquettes tells a story, or they relate within a theme of a particular feeling or a specific 
connection, they all record the places I have been to with a high significance. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1323 - Georgia Franklin 
Artwork 1 Title: Notice 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42X30X4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1324 
 
Artist Name: Fiona Odle 
Website: www.fionaodle.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/FionaOdle 
 
Artist Statement: Fiona Odle was born in St Andrews, Scotland, but grew up beside the River Nidd in Knaresborough, 
North Yorkshire, where she is now based. She graduated with a BA (Hons) in Art & Design at Leeds Metropolitan 
University in 2000, quickly followed by an Adult Teaching Certificate. Â Over the years, Fiona has developed a diverse 
set of skills and techniques. Working predominantly in painting and drawing, she has moved from figurative to semi 
abstract. 
In 2020, Fiona launched a new studio, Briggate Art, in the heart of Knaresborough. Since its inception, she has hosted 
regular art classes whilst producing new series inspired by North Yorkshire landscapes.Â Â These bright abstracts 
utilise acrylics in new ways, playing with colour, texture and graffiti to transform recognisable landscapes. Fiona 
builds layers of paint intuitively with unexpected tools - discarded signs & metal mesh create innovative mark-
making and textures. Fiona pushes the boundaries of process, exploring composition and balance in bold and 
visceral ways.Â  
Fiona has displayed work in the UK's most visited Heritage sites and National Trust locations including the Tower of 
London, Stonehenge, York Minster, Castle Howard, Bath Abbey & Salisbury Cathedral. She has also exhibited in a 
number of galleries and prestigious festivals with a prominent focus on North Yorkshire, including Mercer Gallery, 
Harrogate; FEVA festival and Nidd Art Trail, Knaresborough; and Open Studios. She has also participated in a number 
of the UK's largest trade shows - with admissions reaching over 70,000 - such as Top Drawer, London; NEC, 
Birmingham; and Harrogate Trade Gift Fair.Â 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1324 - Fiona Odle 
Artwork 1 Title: Street Angel 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 136cmx136cmx5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1325 

Artist ID: 1325 
 
Artist Name: Emma Lauren Hughes 
Website: www.emmalaurenart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/emmalaurenart 
 
Artist Statement: Having recently graduated from Leeds Arts University with a bachelor's degree in Fine Art, I am 
working on my professional practice as a graduate through constant exploration and experimentation. 
My artistic practice explores comfort and empowerment through a feminist lens, while challenging traditional 
notions of domesticity and objectification. Although I work in many mediums I find that I convey this best through 
textiles and performance. 
In my textile work I enjoy using second-hand materials as I can imagine how they used to furnish and decorate 
domestic spaces and that connection is important to me. In the past year my work has shifted and comfort has 
become a larger part of my practice - from finding comfort in reminiscing and grieving childhood memories through 
'Deunydd Hiraeth', to reconnecting with my home while living away through creating the quilt 'Cysga'n Dawel'. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1325 - Emma Lauren Hughes 
Artwork 1 Title: Cysga'n Dawel 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 172 x 157cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Quilt made from second-hand curtains and duvet covers, embroidery thread and stuffing 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Cysga'n Dawel is a piece dedicated to home and nurturing the connection to my homeland 
through material. Living in Leeds during the pandemic has meant my visits to Wales have been few and far between, 
leaving me feeling disconnected from my family, culture and the sea.  
Repurposing materials once used in the home is important in my practice, for this piece in particular I transformed 
second-hand curtains and duvet covers into a quilt - the colours of which reflect the sea that I associate with home.  
Comfort has been an important element in my work, especially during this turbulent time. The process of making 
this quilt while curled up on my living room sofa has been a source of comfort for me, and I hope the end result is 
just as comforting for the viewer. Wrapping myself in the quilt at the end of the project was wonderful, I felt safe - I 
felt as if I was truly home. 
For more images including close-ups follow this link: https://www.emmalaurenart.com/textiles 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1326 

Artist ID: 1326 
 
Artist Name: Julian Johnson 
Website: www.julianmjohnson.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/julianmjohnson 
 
Artist Statement: Born and raised in Austin, TX, Julian Johnson received his B.A. in Studio Art with a Concentration in 
Photography from Wesleyan University in 2019. As an artist living with Marfan Syndrome, his practice revolves 
around mental health and healing. Oscillating between photography, digital art, and painting, he now lives and 
works in New York City. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1326 - Julian Johnson 
Artwork 1 Title: Front Door 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50.8 x 40.15cm (scalable flat file) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Waiting for the News" is a series of digital paintings produced in quarantine during the 
COVID-19 pandemic as a response to a collective anxious consciousness. Utilizing colors sampled from taken and 
found photographs, these images blend illustrative and pointalist approaches to portray the shifting American 
landscape and question the 'truth-tellingâ€• nature of photography. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1327 
 
Artist Name: Kian Whitcombe 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/kianwhitcombe.art 
 
Artist Statement: I'm an art student currently doing my first year of my degree down in Cornwall most of my work is 
personal and shaped by life experiences, events or simply a mood. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1327 - Kian Whitcombe 
Artwork 1 Title: Forever bound 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200cm-100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wire, wood, Modroc and fishing wire 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I drew inspiration for this sculpture from Jenny Saville's life drawings of her children and the 
way in which she created realistic depictions capturing the real life chaos of motherhood. 
As a busy mum from a close family I no as well as anyone that we have different characteristics and emotions, which 
we display in our own individual ways. This piece is an expression of this sentiment. 
After loosing my sister the previous year I started reminiscing old times with myself and siblings and how different 
we all were. 
Each infant is communicating different emotions and are captured in a moment where the four separate minds 
determined where we are placed around my mothers womb. below is my mother and and what would have been 
our brother who my sister is now taking care of looking down on us. 
https://livecornwallac-
my.sharepoint.com/:v:/r/personal/kian_whitcombe899_live_cornwall_ac_uk/Documents/Attachments/IMG_3396.
MOV?csf=1&web=1&e=Am7EKj 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1328 
 
Artist Name: Scarlett J Hanley 
Website: https://www.scarlettjhanley.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/scarlettjhanley 
 
Artist Statement: Scarlett is fascinated as to how we, as humans, communicate with one another. Sitting for hours in 
a piazza, sipping coffee, whilst people watching and imagining their stories. Those idiosyncrasies we carry and those 
details in how we dress all fascinate and inspire her work. Scarlett captures throwaway moments in a delicate 
painting style, elevating the emotions and feelings we all have and giving them space to breathe. 
Having come from a background in fashion and design, Scarlett likes to introduce unusual and stylised elements into 
her work, playing with the rules of what should and shouldn't be, all in a minimalist setting. Her appreciation of 
design and texture is present in the use of unusual textures and the combination of an oil painting and pencil-drawn 
lines. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1328 - Scarlett J Hanley 
Artwork 1 Title: Waiting 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Framed (including frame) - 60cm x 48cm x 5cm approx. 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil & pencil on card 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The compositions were inspired by a literary character, a young woman, coming of age and 
waiting for life and love to happen, which determined the name, â€˜waiting'. On the left, the young woman is 
waiting patiently, and, on the right, she is waiting impatiently with an agitated tension. 
*Please note, the paintings will be framed in white coloured box frames for their final presentation. The tape will 
remain and there will be a 2-inch white space surrounding the paintings inside the box frame. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1329 
 
Artist Name: Marcin Paprota 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Born on 20 September 1979. in Walcz in Poland. In 2001 he graduated from the College in Walcz 
under the auspices of the Academy of Fine Arts in the studio of the ad. Andrew Zdanowicz. Member of the Union of 
Artists branch in Pila 2010 - 2019, art-therapist, president of the therapeutic arts association - 'Asylumâ€•. Currently 
he lives and works in Ireland in a small town Dungarvan. 
The Artist is inspired by the work of Jenny Saville, Louis le Brocquy, Francis Bacon and Lucian Freud. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1329 - Marcin Paprota 
Artwork 1 Title: FLESH 3 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Meatism is precisely the authenticity of direct presence opposed to the evils of notion, 
ideas, sublimation.â€• Jolanta Brach - Czaina "Cracks in Existence" 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1330 
 
Artist Name: Dinora Justice 
Website: www.dinorajustice.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/dinorajustice 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1330 - Dinora Justice 
Artwork 1 Title: Portrait 35 - after Manet's Olympia 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36x36x3.8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Oil painting on hand-marbled canvas (marbled by the artist). The composition is a close-up 
of Olympia's face and torso, representing nature. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1331 

Artist ID: 1331 
 
Artist Name: Giulia Pellegrini 
Website: www.giuliapellegrini.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/giuliapellegriniartist 
 
Artist Statement: Aware of the changing reality and sensitive to the metamorphosis that occurs in nature, I 
constantly looking for simplicity and spontaneity of all 'beings.â€• 
I try to perceive and translate the vibration of what is alive in stone, grows in the plant, and palpitates in humans. 
Furthermore, nature is a central element within my research: the exclusive use of natural materials, often raw 
fabrics subsequently dyed using dyeing plants, makes my works unique, authentic, and irreplicable. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1331 - Giulia Pellegrini 
Artwork 1 Title: the real cave photograph is black 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140x85 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: pure virgin wool fabric, 24 polaroid, black film 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The etymology of the word cave comes from the Latin cryÌ†pta, which in turn is derived 
from the Greek term ÎºÏ•Ï�Ï€Ï„Ï‰, which means Â«hide, cover, concealÂ». In this project, the photos of 24 Italian 
caves are hidden with a black film. A reflection on the true nature of the cave, a dark and mysterious place that is 
revealed to the human being only thanks to artificial lighting. What normally appears in the photographs of the 
caves is hidden here by permanent darkness: the true reality of a cave. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1332 

Artist ID: 1332 
 
Artist Name: Ana LetãCia Barreto 
Website: http://www.leticiabarreto.com.br 
IG: www.instagram.com/leticiabarreto_art 
 
Artist Statement: In my artwork, the concept determines the technique, be it painting, drawing, photography, visual 
analogy, and collage, intervention on objects, installation, or urban intervention. Starting from my personal 
experience as an immigrant, I explore the concepts of home and shelter; the construction of our perception of the 
so-called "other"; the migration flows throughout the past and recent history; the way certain facts about our 
History are sometimes disguised, erased, whitened, silenced; the sense of interdependence with each other and all 
other living things. 
My work is never quite what it seems at a first sight, I like to play with the viewerÂ´s expectations, mixing reality and 
illusion, and therewith subverting the use of classical art techniques.  
I enjoy working as a multidisciplinary artist, and in collaboration with other artists, often engaging in artistic projects 
with my partner and fellow artist Joaquim Marques. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1332 - Ana LetãCia Barreto 
Artwork 1 Title: From the series 'Between ivory towers and ebony godsâ€• #02, (after José Medeiros) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 250 x 155 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bleach on black cloth 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is part of the project 'Between ivory towers and ebony godâ€• commissioned 
for the exhibition 'Love and Ethnology. The Colonial Dialectic of Sensitivity (after Hubert Fichte)â€• at HKW in Berlin.  
Like my previous projects, this also addressed the study of racism and its historical construction, especially 
recognizing the role of whiteness in this process. In my work, I explore the way certain facts about our History are 
sometimes disguised, erased, whitened, silenced. In my work, the chemical reaction of the bleach on the black fabric 
metaphorically alludes to a "whitening of thought", markedly ethnocentric. The mark of prejudice, as well as that of 
bleach, is profound and permanent. In this process of erasure, depigmentation of the surfaces on which I work, I 
investigate my own white identity and my own racism inherited from the societies where I was born and also the 
society I live today. Institutionalized racism and embedded in culture and daily habits, which we do not even realize.  
Many were the foreign travelers who looked toward the peripheries. The German writer Hubert Fichte (and his 
companion Leonore Mau), Pierre Verger and Carybé, and the Brazilian writer Jorge Amado became interested in 
Afro-Brazilian culture, approaching the experience of alterity in different ways, exploring the fluid border between 
ethnography and art. Unconventional researchers, merged with the object researched, becoming an integral part of 
the universe investigated. 
The paintings in this series were created based on historical photographs of these researchers/artists, and from the 
outstanding photographs by José Medeiros e especially by Pierre Verger, where the exotic/erotic aspects are quite 
evident. In the speech of these foreigners about "bahianess", who is really the "other"? 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1333 
 
Artist Name: Paul Mcevoy 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/Paulsartwork 
 
Artist Statement: I am led by the paintâ€• In the work Criss Cross the layering of the paint, mono printing and collage 
represent the process of the mind. The Criss Cross intersections of the paint show the movement and complexity's of 
thought. Working in a ' mindfullâ€• way whilst painting as enabled me to connect more deeply with my work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1333 - Paul Mcevoy 
Artwork 1 Title: Criss Cross 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x30x4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint. Collage. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My work is rarely planned but evolves as I paint. This work ,described as a 'city scene of the 
mindâ€• reveals the movement of the thought processes as I work. For the piece I have used mono print collage and 
acrylic paint on canvas. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1334 
 
Artist Name: Jessica Dartnall 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/jessicadartnall 
 
Artist Statement: My practice explores the sensation of inhabiting and moving within space through oil paints, 
recognising how groups of people organise socially and routinely. Each painting considers how humans interact, 
overlap, touch, communicate, and explore boundaries between each other and the spaces they inhabit. Ordinary 
everyday objects, such as bus seats and intricately patterned pub carpets, lose their identifiable qualities when 
translated into paint and instead become conceptual markers of space and social interaction. The paintings are 
created somewhere between intention and chance, producing abstracted shapes with loose ties to their patterned 
roots of public textiles and shared objects. My work observes the repeated behaviour created through recurrent 
daily use of the objects we interact with as part of our everyday routine. The physical aspect of my creative process 
highlights parallels between these behaviours and the ritualistic manner in which paint is applied to the canvas. 
Repeated brush strokes and clustering of patterns occur organically within each work, drawing similarities between 
repeated daily rituals and the physical layering of paint. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1334 - Jessica Dartnall 
Artwork 1 Title: Lemon Squeezer 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x3.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sustaining a period of visual research on a bus journey to buy a Lemon Squeezer was where 
this painting was created. Using the patterns of the bus seat and absorbing the recurring rituals around me of 
repeatedly standing, sitting, touching and pressing, I recorded this information in the form of an oil painting. The 
result was a transcript of my own visual language where each application of paint reacted to the one previously 
applied to the canvas, mirroring the way in which humans organise themselves socially, around shared objects and in 
public spaces. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1335 

Artist ID: 1335 
 
Artist Name: Noura Alali 
Website: https://nouraalali.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/nouraarty 
 
Artist Statement: I create a narrative by the landscape, a life that is full of rhythm and distractions. My artwork is a 
representation of my thoughts on behavior and emotions mixed with my dreams and the effects of the surrounding. 
The landscape in my artworks is a metaphor to the complexity of the human inner feelings. While the nature 
harmonize the mind to find the power of healing within ourselves to move on. With its variety of shapes, colors, 
textures, and seasons. The concept of my artworks is mostly personal mixed with the external influences and a 
surreal hints leaving my work open for many interpretations. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1335 - Noura Alali 
Artwork 1 Title: Reconstitution of inner Being 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x70x4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The wandering mind opens many doors and possibilities. Behind these doors the 
imagination lies. Somewhere between reality and fantasy, between the conscious and sub conscious. The isolated 
chair, the floating lands, the broken frame and the flowing river are a reflection of what I saw behind the closed 
doors. This piece is a portrait of contrasting emotions. The idea here is to visualize the illusions by extracting parts of 
desires and fantasies buried within the sub conscious. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1336 
 
Artist Name: Flora Patern 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/florapatern 
 
Artist Statement: Flora Patern was brought up in Mid-Wales among artists and animals and has now returned to the 
countryside where she focuses her energy on painting and raising her young daughter. Flora's love of colour 
relationships and pattern informs her work which regularly features aspects of her daily life and the surrounding 
Shropshire countryside. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1336 - Flora Patern 
Artwork 1 Title: Pasta King 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x50x2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This was the first in a series of lockdown portraits of my family. My intention was to show us 
in situe doing something which defined our time during the covid pandemic. This picture depicts my brother (who 
previously lived almost entirely off baked beans) learning to make fresh pasta. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1337 
 
Artist Name: Joel Benjamin 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/HairByJoel www.instagram.com/WasColouring 
 
Artist Statement: I'm Joel Benjamin (@hairbyJoel), a session hair stylist, educator, and published author on the 
subject of braiding. I have sixteen years experience, and an ongoing mastery of over 200+ braiding techniques which 
are used to educate braid enthusiasts around the UK.  
To supplement and explore what's possible within the woven field, I've concentrated my time on understanding the 
many intricacies and applications of geometry. This has allowed me to adapt the creative braiding educational 
material I draft in to stand alone, eye catching pieces of art. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1337 - Joel Benjamin 
Artwork 1 Title: The Butterfly Chain Braid Loop 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 64.8 x 49.3 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Technical Pens .25 and .35 on 90gsm Tracing Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Having initially started on shop bought 2ml graph paper, I couldn't find creative 2ml graph 
paper in designs or shapes I liked. Able to now understand my continuity, I'm now able create a variety of 2ml guides 
in accordance with the curiosity at hand. Using geometry and my knowledge of braiding techniques I try to blend 
these elements to create my pieces. These are the tenets that form the foundations of my work and this piece. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1338 
 
Artist Name: Yue(Jc) Zheng 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Yue(JC) Zheng aims to explore the intricacies surrounding authenticity and intimacy (in to me see). 
She asks her work to reach under the lines of performance in search of 0 (a groundless realm where all routes are 
without contradiction, truth). JC considers the world a matrix of smashing marbles, warped reflections and lies. 
Through her pain she explores uncomfortable psychological states in search of personal and collective healing. This 
emotional rollercoaster in its polarity is broken down for public exploration. The power of the work is founded in its 
vulnerability. Ultimately the works poetic nature aims to push us deep within ourselves in search of our own black 
holes and inner knowledge. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1338 - Yue(Jc) Zheng 
Artwork 1 Title: Dinner Table 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: Film 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/506564928/b8295e8fff 
A Performance recorded and edited in a short film. 
The work â€˜dinner table', is a personal reflection on the politics that encompass the family dinner. 
It speaks about my fears and fantasies. 
We all take roles as part of daily life and those roles or characters can change from moment to moment.  
In this instance, I aim to question my family components. Every detail, object, person is part of a scheme. Everything 
is a prop and all is a performance. 
The table cloth engulfs. We are trapped within the frame, held within the confines of a membrane. The experience is 
genuine but the outcome is ghosted. The loss of identity.  
All members are moving and engaging with each other. But all is muted or deadened from my perspective. I can only 
observe, I can't hear what they have to say, I can't speak. I truly don't understand the politics of the dinner table. 
A simple activity of which is so intimate and yet so distant. I am distant from my family character. 
Family help build your social identity. It is for many the first experience we have as part of a system. A small unit that 
also forms part of a bigger unit. The society beyond the dinner table. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1339 

Artist ID: 1339 
 
Artist Name: Will Griffin 
Website: www.willgriffinart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/willgriffinart 
 
Artist Statement: My process is creating art using paper and colour as a starting point to form 3-dimensional 
sculptures which suggest rhythmic movement. This motion is also reflected in my freestanding woodland/land art 
sculptures. 
The materials used include plaster, coal, foraged sticks of wood, tree branches, wire, watercolours, oil pastels and 
paper.  
Study and research of materials and their dynamic interaction with one another are ongoing and essential to my 
practice. The concept of 'Perceived Motion' sculptural pieces created from static rigid components fascinates me. By 
interweaving these materials to simulate movement I communicate with an audience. 
Current influences are from the sculptor Eduardo Chillida and his writings about the three dimensions of space. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1339 - Will Griffin 
Artwork 1 Title: Restraint, intrigued' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 33cm x 20cm x 5cm. 
Artwork 1 Medium: Coal, Plaster of Paris, used Leather Belt 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Using unconventional materials and a black and white palette, this wall relief/ sculpture is a 
tribute to the blue-collar men and women, coal representing their work, the plaster their unfulfilled dreams and 
aspirations, and the belt holding them in their place. 'a painful means to existence.â€•(Nietzsche) 
This is a body of work I would like to research further, focusing on how by improving the relationship between 
underprivileged individuals, educational institutions, and how the arts can play a cohesive role in furthering this aim. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1340 

Artist ID: 1340 
 
Artist Name: Vinayak Sarwankar 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My artwork is utterly based on human mind and the Present deceptive world which has extensively 
affected my work. This incompressible impact on human conditioned mind has inspired me to paint social 
derealization conflicts, past delusion and the bootstrap paradox . 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1340 - Vinayak Sarwankar 
Artwork 1 Title: Sweet sweet Codeine 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 13 X 36.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on hard board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The composition represents social dilemma of the insatiable conditioned mindset. Even the 
social representation of 'being human' has altered and flatlined as a result of objectification of the human mind. 
Nevertheless the machine era and cyberspace aka virtual reality has boomed and doomed simultaneously . The 
painting represents change in the values of personhood and interpretation of life. Acquisitiveness and 
commercialism has inflicted the social norms and have induced concentrated mental conditions. The journey from 
Feudalism to present day democracy has constantly changed and declined the value of individuality which was a 
power in itself but in the present deceptive world it has lost its magnitude in the crowd. The resultant 
corporatisation has paralysed the natural human propensity and emotions and has created artificial social stigma. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1341 

Artist ID: 1341 
 
Artist Name: Yulia Shtern 
Website: www.magicalzoo.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/magical_zoo 
 
Artist Statement: One of the biggest, ugliest truths of our time is that we have been knowingly destroying our planet 
and killing off its natural life in pursuit of falsehoods promised by mass consumption.  
Magical realism is a way of conveying an alternative, happier reality, a choice to reflect on the terrible truth through 
the means of whimsy and joy. 
Magical Zoo series combines refuse material and brings it together, creating a new life out of disjointed and 
discarded pieces that were left behind in the wake of mass consumption. The medium consists of up-cycled material: 
paper products, packaging, non-recyclable plastics, fabric leftovers, other items that would have otherwise gone to a 
landfill. No paint or pigment is used in this work. The colour comes from the up-cycled material itself. The surface is 
finished with a coat of transparent gloss medium. 
Magical Zoo creates its own reality through the dualism of a colourful, whimsical representation of an animal whose 
habitat was destroyed by industrial expansion or deforestation, an animal that had almost gone extinct, or an animal 
that could be next unless we do something today to stop this tragedy. Animals are not culpable for any of this. They 
live their lives in full presence and truth that we humans do not possess. Yet they are the biggest victims of our 
decisions and our greed.  
The element of magic makes it easier to cope with the fact that the life on our planet is dying, and that it is our fault. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1341 - Yulia Shtern 
Artwork 1 Title: Caroline 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 17 x 57 x 63.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: up-cycled materials; varnish glue 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Caribbean Reef Octopus is one of the most intelligent invertebrate species. As the name 
suggests, is resides in the warm waters of the marine reefs. Caribbean reef octopus changes its appearance easily, 
adjusting its colour and texture to blend into its surroundings using special skin cells. It is a foraging predator, mostly 
eating molluscs, crabs, and clams. At times it can be cannibalistic. It captures its prey by spreading its arms over 
them like a canopy. It can release a cloud of dark ink while escaping a predator such as a bony fish or a shark. The 
Caribbean reef octopus mates only once during its lifetime. A female octopus lays eggs in a crevice of the reefs, and 
protects them for 8 weeks or more until they hatch.  
The Caribbean reef octopus has been depleted in some areas due to excessive fishing, and is negatively impacted by 
the climate change and the pollution of the oceans. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1342 

Artist ID: 1342 
 
Artist Name: Laura Jane Scott 
Website: www.laurajanescott.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/laura.jane.scott 
 
Artist Statement: Laura Jane Scott is an artist working in minimalist, geometric abstraction, exploring both three-
dimensional works and print. Her desire for formal simplicity through geometric form and her striking use of colour 
enables her to produce work where painting explores a model of architectural form and where the colour literally 
embodies a physical structure. The resulting work is a hybrid of painting and sculpture; a refined visual vocabulary of 
form and colour. 
'My aim is always to express an idea as simply and as elegantly as possible. To strip everything back to only what is 
necessary to communicate that idea. My work is primarily an exploration of balance, of positive and negative space, 
of presence and absence.â€•  
Laura studied at Camberwell College of Arts and Ravensbourne University London. Her work has been shown in the 
Royal Academy of Arts Summer Exhibition, in a solo show at The Foundry Gallery, London, as well as many group 
shows, and is owned by private collectors internationally. She currently has a solo presentation on display at the 
Head Office of Aviva in London. The works commissioned have now been acquired by Aviva and will be added to 
their permanent collection after the show. 
Laura lives and works in South East London with her partner and two young children. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1342 - Laura Jane Scott 
Artwork 1 Title: Perspective Study 005 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 14cm x 14cm x 4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: MDF and Interior Paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Perspective Study 005 is part of an ongoing series of wall-mounted sculptures exploring 
form, colour and balance.  
The piece floats slightly away from the wall evoking a sense of lightness and casting ever-changing geometric 
shadows.  
The first piece in this series was displayed at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1343 

Artist ID: 1343 
 
Artist Name: Emilia Prillwitz 
Website: www.emiliaprillwitzart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/emiliaprillwitzart 
 
Artist Statement: I considered myself a researcher and I am always trying diferent materials and techniques learning 
from many Online Masters Artists diferent ways to reproduce my fascination about faces , bodies and here also the 
soul including transparency to get a ghost effect looking to show what kind of many dreams I have. Recently I tried 
the very fascinating technic of Morphing Perspective Paint that can add movement, a cause and affect situation and 
much more ideias for a paint that opened a way to me that I really like to go on. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1343 - Emilia Prillwitz 
Artwork 1 Title: Queens of Wales 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, acrylic and Relief Masse on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: That is a Morphing Perspective Art, a 2 in 1 paint that shows Diana and Camila faces 
according to the sight position. If you move along the Paint , you get Diana face in one side and Camila at the other 
side. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1344 

Artist ID: 1344 
 
Artist Name: Victor Leleca 
Website: www.victorleleca.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/am.i.painting 
 
Artist Statement: In my practice I question the process and evolution of image-making within the tradition of 
painting. By using various methods and available image-making technologies, I layer different realities (digital, 
material and the transitional states: Augmented Reality, VR, XR). I am interested in the awkwardness of the 
emerging image-making technologies, particularly the ones that reach a broader non-specialised audience. 
I believe that pre-production of the work (starting from finding the support) is not isolated from the process of 
painting itself. Moreover different stages of work overlap and permeate each other. I use the process of image 
production (research, visualisation, materialisation, creation of meaning) as a way to question painting's place within 
overlapping, polarised and ever-changing realities. 
I use my preoccupation with the evolution of gestural painting, as well as removal and re-introduction of the hand 
(be it mine or another painter's) to channel a healthy disrespect of canonical painting hierarchy and a healthy 
distrust of technocratic aesthetic. 
My images are non-hierarchical transfers of, what I perceive as, a human experience touched by a plethora of stimuli 
and ideas, in which past and future are battling for attention. An experience connected to all the places, yet linked to 
none. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1344 - Victor Leleca 
Artwork 1 Title: Tomato soup in Venice 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: #ERROR! 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and solvent-free latex ink on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I started working on â€˜Tomato soup in Venice' back in autumn 2019. To my surprise, by 
the time I finished in summer 2020, the ideas that shaped this canvas such as (no) travel, location, semi-virtual 
existence and home delivery, became pressing and omnipresent. 
The material and the virtual, the personal and the shared; all coexist within this painting in a non-hierarchical way. 
What started with digital gestures in an augmented reality app in a Venetian hotel, got invaded by pop up ads. The 
app grounded the image to a place, made the hotel room into a backdrop, a studio and a geolocation. Back in 
London, the digitally reworked painting got printed and delivered to my doorstep. Here, I have added expressive 
colour fields and did not attempt to impose a hierarchy. I let all the parts speak to each other: printed gestural 
elements, appropriated brushstrokes from Philip Guston, Michael Majerus' one-liners rearranged into bombastic 
proclamations, soup advertisement, remnants of the hotel room and hand-painted acrylic fields of colour. All of the 
elements showcase an ongoing painterly dialogue and research into the shifting potentiality of painting. 
The layering of material and the virtual systems in this work allowed me to anticipate and capture a moment in time. 
It explores peculiar defining aspects such as home delivery consumerism and the challenges of increasingly virtual 
existence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1345 

Artist ID: 1345 
 
Artist Name: Jenn Cacciola 
Website: https://www.jenncacciolastudio.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/jenncacciolastudio 
 
Artist Statement: How does an artist depict someone who's too familiar, or a stranger, someone no longer living, or 
whom they've never seen? 
Through its documentary and research-based process, Jenn Cacciola's work allows pain to have a comfortable place 
to be around people, with a focus on how factors like isolation, aging, and vulnerability affect our knowing one 
another. 
Her work flips between using portraiture explicitly and using anthropomorphism to also ask the question, 'What are 
the criteria of a portrait?â€• Can a portrait be found in stones and leaves? Can a portrait be present in the way that 
an object hangs or sits in a space? Unlike in most comparable subjects, permission and patience play key roles in the 
making and viewing of a portrait. Many of Jenn's works, therefore, address viewers individually'sometimes imposing 
themselves or calling to viewers in a way that physically establishes an almost private relationship between the piece 
and its visitor. They induce the experience of listening deeply, as she views her artistic position as being a listener. 
This position directs her adoption of each new medium depending on the voice needed for each project. For this 
reason, her work touches on a multitude of mediums and subjects, with an identifying tactility and stillness that is 
common throughout. Her pieces take form in tapestry, sculpture, painting, drawing, printmaking, and 
installation'sometimes involving audio components. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1345 - Jenn Cacciola 
Artwork 1 Title: Barabbas' Garden 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 213 x 914 x 30 CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Multimedia Installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Barabbas' Gardenâ€• is a large-scale, multi-layered tapestry piece that involves audio 
interviews as a "soundtrack". Using ecological/botanical metaphor for human growth in a social environment, the 
project seeks to question how personal growth occurs while a person is affected by decisions, circumstances, and 
the intersection between self and others. The Gumbo Limbo tree sheds its flaky bark in order to prevent colonization 
by parasitic insects. The Cecropia tree is the "pioneer species", venturing into eroded or burned lands to provide 
shade, restore the soil and initiate regrowth. Orangutan families rarely sleep in the same nest twice, and adult males 
lead solitary lives once leaving their mothers as adolescents. Similarly, humans take up certain roles dependent on 
social and environmental movements in each generation. Aâ€‹udioâ€‹ that includes fragments of â€‹the artist'sâ€‹ 
voicemail recordings from the past decade and individual interviews can be heard from behind the layers of the 
tapestry. Through the combination of mediums in this installation (free-stitch embroidery, painting, collage, poetry 
text, audio, etc), viewers are entered into the confusion, polarity, and intensity of desire present in the act of 
repeatedly "being" the identity that we have of ourselves, and of experiencing others' identities. 
Photos of the individual tapestry panels and a sample of the audio: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DZtEGcenTQ-yAUZNrw3DY72ZBVxh_Ew3?usp=sharing 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1346 

Artist ID: 1346 
 
Artist Name: Francesca Mollett 
Website: http://francescamollett.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/___frangle 
 
Artist Statement: My paintings portray a material body as a threshold - not singular but connected - where 
structures liquefy, congeal and are ultimately fluid. Constructing spatial openings and dissolving boundaries between 
forms becomes a way to articulate emotional events. I believe that painting as a medium can convey oceanic feeling, 
an idea from psychoanalysis describing how sensations relate to a mystic experience. Influenced by material 
feminists, particularly hydrofeminists, I imagine the human intermingling with more-than human species, translating 
entanglement into the arena of painting through qualities of corporeal marks, geological textures and 
meteorological transparencies. 
Streams of consciousness and forms of writing such as auto-fiction mediate encounters that inform my abstract 
interior landscapes. My approach is informed by Modernist and Sienese paintings with their stylistic inventions that 
create a particular spatial orientation to a subject. I am interested in incorporating ideas about enchantment in 
painting, and how enchantment - a process of falling under a spell of magical influence - was originally a way of 
asserting agency within a system where there was a lack of control.  
I investigate paint's materiality, using marks where oil and acrylic resist each other to create tense luminous 
surfaces. In my paintings light both glows from within and subjects are lit by entering light, suggesting the act of light 
as a metaphor for being both looked at and being the one looking. I aim to create an experience of surface that is an 
experience of recognition, a drive to access inner reality, a place from which to share connective joy. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1346 - Francesca Mollett 
Artwork 1 Title: Aquaphantasy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 130 x 2.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic on calico 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1347 

Artist ID: 1347 
 
Artist Name: Claudia Werth 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/cl.werth 
 
Artist Statement: Since I was a small child, painting has been a part of my life. Even though I started off on a different 
career path, in the IT business, I continued to paint in my free time and tried out different styles and materials.  
Since last year I contentracte on painting. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1347 - Claudia Werth 
Artwork 1 Title: Signs Of Time V 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x30x0,3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Gessoboard 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The inspiration for this painting were old houses. Life leaves its traces and where better to 
see this, than in an old house where generations have lived. Every generation leaves its colour, its traces and you 
remove one layer to paint over with your color, but still underneath the old one is present. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1348 

Artist ID: 1348 
 
Artist Name: Rita Silva 
Website: https://ritasilva.net/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/ritaissonaive 
 
Artist Statement: Based in London, Rita Silva is an artist from Portugal, developing her practice mostly through 
photography, video and writing. She completed her BA degree at ESMAD in Portugal and is currently on the MA 
Photography at Royal College of Art. 
Through making she attempts to understand her family's dynamic and occult traditions. Researching epigenetics she 
unthreads the relation of one's health to one's cellular memory. She draws the narratives of her work from the 
collective memories that she carries and combining archive material and her own photography she tries to link the 
past and the present, she tries to let go. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1348 - Rita Silva 
Artwork 1 Title: To Cut the Evil by the Root 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Optical gelatin silver fibre print on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a photograph from a project I'm working on 'To Cut The Evil by The Rootâ€•, taken in 
the cellar of the house I grew up in, where most of the festivities from my family used to happen before I was born. 
Being involved in the environment of the home, I confront myself with the emotional labour required to face certain 
spaces, memories and relationships. 
Some key words I'm working with are: epigenetics, ritual, labour, belonging and healing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1349 

Artist ID: 1349 
 
Artist Name: Alexandra Errington 
Website: https://www.alexandraerrington.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/alexcerrington 
 
Artist Statement: At the heart of my practice is a desire to animate our manufactured waste and draw attention to 
the disregarded potential of domestic materials. Through sculpture, I alter the natural order of these synthetic items, 
transforming them into enigmatic, organic compositions.Â  
My operations are fuelled by a fascination for botany, microbiology, and the organisation and reorganisation of living 
organisms through evolution. 
I observe natural history to guide the way I construct, and create material encounters that hope to question 
concepts such as growth and symbioses at a more familiar scale.  
My visual universe searches for the limits of recognition. It scouts for forms that are liminal, allowing the mind to 
bounce between associations, references and between scales. My ambiguous configurations hope to activate our 
intuitive thinking, and visually express how one form, as it were, can emerges from another.Â  
The speculative process of dissecting, bending and fusing I am developing is also born of an anxious desire to control 
and chew on the extreme abundance and of material things we are surrounded by. Interacting with these objects is a 
desperate desire to process a feeling of consumer over-indulgence and confusion. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1349 - Alexandra Errington 
Artwork 1 Title: REBOND 1, Industrial waste, carpet, dismantled couch, Polyurethane foam, 2020. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110x80x80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by the formation of Sedimentary rock, this work was created by stripping found 
objects apart, dissecting each layer and then rebonding them with fragments of other sculptures.  
The process of constructing and deconstructing I am exploring in this series, is similar to the way a gene multiplies, 
or the way information travels within our society. I am fascinated by the Symbiogenesis theory of evolution, which 
explores how many species have survived and mutated through a similar process of random interaction and fusion. 
When applied to sculpture, this motion becomes a tool for design and creates a sort of travelling DNA amongst 
works. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1350 

Artist ID: 1350 
 
Artist Name: Loubna Rizqi 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/matchingtypes 
 
Artist Statement: Loubna Rizqi is a visual artist who was born and raised in Rabat, Morocco and now lives and works 
in Paris. In her figurative work, she explores light, time and the feeling of nostalgia. 
Loubna's works showcase evocative and vivid vignettes of fleeting moments of the everyday. They are an open 
invitation to extend time in the understated moments of magical normality, sharing a view into the depths of 
emotion and time. Her pieces explore the freedom, spirit, complexity and rawness of humanity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1350 - Loubna Rizqi 
Artwork 1 Title: Khrib 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 40 x 1.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The "Khrib" is a famous traditional fabric in Morocco of which is made caftans (traditional 
dresses). The pattern represents roses on a yellow background. This fabric is usually worn by brides. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1351 

Artist ID: 1351 
 
Artist Name: James Carter 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/jamescarterart 
 
Artist Statement: Achieving the flow state whilst creating is a feeling like no other. Most things in life are out of 
people's control but when you approach a blank canvas, you are in control of what marks and meaning you pull out 
of the void. The best moves I make are without a single thought. Simply acting as a vessel, the art takes care of itself. 
There are certainly highs and lows in the creation process. The ecstasy of creating 'the best work I've ever made', 
followed shortly after by the never-satisfied perfectionist who 'would've done that bit better'. But those lows are far 
outweighed by the feeling of clenched-fist accomplishment when I discover a new move or stroke I can make in the 
process. Then taking it with me on the next voyage into the unknown.  
I create for me. To release. To maintain a reasonable level of sanity and to learn more about myself and the craft. I'll 
be a student till the end. And if I can make a living out of it. That's nice too. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1351 - James Carter 
Artwork 1 Title: Soft Touch' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59x84x0cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a piece is about Jealousy. The most useless of emotions which offers zero positive 
effects or outcomes. But can also the most powerful if not kept properly caged. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1352 

Artist ID: 1352 
 
Artist Name: MarãA Elisa Rivera Armada 
Website: http://www.mariaelisariveraarmada.online/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/merirrivera 
 
Artist Statement: My painting reflects on what remains despite the passing of time. It focuses in the concept of "the 
degraded" as reflection of natural and temporal corruption of the surface. I pretend to capture what prevails as 
opposed to the atractive of the ephemeral. I give great importance to the technical researh, I seek to represent the 
natural force of the erosion process. Inspired by the images resulting from this process, as leaks, rust (etc), that 
visually break with the original smooth and polished planes, which were empty of contet. The aesthetics of the worn 
is usually percived as negative, but when isolated and descontextualized, a warmth and a mystery can be 
appreciated, transforming it into poetic images. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1352 - MarãA Elisa Rivera Armada 
Artwork 1 Title: Erosion 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130x97 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed technique, acrylic and e-poxi resine 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This picture pretends to reflect on the beauty of the worm. ItÂ´s inspired by rust, that 
transforms a smooth and polished iron surface into a mistery and poetic image. I am very interested in technical 
research so I have worked with different materials and load materials trying to reflect the strength of the natural 
process of erosiÃ³n. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1353 

Artist ID: 1353 
 
Artist Name: Katarina Lalic 
Website: www.katarinalalic.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/katlalic.studio 
 
Artist Statement: Katarina Lalic (b.1998) is an artist working in London. A recent Central Saint Martins graduate, her 
practice is based around the augmentation of materiality from screen to surface. Her work is a constant recording of 
the transfer of digital drawings to canvas-based paintings. She allows the flexibility of oil paints to guide the 
artworks, yet there is an element of rigidness and flatness that refers back to the computer screens from which the 
canvas plans were birthed. Katarina considers her works to be 'environments' in which visceral impasto marks 
coincide with preplanned illusionistic marks, a play on the idea of materiality. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1353 - Katarina Lalic 
Artwork 1 Title: Red Tubes 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 180 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil, acrylic, wood and oil pastel on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Red Tubes' is a painting done with direct correlation to the digital space it was created in. 
The floating elements against an illusionistic black background incite an idea of an environment in which objects are 
floating. The carefully considered detailed tubes juxtapose the thick impasto marks and wood blended into the 
canvas. At just under 2m tall, the canvas allows the viewer to look into the work rather than at it, as though they are 
looking into a screen. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1354 
 
Artist Name: Simon Critchley 
Website: www.carminelake.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I've been an illustrator all my professional life, creating imagery for some of the worlds top brands. 
Initially, all my work was created traditionally, by hand, but that was a very long time ago and mediums change and 
technology evolves at a pace that moves faster than I can keep up with, but I try to maintain a cutting edge skill set. 
There seems to be a certain stiffness if you mention you are an illustrator to an artist, but it's all just storytelling at 
the end of the day and using technology to create my work is no different from artists back in the day that would 
source rare colours to make their paintings 'pop', or use lens and optics to capture entirely lifelike scenes ( I'm 
talking about you Vermeer!) 
These days I mainly create art myself and with my partner and we sell it on our website. I don't know if this serves as 
an artists statement, I've never had to write one before! 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1354 - Simon Critchley 
Artwork 1 Title: Last Exit 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56cm x 100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: 3d - digital 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Having suffered a near-fatal accident which left me with a broken my back and neck earlier 
in the year, I had to stare down some pretty frightening imagery whilst high on morphine. This was an image that 
wouldn't leave me alone until I made it. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1355 
 
Artist Name: Kamila Ossowska 
Website: http://kamila-ossowska.com.pl/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Kamila Ossowska - Born in 1990. in Chojnice. A graduate of the Academy of Fine Arts in Å•Ã³dÅº. 
She studied painting and drawing in the studio of prof. Andrzej Sadowski, where she get a diploma in painting. 
The way of expression in her work is drawing and oil painting. Her art dominates figurative art, specifying the female 
figure, however, the artist creates under the influence of various directions of art. Acting in the spirit of 
impressionism, the artist is more focused on the emotional power of the painting than on narrative, linear stories. 
The artist's paintings provide more questions than answers. Is her work an escape from reality or an extension of it? 
The fascination with the body, however, goes beyond what is only associated with eroticism. Nudity is only a natural 
disinterested state, the beauty of the visible world. Using various means of expression, the artist searches for the 
hidden, unfinished, turbulent sides of the female interior, which is part of it. Often the apparently stratified and 
understated fuzzy form of nudes opens up unlimited scope for individual interpretations and tasting of this art in its 
own way. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1355 - Kamila Ossowska 
Artwork 1 Title: WnÄ™trze 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x130 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Monochrome sepia colors emphasize the non-specific character of the painting. The 
departure from literal and apparently real form emphasizes the feeling of movement, but also opens up individual 
possibilities of perception and experiencing the emotional power flowing from the image. According to Paul Klee, 
"does not reproduce the visible, but makes visible". 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1356 

Artist ID: 1356 
 
Artist Name: Willa Huang 
Website: www.willawilla.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/artistwillawilla 
 
Artist Statement: Willa is a mixed media artist from London, she is self-taught but has drawn and painted since 
young, her first memories involve the sensation of paper and pencil.  
She uses a range of media in her work, including watercolour, ink, acrylic and oils. All art is autobiography; she uses 
art as a language to make sense of the world its narrative.  
Her work seeks to capture the energy (or stillness) of a moment in which worlds collide - perception and reality, 
realism and abstraction, natural and artificial, the traditional and the contemporary. Influences include the 
abstraction of Braque, the bold motifs of Matisse and the quietude of Hooper. They are deeply personal but explore 
universal ideas, if you have had your heartbroken it has been broken in every language. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1356 - Willa Huang 
Artwork 1 Title: The city holds her breath 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30cm x 40cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In one of the most crowded cities in the world, the streets are bare. The engine paused for 
the moment; the city holds her breath. Life and lives have withdrawn inside, some crowded together, others 
achingly alone. A sense of apprehension of dreams waiting, connection pending and wifi dropping.  
I was inspired by Hopper's paintings of lonely America, in many senses we are all more lonely and isolated than 
before. The shops are empty, the trains run intermittently and time continues to pass.  
In other ways there is something even more hopeful about a bright afternoon, beauty amidst the epidemic. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1357 

Artist ID: 1357 
 
Artist Name: Saffron Stott 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/saffignonblanc 
 
Artist Statement: Sensuality is portrayed in varied forms within my practice in order to capture a bittersweet 
retrospective on British club culture. Feminine figures are boldly illustrated with thickly applied oil paint, outlines 
intertwining each other. Digital renditions of these figures, a visual simile for euphoric feeling, gaze at the viewer. 
Lips embellished in cheap looking virtual facepaint. Passion becomes fragmented as lustrous stares and obscure 
bodies are integrated through an interdisciplinary body of work comprising video, 3D models, installation and 
painting. The jigsaw pieces of sensuality become symbolic of the disintegration of UK club culture post-pandemic, 
inviting the viewer to take one last trip down a raunchy memory lane, in futile attempt to put the pieces back 
together.Â  
Coming from an LGBT background in Newcastle Upon Tyne, I have embodied an understanding of the relationship 
between working class community and queer identity. Both minority groups attempt to create a hierarchy by 
generating a subculture of different aesthetics driven around nightclub culture. Layering of mediums is an essential 
representation of gathering culture, to mask and protect the self from society with iconography. A corporeal tension 
between opposing methods of application transmit the urgency behind psychologically building excess and aesthetic 
within my mediums. This comes in reference from fashion magazines in addition to this, and how aesthetic is edited 
and presented into society.Â 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1357 - Saffron Stott 
Artwork 1 Title: Feminine Energy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x83x8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1358 

Artist ID: 1358 
 
Artist Name: Robert Brown 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/robertbrown4950 
 
Artist Statement: My work explores how relationships between collage and painting highlight how experience and 
memory can create nostalgic utopias through the construction of image. Narratives of personal history evolve 
through the dilution and amplification of space, place, and object to become idealised similes of original events. 
Found imagery is collaged together to recontextualise and hint at new realities. The collages are then painted on a 
larger scale, with each element treated subjectively. Utilising varied techniques, the paintings are pieced together so 
they become a sum of parts. These 'constructions' highlight the subjective nature of image reception. Recollections 
of original events become memories of memories which can inevitably get distorted into artificial environments that 
are built on substructures of truth. 
Abstractions in the sense of generalisations and distortions serve to conceal the 'Deep structure' of directly sensed 
information. This is akin to our relationship with dreams and the slippage that occurs when rationalising the 
unattainable and uninhabitable. Here painting reveals its propensity to decorate and gloss over, to serve as a filter of 
reality, leaving behind the purity of subconscious ideals. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1358 - Robert Brown 
Artwork 1 Title: Mountains,a bush,some roses and a cabin' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 95 x 115 x 3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1359 

Artist ID: 1359 
 
Artist Name: Babette Whiting 
Website: www.babettewhiting.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My work primarily deals with 'weird' or outsider elements of fan and hobbyist subcultures, 
particularly those derided by mainstream culture. Recent areas of interest have included examining the maligned 
status of Progressive Rock, the shift of Morris dancing from ancient folk custom to 21st century leisure pastime, to a 
current occupation with hobby tunnelling. Although seemingly disparate subjects, wider ideas of unconventional 
masculinity and British cultural identity run throughout.  
Using sculpture, I frequently treat the subject matter with a certain irreverence, this is visible in the form of off-kilter 
jokes, and awkward one liners. My research compiles anecdotal information, be it from internet forums or first 
person interviews, to establish the visual motifs within these countercultures. These motifs are then transposed onto 
seemingly incongruous contexts, forging fictitious narratives and playful associations with wider cultural 
phenomena. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1359 - Babette Whiting 
Artwork 1 Title: Psst 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 121 x 149 x 36 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Trenchcoat, records. 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1360 

Artist ID: 1360 
 
Artist Name: Guillermo Moriconi 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Me expreso a través de distintos medios 
Estoy trabajando en proyectos artÃsticos con el propÃ³sito de profundizar en las emociones y comportamientos a 
nivel individual y social, ante los cambio bruscos desde la abundancia hacia la escacez, no sÃ³lo material también en 
la nociÃ³n de libertad y contacto interpersonal.  
LA SERÃ•A LA NATURALEZA DE LA TERNURA, 2015/2018, PECES URBANOS, FIGURAS COLOIIDALES hasta UN 
EXTRAÃ‘O PARAÃ•SO en desarrollo actual.  
La frase LOS LÃ•MITES DE MI LENGUAJE SON LOS LÃ•MITES DE MI MUNDO, define mi actividad artÃstica con un 
propÃ³sito humanista. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1360 - Guillermo Moriconi 
Artwork 1 Title: ENCUENTRO EN UN EXTRAÃ‘O PARAISO 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80X70m 
Artwork 1 Medium: 1 
Artwork 1 Commentary: De la serie FIGURAS COLOIDALES, hace referencia a personas con mentalidad crÃtica 
anulada, dÃ³ciles y obedientes, adaptables a lo establecido a las convenciones sociales que se comportan como 
bultos despersonalizados. 
Pigmentos diversos y varices con diferentes texturas en sucesivas veladuras 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1361 

Artist ID: 1361 
 
Artist Name: Emily Grimble 
Website: www.emilygrimble.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/emilygrimble 
 
Artist Statement: Emily Grimble is a visual artist based in London who graduated from Central Saint Martins in 2017, 
where she was awarded the Best Use of Non-Precious Metals at the degree show, selected by renowned silversmith 
Simone Ten Hompel; awarded by Andrew Balcombe of the Worshipful Company of Tin Plate Workers alias Wire 
Workers. 
Grimble's practice encompasses a range of mediums including painting, metal work and hand embroidery. Since 
graduating, her work has been exhibited widely, including with Galerie Marzee at Collect International Art Fair 2018 
(Saatchi Gallery, London) and she was shortlisted for The Ingram Prize 2020.  
Grimble's submission for the Ashurst Emerging Artist Prize, titled 'C19 Text Talk' is a hand embroidered diary, 
comprised of 50 text works, made over a period of 100 days since the enforcement of the UK lockdown on the 23rd 
March. 
Each work was made in direct response to the COVID-19 global pandemic, a combination of government guidelines, 
media quotations and her personal responses to the situation, which were shared with the public through Instagram.  
â€‹ 
The aim of the work was to raise awareness, encourage people to question their actions and to make informed 
decisions. For herself, the act of embroidering these messages allowed her to process the information in a time of 
crisis. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1361 - Emily Grimble 
Artwork 1 Title: C19 Text Talk 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 52.5 x 170 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Hand Embroidery 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artwork image I have submitted is an overview of the piece but due to the detailed 
nature of the work it is difficult to see the finer details, please do take the time to view the piece in detail on my 
website, where there are high resolution images of each embroidery.  
https://www.emilygrimble.com/c19-text-talk 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1362 

Artist ID: 1362 
 
Artist Name: Lara Gallagher 
Website: www.laragallagher.org 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: The work addresses the eternal debate around 'nature vs nurture' which also links in with the 
battle between inner and outer chaos. Throughout life, one is confronted with the need to control one's inner and 
outer environment whilst experiencing contrasting desires of letting go. The work asks the questions : What defines 
us as living entities ? Do we react according to innate instincts ? Are we influenced and defined by our upbringing 
and environment ? 
It also questions the essence of what is considered 'nature', within our control, and what is 'nurture', out of our 
control ? What do we consider 'chaos' to be ? 
The artwork is based on a previously drawn piece that has been deconstructed and revisited. The original piece looks 
at the ever encompassing duality on earth and how our existence remains in a forever multiplying box. Inner and 
outer limitations, whether it be too many or a lack of is a recurring theme of life. The artwork was then divided and 
reassembled into 4 grids, 2 purposefully constructed (nature / control) and 2 decided at random (nurture / lack of 
control). By overlaying 2 grids at a time (1 constructed (nature) and 1 random (nurture)) 4 pieces emerge and 4 
entities are born from the same chaotic duality.  
The piece is part of a series of 12 that are subdivided into 3 categories and levels of interpretation (6xA4 - 
microscopic, cellular level / 6xA3 - reality, figurative level / 6xA2 - macroscopic, abstract level). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1362 - Lara Gallagher 
Artwork 1 Title: Where are you going 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: A3x6 - 891 x 840 mm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The submitted piece is the result of the over-layering of 2 grids: 1 constructed (nature) and 
1 random (nurture) that is interpreted on the figurative level (reality). 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1363 

Artist ID: 1363 
 
Artist Name: Sara Hupas 
Website: https://linkd.pl/fdmk 
IG: www.instagram.com/sarahupas 
 
Artist Statement: I'm interested in shaping of matter through the activities of sculpting, from small forms to 
monumental realizations. 
I draw inspiration from phenomena /situations/ and the specific characteristics of matter. 
I'm fascinated by the world of structures, geometry, numbers and multiplication. I am constantly accompanied by a 
need of ordering and giving meaning to what man has abandoned and treated as waste. 
My works refer to human experience, difficult relationships, they are also an attempt to deal with one's own 
weaknesses or a way to "settle accounts" with the past. And sometimes I just get carried away by the moment and 
reach for the matter which itself "dictates" the type of action. 
I use materials found in my surroundings, such as sponge, paper, honeycomb cardboard, etc.  
In addition, an important place in my creative work is foundry in such materials as: bronze, aluminum and cast iron. 
It is thanks to this process that I am able to preserve or even protect the acquired materials from complete 
destruction. 
Currently, I use recycled paper in my work, which I found a few years ago in a container at the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Krakow and collected for many weeks. This drawing paper contains a trace of the skills acquired by students from 
various studios and my own baggage of drawing experience. 
I'm going to work with this material until I run out of the last scrap of paper. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1363 - Sara Hupas 
Artwork 1 Title: Eruption 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: (2x) 21x16x16cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: recycled paper, plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: At the base there is a plaster hemisphere, with strips of paper on it, making a path full of 
various experiences, including unpleasant and painful ones. Two forms, supposedly similar but different from each 
other, topped with thin, delicate scraps of paper emerging from the top of the "mountain" evoke a volcanic 
eruption. 
In July 2019, I weaned my almost two-year-old son from the breast. It was a very emotional and traumatic 
experience for me. On the one hand, I could not imagine not to breastfeed, and on the other hand, this time was so 
long that from week to week I felt how much effort it cost me and how it negatively affects my daily functioning and 
taking care of my son. Hence the appearance of blood red as a symbol of suffering. And since I never lacked breast 
milk, it even "gushed" from my breasts in excessive amounts, this prompted me to present this topic in such a way. 
An important aspect of my creative work is the use of found materials, in this case they are cardboard sheets thrown 
away by students, previously serving as a base for acquiring drawing skills, here they became the base material for 
creating sculptural objects. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1364 

Artist ID: 1364 
 
Artist Name: Matthew Wilson 
Website: www.matthewwilsonartist.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/_matthewwilson__ 
 
Artist Statement: Intimately surveying the terrain of memory; navigating what to say and what to leave unsaid, my 
work maps, place, landscape and material. As a multidisciplinary artist, I work primarily between sculpture, painting, 
drawing and writing. Heir to a lineage of materiality, I often utilise recovered objects and materials in an 
anachronistic manner to allude to domestic space. My own changing material situation has become mirrored in the 
transformative processes central to the works production. I gently attempt to render experience and place into the 
visual whilst navigating my own relationship to a sense of belonging. Conversations between past, present and 
future are addressed within the work, drawing upon the materiality of my rural farm homeland in the heart of 
Northern Ireland. 
Outwardly minimal, viewers are drawn in by literal or visual cues which subtly open other lines of association. 
Elements of the domestic, agricultural, and religious appear in contention alongside one another. Chosen for their 
cultural familiarity, the works material insistence considers what it means for the home to be a strong or fragile 
place. Touch is implied but never granted to the viewer. The works appear to linger between, their materiality a 
physical manifestation of a history in transition. Artefacts of one lived experience, irreversibly changed, their 
functionality denied, now charged with the experience of their prior existence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1364 - Matthew Wilson 
Artwork 1 Title: If It Ain't Broke, Don't Fix It 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36 x 62 x 13 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wallpaper from ancestral home and adhesive 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Entirely hollow in construction, this work is made solely of wallpaper stripped from the 
ancestral home. The wallpaper is turned in reverse and the layers of experience which this material has borne 
witness to are evidenced. The object itself is an exact replica of a real object from the same home, becoming knotted 
between the familiar and unfamiliar. Filled with personal weight, the work remains empty, like fleeting shadows of 
the object it replicates. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1365 

Artist ID: 1365 
 
Artist Name: Milly Bampini 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/millybampainti 
 
Artist Statement: I am a twenty year old Brighton based portrait artist. My style is traditional realism routed in 
contemporary culture. My process begins spontaneously, documenting the world around me. I capture images, on 
my phone or DLR, freezing time on those fleeting moments. I aim to create something engaging from a moment - to 
glorify and enhance. I explore expressions, emotions and character. Focussing on the eyes and lips I exaggerate them 
to create a subtle caricature style; leaving people wondering: Who is this person? What are they feeling? What are 
the events that led up to this moment? The actual true depth of a chance moment is reflected in the human form, 
everything in the background is static. My practise explores these ubiquitous images of chance, developing them 
into artworks that capture the complexity of that moment. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1365 - Milly Bampini 
Artwork 1 Title: Box - Chance and Isaac 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x50x1.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My friends moved out at the start of 2020 and happened to pose for a picture in a box. As 
time went on the box became a metaphor for the events that would unfold throughout the year. Gradually we all 
found ourselves subject to a growing number of constraints, the disappearance of a sense of freedom with no 
escape. This idea of being placed inside a box by external events is also mirrored by the experiences of the person on 
the right who suffers with ADHD; he once told me he felt "put in a box" due to the judgements and presumptions so 
commonly placed on people diagnosed with this condition. Not only does this painting reflect on his personal 
experience but also a worldwide feeling that has grown over this past year. The photo was taken in a fun moment 
with no idea what it would come to represent. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1366 

Artist ID: 1366 
 
Artist Name: Liz Gascoigne 
Website: https://www.lizgascoigne-art.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/lizgascoigne 
 
Artist Statement: Liz Gascoigne is a conttemporary visual artist - her current art practiceÂ includes painting, 
photography, mixed media and digital media (iPad/photoshop imagery and video making).  
Much of Liz Gascoigne's artwork reflects the motifs and colours from the many yars she spent working in Africa and 
the Middle East. Liz enjoys exploring new techniques and much of her recent artwork uses flow painting and 
encaustic painting techniques.  
Liz teaches iPad classes for creatives; holds a regular painting group at her studio and has just launched the 
Lockdown Sketchbook Challenge. 
â€‹ 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1366 - Liz Gascoigne 
Artwork 1 Title: Arabian Brocade 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cm x 100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is evocative of the traditional Yemeni wedding shawls which are woven 
lengths of muted colours, richly embodered with long tassles and bobbles made from metalic threads. 
The painting is created with layered acrylic painted on a heavy duty canvas support. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1367 

Artist ID: 1367 
 
Artist Name: Monica Bonomo 
Website: http://monicabonomo.weebly.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: "At the root of the ecological crisis lies the illusion of a dissociation between the human and the 
nonhuman realms. This acts as the driving force behind economic growth, political strategies, and technological 
development- all to detriment of the Earth's life support systemâ€• S. Oppermann and S. Iovino 
My work explores the active properties of plants through their use in building, dyeing, and scenting, recognising their 
many uses and effects, and my interest centres in our ever-changing relationship with earth resources. 
My practice taps into environmental activism, recognising the need of extending our ideas of community by 
restoring our broad web of coevolved relationships. 
Taking Earth care practices seriously I mostly work with organic matter such as natural fibres, plants and plants 
derivate, I also utilise repurposed and recycled materials as well as digital media I use to document environments. 
And like this, my research feeds from exploring markets, gardens, and forests, looking to preserve traditional 
vernacular knowledge in the pieces I create while revealing the active properties of plants and raising environmental 
awareness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1367 - Monica Bonomo 
Artwork 1 Title: KINSHIP 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 250cm x 140cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/471146525 
"At the root of the ecological crisis lies the illusion of a dissociation between the human and the nonhuman 
realmsâ€• S. Oppermann and S. Iovino 
In the advent of a global and social system collapse, which for years has been putting life on Earth at stake, what 
would the aquatic life say if it had a voice? Are we humans really needed to help restore the ecological balance?  
Kinship is a performance done by the Golfo Dulce in Costa Rica during lockdown time and originated as a response to 
the global pandemic. The location is rich in marine life which still finds in the Golfo a balanced and protected 
environment 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1368 

Artist ID: 1368 
 
Artist Name: Rory Midhani 
Website: www.rorymidhani.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/rorymidhani 
 
Artist Statement: Rory Midhani is a visual artist primarily making out about Queer and trans life through paintings, 
murals and cardboard puppet scenes. His work takes the viewer to the places in between the binaries- between 
masculinity and femininity; reality and fantasy; sweetness and sleaze. His work depicts queer and trans people- 
people who are continually struggling with existing in heteronormative society- living their lives and loving it. He has 
been featured in publications and exhibitions across Europe and North America. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1368 - Rory Midhani 
Artwork 1 Title: If You Leave Us Behind Today We Will leave You Behind Tomorrow 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x100 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is about when the apocalypse happens and the aliens come to rescue all the 
trans people, as well as the cis people who had stood up for trans rights 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1369 

Artist ID: 1369 
 
Artist Name: Elliot Stockill 
Website: https://skullandsoftbones.myportfolio.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/skullandsoftbones 
 
Artist Statement: I like to make escapist pieces; where you get lost exploring the image for a moment. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1369 - Elliot Stockill 
Artwork 1 Title: Potentially Misleading 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21 x 29.7 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pencil on white card 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Captured with pencil; a portrait of the year 2020 completed as it happened, finishing 
around lockdown. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1370 

Artist ID: 1370 
 
Artist Name: Steven 'Gb-Yega Fajana 
Website: https://www.saatchiart.com/danceartprojects 
IG: www.instagram.com/stevenfajana_danceartprojects 
 
Artist Statement: Art has always mesmerized me since I was young, the infinite mix and variations but I have not 
been courageous to pursue this vocation whole heatedly. Now I am stepping into the other side of the glass as an 
emerging artist and present my identity layers. 
My art explores the aesthetics of visual stimuli and the possibilities for producing the nuances in a visual galleria. This 
is interwoven with interdisciplinary activity either film and video, text, photography. 
My artistic interest came from dance and movements ideally. I started as a dancer and choreography but have 
always considered the dialogue between the visual nuances and the elusive content that I am seeking to express, in 
an artistic form. 
These artistic contents are an expression of the daily stimuli and surroundings as to what triggers my visual thoughts, 
imagination and vision onto the galleria medium, be it video or painting.  
My earlier works were dance videos, dance for the camera pieces which explores the fugitive body gesture through 
dance and scenography. 
Using photography, film-making and painting to express my artistic creativity. My paintings are the essence of 
childhood memories and my African identity through bold colours or the black lines in comic drawings at the time. I 
am an avid comics collector. 
Relative visual memories are an attempt to trace the essence of what we see daily and how we absorb and retain 
visual memories as it stimulates our creative nuance. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1370 - Steven 'Gb-Yega Fajana 
Artwork 1 Title: Dig-nificant Metamorph 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 43/54/3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video & photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Videoart/1920*1072 /loop/Monotype 
https://vimeo.com/467346787 
Dig-nificant Metamorph is a moving image piece that represents a notion in which 'this' dignified defiance is fueled 
by the state of '20 and the self-worth, courage, temperance, and injustice. 
This piece is an adage to person(s) of marginalized. Using photography, moving image, and sound which is 
interwoven to create the video art piece and also the use of self-photography came about from re-examing the 
image of Rosa Parks On The Bus and imaging her thoughts and action, using the clenched fists as the symbol to her 
comments in her autobiography, she thought "The time had just come when I had been pushed as far as I could 
stand to be pushed, I suppose. I had decided that I would have to know, once and for all, what rights I had as a 
human being, and a citizen" 
Rosa Parks (February 4, 1913'October 24, 2005) 
This piece resonates in what the year '20 and the life experienced as a black and the marginalized. 
The title of the artwork derives from the two words; Dignified and Significant. 
Dignified is regal in meaning when applied to someone "saying If you say that someone is dignified, you mean they 
are calm and deserve respect. While the significant definition is of importance or noticeable; esp. in leading to an 
important change. 
The artwork has latched onto these two definitions of the words, by responding to this systemic catalyst that exists 
within our community to forms of the marginalized. The question is that what is the meaning to respect one's dignity 
and the right to life? This dignified silence will eventually implode. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1371 
 
Artist Name: Georg Wilson 
Website: www.georgwilson.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/georg.kitty 
 
Artist Statement: Georg Wilson, b.1998, is a London-based painter and the co-founder of artist-led All Mouth 
Gallery. Wilson completed her Foundation Year at the Royal Drawing School (2017) and she is currently enrolled on 
the MA Painting course at the Royal College of Art (2020-22). Her work has been exhibited at All Mouth Gallery and 
Terrace Gallery, amongst others, and was recently included in ArtMaze's Summer 2020 Issue. 
My paintings are inspired by myths and fairy tales, including Christina Rossetti's 'Goblin Market'. My practice 
interrogates the gendered roles found in European folklore, by humorously inverting or distorting their narratives. 
Most recent works tease out strange, playful moments enacted by sulky, awkward characters who clumsily dominate 
the compositions ' I call them my 'goblins'. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1371 - Georg Wilson 
Artwork 1 Title: Blood Moon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50.8x40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on gesso cradled panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Blood Moon' depicts a scene in which my goblins have come to feast on a squash patch at 
night. My 'goblins' are somewhere inbetween human and creature - they are mischevious, grumbling, awkward 
characters who greedily roam the English countryside gorging on whatever they can find.  
Since the national UK lockdown in March, my daily walks have gradually attuned my senses to the tiny changes that 
take place day by day, throughout England's changing seasons. I now paint 'seasonally', meaning that my painting 
palette reflects the seasonal light changing through the year, and I only include vegetables and fruit that are in 
season at the time of my painting. I think it is fundamentally important to have an awareness of the seasons and 
their effect on our environment, wherever we live, so as not to lose touch with the natural world that sustains our 
lifestyle on this planet. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1372 
 
Artist Name: Bebe Livesey 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am currently studying A Level art at school and wish to go on to study fine art at University. I have 
always loved drawing in black ink, but have recently found a liking to oil paint. I love the old masters works such as 
Caravaggio and Vermeer, and wish to present that energy in my paintings. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1372 - Bebe Livesey 
Artwork 1 Title: Judith 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: (40x20 in cm) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is one of my fist oil paintings, and my fist portrait of a person which is from one of 
Carravagios famous paintings. I loved the expression on Judiths face which i wanted to zoom in on. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1373 

Artist ID: 1373 
 
Artist Name: Barbara Porczyå„Ska 
Website: www.barbaraporczynska.wordpress.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/barbara_porczynska_art 
 
Artist Statement: in the nineteenth century a woman was not encouraged to be an artist. On the contrary, she was 
snubbed, slapped, lectured and exhorted. 
Virginia Woolf, A room of one's own. 
The professional life of a woman who becomes a mother is not the easiest. In the art world, motherhood happens to 
be stigmatized.  
Currently, the woman's scope of responsibilities grows to an enormous size. Her role has expanded: she has to be a 
heroine, idealized by handbooks, and commercials. In effect, a contemporary woman lasts in a permanent conflict ' 
inner ' with herself and outer ' striving to meet the requirements imposed on her by society. 
The works from the "MamArtistâ€• series are everyday objects (a pan, a pot, a cutting board, etc) as well as more 
traditional oil paintings. The objects which produce the background of our life. I withdrew them from everyday 
hustle giving them a new meaning. An ordinary object became a noteworthy artifact, raised to the rank of the 
artwork. I painted faces on them which are like remorse of the contemporary woman, who suffers from the 
permanent conflict of duties. In a multitude of activities, she constantly fights for her identity. To keep her work-life 
balance. The face has an assigned value. It is separated from the body and it is the matrix of thought. A mirror image 
of everyday rituals. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1373 - Barbara Porczyå„Ska 
Artwork 1 Title: MamArtist 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 43x25x9 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on frying pan 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The objects which produce the background of our life. I withdrew them from everyday 
hustle giving them a new meaning. An ordinary object became a noteworthy artifact, raised to the rank of the 
artwork. I painted faces on them which are like remorse of the contemporary woman, who suffers from the 
permanent conflict of duties. In a multitude of activities, she constantly fights for her identity. To keep her work-life 
balance. The face has an assigned value. It is separated from the body and it is the matrix of thought. A mirror image 
of everyday rituals. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1374 

Artist ID: 1374 
 
Artist Name: Yuqiao Zheng 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/yuqiao0919 
 
Artist Statement: Yuqiao is currently undergoing her PhD in Illustration in University of the Arts London. Her 
artworks have been accepted by exhibitions in New York, San Francisco, Athens, Kaunasï¼ŒLondon, Hongkong, 
Beijing, Shanghai etc. Her picture book has also selected by dPICTUS for The Unpublished Picturebook Showcase in 
Frankfurt book fair. 
She is one of the ten winners of The Chen Bochui International Children's Literature Award Original Illustration 
Exhibition(2020). 
silver award winner of JIA Illustration Award 2020, the winner of San Francisco Design Week Awards(2020) in 
California and overall winner of Talfana Drawing Award (2020) and one of ten shortlists of Yamba Malawi+Artsthread 
+Yag challenge (2020) in New York 
Jury Award winner of China Illustration Biennial Original Picture Award 2019-2020.her illustrations have also 
exhibited in Asia illustration Annual Awards at Hongqiao Art Centre as well as LiuHaiSu Art Museum in Shanghai 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1374 - Yuqiao Zheng 
Artwork 1 Title: I' Searcher 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84x29.7cm. 
Artwork 1 Medium: digital painting on HahnemÃ¼hle German Etching 
Artwork 1 Commentary: How many times in life people put thoughts on you from their own perspective and 
persuade you to be the person they hope you to be? The picture book presents a poetic fairytale but also is closely 
related to my real-life experience. The story presents a girl tries to find who she is, and she starts to doubt herself 
when various outside voices invade her mind. She has gradually been overwhelmed by the burden of all the voices 
and finally she decides to leave all the outside voices alone and follow her inner voice to be the person she really 
wants to be, which is herself, a girl who has a passion to grow flowers. Just as bible's saying 'I am that I am'. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1375 

Artist ID: 1375 
 
Artist Name: Michelle Gallagher 
Website: https://www.michellegallagher.online/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/mgallagherartwork 
 
Artist Statement: I am a visual artist who's multidisciplinary practice encompasses ceramics, printing, drawing and 
sculpture. I often use clay mixed with traditional printing techniques. My artwork is firmly rooted in the processes of 
making and the materials I use dictate the guide my work directly, ideas for pieces are envisioned in different 
materials, I love the challenge and the variety of exploration through materials. 
My work delves into many themes, with varied interests lying in the natural world and culture/society. 
At this time, I am interested in female topics, particularly the working woman/mother. Inspiration comes from 
observations in my own life and the lives of women in my family and society at large. I try and convey ideas about 
women's invisible labor / female drudgery through double meanings and humor. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1375 - Michelle Gallagher 
Artwork 1 Title: Iron Lady 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 12x10x16cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic ( stoneware, underglaze, glaze) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The invisible labor women carry 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1376 

Artist ID: 1376 
 
Artist Name: Raji Jagadeesan 
Website: https://www.raji.studio 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am an interdisciplinary artist who works in still and moving image, sculpture, and installation. 
Instead of seeking out specific materials for a predetermined project, I use what is available to me in a particular 
situation, instinctively reacting within a given place and time. When I encounter new equipment, conditions, or 
materials in a location, I experiment and collaborate with these tools and settings to discover their potential in the 
moment. 
I have a Renaissance-era commitment to the value of beauty; I believe that form, composition, and color can create 
moments of intense reflection and power, even if fleeting. As such, I make my artwork accessible in the spaces of 
daily life. My photography and moving-image work are available online, where viewers can encounter it on their own 
devices. Much of my dimensional work is site-specific and designed for public places, where it is unmediated by the 
gatekeeping of traditional museums and galleries.Â 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1376 - Raji Jagadeesan 
Artwork 1 Title: Plague 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: https://vimeo.com/439072418 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video -- https://vimeo.com/439072418 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/439072418 
Having found myself in Venice when the coronavirus outbreak enveloped Italy in late February 2020, I chose to use 
my interests in both fictional and documentary approaches to the visual image and sound to create the short filmÂ 
Plague.Â My research process focused on the World Health Organization's coronavirus press briefings, which began 
in January 2020 and have continued with growing urgency. (The briefings are led by WHO Director-General Dr. 
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, COVID-19 Technical Lead Dr. Maria Van Kerkhove, and Executive Director of Health 
Emergencies Dr. Mike Ryan.) 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1377 

Artist ID: 1377 
 
Artist Name: Tessa Brown 
Website: www.tessabrownsculpture.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/tessabrownlondon 
 
Artist Statement: I am a mature fine art student at Middlesex University where I am examining and connecting my 
instincts and drives to develop my visual language. 
Initially I am attracted by materials and their potential. Often humble and repurposed, maybe a by-product or 
something unconventional or industrial will catch my eye. Coupled with these materials is a processes that 
encourages accident and chance to encourage an alchemy that, hopefully, produces something etherial. 
I would like the viewer to be absorbed briefly into another space and time. A little escapism. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1377 - Tessa Brown 
Artwork 1 Title: Sandscape 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H. 25cm. Diameter 65cm. Hung on adjustable cable. 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I've been exploring, amongst other things, the potential of industrial sanding belts whilst at 
art college. This is the most recent incarnation. When laid out, the belt is 2m long x 20cm. I hang it up and use 
solutions of emulsion paint (old tester pots) along with a water spray and hairdryer to manipulate the effect. The 
process is very contemplative. The colours travel slowly through the sand, looking for their own course via capillary 
action, blending and bleeding together to create exciting and surprising effects.  
This belt has then been taken back to its circular form, floated on 5mm flexible plywood which in turn has been 
mounted onto a larger piece of plywood allowing for cable attachments that join together under a rotating disco ball 
mechanism allowing for a constant 360 view of the work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1378 

Artist ID: 1378 
 
Artist Name: Jiaxi Wang 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/jiaxi.jiaxi 
 
Artist Statement: Jiaxi is a gender non-conforming portrait artist. They enjoy the rich colours of mediums such as oil 
paint, gauche and oil pastel. They portray bodies and faces detached from gender. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1378 - Jiaxi Wang 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 18x30 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Pastel on Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1379 

Artist ID: 1379 
 
Artist Name: Marcel Top 
Website: www.marceltoptop.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/marceltoptop 
 
Artist Statement: Marcel Top is a young London based Belgian photographer.  
Alongside his traditional use of photography, Top also explores the limits and boundaries of the medium through his 
practice. In other words, he applies his documentary practice to his experimental work.  
Top has always been fascinated by the power of technology, by the ambiguity of its double-faced nature. Breach of 
privacy, mass surveillance, and the collection of personal data are between Top's recurring topics.  
Throughout the last year, the photographer rethought his practice to capture that part of technology he could not 
frame with a camera. By doing this, he was able to address his worries related to a future dominated by technology.  
Research represents a fundamental part of Top's creative process; while creating, the artist constantly rethinks and 
readapts the original idea to the outcomes of his research. By doing this, he creates a space for the evolution and 
growth of his own work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1379 - Marcel Top 
Artwork 1 Title: Inferences 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: New Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: â€‹While exploring the boundaries of photography with these computer-generated auto-
portraits, I tried to reflect on how big data companies categorise people to create personal targeted advertising. The 
auto-portraits show the noise created by the interaction between humans and machines. The struggle of trying to 
understand and decode human behaviour in the hope to find its desires. Ultimately wanting to turn the human 
species into a product database, offering it what it desires the most. Does the algorithm know the photographer 
better than itself or is it merely a bad copy? Our online behaviour creates an immortal double, based on each of our 
interactions. 
When does it become us, or when do we become it? 
Under the GDPR law, I got access to my personal data held by Twitter. Twitter had categorised my person into over 
830 different personal interests based on my activity on the platform. The sole purpose of categorising users, is to 
create personal targeted advertising. Ads would be shown to me depending on these criteria. 
In a quest to understand this data, I started categorising and colour-coding these 'interestsâ€• to get a blueprint of 
me as a person in the eyes of Twitter. This personal blueprint was accurate and false at the same time. Anomalies 
found seemed to be so different from my person while the data was solely originated by my twitter usage. Did 
Twitter know me better than myself, or was it completely wrong? 
I used all the pictures of myself that I ever published on social media platforms as a data point for the new pictures. 
Every picture got a unique colour on 50% transparency on top of it. Each picture represented an 'interestâ€•. 
The pictures were created using StyleGan2. The purpose of the program is to recreate images based on an image 
bank. For this project, I used 830 images as the image bank so that the program would be able to create new 
portraits of me. The result is an interesting image that is me and not me at the same time. It is a corporate vision of 
who I am. It is me on twitter. 
find all 830 pictures here: https://marceltop.pixieset.com/inferences/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1380 

Artist ID: 1380 
 
Artist Name: Rufus Martin 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/poggyandrufus 
 
Artist Statement: I approach the subjects of my work from a contemporary and abstract premise. The metaphysical 
elements of an individuals persona are expressed through the mark under a classical umbrella; allowing the 
evocation of emotion by bold strokes embodying the sitters' internal landscape and the unifying factors of traditional 
work. Figuration is merely the conduit for abstract articulation.  
My process consists of a blend of in-depth conversation and immediate response through sculpting. The 
communication between artists and sitter is informing the next session of sculpting. The emotional reaction in clay 
giving rise to the individual's identity and sense of self. Not only this, but it also indicates their place in the wider 
communities in which they inhabit. A the moment a member queer community has been my most recent subject, 
and this pushed me to try to embrace the ideals of this community at large within the piece. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1380 - Rufus Martin 
Artwork 1 Title: John Illsley 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45x28x25 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A bust created from life of John Illsley. In creating the piece I had a the firm intention behind 
it of not only capturing the surface of John both figurative and abstract but also the nuanced and complex 
expressions that are him from every angle.  
more angles: https://we.tl/t-w9SSHGjVwi 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1381 

Artist ID: 1381 
 
Artist Name: James Cowan 
Website: http://www.jamescowanart.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/j.cowan 
 
Artist Statement: My artworks consist mainly of paintings and prints and videos thereof. The paintings are either in 
watercolour or oil and the prints tend to be mainly drypoints. For subject matter I have a number of themes which 
run concurrently. They are either a group of paintings inspired by the city of New York, or else a group of paintings 
inspired by the streets of St Petersburg. The latter is being done in the format of the Triptych. The Drypoint etchings 
cover the first two themes but are mostly of London and take as their inspiration the new buildings that are altering 
Londons skyline. The videos of the above can be viewed on my You Tube Chanel. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1381 - James Cowan 
Artwork 1 Title: Central Park Carousel Horses 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 63 x 42 x1cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is one of a series of Carousel Horse pictures based on the Carousel in New 
York's Central Park. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1382 

Artist ID: 1382 
 
Artist Name: Gabriel Kenny-Ryder 
Website: www.gabrielkennyryder.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/gkennyryder 
 
Artist Statement: Gabriel Kenny-Ryder is a London-based visual artist. He uses a range of complex, tactile 
photographic processes to interrogate visual representation, explore photography-as-performance and investigate 
the relationship between art and spectator. Gabriel uses these methods to create unique photographic 'objects', 
often as part of installations or environmental works. These pieces allow the viewer to interact with his work on a 
more physical and conceptual level than more traditional methods of display. 
Gabriel received an undergraduate degree from the University of Edinburgh before undertaking an MA in 
Contemporary Art Practice at the Royal College of Art. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1382 - Gabriel Kenny-Ryder 
Artwork 1 Title: Searching for Something Exceptional I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital C-Type Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is from series of photographs that looks at how hidden, overlooked details 
become visible in the face of new circumstances, for instance prolonged stress or loss. Elements of our surrounding 
environment may take on a significance that would otherwise go unnoticed, evoking memories of a past, a different 
time that seems to fade further out of view with each passing day. 
Whilst these images were born during a time of fear and grief, I hope they speak of a fragile hope that something 
positive may be found among the rubble. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1383 

Artist ID: 1383 
 
Artist Name: Iona Schwalowsky-Monks 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/ionamonks 
 
Artist Statement: My practice is heavily informed by the magical realism of folk tales. Inspiration is drawn from the 
whimsy and fantasy of the tales, as well as their violence and cruelty to create pieces rich in both narrative and 
symbolism. These narratives are never explicit however, they are purposefully vague, open to interpretation and 
ready for the viewer to fill with meaning. Frequently pieces have a contradictory atmosphere, often tenderness is 
displayed but there is the sense of an underlying threat. The use of animal imagery is integral to the work as the 
creatures act as instruments through which human nature can be explored. The work deals with themes of the 
uncanny and magical realism, seeking to be as beguiling as it is disquieting. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1383 - Iona Schwalowsky-Monks 
Artwork 1 Title: Mourning of the Stork 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21.2x15.4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Etching & Aquatint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In some instances, roles traditionally associated with femininity such as childrearing are 
addressed subversively within my work. 'Mourning the Stork' was derived from the narrative that storks bring 
babies, therefore by killing the bird, the figure will remain childless. It reflects desperation and the lengths people 
will go to when their autonomy is oppressed as well as my own maternal anxieties.  
When the piece was created, abortion was illegal in Northern Ireland meaning those who wanted the procedure 
were unable to access it safely within their own country. Unfortunately, it still remains relevant as Poland has 
recently tightened laws regarding abortion sparking nationwide protests. 
The piece has a sombre tone, the figure cradles the limp body of the bird but her chin is raised defiantly. I wanted 
the print to relay that the violence had been necessary and the conflicted figure is both triumphant and dejected. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1384 

Artist ID: 1384 
 
Artist Name: Yasmin Watts 
Website: http://www.yasminwatts.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am an emerging sculptor, evolved from a career of architecture and engineering, focusing on 
creating figurative sculptures to the public spaces in our built environment.  
Having dedicated 30+ years as an architect and sculptor designing many civic and public buildings, I am now focused 
on improving our public external areas which are vital in celebrating the diversity of cultures, communities and 
history of the related surroundings. Figurative sculpture offers shared elements which can build social union, 
contribute to civic pride and help mould a positive identity to public spaces. Public art improves the space by 
engaging the public, making them aware of their surroundings.  
I create 'maquette' figures in wax, painted clay and plaster, which are studies of human form in thoughtful and 
reflective poses. These poses are produced from my drawings and painted studies of the human form.  
These figures are designed to be produced at larger-than-life scale, which in public spaces invite people to interact 
with art set into landscape. The figures draw attention to the voids surrounding the art, questioning their 
surroundings, evoking their emotions. The figures create a strong connection to the community life, drawing 
attention to the vitality of their external spaces.  
My sculptures are statements of momentary events captured intentionally in life-like colour to provide the viewer to 
stop, contemplate and interact with the art form. The figures are capturing points of time against the backdrop of 
everyday activities in today's world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1384 - Yasmin Watts 
Artwork 1 Title: Sitting figures 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28x35x15 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Painted fired clay sculptures 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Reflections of life captured in everyday activities in today's world, enticing the viewer to 
stop, contemplate and interact with the art. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1385 

Artist ID: 1385 
 
Artist Name: Veronika Neukirch 
Website: www.veronikaneukirch.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/veronika_neukirch 
 
Artist Statement: Constantly evolving materials and found objects come together in mixed media sculpture and 
installation.  
My practice is process- as well as object-based. Anything from domestic to DIY to traditional art materials are used 
and chosen for their haptic potential as well as connotations. Playful improvisation in the studio frequently gives rise 
to the development of new techniques 'especially when unconventional materials are used' and extends through the 
entire making process up until the installation and display. 
Humble functional unassuming domestic objects trigger ideas and are often assimilated into the work. The visual 
language and roles of mass-produced pre-designed objects are redistributed, their haptic values weaved into the 
made components, the works' concepts, compositions and display; driving towards a merging of realities that 
reassigns functionality in the art context which notoriously lacks practical function. 
The objects are abstract yet bodily and become quasi-sentient beings by channelling human physiognomies, poses, 
emotions and attitudes within a playful cartoon logic. Like humorous avatars they act as therapeutically joyful alter 
egos in an absurd world. With a focus on investigating our strangely intertwined relationship with objects, matter 
and the spaces we inhabit, the work aims to inspire an overspill of human compassion onto the inanimate. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1385 - Veronika Neukirch 
Artwork 1 Title: Octo-Ray 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Variable & entirely site responsive - see commentary 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint, foam sheet, glazed stoneware, Silicone, sisal rope, vacuum forms 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Dimensions are entirely variable. The display method and install are completely flexible 
as they incorporate and respond to any exhibition space, rendering each new installation unique. 
Ceramic components: approx. 25 x 35 x 10cm each 
Vacuum forms: approx. 60 x 60 x 8cm each  
+ sisal rope.. 
The infinitely malleable medium of clay lent itself to form fixtures for other components of the installation, which in 
turn gave room for characters to emerge (from the depths of cartoon logic). With the potential to be open and 
knotted, intrusive yet nondeterministic, tentacles echo the material's malleability and represent putting one's feelers 
out for a space. These elements comfortably sit between the decorative, cute and functional - propping, supporting 
and suspending an odd structure within an odd space. Through moulding and casting processes, as well as various 
presentation and costume changes, functional packaging design turns into otherworldly artworks, which casually 
negate hierarchies, shining light on the science fiction potential of unassuming everyday objects. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1386 

Artist ID: 1386 
 
Artist Name: Kirstie Tebbs 
Website: www.kirstietebbs.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kirstietebbsart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a multi-disciplinary artist inquiring into 'being', exploring the philosophical ideas of presence, 
time and substance. My aim in my art is to showcase the idea of 'being' through interactive installation spaces, 
photography and sculpture through perception, the infinite, absence, and presence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1386 - Kirstie Tebbs 
Artwork 1 Title: The Light in the Dark 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20 x 25.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photogram 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Light in the Dark is an exploration of the notion of being through layered texture on a 
two dimensional plane. I created this piece by using unconventional and mundane objects- such as a Pepsi bottle, a 
colander and fibres- to cast shadows in a black and white photogram, and playing with the development chemicals. 
Light creates optical phenomena which I have tried to interpret in this photographic art. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1387 

Artist ID: 1387 
 
Artist Name: Jessica Van Deursen 
Website: http://www.jessicavandeursen.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jessica_van_deursen_artist 
 
Artist Statement: Life is Art & Art is Life 
What does it mean and entail to be 
alive - a human being? 
I'm obsessed with being alive. 
Yet mostly, I live in a state of forgetfulness and interruption; 
questioning how I could be living life differently, 
in a more complex way and (worst of all) ''better and more efficiently''. 
Questioning how much I can control the course of my life, 
and how much others are influencing my life. 
Looking for timeless truths and contemporary dogmas. 
Thus, my art is a documentation of my development as a human being. 
Very ''po-mo'' right? Being both the researcher as well as the subject... 
Â  
Ever in a sickeningly romantic attempt, 
to reach the impossible goal, of being 'enlightened'. 
And then, after yet another 
ugly breakdown or surprise, 
I finally escape the paradox through art. 
- Only briefly - 
And then, slightly transformed, I start all over again... 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1387 - Jessica Van Deursen 
Artwork 1 Title: Modern Medicine for Poorous Measures 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 100 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Man got sick from mass consuming other animal species 
Man got sick from not wanting to share inconvenient information 
Man dies on large scale from not taking care of ethnic minorities, refugees locked up in camps, the poor, the 
vulnerable, from dictators not caring for life other than their own 
Man and nature seem to survive as man withdraws from it's daily routine 
Man hopes to stay well by caging their smiles in public 
The plague doctor stuffs it's face with herbs, to protect itself from wickedness 
Material: chicken fence wire, thyme, chamomile, cinnamon, red pepper, nettle, ginger, lemon, sage, dill, radish, 
orange, licorice, pine tree, lungwort 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1388 

Artist ID: 1388 
 
Artist Name: Isabelle Courtois Lacoste 
Website: https://www.icl.lacoste.link/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/isabellecourtoislacoste 
 
Artist Statement: The fragmented landscape  
Isabelle Courtois Lacoste spent her childhood near Verdun with an artist mother. This landscape, marked by history, 
constitutes her intimate cartography to which other interior landscapes, lived or imaginary, are mixed.  
Through her search for a tension, between absence and presence, between visible and invisible, she questions the 
gaze and constructs her trajectory in which gesture, intuition and chance take an essential place.  
The liquidity of ink, paint or the use of print reveals the randomness, new starting point towards dream and 
imagination. Signs appear in the recomposed fragments, giving meaning to the composition. The summoned 
elements are ordered to propose a new reality plunging the viewer into the ambiguity between abstraction and 
figuration. 
Not attached to a single artistic practice, his thought is expressed through different mediums: painting, print, collage, 
volume, installation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1388 - Isabelle Courtois Lacoste 
Artwork 1 Title: La maison horizon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x30x30 
Artwork 1 Medium: Monotype collage / acrylic paint on cardboard / Cardboard base 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work realized during the confinement expresses the isolation in which we found 
ourselves. The house became for each of us our only horizon and for the artist, art a means of escape. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1389 

Artist ID: 1389 
 
Artist Name: Rachel Cabitt 
Website: https://rachelcabitt.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/rachelcabitt 
 
Artist Statement: Rachel Cabitt is a photographer known for her colorful, yet dark, intimate portraits. Inspired by the 
nighttime, she experiments with limited amounts of light and analog photographic processes to create intricate 
descriptions of her experiences as a young artist living in New York. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1389 - Rachel Cabitt 
Artwork 1 Title: Window Sill 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40.64x60.96x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1390 

Artist ID: 1390 
 
Artist Name: Matheus Bianchi 
Website: www.matheusbianchi.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/m_biianchii 
 
Artist Statement: My creative outputs are characterised by diversity, both in terms of material and form. I seek to 
visualise a parody of contemporary art and the world by unpicking my own sense of identity within it. Sculptures 
arise from taping, wrapping, and stuffing my own clothing. Once formed, the results live as a reconstruction of the 
self. I interrogate the gap between my intentionality as the art-maker, and the meaning-making through which the 
viewer completes the work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1390 - Matheus Bianchi 
Artwork 1 Title: Dreamhouse, Digital Photography, 2020. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4 x 84.1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Dreamhouse, 2020, puts fictional play at the forefront, transforming household objects into 
props and toys. The series explores the relationship between the objects and the occupant within the context of the 
home, bringing together untold visual narratives during times of adversity.  
The presence of an enclosed figure is portrayed in a cardboard playhouse, metaphorically suggesting a body 
outgrowing its personal space. Compositional structures are used to convey underlining meanings and messages, 
diverting the viewer to dwell on unresolved storylines through the uncanny settings of the photographs.  
The mundane activities are heightened by the vibrancy of the images, offering a hyperbolic depiction of current 
times. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1391 

Artist ID: 1391 
 
Artist Name: Bhairavi Yogasivam 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My work combines the ideas of growth and organic forms through the use of paper sculpture and 
origami. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1391 - Bhairavi Yogasivam 
Artwork 1 Title: Shedded Dragon Skin 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200x232x50 
Artwork 1 Medium: Wood, Paper, Wire 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Organic forms and its growth was the inspiration for this wall sculpture. This static piece is 
brought to life and given a dynamic feel through the changes in lighting and shadows. It depicts a gradual morphing 
of this sculpture, as if it is slowly growing and dominating the wall. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1392 

Artist ID: 1392 
 
Artist Name: Cameron Lings 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/cameron_lings_ 
 
Artist Statement: A diverse range of 2 and 3-Dimensional works create the body of my artistic practice, which is 
often site and time specific. I find that the factors 'time' and 'space,' surface frequently within my works. These are 
vastly explored throughout my interpretation of form, shape, scale, space and detail- which are often executed 
within a precise and meticulous manner.  
Research, consisting of statistics and bodies of study, come into the equation too, allowing my works to respond to a 
key contemporary topic. Commonly my practice is shaped by matters that exist on a local and global basis. My 
careful use of layered symbolism, co-exists among many bodies of my work, allowing a further amount of visual and 
conceptual depth within an art piece. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1392 - Cameron Lings 
Artwork 1 Title: Passer Byes 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42cm x 59cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Illustration 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "'Passer Byes' is a unique psychedelic-esque contemporary illustration. Here, it highlights 
our ever-changing new perception of social space, and understanding of the self in relation to others. Social 
Distancing, Self-Isolation and Lockdown, are all phrases that echo throughout the media, and will continue to do so 
throughout the foreseeable future. These all bring into question, not the means of how we can continue to 
cooperate as humans, but the negative space between us. Presented via hundreds (if not thousands) of individually 
drawn lines, we see how despite their dense and clustered composition, they fail to intersect and meet at any given 
point. This acts as an abstracted map-like formation, a diagram of how as individuals - now more than ever - we are 
vigilant, respectful and adaptive to those around us. A visualised combination of our own journey's with others, is an 
example of how we now partake in active awareness within the public realm. Ventures of interweaving timelines, 
which alone present minimal movement and flexibility, when stood back and combined with those around us, allow 
us to understand our small sacrifices are symbolic of something much greater and progressive. Our ability to act 
independently, ironically today highlights our nationwide-worldwide collaboration. Now, we stand reassured, as our 
days of absence, lonesome and distance, will go on to only strengthen the boldness of a bigger picture." 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1393 

Artist ID: 1393 
 
Artist Name: Roz Moreton 
Website: http://www.rozmoreton.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/rozmoreton 
 
Artist Statement: Roz Moreton is a Visual Artist and Creative Producer living and working in South Wales. 
In 2009 she was diagnosed with a rare brain condition which means she suffers with chronic migraines and an 
auditory processing disorder which impacts on her cognitive behaviour.  
On the physical side she has Ehlers-Danos Syndrome which impacts on her mobility. 
Her health has shaped her life and her artwork. 
Her work explores Line and Form of her physical body and also physical spaces that her body is inprints and impacts 
on... 
She is formally trained in Textile & Fashion Design and has an MA in Design for Interactive Media this study and 
training influences how she approaches and produces her work. 
About this current body of work: 
"Due to my brain condition, I suffer with chronic migraines ' more that 15 migraines a month and I am treated by the 
NHS but due to Covid-19 my treatments have been cancelled, this has greatly impacted on my health' 
To manage the pain, I sketch my migraines. 
My Migraine Portraits drawn during a migraine, abstract the pain; I am able to separate it from myself for small 
fragments of time, which just give me relief from the intense pressure of pain, sickness, vertigo, tinnitus, body 
stiffness, and pure helplessness being confined to bed' for many days on end...' 
"This process has have developed into masks creation - 
Masks of Isolation' masking pain and isolation...â€• 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1393 - Roz Moreton 
Artwork 1 Title: SELF - Isolation - Mask 25 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20cmx13.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Brush Pen & Sharpie on Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is from SELF - Isolation - Masks series: These works I actually produce while I am 
having a migraine... 
Mask 25 -  
The blue line was drawn during the actual migraine - so I am drawing the experience of the pain in my head inside 
my brain and around my eyes during my eyes sockets; a Mask of Pain and Isolation...  
The yellow surround was completed after the pain had subsided, in this case 2 days after... I am trying to capture the 
relief... 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1394 

Artist ID: 1394 
 
Artist Name: Jan Nixon 
Website: https://janeknixon.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/janeknixon 
 
Artist Statement: Janek Nixon's practice is an ongoing exploration of the relationship between the visual and the 
auditory. Working with a variety media, Nixon's work primarily results in audio-sculptural work that enacts a form of 
digital distillation. Images are converted into sounds and vice versa, a process that stems from a continued research 
into translation. This being not just a translation of literal language but also the conversion of that language into 
visuals, visuals into code and code into sound. In the motion of feedback loops this process is reversed and recycled, 
creating slight variations with each iteration. This loop has an inherent rhythm that forms the undulation present 
through-out Nixon's work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1394 - Jan Nixon 
Artwork 1 Title: A Feedback Loop In The Balance 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x145x210 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mild Steel, Jesmonite, Speaker Drivers, Cable, Audio Equipment, Max Patch, Video, Audio 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A modular steel structure holding a cast jesmonite speaker and two video monitors, gently 
emitting the droning sonification of its own visualisation. 
Video and close-ups can be seen at: https://janeknixon.com/FEEDBACK-LOOP-IN-A-BALANCE 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1395 

Artist ID: 1395 
 
Artist Name: Georgina Smith 
Website: www.georgina-smith.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/georginasmithreliefs 
 
Artist Statement: I studied Illustration at the University of Westminster in the mid-90's, which is where I developed 
my relief painting style. Influenced by foreign travel and closer to home with trips to seaside towns and the East End 
of London, I wanted to evoke the crumbling nature of dilapidated buildings with more than just flat colour. I started 
to layer card, paper, fabric and paint to create scratch-built buildings that evoked a sense of their history and the 
stories they tell. 
I am inspired by the connections we make between typography and nostalgia and aim to document the architectural 
history of buildings that are still clinging on despite the encroaching modern world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1395 - Georgina Smith 
Artwork 1 Title: Regency Cafe 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 66x90.5x5.5 including frame 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Mixed Media Relief 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting is built out in shallow relief layers of card and perspex with detail added in 
fabric, wire, vinyl and overpainted with acrylic. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1396 

Artist ID: 1396 
 
Artist Name: Jack Wyer 
Website: www.jackwyer.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jack_wyer 
 
Artist Statement: I'm a BA Student in photography at Nottingham College, I love people and places therefore I mostly 
work creating environmental type portraits. Im currently working on a project about human companionship called 
"Tissue-Paper Starsâ€• 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1396 - Jack Wyer 
Artwork 1 Title: Owen and Malachi 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84x59 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My image of Owen and Malachi is taken from a current long form project about human 
companionship titled 'Tissue-Paper Starsâ€•. 
I'm trying to get an understanding in human nature and the camaraderie between friends, family, work and lovers.  
Owen has just became a father to Malachi and is settling into the stay-at-home parent life. Getting outside while he 
can, but also framing everything around the upbringing of his son. Owen and Malachi operate daily as one. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1397 

Artist ID: 1397 
 
Artist Name: Sarah Whiteley 
Website: www.sarahwhiteley.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/whiteley_sarah 
 
Artist Statement: Since completing a Fine Art degree at Bath in 2000, I have developed an interdisciplinary practice 
exploring the intersections between Painting, Photography and Film, often drawing upon personal experience and 
narratives. 
As an artist based in Sussex, the landscape and rich tradition of Art and Craft in this area has determined my recent 
practice. For me, creating art has always been a journey. I am interested in the tension between the domestic and 
the wild; emphasising the painting as an object by using materials with their own history and context. The fabric's 
patterns and colours have been incorporated into the image, emphasising the importance of those layers of fabric 
and the different types of household and oil paint in the work. My painting arises from a relationship with woods 
and forests throughout the year, watching the different seasons play out in colour and light. The wood evolves; 
brings life and decay in a cyclical process which is echoed in our own lives. Forests and woodlands are often the 
backdrop to our children's and adult stories, fantasies and imaginations. Each painting's title is a quote taken from 
children's literature. Intrinsic fear and curiosity of the woods has become entwined in our imaginations, nursery 
rhymes and folk tales.  
These landscapes expose themselves; they bring together different narratives through their collaged fabric and the 
seductive painted surface reveal and conceal different details. Although incredibly personal, these paintings elude to 
our shared experience of forests and depict the rhythm of life over time. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1397 - Sarah Whiteley 
Artwork 1 Title: Thy Shadowy Form Below 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56 by 38.5 by 4.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: African batik and 1970s fabric, household paints and water-based oil paint.. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: At the start of the summer 2020 I had returned to the same wood almost everyday to walk 
and play amongst the trees with my two children. It was a time of stark contrast; I was deeply appreciative of my 
family but there was an indescribable feeling of apprehension. I chose fabric from my childhood and off cuts from a 
prom dress a student made last year. I wanted to use the fabrics edges where there are serial numbers and names; 
these elements would generally be hidden or discarded but they become part of the make-up of the image. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1398 

Artist ID: 1398 
 
Artist Name: Batara Soepraba 
Website: www.misterobat.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ObatTheRobot 
 
Artist Statement: Batara Indra Soepraba, or better known as Obat, which means "medicine" in Bahasa Indonesia, is 
an Indonesian-American visual storyteller and educator based in Jakarta, Indonesia. Obat's work focuses on 
documenting stories on culture, climate change and our relentless drive to overcome obstacles through portraits and 
documentary projects utilizing both digital and analog formats. He will be pursuing a postgraduate degree in visual 
anthropology in the Fall of 2021 at The University of Manchester. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1398 - Batara Soepraba 
Artwork 1 Title: Renewed Movements 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 53cm x 79 cm x 0cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: While social media has become the hub for the digital culture to proliferate, some women 
in Jakarta, Indonesia have begun to detach from their devices, which they have been attached to all day long at their 
respective jobs, to rediscover their heritage through traditional Javanese and Balinese dances at a newly established 
sanggar budaya, or cultural center. While some onlookers would say this is simply an alternative space to a gym or 
yoga studio for practitioners to break a sweat, the women's conviction and commitment to perfecting their crafts 
would tell you otherwise. Although the social network giants may be winning the engagement battle overall, slowly 
more individuals are beginning to recognize the value of linking with their past and tradition that were once ever-
present activities in their community. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1399 

Artist ID: 1399 
 
Artist Name: Joanne Loo 
Website: www.joanneloo.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/looyingjia 
 
Artist Statement: I am interested in visualising the relationship between food, memories, and the written word. My 
practice is deeply rooted in the affective quality of food, and memories associated with eating. This is informed by 
food culture in Malaysia, as well as depictions of food in literature. I take an autoethnographic approach in exploring 
these relationships and subject matter in my work. I think the use of personal symbols is important in my work''it is 
both a personal narrative while also an invitation for viewers to form their own narratives relative to their 
experiences. The subject matter that I explore informs the material and form of the artwork, though previous bodies 
of work consist primarily of gouache paintings. Recent experiments have seen my work manifest as ceramic 
sculptures. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1399 - Joanne Loo 
Artwork 1 Title: Harmony 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 17.5cm x 18cm x 0.3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Gouache 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Harmony is the first of 9 illustrations in the series 'Tumbuk-Tumbuk: A Preparation of Food 
Memories'. The series is a faceted view of various childhood memories I have around food. The granite mortar and 
pestle'one I grew up watching my grandmother use in her Malaysian-Chinese kitchen'lends its traits to this narrative. 
The mortar and pestle (or tumbuk-tumbuk, as it is called in my family) is a double symbol of my food heritage and 
memories. Through it, I am able to give experiences of family dynamics; coping with life-altering disease as a family; 
and personal conflict, the acknowledgement I feel they deserve.  
Harmony draws a visual parallel between the old and modern concepts of food in my family: on one hand, the 
mortar and pestle requires slow, manual labour to prepare ingredients for complex Malaysian dishes. The fast food 
cup, on the other hand, is a foreign concept that requires no personal interaction in its preparation. By placing them 
side by side, they embody startlingly similar silhouettes that create a pleasing symmetry in spite of their differences. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1400 

Artist ID: 1400 
 
Artist Name: Lea Finke 
Website: www.leafinke.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/finearts.by.lea 
 
Artist Statement: I am interested in exploring femininity, sensuality, and body in the artistic process - exposing layer 
after layer, identities, and intimacy. The impositions of everyday life and its catastrophes inscribe themselves into 
our bodies. As a "participating observer," as an equally affected and interested spectator of the transformation of 
the body in agreement with itself (a generally unattainable ideal) in the social (with all its injuries, its resistance, and 
its dignity), I try to make these usually invisible, hidden engravings visible in my paintings. The process has turned 
out that my searching movement in the working process penetrates less from the surface, from shades, colors, and 
spaces into the depth, but rather the other way around. Guided by the gaze as a contemporary, empathy, and 
everyday experience exposed to the same or related adversities in theory and practice, I bring this into the body 
representation. 
The subject is always less the main component of the image's message than the style in which it speaks about its 
theme- whether representational or not. 
For me, this corresponds to light, flexible, adaptable media and materials such as charcoal, pastel, graphite, but 
above all watercolors, among other things on wood-free stone-paper, which allows a gliding, but not always 
plannable to the last detail. 
These media allow me to juxtapose apparent opposites such as tenderness and vehemence, as they react precisely 
or fluently, tactfully or clearly, fading transparent or opaque - just as the work on the picture requires in each case. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1400 - Lea Finke 
Artwork 1 Title: Silence 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x40x0 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolor and ink on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Silence" is part of my current painting series. It was created in November 2020 during a 
self-quarantine in time of the global corona pandemic. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1401 

Artist ID: 1401 
 
Artist Name: Roland Borzelleca 
Website: www.rolandborzelleca.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/16.5_george_st 
 
Artist Statement: Artist Statement 
The work I produce has a provocative and challenging aspect to it, albeit in a subtle way. Combining styles is vital 
when creating my pieces. There must not be a "One approach fits allâ€• mentality. Challenging concepts and 
accepted forms of art is the motivating factor that inspires me and forms how I work. 
As an artist who suffers from aphasia, I wanted to suggest some simple things for you to consider when looking at 
my work: 
I want my work to be self-explanatory. My ideas are a mixture of construction and reconstruction. I use a variety of 
media to make 2D and 3D structures, installations, printing and collages. All of which convey colour and emotion. 
Where do the ideas behind my Practice come from? 
Certainly, human curiosity plays an important part as does my interest in politics. Some ideas are inspired by 
humour, even the darkest concepts are founded in humour. Beauty permeates all strands of life. Discovering its 
many forms inspires me. Conversely, the darker, more troubling aspects of life - issues that impact me emotionally - 
generate my creativity. On a practical level, my ideas are inspired and assisted by constantly evolving technology 
along with traditional interface processes. 
Roland Borzelleca 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1401 - Roland Borzelleca 
Artwork 1 Title: SCULPT 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H 21cm/ W 14cm/ D 22cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Metal/ Wood/ Paint/ Plastic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My new sculpture of 2020 has been created by the only artistic materials I can find at the 
moment. I have collected these items for years and from eBay. Given current restrictions, I have been unable to use 
my materials of choice: recycled pieces or finds discovered in scrap yards. 
The case was flat and I made a box which represents my head, skull and brain. People can look into this case and 
view my obsessions and frustrations. Words becoming tangled and being forgetful are part of the result of my 
fragile, damaged head. 
The chastity chrome penis cage. Sigmund Freud said Sexuality Is Everyone's Weakness - and Strength, this could be 
social distancing and beyond. 
My preferred mediums are wood and metal. I conceptualize masculinity and femininity by using a flash of colour - 
either oil or spray paint. 
I found an old 1970's brown plug, and adapter lead. With a vast array of chargers for mobiles, computers and 
shavers, it is no wonder I suffer from 'charger anxiety'. I am constantly losing them - why hasn't anyone created a 
universal one?  
In 2014, the 'love locks' were removed from the Ponts des Arts in Paris. The reason being is that Paris City hall 
believed the locks were damaging the bridge's structure. I have so many memorable moments from visiting Paris 
that I shared with my partner and daughter. Those experiences created my own personal 'love lock' in my head. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1402 

Artist ID: 1402 
 
Artist Name: Chen-Huan Tsai 
Website: www.ahungrybadger.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Recently, my work often looks cute, silly, or sometimes maybe even considered childish. But the 
animal drawings, fluffy installations, bucket helmets, wacky noises from my works are more than just being cute and 
silly. I am interested in sharing a conversation about gentleness, and the value of happiness, empathy, imagination, 
and how these qualities of being human can have value through actions of playing together. We all have these 
intimate and tender qualities inside us that make us feel better when we are fragile. These qualities are greatly 
important, but sometimes we are uncomfortable to share or embrace them publicly because of external 
circumstances and social expectations. 
Therefore, I create activities and objects with qualities of silliness, cuteness, clumsiness, fragileness, intimacy 
through the assistance of sound, digital fabrication, drawings, and other techniques. I ask people to wear buckets on 
their heads and navigate in a soundscape; invite participants to dubb (make noises) for animals on walls; make 
drawings of dogs tripping over themselves because they have too many feet. I construct these situations to create 
chances of connections ( either with me, with others, or with any quality that the viewer feels). I am interested in 
bringing out these sometimes-suppressed feelings in casual ways of playing like children do, though what we are 
experiencing is read under the context of art. I hope my work is at least a safe space to express, experience, and 
more importantly, feel these qualities. 
â€‹ 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1402 - Chen-Huan Tsai 
Artwork 1 Title: Let's Wear Buckets On Our Heads 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 275cm x 275cm x 200cm, Size Variable According to Venue 
Artwork 1 Medium: Spatial Sound installation, Found Objects, Custom Bucket Helmets, Amplifying Circuit 
Artwork 1 Commentary: video documentation: https://vimeo.com/470789572 
The installation will need assistance from the gallery or venue in proving supporting structures on the ceiling to hang 
the found objects. The rest can be provided by the artist. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1403 

Artist ID: 1403 
 
Artist Name: Phil Cope 
Website: Www.philcope.org.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/philcope1 
 
Artist Statement: My work combines the traditional craftsmanship of carving with a modernist approach to design 
and form and also includes some more experimental, chance processes.  
I aim to create attractive abstract forms that are recognisably handmade objects that reflect their origin and the 
processes used to make them. I enjoy the juxtaposition of a variety of textures within my work. 
In the use of wood as my primary material and in my treatment of it, I hope to produce objects that illuminate the 
balance that exists between the human and natural worlds; a balance that I believe is becoming increasingly 
precarious. In doing so I hope to reflect on civilisations continuing dependence on, and debt to, the natural world.  
More recent work has explored the relationship between wood and other materials, particularly stone, and as a 
consequence my practice has evolved from "pureâ€• carving to a hybrid of subtractive work along with assemblage, 
which I expect to develop further. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1403 - Phil Cope 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 11/2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 26x36x16 
Artwork 1 Medium: Soapstone, cherry wood and slate 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video showing all aspects of the work 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s063jaddi92f5vv/untitled2020-11.mp4?dl=0 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1404 

Artist ID: 1404 
 
Artist Name: Miles Takes 
Website: www.milestakes.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/milestakes 
 
Artist Statement: In all the work I've done throughout my earlier career, the thing that's been prevalent throughout 
has been the storytelling aspect of it. Be that vintage photographs of idyllic travel destinations, or the quality and 
artisanal craftmanship of the textiles I worked with. I'm excited to tell my own stories through my work, rather than 
aspirational ones, made up to fit a particular theme of a season. The only direct link to the subject matter in these 
paintings is the colour. Everything else is pre-set to a particular structure, independent of the event the piece is 
about. This enables these colourful and inviting pieces to become portals - when someone looks at one, they 
connect some aspect of their own experience to the work, as I do mine - creating this joint sense of nostalgia and 
belonging for me and my audience. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1404 - Miles Takes 
Artwork 1 Title: I'd Like to dip my toe in. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 77x77x2.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on wooden panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is a representation of that feeling of standing on the edge a cold pool on a hot 
summers day. The balanced gradient giving the viewer the sensation of looking over an inviting and cool swimming 
pool. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1405 

Artist ID: 1405 
 
Artist Name: Cian O'Neill 
Website: www.cianoneill.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/cianoneilldotcom 
 
Artist Statement: Irish painter based in East London. 
Cian O'Neill is an Irish painter, writer and graduate of Chelsea College of Arts School of Painting based in Hackney, 
London. Before Chelsea he stook foundation studies at Central Saint Martins and was chosen for both 'Xhibit' and 
'Futuremap', in which the University of the Arts, London showcases work by select students from across its colleges. 
He has been shortlisted for the East London Painting Prize, the Catlin Arts Prize and mounted a joint exhibition at the 
Horse Hospital, Bloomsbury. O'Neill's artistic practice is focused on oil painting and work on paper in pencil and inks, 
with anatomy, botany and quasi- structural or architectural form fused in series of works which cohere thematically, 
whilst remaining specific onto themselves. His development was influenced by various painters running the range 
from photo- to surrealist and the formal qualities of the work place it somewhere close to painterly tradition but not 
quite of it: they have their own [il-]logic, and inhabit their own unique space. 
Shows: 
V&A Late, 'This must be the place', October 2019 
'Who we are', The Trampery, Fish Island, London, July 2019 
Modern Panic IX, Archive Gallery, London, November 2018 
TIAF, Brick Lane Gallery, October 2015 
East London Painting Prize Shortlist Show, Strand East, London, May 2014 
'Paintings and Music', Unit E [New River Studios], London, April 2013 [with: Yearning Kru & Brood Ma [Quantum 
Natives], Robin the Fog, Joane Skyler & Mark Barrett] 
'In the Between', The Horse Hospital, London, June 2010 [w/ Bethan McFadden] 
'Limbo', Supine Studios [Stoke Newington, London], January 2010 [w/ Bethan McFadden] 
'Meatworks', Supine Studios [Stoke Newington, London], November 2008 
Catlin Arts Prize Shortlist Show, My Life in Art, London, March 2007 
New Graduates, The Affordable Arts Fair, London, October 2006 
Futuremap, The Arts Gallery, London, November 2006 
Xhibit, The Arts Gallery, London, May 2004 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1405 - Cian O'Neill 
Artwork 1 Title: s2001 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x40x2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1406 

Artist ID: 1406 
 
Artist Name: Guido Sarti 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/guido.sarti 
 
Artist Statement: I was born Italy in 1993 and I currently live and paint in Vienna. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1406 - Guido Sarti 
Artwork 1 Title: To swallow something dry we used to drink. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x90x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: An evocative hymn to the distractions of daily life. 
I'm preparing lunch and my minds drifts to the purple shadow of my childhood where I left my stones to be eroded 
by time and water. 
I pick one up, almost hypnotized, and feel how smooth it became; I forget how much time has passed and what has 
happened all these years, I forget the people that exist around me and leave on a wild adventure, hunting for a 
memory of who I used to be. 
I was supposed to prepare lunch. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1407 

Artist ID: 1407 
 
Artist Name: Richard Rawlins 
Website: www.richardmarkrawlins@network.rca.ac.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/rmraffinity 
 
Artist Statement: Richard Mark Rawlins (b.1967), Trinidad & Tobago currently lives and works in Hastings, UK. A 
graduate of the Royal College of Art's print programme (2019), Rawlins' research takes a transnational approach to 
the "pop-cultural" poetics and politics of life in the Caribbean, the contested and resultant histories/realities of 
colonialism and it's transpontine consequence. Rawlins' work has been featured most recently at Get Up Stand Up 
Now, Somerset House, London, UK (2019). Rawlins' work has been acquired by the Wedge Curatorial Collection, 
Toronto; the Soho House Art Collection, and the Art Collection of the Central Bank of Trinidad & Tobago. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1407 - Richard Rawlins 
Artwork 1 Title: The True Black Crown 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 95cm x 70cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: conceptual photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work responds to Stuart Hall's Old and New Ethnicities essay of 1991. Hall states 'I am 
the sugar in the bottom of the English cup of teaâ€•. The work celebrates the individuals that shaped both the 
British Empire and the descendants of African slaves, wherever they may be in the diaspora 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1408 

Artist ID: 1408 
 
Artist Name: Peter Emery 
Website: https://www.open-dark.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/by.peteremery 
 
Artist Statement: I am interested in the disconnect between humans and other species and the anxieties around 
these relationships.  
Open Dark is a long term project of narrative photography, writing and music, that combines into a book and 
perhaps to be developed into an immersive show. It explores fear of the dark, light pollution and a disconnect, 
particularly felt in larger cities, from nature.  
My work stems, in part, from my craft as a cinematographer and film maker. I am interested in exploring story telling 
and immersive imagination as a way to help people understand new ways of living in the context of environmental 
sustainability. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1408 - Peter Emery 
Artwork 1 Title: Open Dark - The M25 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x56cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This picture was taken in scrub forest, set back on the banks of the M25 motorway, at night. 
The waves of light pollution, fumes and sound from the road made it a hostile place to be. Unseen from this 
viewpoint the road felt like it was alive and removed from the hundreds of passing humans that it was made up of. 
They were unaware of their effect of the surrounding landscape and of me standing on the sidings. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1409 

Artist ID: 1409 
 
Artist Name: Show Kawabata Takuto Usami 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Show Kawabata and Takuto Usami work with the things around us most prefer to eradicate, such 
as noise, rust and wrinkles. These are things that people don't need, and technology allows those things to be 
removed. we explore how familiar daily life changes when something that is usually removed from the human 
environment is given a strong presence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1409 - Show Kawabata Takuto Usami 
Artwork 1 Title: Noise;nse 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30cm x 30cm x 2cm, Ï†30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Cloth, Plant, Artificial flower, Styrofoam, Stainless, Wood, LED 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Noise;nse" is a work for recognizing various aspects of reality through changes caused by 
visual noise. Car engine noise, curtain pattern fluctuations, etc. Our surroundings are full of sensory noise. But, even 
if it is noise to humans, this noise can be a recognizing factor for technology. Isn't there a world of noise that only 
technology can know? In this work, I added light direction, distance and color to two cloths, It shows how the 
pattern of plants is transformed by generating visual noise. There are moire stripes around the cloth, but different 
patterns occur on the plants sandwiched between the cloths. This is a change in noise caused by unevenness 
peculiar to plants. Plants are displayed by interlacing fresh flowers and artificial flowers, You can appreciate that the 
change in noise differs between living things and substances. The wings of butterflies have fine irregularities, similar 
to the phenomenon in which light interferes to create the color of the wings. When I first released the work, I 
thought that the noise was reflected in the plants, but as I continued to investigate, I could see the effects of 
shadows. The shadow of noise has not yet revealed the phenomenon. 
https://vimeo.com/455657791 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1410 
 
Artist Name: Lok Lam Lo 
Website: www.christyloloklam.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/lllochristy 
 
Artist Statement: Christy, Lo Lok Lam ç›§æ¨‚ç•³ (b. 1997, Hong Kong ) is a multimedia artist whose work deals with 
different forms of connection while also reflecting on the contemporary world. She received a B.F.A. in Fine art 
Painting from Savannah College of Art and Design in March 2020. Born and raised in Hong Kong, she moves to 
Georgia at the age of 20. She has exhibited her work in group exhibitions internationally, including galleries and 
international art fairs. Her first group exhibition was in 2015 at the Affordable Art Fair as a featured artist by 
Sovereign Art Foundation in Hong Kong. In 2017-2019, Her paintings have participated Open Studio Night at SCAD in 
the United States. Her first solo show Unpeeling/æ–½ exhibited in the early in the winter of 2020. Christy has 
recently contributed as a summer artist residency in the Kunstraum studio, Brooklyn, NY. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1410 - Lok Lam Lo 
Artwork 1 Title: Unpeeling 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 0.6729166667 
Artwork 1 Medium: Unpeeling, 2019, video (3.01) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/sOX0dTOzSLI 
The idea of Unpeeling started with one of the artist's grandma's after dinner habits - peeling oranges and share them 
with her family. The act of peeling oranges symbolizes sharing, connecting, and healing. Peeling the orange reveal 
the vulnerable center, and metaphorically this action exposes the artist's desire for promotion sharing. Peeling an 
orange is a way to reveal our life. By peeling and unpeeling, the juicy part got exposed. The raw and organic form of 
the action of peeling orange becomes the statement of restore and review my memories. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1411 
 
Artist Name: Tiffany Lynch 
Website: https://www.tiffanylynch.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/tiffanylynchart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a sea swimmer and my work is a response to the powerful energy and rhythm of the ocean 
and horizon where the sea kisses the sky, my painting is fuelled by the constant ebb and flow of this natural world 
from daybreak till dusk offering sublime moments of beauty and golden light. 
I live and work in Brighton, born in Sussex studied at St Martins school of Art BA PG MA first class HONS 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1411 - Tiffany Lynch 
Artwork 1 Title: Gold Cloud Sea Swell 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and Spray paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by gold light of daybreak sea swimming along the Sussex coast 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1412 
 
Artist Name: Victoria Hertel 
Website: https://victoriahertel.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/victoria_hertel 
 
Artist Statement: Victoria Hertel is a German-Venezuelan artist working in the field of process painting and material 
studies. She is interested in new materialist theory, material oriented phenomena and the correlative tension 
between trace, surface, object, space and viewer. Her work is characterized by a monochromatic and organic 
aesthetic and diversified textural spectrum that converge to highlight the communicative potential of materialities.  
Hertel graduated from the University of Barcelona with a BFA in contemporary art practices in 2016 and has since 
been working as an artist in Europe and Asia. In 2020, she commenced an MA degree in Fine Arts at LASALLE College 
of the Arts in Singapore and is currently a third semester student there. 
Hertel's first solo exhibition, Energeia, was held at the Galeria Antoni Pinyol in Spain in 2018. Followed by Chromatic 
Density at Kunstverein Edel Extra in Germany and ç†”è•Ÿ / Fused Deposition at the Shenzhen Fine Art Institute in 
China both in 2019. Selected recent group exhibitions include LÃmits at SubsÃ²l Espai d'Art (2020, Barcelona, Spain), 
The Ghost in Walls at ITALIC (2020, Berlin, Germany), abstrAKTION at DD55 Gallery (2019, Cologne, Germany). She 
was also selected to participate in artist residency programs in China (2019, Fine Art Institute, Shenzhen) and the 
United States (2021, Kunstraum LLC, New York City). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1412 - Victoria Hertel 
Artwork 1 Title: Silver Lining 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 cm x 135 cm x 75 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sumi ink, graphite powder, gum arabic and spirit vinegar on raw cotton fibre 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In Silver Lining (2020) elements of chance are merged with gestural interventions to relay 
the connected trace interplay between them. Consisting entirely of raw cotton fibre, a loosely cohesive material, the 
work is exposed to gravitational pull, thereby stretching it to its natural breaking point. This fibre expansion is further 
exaggerated through manual interference by spray painting the cotton surface with a water soluble graphite, gum 
arabic and spirit vinegar mix. The coating thereby functions as an additional yet different strain on the cotton. 
Trace constitutes the point of contact between the 'actual' physicality of the materialities involved as well as the 
'metaphorical' silent narrator of an occurred incident. Setting up situations in which these interchanges occur in 
interstices between organic happenstance and planned process is a fundamental aspect to my experimentation with 
materialities. By integrating the chemical and physical interplay of elements into my work it develops its own 
characteristics triggered through the synergy of the materials reacting to each other, the substance, space and 
support. This registering of energies is where trace reveals the inherent agency in the material. 
Resensitizing ourselves to the energetic frequency of materials is a way of reevaluating our discourse with 
materialities. Heightening our perception of the traces that we, other entities and materials create, serves to 
emphasise an awareness of oneself, internality, and one's connection to the world, externality. With the interactions 
that take place through and within the materials I work with, I want to showcase that we are shaped and marked by 
our encounters. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1413 
 
Artist Name: Jane Dennis 
Website: https://www.janedennis.net/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/janedennis383 
 
Artist Statement: In 2016, I pursued my dream of becoming a professional artist. I studied a BA in Glass and Ceramics 
at the University of Sunderland where I focused on both Cast Glass and Ceramics. I have just completed a Masters in 
Fine Art to broaden my skills and have recently been experimenting with screen printing. 
In my practice as a conceptual artist, I take influence from the world that surrounds me. Through my art I like to 
capture the beauty of people looking at culture and society today. My work draws on class, politics, social structure 
and character traits in modern society.  
Getting outside is good for the soul, celebrating the human and the marks people make. I work outdoors where 
possible, sketching from life to capture movement, expressions and body language co-existing with nature. I see my 
quick sketches as a catalogue of life holding memories which I then use to create my 3D sculptures based around 
human personalities and behaviours. Often implying the characteristics we possess in a satirical and humorous way. 
My work often takes on the form of an installation. Different mediums allow me to express different ideas. I enjoy 
model making and use this as a tool to refine large scale installations, often experimenting with a range of media 
such as glass, ceramic, concrete, wood and resin choosing the best materials to convey my concept clearly. 
Although the subject of my work is often quite sensitive my works aim is to make you smile and reflect. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1413 - Jane Dennis 
Artwork 1 Title: Lockdown Linda and Furlough Fanny 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 80 x 80cm & 190 x 90 x 90cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: car sponges, ceramics, steel straps, windmill, plastic bowls, moss, umbrella, papermache 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I have designed and created 2 life-sized sculptures intended to make the viewer think and 
reflect on what is important in life. Covid19 has given us time to reflect and re-focus during the lockdown period. My 
work attempts to mock our failings as individuals in a humorous and satirical way. My work could be seen to be 
political and offensive to some but it is purely an observation on today's society to spark and fuel both self-analysis 
and values.  
My work takes on the form of 2 fantasy characters and their trials and tribulations of everyday life during lockdown. 
Both characters are contrasting states of mind, neither without fault, both with elements of all that is wrong in our 
so called enlightened society, touching on self-pity, self-worth, selfishness, greed and vulnerability. 
My work conveys a narrative through the medium of poetry; this punchy bullet point narrative achieves the 
maximum impact relative to time viewed. I believe it highlights the issues and gives the greatest impact to express 
myself and for others to understand the concept and to sow seeds in the viewers mind to think and reflect on their 
own morals, our world and values beyond the interaction with my work. 
The settings for my two characters contrast with the state of mind of each, one closeted and inward looking, 
basically blowing a raspberry to 2020, the other running wild and carefree.. Joie de vivre, you could say sponging off 
society! 
I have basically created two beautiful monsters that hopefully make the viewer smile and reflect. 
My poems: 
Introducing''Lazy lockdown Linda. (Purple sculpture on right) 
I'm lockdown Linda and I never lift a finger  
My only way of expression, through lockdown is depression.  
I am no reader, I am more of a feeder.  
Pizza boxes blocking out the sun, what have I become 
Now I weigh almost a ton, so does my son, 
Life is no fun without an iced bun.  
The kids are under my feet and all I want to do is eat. 
Pass me the wine it doesn't matter about the time 
Get up late nipples pointing through my vest,  
Gregg's sausage rolls are the best. 
I'm lockdown Linda, I want to jump out the window  
But when I hit the ground there's no-one around  
Why does it always rain on me, never anything on TV 
I just want to get off this planet, with my shielded lover Janet. 
I feel a fat sod just like a balloon, the hairdresser's needs to re- open soon 
My bush is overgrown, all I ever seem to do is moan 
Birds nesting in my fanny, it's quite uncanny 
Clap, Clap for the NHS but I couldn't care less, 
But what about me! I'm blowing a raspberry 
I'm lockdown Linda giving 2020 the finger  
Introducing..) Furlough Fanny Degas take on Olive Oil (a right sponger) (Yellow sculpture on left) 
I'm Furlough Fanny  
Always sponging my windows, sparkling glass 
When I bend over you can see my ass 
Wringing out the past, oh it's such a blast 
Covid 19 supposed to be serious 
But I'm delerius,  
I'm busy doing nothing  
But there's no guilt when I'm under my quilt dreaming of Rishi 
Rishi Rishi you're so dishy,  
You're such a honey giving us free money.  
Sponging off the Nation it's my fixation. 
Money for nothing and lots of time for me 
When furlough ends how will it be! 



 

Finding excuses like anxiety 
And mental health to keep the wealth 
I get my fix from Joe Wick's  
10,000 star jumps a day, to keep the doctor away 
but I blow in the breeze, bend at the knees and fall over when I sneeze 
I bask in the sun, it's so much fun 
Furloughed a word never heard hitting us like a turd.  
No work, no worries lots of time all mine all mine. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1414 
 
Artist Name: Jordan Eastwood 
Website: www.jordaneastwood.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/jordan.eastwoods.art 
 
Artist Statement: Jordan Eastwood is an emerging artist from Devon, UK. 
"I've always found it difficult to leave my own head. Growing up, there was an increasing sense of isolation and a 
need to make real connections with people. I would look with intrigue at how everyone acted, what they thought 
and what they would say. At school, art helped me feel slightly more normal and even excited for peoples reactions. 
As I got older, and went on to university to study neuroscience, I struggled with mental health problems and after a 
few rough years, I began learning philosophy in an attempt to help myself. It led me back to creative expression and 
art. 
Ideas of being solitary come through in my artwork. Some focus intimately on single subjects, and others will present 
groups as something unfamiliar. Regardless, art has always been a way for me to study, have a connection with, and 
develop an understanding of, people.â€• 
Jordan is a primarily self taught artist. Eastwood works primarily with pastels to create pieces, united by their use of 
dramatic lighting and a deep atmosphere. Each piece begins with gestural marks which are then developed through 
a combination of blending and bold marks. The final product achieves a high level of realism that is contrasted with 
abstract details. Eastwood also creates sculptures, which, as with his drawings, are pieces that are realistic, yet 
expressive, along with slight exaggeration to the anatomy of the subject. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1414 - Jordan Eastwood 
Artwork 1 Title: Millstone Figures II 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x50x0.3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pastel on Paper Board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I began this series of drawings during the second lockdown of 2020. The goal of the series 
was to express some of my emotions that I've felt over the course of the pandemic. 
One of the challenges for this series was that I had a very limited access to models due to the lockdown. As a result, 
it was necessary to use myself to model the figures, but this became a source of inspiration, and led to me basing the 
series off of my own feelings from this year. 
The series looks primarily at anxiety, but this drawing in particular focuses on feelings of judgement, helplessness 
and isolation. Judgement from people with differing opinions, helplessness due to being unable to protect 
vulnerable family members, and isolation which I've felt for most of my life, but has been reinforced this year. 
The drawing was created using a range of black and white pastels, on PastelMat paper. I choose to draw in greytone 
to emphasise the values, creating dramatic lighting and a deep atmosphere. The resulting image is realistic, yet 
expressive. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1415 
 
Artist Name: Christine Benda 
Website: www.christinebenda.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/Christinebendaillustrations 
 
Artist Statement: I've spent the last six years working on my art. I am happy to present my digital painting. I also 
paint with watercolor and I am just starting to play with acrylic. I do pastel drawings and love using ink and marker as 
well. I tend to favor line drawing with little shading and highlights. I have just started learning graphic design and 
programs like Adobe Illustrator. I am very passionate about art. I love doing artwork and learning about artists. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1415 - Christine Benda 
Artwork 1 Title: Plant Life 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25.4x25.4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Created completely from digital sketches in the app Procreate, this piece is a digital painting 
using plants and African art to create a space for the well dressed figure. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1416 
 
Artist Name: Veronika Szendrå‘ 
Website: www.veronqart.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: The artist was born (1990) in Szeged, Hungary and is living and working in Budapest, Hungary. 
Currently, she is attending the Doctoral School of Art at University of Pécs, Hungary as a multimedia artist. She 
exhibited in London, Chicago, Stockholm, Saint Petersburg, Milan, Barcelona, and Rochester (NY). She creates video 
installation in digital frames. She is interesed in conceptual topics and her main interest is the connection between 
religions and art. Her intention is to create contemporary religious artworks independent from traditional religions. 
She researches different kinds of rituals and compare them with neurotheology (special type of neurological 
research that examines the brain during religious experience). Her intention is to fill the gap between science-based 
culture and traditional religious wisdom by her artworks. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1416 - Veronika Szendrå‘ 
Artwork 1 Title: Initiation 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 78cmX109cmX4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: multichannel video installation in digital frames 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Full video: https://vimeo.com/422567272 
Description: 
Initiation was a sacred ritual in human tribes in order to train young adults to become full member of the group. 
They used face paint to represent their changed status in the community. In our current culture each individual 
should build their own role in the society by releasing and gaining new social connections. That is represented in my 
artworks with touching hands (of importrant people in my life). In the middle screen my face become visible by 
virtual face paint. This is how I create my social mask that represents my function in the community. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1417 
 
Artist Name: Zorica Purlija 
Website: https://www.zoricapurlija.com.au 
IG: www.instagram.com/zorica_purlija 
 
Artist Statement: Zorica Purlija migrated age 8 from Montenegro, to Australia in1972, and is currently based in 
Sydney. 
Graduating with Distinction in 1989 with an Associate Diploma in graphic design and photography at The University 
of Western Sydney, Zorica spent some years travelling through Europe, experiencing life and art. For the last twenty 
years she has been practicing as a fine art photographer while raising her family and in July 2020 she completed her 
Masters of Art in photo media, at the UNSW School of Art and Design. 
Her current practice has been focused around attachments, the psychology and space around our primary 
relationships and how it impacts our future self. Her art is informed by feminist values and hopes to tap into our 
universal longings for equality. 
She continues to exhibit widely, and her public profile continues to build, including internationally, exhibiting in 
Manhattan, Zurich, and Venice. This year she has been a finalist in the Head-on Photography Award, The Wyndham 
art Prize, the Ravenswood Women's Art Award, and the Gosford Art Prize. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1417 - Zorica Purlija 
Artwork 1 Title: Rockface#5 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.5 x 55 cm unframed 
Artwork 1 Medium: Japanese Kozo fine art paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: From the series Biomorphic, this series is influenced by a Japanese aesthetic and the 
concept of seeing something into another. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1418 
 
Artist Name: Leo Elia Jung 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/leoeliajung 
 
Artist Statement: I understand my artistic process as an on-going research. Starting with a question, my works are 
attempts to structure my progress and to further my own think-tank. I am passionate of the idea of creating 
dialectical archives that enable possibilites for (re-)discovering oneself within the context of the world, without 
proposing set ideas or answers to said questions. Recently, I have been researching the changes in public 
understanding of social constructions surrounding concepts of gender, nature and mental health. 
Currently studying Fine Arts at Kunsthochschule Berlin Weissensee. Born in Berlin in 1998. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1418 - Leo Elia Jung 
Artwork 1 Title: Goblet I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40cm x 60cm x 35cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: PVC, plexiglas, string cable, ties, steel screws, (stones) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Goblet I is a confrontation with the form of the artwork and the implications of its 
functionalities. The structure is built in a way, that its mutual tension holds together the sum of its parts, 
'constituting itself through itself'. I personally regard this as a metaphor for the reproduction of social constructions 
and their consequences. Hereby, the religious symbol of the goblet acts as an example for the search of a lost 
promise for ultimate truth. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1419 
 
Artist Name: Meltem Sahin 
Website: https://www.meltemsahin.art 
IG: www.instagram.com/meeltemsahin 
 
Artist Statement: As an artist raised in Turkey, I observed the idealized beauty of Western culture alongside that of 
the East which commemorates beauty that is imperfect and transient. Since my childhood, I leaned toward the 
Eastern side and was interested in the oddness of the universe, details of its beauty, melancholy of its passing time. 
With my works, I attempt to create a language that may not necessarily imitate real life's supposed appearances, 
which entertain and alienate individuals from their own existences, instead creating figures that have a humanistic, 
and sensitive approach without any specific race, social status or qualifiers of beauty.  
I incorporate traditional techniques like printmaking and mistake-like attributes to my works to create a balance 
between technology and nature. Regardless of what the final medium is'animation, illustration, or AR works'my 
pieces belong to the universe where people of neon colors floating in space, either hermaphroditic or androgynous, 
will invite you to join their uncanny experience. While my works are making the experiencer feel pain and pleasure 
at the same time, they will make them get their essence intuitively. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1419 - Meltem Sahin 
Artwork 1 Title: sketches with+for+from ai 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2500 x 900 px 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: These are sketches in which the artist is trying to understand her style, her works' symbiotic 
relationship with machine learning, new world order, and her position in that order. The first animation on the left 
'Let go of the deadâ€• is a starting point of all these shrines, pointed arched doors to other actualities, abstractions, 
and/or microcosms. They carry their heads almost like a baby, that shows that they lost their lives, a reality already, 
while they are moaning with a silent smile. It is the beginning of the 'new not normal.â€• In the second one, the 
artist who created the first one, is trying to be like them by mimicking their actions with a poorly made head on her 
lap. The third one is one of the first children created by the machine learning algorithm of the first two beings, their 
movements are intriguing almost like a neonate's fluttering. The fourth one is almost too predictable except for the 
graceful elongation on the neck. The fifth one is the child that is showing first and the second beings respectively and 
using only the data of the heads. The last one is ascending, almost leaving 'new not normalâ€• yet is coming back to 
where they started.  
The artwork can be accessed via: https://vimeo.com/438185570 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1420 
 
Artist Name: Nicoletta Cerasomma 
Website: https://www.nicolettacerasomma.it/en/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/nicolettacerasomma 
 
Artist Statement: My work is bound up in an ambiguous and cinematic image-making that borders the real and the 
fantastic. My approach to photography provokes contemplation and reconfiguration of common place subjects via 
playful revelation of the bizarre and the uncanny. 
Born in Lucca, I learned to see photographically during my travels around the world. Time after time the knowledge 
of cultures, different from mine, teached me to be introspective, more sensitive and look with my heart and shot 
thru my soul. I wish to catch the reality in her ordinary kindness, respecting people in their context.  
I love to photograph moment by moment, coughting smiles, amazement, and gestures and show what often 
overlook: emotions. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1420 - Nicoletta Cerasomma 
Artwork 1 Title: Lucida Mansi 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 33x45x1 
Artwork 1 Medium: camera 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The first time was when I heard her clearly pronounce her name in the corner of the room 
where all the shadows gather. 
That night, she clung tightly, afraid, to the thread that separates the two realities. But he held the other end tight. 
He followed her all day hanging from the tail of her dress. Running away is what she wants. Run away. Run, but 
where? 
This is what she thinks, while she was descending further and further down into the abyss she raises her legs in the 
air .. she looks at her feet over the sky. 
She smiles and she hopes to escape the hell where He is taking her. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1421 
 
Artist Name: May Graham 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/1989_may_ 
 
Artist Statement: May Graham is a qualified social care worker but her passion is photography. 
She is a self-taught photographer born and raised in the Shetland Islands. She's always had a creative streak and this 
was apparent when she discovered her passion for photography in her mid-twenties. 
May always looks for natural light to use in her images. "I am a shadow and natural light hunter, I feel that shadows 
add depth and dimensions to my images. I enjoy finding photographs that capture candid moments. I photograph 
people in their natural environment because I want to preserve intimate moments in timeâ€•. 
May embraces the freedom of being a self-taught photographer and continues to learn and develop every day on 
her journey in photography.  
May lives with her husband and her daughter Maya in Lerwick. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1421 - May Graham 
Artwork 1 Title: Maya Rose 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 13.81cm - 21.67cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: For me, photography is a way of expressing my creativity, I love the flexibility it offers me in 
creating my style. I am drawn to bright colours and try to capture their vibrancy in my images. Recently I have 
started experimenting with double exposure imagery to further my development. With positive feedback and 
reaction received from the public, friends and family gave me the confidence to come up with new ideas and to 
continue in my creative journey. I like to experiment with different emotions, composition, and lighting.  
The series title is "Maya Rose." The name of my daughter.  
The series was born instinctively and felt natural due to the reality which lockdown created. I believe I captured the 
pandemic through the eyes of a toddler. I believe the series has showed what being confined to our home and 
garden felt and looked like. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1422 
 
Artist Name: Debbie Loftus 
Website: www.debbieloftus.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/debbie_loftus_art 
 
Artist Statement: BRIEF STATEMENT 
DEBBIE SHAIKH LOFTUS 
Debbie says: 
As a concept driven artist my work explores the 
belief systems that shape the human condition. Experimenting with traditional artist materials and found objects I 
layer analogue and digital techniques to produce large scale images on paper and canvas and to create 3D objects, 
maquettes and light-boxes. 
I borrow scientific techniques and equipment and take an experimental approach to materials and colour that I've 
developed thirty-years. An underlying structure of design and observational drawing engineers the work. 
Oblique references to neurology, semiotics, recurring patterns in nature and human thinking, mind-altering drugs, 
and religious iconography provide inspiration for an ongoing exploration of states of consciousness. 
Seeking to create form from chaos I liaise with physicists, musicians, mathematicians, writers, poets and academics. 
Professor Simon Schaffer, Professor Ian Stewart, Dame Evelyn Glennie and O/Modernt orchestra have been 
especially influential and helpful during the making of each set of images. 
Close observation of reactions between substances and pigments, precedes interventions in which I manipulate the 
raw artistic data to create macro stills developed from the chromatic flux. Materials and found elements are then 
applied to deconstruct and recreate the work, extending its potential and blurring the line between drawing and 
photography to create a newly altered state 
composed of both. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1422 - Debbie Loftus 
Artwork 1 Title: Tech Lex 1, Heavenly Bodies in Motion 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 80 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Overworked cyanotype print. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: 1/18 images exploring human consciousness and the dichotomy between science and 
theology. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1423 

Artist ID: 1423 
 
Artist Name: Katya Ohii 
Website: https://www.ohiikatya.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/ohiikatya 
 
Artist Statement: Ohii Katya is a self-taught artist working with sculptures and paintings.  
â€‹ 
Her artistic practice refers to the issues of boundaries, control, interpretation of symbols and constantly 
transforming external and internal environment. 
â€‹ 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1423 - Katya Ohii 
Artwork 1 Title: Golem 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x40x40 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Material: apoxie sculpt, metal armature  
Date: September 2020 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1424 

Artist ID: 1424 
 
Artist Name: Valentina Argãœello Chubasko 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/valentina23ac 
 
Artist Statement: ME LLAMO VALENTINA, TENGO 14 AÃ‘OS. ME APASIONA DIBUJAR, NUNCA HE TOMADO CLASES DE 
DIBUJO, INVESTIGO, PRACTICO, LEO SOBRE PSICOLOGÃ•A DE LAS PERSONALIDADES PARA DAR REALISMO A LAS 
EXPRESIONES, ME INSPIRA LO QUE ME RODEO, IMAGINO LO FANTÃ•STICO Y LO PLASMO EN UN DIBUJO. DIBUJAR 
ME AYUDA A EXPRESAR MIS EMOCIONES. M ISUEÃ‘O ES PODER ESTUDIAR Y PERFECCIONARME CON EXPERTOS Y 
BUSCAR MI LUGAR EN éSTA DISCIPLINA. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1424 - Valentina Argãœello Chubasko 
Artwork 1 Title: DIVIDED 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 420mm x 297mm 
Artwork 1 Medium: FOTO 
Artwork 1 Commentary: AquÃ podemos ver un dragÃ³n chino siendo cortado/rebanado por un personaje, la mitad 
de su cuerpo es de un humano y la otra mitad de un robot, que puede tanto blandir una espada como una cadena 
que enreda y ata a la bestia. Dividido , un pensamiento dividido , un dragÃ³n divido , una acciÃ³n que divide el 
pensamiento razonable del salvaje. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1425 

Artist ID: 1425 
 
Artist Name: Christy Burdock 
Website: www.christyBurdock.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/christyburdock 
 
Artist Statement: I am interested in ideology and culture as it manifests within society, particularly looking at howÂ 
ideas ripple through small societies, or platoons. Under the surface, disparate knots and sporadic shoots of 
psychological intensity emerge through a collective consciousness, which are transported from person to person and 
group to group, finally creating wider culture. Immersing myself in institutions -Â ships, political parties, closed door 
clubs and religious communities, seeking to understand and recreate, I make new worlds within my works, 
referencingÂ contemporary and historic Art and philosophy. 
Â  
I refer to historic painting, much of it originating from Italy's heritage, Paulo Uccello, Giotto and Sandro Botticelli. 
Also Hans Holbein the younger, George Grosz and Francois Clouet. I enjoy contemporary philosophers and political 
commentators such as Thomas Sowell and Roger Scruton, current affairs, Psychoanalysis and George Orwell 
amongst others. 
My drawings and paintings often start with a historic painting or a snippet of conversation vignettes of sorrow, or 
pain, elusive narratives and mysterious characters, sit within large scale paintings that are microcosms, studies of the 
interplay of socio-political issues and power structures at work in the lives of everyday people. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1425 - Christy Burdock 
Artwork 1 Title: Curtain Twitching 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x100cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Curtain twitching' based on a painting by Léon Spilliaert. Living in central London during 
lockdown, I found myself alone with only birds for company, thinking of Spilliaert's haunting melancholy works. The 
neighbours had turned from unfriendly city dwellers into villagers. Either curtain twitching, camera wielding, Police 
calling snitches, or food bearing, entertainment creating saviours. My only friends were birds in my gardens that had 
suddenly decided, that seeing as humans had retreated more than usual, they had better fill the void. They looked at 
me straight in the eye, brazen, deciding that living in my garden was the best of all options and made the most of my 
gratitude that my loneliness would be punctuated. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1426 

Artist ID: 1426 
 
Artist Name: Gã¸Neja - 
Website: www.goneja.studio 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My medium is photography which I use across portraiture, nude, performance, architecture and 
landscape. Through different subjects and photographic approaches I create a unifying aesthetic and conceptual 
framework to explore wider themes. Through self-publishing and self-curatorial practice I integrate text, editing and 
installation elements to elaborate more deeply the ideas behind my work. I focus on individuality, community, and 
spirituality working primarily with people I am close to and those who I consider my global tribe in this world. I can 
only really photograph subjects I am personally involved with and committed to - photographing is to me a very 
intimate act. Similarly, I can only really explore those ideas that convey a deeper meaning to me and those that 
resonate with my life experience. Ancient knowledge, ritual sites and spiritual practices have become my calling: it is 
my quest to discover how their wisdom endures in the contemporary urban context and how it can be represented 
through my work. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1426 - Gã¸Neja - 
Artwork 1 Title: Marat + Ester: Pietas (2020) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 62x80x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Inkjet print in aluminum frame 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Portrait of real life couple Marat and Ester as a religious theme. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1427 

Artist ID: 1427 
 
Artist Name: Hayley Harrison 
Website: https://www.hayleyharrison.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/hayley_harrison_ 
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist using abandoned materials to start conversations about our disconnection with 
'nature' and each other. I collect the debris of consumerism and organic materials from my natural environments: on 
rural walks, on the streets around my studio in London, or the towpaths around my narrowboat on which I live. 
These materials are re-appropriated into ecological instruments or artefacts, props, performances, texts, 
photography, video, installations and are a starting point for my community projects.  
Together, these resulting artifacts and moments create new topographies, mapping our relationship with abandoned 
objects, both human and non-human. As my relationship with each material develops, I reconfigure them into new, 
archetypal structures or objects in response to new spaces in which I inhabit, exhibit or perform. Through this 
reinterpretation, I hope to highlight our confused and conflicted relationship to 'nature', questioning the 
anthropocentric distinctions we make between the human and the non-human. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1427 - Hayley Harrison 
Artwork 1 Title: Quadrats & cairns 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 120 x 120 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Recycled red plastic bags, discarded poles and discarded crisp packets 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Quadrats are a tool used in ecology to sample the average amount of a species in a habitat, 
and cairns are traditionally used as burial monuments and waymarkers. My quadrats, made from stretched red 
plastic bags and abandoned poles, act as viewfinders, framing my artificial cairns made from inside outs crisp 
packets. Crisp packets could take up to 80 years to breakdown unless sent to specialised recycling centres.  
Installation: the quadrat hangs 60 cm from the ground, from four lines of nylon clear display thread - attached to 
each corner. The quadrat is very light weighing 0.65 kg. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1428 

Artist ID: 1428 
 
Artist Name: Jo Parker 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/jo_parker_art 
 
Artist Statement: I am a multi-disciplinary artist who has returned to formal art education as a mature student. I am 
currently undertaking an MA in Creative Practice in Fine Art after having completed my BA during the first Covid 19 
lock down.  
My most recent works are concerned with Feminist Ageing; a theme I worked within during my BA. Currently, I am 
working with porcelain clay; pushing the boundaries of its materiality in order to create textures within the clay 
which are akin to ageing skin before sculpting into representations of ageing. The piece I am submitting is one such 
example of my explorations into Feminist Ageing. 
This delicate, fragile medium is pushed almost to breaking point during the process, however, due to the 
explorations into the materiality of porcelain I have developed an ability to sense the point at which the clay will 
collapse. It is at this point where if I were to continue, I would not be able to sculpt with it as it wouldn't survive the 
kiln, so creating these pieces is always a synthesis between being process led, and being intuitive about the 
materials. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1428 - Jo Parker 
Artwork 1 Title: Battle Fatigue 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H25 x W35 xD7 cm (approximately) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Porcelain 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece stands in for the flesh of the ageing woman, as if cast off from her body as an act 
of rebellion - fatigued by judgement and the male gaze. yet I have also glazed this piece to allude to qualities relating 
to a suit of amour. The flesh having been the defence from the outside world in every battle faced. 
Even though the piece is glazed, it still continues to display the fissures and cracks created during the process of 
manipulating the porcelain in order to create the skin like textures prior to sculpting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1429 

Artist ID: 1429 
 
Artist Name: Jessica Sache 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/jesss_acheart 
 
Artist Statement: My practice takes the form of a mixed media response ' primarily through film and photography - 
to the notion of the fetish commodity. My work explores the parallels between fetish objects in the home, the 
perception of the self and aesthetic arrangements as simulations of identity. Using props and positioning to make 
staged scenes, I perform gendered rituals of domesticity.  
my work aims to seek out both the comedy in the tragedy in the display of idealism. A desperateness shown through 
humour, critiquing impossible expectations of idealised comfortable, middle-class femininity as a ubiquitous and 
unattainable aesthetic. 
I use photography and film to build up the structure of the idealised image. An image controlled in a rigid state. My 
films show the fracturing of that image - such as through an inability to hold postures over periods of time ' using the 
linear deterioration of a woman in works such as The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman and the work of 
Chantal Akerman as a reference.  
Though photographing and filming myself, I am presented not as an individual but as a stock character. Using the 
title 'A Woman', I represent the expectations of women through archetypal examples ' a woman who is performing 
for the purpose of being seen. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1429 - Jessica Sache 
Artwork 1 Title: A Woman who cannot remember if she put her washing on 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1080p x 1920p 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video with sound 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/415076829 
A Woman who cannot remember if she put her washing on, 2020. Video, two-channel, colour, 00:03:30 
The erasure of personhood in the pursuit to become the ideal, is a trope used to portray hyper-feminisation in 
media. In this work, the robotic quality and material texture flattens both the person and the image into the generic 
- as is the operating force of advertising across all media. The removed individual identity is replaced with the 
aspirational ideal.  
I have displayed the moving image to against a black background. This gives them a cinematic quality that is relevant 
to the way these images have been staged referencing the feminine fetish exists as trope in cinema. It also, however, 
consumes the image so that, as an object, it is abtracted into a void.  
I, as the artist, am acting out the role of fetish commodity. Rather than setting myself up in opposition to this 
system, I am placing myself at the centre in order to critique my own complicity with these processes. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1430 

Artist ID: 1430 
 
Artist Name: Georgia Hayward 
Website: https://georgiahayward.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Georgia Hayward is an emerging contemporary artist based in Australia whose practice explores 
contemporaneous sociology, digital culture and the subsequent role of community consciousness. Working across an 
array of disciplines including text-based art, photography and installation, her practice philosophically contemplates 
the role of relationships as a fundamental aspects of the human condition. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1430 - Georgia Hayward 
Artwork 1 Title: Artificial Paradise 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Giclee Print on Satin Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Artificial Paradiseâ€• is an AI-generated photographic print that was constructed from the 
prolific content and digital debris on the artist's daily social media feed. The work's surrealistic abstraction is 
reinforced by the ambiguity of forms and the saturation of colour, creating visual discomfort that signals our passive 
consumption of digital culture. The work challenges the sociological effect of these personalised platforms, bringing 
into question the tailored nature of social media algorithms as overindulgent validations of individualised 
perceptions. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1431 

Artist ID: 1431 
 
Artist Name: Ryan Lee 
Website: https://www.ryanandrewlee.com/home 
IG: www.instagram.com/ryan_andrew_lee 
 
Artist Statement: Ryan Andrew Lee is an Indigenous conceptual video artist whose work is strongly influenced by 
First Nations as well as natural and spiritual philosophies; which are all inextricably linked by universal nature. Using 
the medium of moving image and installation as his favoured tools of choice, Lee proactively strives to create work 
that resonates on a deeper level of human consciousness traversing divisive conceptual constructs such as class, 
culture, race, gender and religion. His works aims to raise consciousness across the current settler-state diaspora to 
promote deeper crosscultural understanding and communication in order to assist the breakdown of such 
conceptual divisive barriers. Lee is a solo practitioner who works with community and extensive economic, cultural 
and social networks to both inform and excel his practice. Lee also works collaboratively with individuals and groups 
on a work by work basis. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1431 - Ryan Lee 
Artwork 1 Title: Wonnarua, 2019. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: TBC Dependant on TV / Projection Size 
Artwork 1 Medium: Cinema/Video/Installation. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: 'Wonnarua' (2019). 
2940mm x 1684mm x 47mm. 
Cinema/Video/Installation. 
2 channel video (4608x1920). 
Dolby Atmos Stereo Soundscape. 
2:01 sec.  
'Wonnarua' is a video-based installation work that aims to provoke discussion around themes of Indigenous ways of 
living in juxtaposition with Western Settler-state system's unsustainable, damaging ways of using stolen lands. In 
today's current global state of environmental (and cultural, communal and spiritual) emergency, the need to 
embrace traditional Indigenous knowledge is now more crucial than ever before. The traditional custodians of these 
lands have sustainably looked after country for 90,000+ years, yet in the short 231 years since colonisation these 
lands have been abused and sold for profit while the Aboriginal people and culture along with their vast knowledge 
for country and sustainable land management methods have been suppressed and put to the side.  
The video diptych juxtaposes living portraits of five Aboriginal men from the Wonnarua Nation with provoking drone 
shots of the vast Musswellbrook coal mines, which are situated in the heart of the Wonnarua Nation. The frame in 
which the video work sits, is an 1820's antique Victorian era influenced design, which correlates with the exact time 
period that European settlers first reached Muswellbrook, Wonnarua Country). The symbolic frame also 
metaphorically acknowledges the paradox of living in and between the two worlds and addresses subtle hypocrisy, 
the act of critiquing these Western systems although at the same time living and breathing by them.  
This moving image installation advocates for profound inquiry into the events and resulting cultural, environmental 
and spiritual impacts that have taken place in this country in the short period since colonisation began in Australia. 
This work is a statement on a way of living; a plea for cultural embracement, reconciliation, and change; a push for 
government and corporate systems to stop oppressing Indigenous people and culture. It is a plea to listen, learn and 
implement the vast knowledge of First Nations people in the re-thinking of today's current systems that are clearly 
not working, in order for everyone to move forward inclusively, together as one.  
â€‹ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1432 

Artist ID: 1432 
 
Artist Name: Lucy Gregory 
Website: www.lucy-gregory.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/lucygreg0ry 
 
Artist Statement: Fractured sets or props are activated: the inhuman and the human intertwined in a bizarre and 
comic realisation. Exploring themes of flatness and its theatricality, sculptures originate from flat planes and surfaces 
- collage, photography and mathematical nets: later expanding and volumising into larger environments and 'kinetic 
collages' that create the feeling you are walking into a cartoon or animation that references the body and its flexible 
instability flattened on screen (screens seeming more present than ever before in the current situation in times of 
increased physical distance) , and the violent slapstick humour of cartoons within the surreal world of which they 
inhabit.  
Reforming paper collages made on a domestic table-top scale into steel using industrial processes is interesting - 
treating the metal sheet with bends and folds, using the same logic as a piece of paper to create forms that speak of 
a surreal collision between bodies and machines. 
Lucy Gregory (b.London) graduated from the The Ruskin School of Art, 2016 and The Royal College of Art, 2018.  
Lucy won the Ingram Prize and her work is now part of the Ingram Collection. She received the Gilbert Bayes Trust 
Studio Grant and the RCA Arts & Humanities Art Criticism Prize. She recently exhibited at Bold Tendencies, 
Contemporary Sculpture Fulmer with Brooke Benington Gallery, MK Gallery, Daniel Benjamin Gallery and was 
included in the HIX Prize, FBA Futures and the Affordable Art Fair's Recent Graduates' Exhibition. She has been 
selected for UK Young Artist's Leicester City Takeover 2021 and is working towards a Solo Show at Boomer gallery. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1432 - Lucy Gregory 
Artwork 1 Title: Embrace 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220x110x110cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/475575140 
http://lucy-gregory.co.uk/Embrace 
Embrace is a participatory kinetic sculpture composed of six revolving cartoon arms spinning around a central axle. 
The work is a reconstruction of table-top paper collages made during lockdown, evoking touch in times of increased 
physical distance.  
The optical and mechanical reprise of Embrace is satirical'the revolving hands of arrested intimacy arousing a 
newfound optimism for the future. 
Exhibited at Bold Tendencies Summer Program 2020. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1433 

Artist ID: 1433 
 
Artist Name: Benjamin Chorlton 
Website: https://bh71ne.wixsite.com/mysite 
IG: www.instagram.com/ben.chorlton 
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist training at the University Of Sunderland, who works in a multitude of medias, but am 
primarily a conceptual artist. I increasingly enjoy mixing traditional methods with more 'out-the-box' ideas and 
processes. I have a fascination in really pushing people to think beyond the normal parallels of life and exposing 
there sub-conscious thoughts and feelings. I plan my work extensively prior to beginning the construction/ making 
process. Very much similar to a poet I often try to look at peoples base feelings and expose the animal traits within 
us as a species.  
I often work with figurative art, and am fascinated with Rembrandt and Glenn Brown for their melancholy styles and 
try to bridge the gap between traditional historical art and more modern contemporary/ conceptual art. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1433 - Benjamin Chorlton 
Artwork 1 Title: Regression 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 39.9x70.9x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video, Paint and Audio (MIxed Media) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Please find the link to my audio/ visual piece here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1U7T9FgebU 
I have increasingly been observing the regression of social skills and peoples faith in society during the pandemic.  
Within this piece I try to display peoples base instinct taking over, exposing the animal within them. Through the 
audio I try to show how overwhelmed and demanding we as citizens handle such challenges and use unnatural, 
disjointed movement to show the robotic animal movements.  
This piece is designed to really ask the viewer to think and look at how they approach and view their own lives. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1434 

Artist ID: 1434 
 
Artist Name: Pandora Covell 
Website: https://artspaces.kunstmatrix.com/en/exhibition/1408311/pandora-virtual-exhibition 
IG: www.instagram.com/pandycovell_art 
 
Artist Statement: The main focus of my work looks at the boundary between city and nature. I want the organic and 
the artificial to interact in such a way to partly confuse the viewer while simultaneously conveying my personal 
experiences among specific locations. Thus I can explore my memories within the confines of the canvas as an 
escapism from the lockdown period. The process fabricates a kind of mind map as an abstract natural city in which I 
can explore through the paint brush and physically 'imitate' the memory. 
A term that I refer to whenÂ describing my painting practice,Â is the concept of automatism ' aÂ response that 
reflects theÂ subconscious rather than theÂ conscious; which develops instinctively.  
I have a fascination with materials and experimentation where the process will take over from the original idea, I 
have found that painting is more satisfying to my impulsive instincts but I do enjoy jumping to another medium 
when I get stuck because I can then travel down tangents of new possibility and excitement. 
Â  
My paintings aren't of the world I wish to be in but of the world I truly know, tangled up in a line of escapism. There 
is an evocative nature to domestic objects and spaces'which hold the residual energy of lives lived'long after people 
are gone.Â My work depicts ordinary objects entangled with the imagination, exploring the fascination of how 
humans fill spaces. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1434 - Pandora Covell 
Artwork 1 Title: Flattening the Curve 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7x42x0.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint on card 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting, which I completed during the first lockdown, explores surrealism with a 
deeper connection to home and the objects that surround me. Since I have completed this painting I have been 
investigating the concept of lucid dreaming. I have tried to imagine landscapes to describe memories that feel far 
removed and foreign within the quarantine monotony. My combined inspiration was from previous sketches, as 
drawing for me is always the springboard into my painting, with influences from vintage postcards that I have 
collected over the years. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1435 

Artist ID: 1435 
 
Artist Name: John Vincent 
Website: https://www.johnvincent.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/johnvincentart 
 
Artist Statement: The subject matter of Vincent's work is informed by notions of a contemporary suburban Gothic, a 
slow erosion of life that touches on science fiction and time travel that has a distinctly British feel. These ideas have 
led to the exploration and representation of eerie atmospheric interpretations of everyday life and subsequent 
transformations of the seemingly mundane. 
Missing or hidden elements within the scenes often convey a sense of mystery by alluding to events that have 
already occurred (or are about to). This can involve the concealment of the identities of characters within the frame, 
by the interaction of characters with the inanimate objects that surround them or by the total absence of characters 
with only the objects or architecture that remain. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1435 - John Vincent 
Artwork 1 Title: Wash Away 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Floor Based (Variable Size) - Original Size: 0m x 1m x 1.5m - Running Time: 16mins 43secs 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video Installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Tracing Paper, Privacy Mirror, Continuous Video Projection 
Inspiration from a sculpture by artist Robert Gober (1993-94 UNTITLED series) is partly behind the concept of this 
video installation. The work on display uses similar references to the uncanny and hygiene but is also an exploration 
of another world only accessible by shrinking like the Antman or Alice (in Wonderland), enabling travel to places that 
would be impossible to reach under normal circumstances. 
Using data from the digital capture of the motion of an object floating on water, the image of the sleeping artist 
appears to float and drift in and out of view beneath the opening of the vortex. 
PLEASE NOTE: This installation would require a video projector and audio equipment (amp and speakers) linked to a 
laptop or similar media player. 
Video clip of installation: 
https://vimeo.com/500792934 
Image of tracking data used for floating character: 
https://www.johnvincent.co.uk/images/video/tracking-data.jpg 
Full length, static shot of Video installation: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkpOk-nhJRY&feature=emb_title 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1436 

Artist ID: 1436 
 
Artist Name: Marged Owain 
Website: www.margedelinowain.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/marged_owain_ 
 
Artist Statement: My work commemorates and celebrates traditional Welsh craftsmanship, specifically the craft of 
the butter maker and the quarryman. Both employ the traditional method of carving within their work, and this has 
influenced the materials and processes I use, and the visual symbolism evident within my work.  
This collection consists of objects with potential for use and contemplation. I aim to communicate craft as an 
emblem of Welsh heritage, identity and culture and this underlying narrative is at the core of my practice as a maker. 
This narrative is implied through careful selection and juxtaposition of materials; grass referencing back to the 
agricultural background of butter making, wood representing old wood turning traditions, glass and thread as a 
symbol of the fragile existence of such historic crafts within contemporary culture. More than tools and utensils 
these are vehicles to reflect upon diminishing crafts, and highlight that these historic traditions are slowly 
deteriorating. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1436 - Marged Owain 
Artwork 1 Title: Creiriau / Artefacts 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 250mm x 1200mm x 600mm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramics, Wood and Glass 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My work translates traditional craft values into new vernacular artefacts that explore 
making and narratives.  
â€‹ 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1437 
 
Artist Name: Mario Molins 
Website: www.mariomolins.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/mariomolinsescultor 
 
Artist Statement: Mario Molins' sculptural practice starts from a vital experience. Born and raised in a rural 
environment, within a family dedicated to agriculture in the province of Huesca (Spain), he learned the art of pruning 
from his grandfather. It is the principles of this practice that he applies in his artistic work. 
Molins, when intervening on trees, already dead or lethargic, acts by giving them a voice, exposing the prophetic 
words of the tree. Words that are transcendental in this era that is already classified as Anthropocene, time of 
Climate Change, and of helplessness in the face of the disappearance of the jungles under the flames. It is possible 
that the work of this sculptor would be unnecessary if those words of the trees could be read by others. But it seems 
that the tree prophecy comes mediated by too many cultural layers. This sculptor sculpts by means of a chainsaw, he 
may seem violent, but it is necessary to ally himself with a certain radicalism to bring the truths to light. The voices of 
the trees today speak of new losses, misplaced identities, and an almost apocalyptic environmental deterioration. 
The relationship between root and trunk is important for Mario Molins. The hidden part of things feeds the visible. 
By moving the tree-sculptures to the exhibition hall, uprooted, the relationship with the root necessarily becomes 
metaphorical, which is why Mario Molins' works remind us of the way to look inside Nature to be truly alive again. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1437 - Mario Molins 
Artwork 1 Title: "Don't touch my Seeds" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70 x 65 x 65 
Artwork 1 Medium: Coniferous Wood and Indian ink 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This curious and unusual grouping of naturalistically hewn sculptural pieces, evokes feelings 
of both freedom and fellowship. It's a sincere work that effectively conceives to explore that connection between 
earth and man. The wood is in its original state and shows no pretense or desire to change its organic form, and his 
singular spherical expression, reflects on the essence of nature itself. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1438 
 
Artist Name: Daniel Arteaga 
Website: www.danielarteaga.art 
IG: www.instagram.com/d.arteaga.f 
 
Artist Statement: My interests as an artist are those of discovering a truth, that which lies in between life and art. I 
want to be able to get into that space of separation between these two paradigms and to be able to move from one 
to the other from my conscience.  
My aim, therefore, is to remind viewers and consumers that there are materiality and spirituality in everything that 
surrounds us. To be able to capture these intangible and timeless sensations by using tangible and temporary 
elements.  
I perceive creation as an open space made for speculation and fantasy. And experimentation becomes an almost 
obligatory language in my work. I work creating a documentary narrative from the use of different forms of 
expression such as drawing, painting, video, performance. I investigate the tension that exists between the 
perception of the observer and " encountered accident " as I call it. Creating open spaces from the combination of 
closed or limited spaces (the medium). Which allows the opening of new perspectives in the definition of the 
concepts. And exploring the capacities that the images have of themselves. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1438 - Daniel Arteaga 
Artwork 1 Title: Composition Number 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Three pieces of (landscape)90x74 (Sky)90x74 (Field) 75x 73.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Variable size bed sheet with acrylic paints and supports of wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This project links the outside world and its conditions to the viewerÂ´s perception through 
the use of humble elements and forms that seem reminiscent of home and evoke memories. It invites one to 
contemplation with the certainty of capturing something unexpected. Opening a space of meditation where the 
aperture between the imaginary and the common becomes a tiny gap. Not long after the last second, the profundity 
and weight of its simple appearance will appear. 
http://danielarteaga.art/?p=410 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1439 

Artist ID: 1439 
 
Artist Name: Imogen Andrews 
Website: https://i-violet.wixsite.com/imogenandrewsart 
IG: www.instagram.com/imi_v_a 
 
Artist Statement: My practice revolves around current critical issues in a contemporary sphere, looking at themes of 
queer, personal identity, the notion of value, historical tropes and the position of the artist. Fragmented collages 
inform larger paintings that explore the negotiation of figures in space. My practice has always revolved around the 
body, as the common denominator in every physical, geographical or virtual situation.  
My work is always changing and evolving stylistically and physically with every piece, in terms of my current interests 
and influences. I am inspired by a diverse range of artists; from Hannah Hoch's politically charged collage work to 
Marcel Duchamp's Ready-made series to Harmony Hammond's queer driven, anti-painting and more recently Nancy 
Spero's print and collage work of the female figure. I also have an appreciation for traditional life drawing and 
painting with historically famous figurative artists such as Picasso and Matisse. With this comes a strange style to my 
work that can be seen as contemporary yet full of historical tropes, I create work that can be historically styled but 
through a modern lens. My work takes an explorative approach to my themes but will simultaneously challenge 
these tropes. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1439 - Imogen Andrews 
Artwork 1 Title: Bedroom Politics 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200 x 150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint and charcoal on canvas. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece concerns the dynamics/materiality of sex, sexual relations between genders and 
the general negotiations of bodies within intamate space. Power, satisfaction, fetish, the "exotic" and female taboo 
also come to mind. 
Like all my paintings, I created a collage, but 6 months prior to the execution of its painterly counterpart. The original 
collage had no planned purpose. Instead I create characters and narratives from the collage process of choice and 
chance. I will see images that I am attracted to visually and it's through their associations and relationships with one 
another that manifest meaning. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1440 

Artist ID: 1440 
 
Artist Name: Alba Refulgente 
Website: www.albarefulgente.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/albarefulgente 
 
Artist Statement: I consider myself a multidisciplinary artist who refuses to choose among those considered 
traditional disciplines and the new means of artistic expression. 
My work is developed at the intersection between the construction of critical thought and the aesthetic investigation 
of materials. In this sense, I am interested in investigating the potential of painting, sculpture or drawing within 
other less conventional structures in art such as play, to emphasize or change the meanings of reality. 
In my work coexists different underground influences such as comics, puppet theatre, graffiti, video games or horror 
shows, along with other more conventional ones such as oil painting or ceramics. By building a bridge between these 
lines and the exhibition space -which I also consider a key aspect- I intend to arise the public participation. The use of 
the banal, the mainstream, the tacky is a point of view with which I usually approach my work. 
With my artistic practice I do not intend to abduct the viewer to transport him to an idyllic world where beauty 
prevails. I propose everyday scenes taken from reality and transformed into works. With this I pursue reflection 
more than emotion, to make the public draw their own conclusions. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1440 - Alba Refulgente 
Artwork 1 Title: Stolen Childhood 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 100 x 30 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Polyester and toys 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Stolen Childhood, comes from the famous image that appeared in the media of Aylan Kurdi, 
the Syrian boy drowned on the seashore, and is filled with toys that have literally been abandoned and thrown away 
by children of our country. The apparently friendly appearance of the colorful pieces collides with their shape, which 
is intended to awaken a feeling of discomfort in anyone who approaches. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1441 

Artist ID: 1441 
 
Artist Name: Sophie Scrase 
Website: https://www.scraseimages.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/scraseimages_ 
 
Artist Statement: Sophie Scrase is a 22-year-old photographer from Bristol whose photography reflects a broad 
interest in different photographic genres. Never settling, she captures portraits and landscapes; the actual and the 
abstract, in complex colour or minimalist monochromes. Sophie finds charm in everyday life, with an eye for pleasing 
details adorning every subject and setting. Through experimenting with contrasts, light and shadow, she has learnt 
how to transform simple objects into arresting centrepieces.  
Her most recent work consists of portraits in India, inspired by the famous 'Steve McCurry'. She was fascinated how 
portraits can convey such emotional and have so much depth to them. Moreover, some of her favourite pieces of 
work have been taken from a ski lift in France. The outcome produced a small series of images named 'ski ants', 
whereby the contrast of the photographs have been heightened and edited in black and white, to make skiers on the 
slope look like little ants on a board of white.  
There is no one way to describe Sophie's style, as her portfolio is filled with both vibrant colourful images that bring 
so much energy to the photographs, and many calming and elegant black and white images. After 10 years of taking 
photographs, this is the start of her artist journey and she cannot wait to enjoy the ride. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1441 - Sophie Scrase 
Artwork 1 Title: Ski Ants 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50.8 x 50.8 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image contains 19, what I call 'ski ants'. The photograph was taken on a ski lift in France 
back in 2019. While the photo originally consisted of 5 skiers skiing down a bumpy and slightly brown ski slope, 
through editing, three images have been comprised together, the photograph was then edited in black and white 
and the contrast heightened, thus ridding of any blemishes in the snow that made the photo more hectic. The image 
is now a somewhat elegant and pleasing view of a ski slope with little figures making their way to the bottom of the 
mountain. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1442 

Artist ID: 1442 
 
Artist Name: Alexander Glass 
Website: www.alexanderglasssculpture.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/glassalexander 
 
Artist Statement: Desire is physical; this is the notion that underpins my sculptural and installation practise. Through 
gloss surfaces and cinematically aspirational imagery, I aim to seduce audiences into the theatre of my work. The 
veneer of translucent resins and polished tiles serve to disguise more sinister aspects of my thematic intentions. 
Violence, narcissism and apathy are all hidden within the cold blue objects, representative of perfection and power. 
The work's frequently minimalist and pristine appearance presents a duality, between appeal and its instantaneous 
reduction through cracking surfaces or lingering bodily traces. 
Often functioning as sets without performers, my works explore the complex relationship between masculinity and 
desire. Spaces such as locker-rooms, swimming pools and nightclubs are frequently exploited as familiar contexts 
whilst exploring their association with the sexualisation of the male body. Through my academic research I 
investigate the history of the masculine ideal; from the idolatry of the ancient greek to the modern obsession with 
the superhero and the impact the age of social media has had on the self-image. This research manifests in my 
installations through the presentation of the ubiquitous physical body that only appears disembodied or on the 
surface of a screen. The desire for the male figure and the fabricated image of masculinity is left for the viewer to 
contemplate within artificial environments of visual ambition. Through this, my practice offers a critical and 
melancholy lens on the vulnerability of the potent male image and the world of aspiration. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1442 - Alexander Glass 
Artwork 1 Title: Ways To Be A Man - 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20 x 60 x 15cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: ceramic tiles, epoxy resin, jesmonite & steel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The work "Ways To Be A Man" condenses the iconography and atmosphere of my larger 
sculptural practice. Presenting an encapsulated shaving razor, a brittle knife and a transparent sports crotch guard. 
These objects stand as the transitional tokens that are given to a boy on his route to manhood. Grooming, violence 
and protection are shown here as both desirable and fragile. The work is a shrine to the idea of masculinity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1443 

Artist ID: 1443 
 
Artist Name: Freya Moffat 
Website: https://www.freyamoffat.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/freyamoffat 
 
Artist Statement: My most recent work uses papier-mache, recycled cardboard boxes and is ultimately documented 
as photographs. The photographs are taken, for the most part, from outside of the domestic background into which 
the sculptures are subsumed; eerie, paper-light reflections of us at home.  
The process of finding and sculpting form is intimate 
and physical. The life-sized sculptures are interacted with, cared for, arranged 
in a domestic setting. The photographic documentation, on the other hand, flattens 
the sculptures and their surroundings so that they sit on one plane. 
The combination of sculpture and photography makes the art 'object' purposefully illusive; the distance between the 
viewer and sculpture makes what might be a more visceral reaction to the work, an invitation to an extended 
reflection. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1443 - Freya Moffat 
Artwork 1 Title: Selfie 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4 x 84.1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Giclee Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I thought carefully about the composition of this work: the figure's arm is at a right angle 
which mirrors the right angle of where the bright white paint meets the orange, a little way to the left of the elbow, 
and the corner of the mirror. The center of the picture is market at the very top by a very slight variation in white. 
The light source is purposefully illusive here. I wanted to the scene to only just elude a narrative: the figure is not 
quite looking in the mirror: in the mirror the figure is holding a piece of fabric which is not visible other than in the 
reflection, the same goes for the curtains. I wanted the figure in the forefront to be quite raw: free of the fabrics that 
surround the figure in the reflection (the heavy curtains, too, are not visible other than in the reflection). 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1444 

Artist ID: 1444 
 
Artist Name: Brigette Hoffman 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/brigettehoffman 
 
Artist Statement: Brigette Hoffman is a faux-naive Artist from Miami,FL. Her work provokes significant emotion 
through child-like impressions and a youthful palette. Sometimes grotesque, sometimes innocent, her intuitive 
process translates honesty into whimsical fantasies. Brigette works in sculpture, animation and painting. She collides 
most mediums based on a single idea or theme always notable in its emphasis on spontaneity and current relevance. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1444 - Brigette Hoffman 
Artwork 1 Title: Masks of 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: video format,GIF 
Artwork 1 Medium: animation, sculpture, film, claymation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.instagram.com/p/CJQbFW6qg_C/ 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1445 

Artist ID: 1445 
 
Artist Name: Grant/Zoe Radford/Maslen 
Website: www.accentlondon.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/_AgencyAccent 
 
Artist Statement: Z + G is a collaboration between artists Zoe Maslen and Grant Radford. Driven by an ambition to 
create accessible and experiential artwork, their practice seeks to push the boundaries of traditional art forms using 
innovative mediums and processes. Showcasing a fascination with colour and form Z + G create compelling 
compositions that provoke individual experiences. Their abstraction of reality creates a window for reflection and 
contemplation no matter how your interpretation of the work manifests. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1445 - Grant/Zoe Radford/Maslen 
Artwork 1 Title: Transition 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H 50cm x W 50cm x D 3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour Paintings in a Lenticular Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Transition' is a contemporary response to the traditional art form of watercolour painting 
breaking down the process to celebrate the experience and performative nature of the medium. Challenging the 
methodology of watercolour painting this piece starts with the traditional approach creating textural and tonal 
plumes of colour. Then the artwork is rigorously transformed using contemporary printing techniques to capture the 
ephemeral beauty of the moment the water and colour mix and develop on the page. Printed through lenticular 
practices the piece has many facets enabling the marriage of multiple watercolour paintings to be combined in one 
panel. Moving around the piece the watercolour evolves and flows through a changing visual creating a visceral 
experience only witnessed before this point by the artist. 'Transition' allows the viewer to be part of the expression 
while being a voyeur on the artist's decision making and consciousness becoming a participant in the creation of the 
piece. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1446 

Artist ID: 1446 
 
Artist Name: Beatrice Galletley 
Website: www.beatricegalletley.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/galletley_art 
 
Artist Statement: Beatrice is a ceramic artist living and working in London. In 2013 she began her Foundation Degree 
at Kingston University and went on to study her BA in Fine Art at Newcastle University (2014-2018). Beatrice has 
recently completed a two-year MA in Ceramics & Glass at the Royal College of Art. At the RCA she become 
particularly inspired by objects that are multi-dimensional; they defy boundaries both physically and metaphorically. 
Beatrice ceramic works engage with her direct and intuitive approach to her practice. Rooted in the her deep 
fascination with objects in a state of flux, these works challenge our existing perception of the world by defying our 
need to categorise things and thus allowing objects to be seen in a new light. The ambiguity of these works defies 
boundaries and categorisation. Beatrice achieves this through merging opposing forms; including geometric and 
organic, playing with scale, manipulation of context, and colour, to create works that are suggestive and act as 
prompts. 
Using process-based abstraction; she is able create playful and intriguing forms using techniques such as slab 
building and coiling. Whilst creating these forms she moves with the work, changing and pushing the material to its 
limit, giving a performative component to the sculptures. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1446 - Beatrice Galletley 
Artwork 1 Title: Not- Permeant but Ever-Shifitng 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61.5 x 45 x 39 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramics 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Our lives are intertwined with categories in which we like to place things. Objects are 
defined by form, colour and scale, but most importantly by their function and our understanding of them. Through 
my ceramic sculpture I hope to show how breaking these conventions can bring a new order and understanding to 
objects and ourselves within the world.  
I am drawn to things that are multi-dimensional: they defy boundaries both physically and metaphorically. Life does 
not exist within a static state, so why should objects? This ever-shifting plane or mindset we live in is diminished in 
the way many works are displayed. I feel it is important to break this and situate artwork in the same fluid state it 
was created in.  
Ceramics have a unique relationship with objectivity because they are seen within the world in many categories, 
such as art, home, museum, sculptural, functional, decorative. The culture of ceramics is perfect for exploring 
objects that exist within the 'in-between'. With the history of this medium and my unique ambiguous forms, I am 
able to address the ability of an object to be multi-dimensional and in a state of flux. I do this through merging 
opposing forms: Including geometric and organic, and playing with scale, and manipulation of context and colour to 
create works that are suggestive, acting as prompts. My hope is that the forms uniquely connect and resonate with 
each viewer, encouraging discussion and challenging their understanding of how they place, see and experience 
objects. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1447 

Artist ID: 1447 
 
Artist Name: Asako Ujita 
Website: https://www.asakoujita.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/asako_ut 
 
Artist Statement: Working mainly with film, the artist explores feminism, socio-political and environmental issues in 
relation to the language of body and reconstruction of history.  
Her background of having been born and raised in Osaka, Japan has left a strong influence on her art practice and 
grown her interests in the idea of hybrid body.'Seeing natural as well as man-made disasters from an earthquake and 
the Fukushima nuclear incident to living in a hyperreal technological city with reminiscence of WWâ…¡ and industrial 
factories peaked in 70s. For her, it was as though experiencing a shift of the society in everyday life in which past, 
present, and future as well as reality and imagination intermingle. 
In her work, she reexamines the notion of history through a lens of the body. She especially focuses on the threshold 
of our infused body with technology; What can artwork/artist tell through the voice and perception of human and 
non-human. Using existing archive documentation as well as imagination, she also investigates how film changes or 
navigates the bodily movement of viewers and incites theatrical/spacial dynamics in its presentation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1447 - Asako Ujita 
Artwork 1 Title: Deepwater Horizon: Exhalation 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Film--00:04:41, Installation--dimension variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: New Media (Projectors, Screens, and speakers) these equipments will be rented. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/493282702 
The two interwoven sea fates of traditional Japanese female divers and the biggest 21st manmade disaster explores 
the language of body in reality/imagination and femininity in the age of Anthropocene. 
The Ama divers, live in a disappearing small community of Shima Peninsula within its 2000-year history. An 
unconventional female role in the Japanese society, the Ama is translated as the 'sea womanâ€• in English. They 
hunt for seashells, seaweeds, and pearls with their distinctive breathing technique; releasing air when they return to 
the surface of the sea which sounds like a long whistle.  
A found footage of the divers in 1963 which focuses on a female group of topless free-divers. With their vitality and 
allure, they have one clear purpose to catch their prey although they are conscious of the presence of the camera. 
The original footage is reedited and juxtaposed with the visual and sound of a sonar record from Deepwater Horizon 
oil spilling disaster. Sonar is a machine for marine archeology as well as petroleum excavation, and it saw a 
significant development during the WWâ…¡. Dramatic tension in the narrative is ignited; The nostalgic beauty of Ama 
is countered by the prelude of the modern catastrophe implied in the inanimate data of the sonar. 
In the installation, a 3D animated sea waves with the disembodied voiceover of exhalation and whispers faces 
against the film of the diver and sonar.  
The enigmatic sound from the sea animation shares a space with the sonar call from the other film. The contrast 
between the grainy documentary and computer generated moving-image as well as the two interlinked audios 
conjure past, present and future, yet audiences are only able to see either of the films. 
3D animation by Tigris Li 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1448 

Artist ID: 1448 
 
Artist Name: Yanzhi Xiong 
Website: www.xiongyanzhi.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: XiongYanzhi was born in China and she lives in Beijing and London, after completing a MA degree 
in Opera Performance at the Royal Academy of Music, and another MA in Painting at the Royal College of Art, Yan 
was undertaken and with this, an extended period of experimentation was inaugurated in which the boundaries of 
operatic voice, digital sound, dance, installation, painting, video, photography, performance were explored. Each of 
these mediums was utilised to create new spatial modes of difference, to draw lines around the emerging patterns 
of the in-between, and to produce ranges of tonal inflexions that gave rise to mobile, effective encounters. There 
was within this, a search for the articulation the body as a medium for being-with the other in which the dialectic of 
offering and withdrawal might be rendered sensible. At the heart of this endeavour is the exploration of different 
ways of exploring memory, especially in the form of echoes, gestures and traces that might open out the lost 
continents of being. In disengaging time from its passing, Yan strikes an affinity with Levinas when she develops the 
notion that art endures on the hither side of time within a region she describes as the meanwhile (an interval 
between neither and nor) and it is this registration that opens an aesthetic realm of suspension. Within this realm 
anything might pass through; mediums, affects, intensities and encounters because of the way it mediates the 
relationship between the void and the yet-to-come. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1448 - Yanzhi Xiong 
Artwork 1 Title: <Little Green> https://vimeo.com/435679305 password:xiongyanzhi 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Display dimensions variable, 4K 
Artwork 1 Medium: Single channel video 13.7 mins, loop, 4K https://vimeo.com/435679305 passw:xiongyanzhi 
Artwork 1 Commentary: LTTLE GREEN  
A Screen Video Installation  
Land art / Performance Art / Experimental Music Single channel videoâ€¨13 mins loop, 4Kâ€¨Display dimensions 
variableâ€¨ 
Location: Dong Village, Guizhou, China  
Six people, filmed by a drone, walking around rice fields while holding a piece of cloth.  
Courtesy of 
Intangible Cultural Heritage Center(ICHC) of QingDongNan Auto-prefecture, Guizhou,China 
LTTLE GREEN :  
"The philosopher of the future is the explorer of ancient worlds, peaks and caves, who creates only inasmuch as he 
recalls something that has been essentially forgotten. That something, according to Nietzsche, is the unity of life and 
thought. It is a complex unity: one step for life, one step for thought." 
Gilles Deleuze, Pure Immanence  
There are many things at play and yet simplicity is in place. Close up leaves tremble in the breeze but from a distance 
above, a mass of green fills the optical ground. Something is taking place; the taking place is a figure on a ground, a 
movement of a figure. What is foreground and what is background is opened out, open to play. Presence is 
established within the vibrancy of green but does this shield the eruption of memory inside the visible, is not 
memory a kind of field of becoming? 
Everything is in the open, yet at the same time there is a trace of what is remote or opaque. If what we are dealing 
with is the complex intersection of various memory systems, especially those pertaining to the monochrome then 
there is within this a concealing of what is internal to it because the monochrome, in order to be a monochrome is 
like something not yet thought that retains in the process the latency of it being so. This latency provides us with the 
sense of a withdrawal from speech, of not having anything to say but being touched none the less by being touched 
by manifestation. 
Returning to this work we are given over to a process of enactment between different memory systems, ways of 
staging, and processes of becoming. Â  
To feel, and to feel all over again the circulation of the malleability of time that is nothing other than the spacing of 
time and time as spacing within a new materiality of form in what Catherine Malabou terms plasticity. There is a link 
between the idea of transformation and schemas because it implicates a relationship between the image arising and 
the power of schematism to transform this as presence. Malabou terms this as "originary imaging" and this is 
conceived as mobility or coming into presence as opposed to a process of imitation. This is then the site of the 
"possible synthesis of thought and its own image" and for this to be conceived as a becoming, installing in the 
process "the eminently schematic act through which thought gives itself freely to itself".  
Central to this work is the way in which it slips through the borders that constitute the categorizationÂ of genre and 
how in doing this, slips also through the border through which we also designate "our time." 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1449 

Artist ID: 1449 
 
Artist Name: Suzie Edwards 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/sculptresssuzie 
 
Artist Statement: Having stumbled across life sculpture almost by mistake, it is now a passion. I love working with my 
models, getting to know them, so that I not only capture them physically but also hope to inject some of their 
personality. The clay I work with, the speed I work at, the texture I create and the finish on the sculpture is dictated 
by mood - theirs and mine. I may use a smoother clay to work slowly or a stronger, more grogged clay to give 
texture. I see the human body as something of beauty and energy and the face endlessly engaging and challenging 
and I work from life rather than photographs as I like to be able to see contours, planes, angles, energy and mood. I 
am fascinated by how we hold our emotions in our body and have started a series of small figures in wax to explore 
those tensions, deliberately leaving the figures faceless so that the body tells the story. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1449 - Suzie Edwards 
Artwork 1 Title: Enough 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 16 x 6 x 8 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by.... 
I don't want to hear anything more. 
I'm in pain. 
Leave me alone. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1450 

Artist ID: 1450 
 
Artist Name: Bhavya Dixit 
Website: https://www.bhavyadixit.com/about 
IG: www.instagram.com/bhavyadixit 
 
Artist Statement: Performer of a 2500-yr-old art form from India known as Madhubani. Creator of a secret symbolic 
language and an energy fields painter. 
Currently, based in Montreal, Canada. I use acrylic on canvas as a medium.  
Madhubani, traditionally created using various tools like fingers, twigs, brushes, and matchsticks, I innovated the 
process by utilizing 3D printed shapes for the layout and framework. 
Near-decade experience in the post-production industry, I work as a VFX compositor for an oscar-winning company, 
DNEG. Combining visual elements to create a seamless integration of a scene in a film. 
The artistic and intuitive nature of the job has enhanced my understanding of lighting and focus. Directing the 
movement of a viewer's eyes in a composition. 
Through painting, I celebrate the essence of my grandfather's spirit. His love for plants, birds, animals, and traveling, 
exploring ancient structures in India. 
The love for life, he poured into my childhood. 
In my artwork The Forest - you can see peacocks, fishes, lotuses, mandalas representing trees, and intricate patterns 
as river currents. The color black is the atmosphere or the negative space, which we all need to create art. All taken 
from nature - symbolizing balance and harmony. A lesson of respectful and peaceful coexistence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1450 - Bhavya Dixit 
Artwork 1 Title: The Forest 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40X60X1.5 IN 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Attaching links to reach to the story and for a closer look at the intricate details of my 
creation, The Forest. 
https://www.bhavyadixit.com/video/2832 
https://www.bhavyadixit.com/video/2370 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1451 
 
Artist Name: Hsi-Nong Huang 
Website: www.hsi-nong.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/hsi_nong 
 
Artist Statement: Hsi-Nong explores a dialogue between sculpture and performance and the impact sculpture has on 
our social spaces. The work urge viewers to engage with them, to think about the impact of scale and elevation to 
sculptures in relation to viewers.  
An idea of collaborating: gathering people into a situation of place. Hsi-Nong's sculptures always involve with 
amount of people that intertwining a social cycle involves planning, making, installing and uninstalling. 
Â Â Â  
These experiences become a multi tool that allow Hsi-Nong to bang into different modes of thought whilst 
interacting with people, and then integrating these elements into the artwork. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1451 - Hsi-Nong Huang 
Artwork 1 Title: BAM 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42 x 43 x 40 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mild steel 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1452 
 
Artist Name: LuãS Salgado 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1452 - LuãS Salgado 
Artwork 1 Title: Desintegration of the element 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24x24x78cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: sculpture/wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The design I attached has the double of the dimensions I put on the submission form. That's 
to say that my sculpture has the half of the dimensions of the design. Actually, if the building of the sculpture have 
the real dimensions, it would be too expensive. Therefore, I submit the sculpture, but smaller than the original 
dimensions. But if I get a finantial suppor from a Portuguese Foundation I will be able to make and to shippe the 
bigger sculpture. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1453 
 
Artist Name: Barbara Raimondo 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/barbaraceramic 
 
Artist Statement: Alone Together is a sculpture inspired by my relationship with the outside and the optimistic view 
to be alone with myself.  
ALONE has sometimes been seen as an issue, a social stigma, implying isolation, and confused with loneliness. For 
me, being alone is a choice I make to listen to my inner voice and to make conscious decisions about who I am, what 
I need and what I want to be without the outside influence in order to interact with the outer world.  
Society... social media... they give us the illusion to know what's better for us. We are swayed by the beliefs, 
thoughts, answers, feelings of those providing advice or by virtual "friends". Forgetting to dialogue with ourselves 
and learning who we really are may not contribute to build a sense of community.  
We cannot possibly have a healthy relationship with others if we haven't learned to have a healthy relationship with 
ourselves.  
We are never alone and consciously or unconsciously we interact and cross paths with other people and reciprocally 
we affect each other. Realising that being alone is not fragile, instead helps to nurture the inner being, it will make a 
stronger impact to the community creating an individually solid TOGETHER. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1453 - Barbara Raimondo 
Artwork 1 Title: Alone Together 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Diameter 23 cm, H. 18 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic, Stoneware 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1454 

Artist ID: 1454 
 
Artist Name: Lis Naylor 
Website: www.lisnaylorart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/lisnaylor 
 
Artist Statement: When I make art, I go deep within myself where I am free to express my feelings and create 
without reproach. Making art is how I experience my experience. I deliberately turn my back on family and friends, 
hiding from their influence and compliance to come from a point of authenticity.  
I investigate the oppression of women by exploring the relationship between patriarchy and capitalism, using my 
work as a platform I highlight societies issues, relevant today. Burke,T (2020) says there are similarities between 
Black Lives Matter and Me Too. "They're about fighting against injustice. Both movements are predicated on 
undoing systems of oppression." Exposing these systems will help bring them down. 
Oppression of women, encased in marriage is a personal experience for me, writing about my feelings is a form of 
therapy, expressing them as poetry gives me a voice, otherwise silenced. 
My work is straight from the heart, authentic and raw, sometimes it will offend. 
Driven by an Intense energy to speak out there is a distinct tension of emotion and underlying urgency to make 
change. Through education we can begin to undo the so-called systems of oppression, raise awareness of abuse, and 
make it happen. 
We have all been touched by abuse in some form or another or know someone that has. 
My art directly confronts what I am talking about, encourages debate and challenges current practice. 
It does not conform, and never will. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1454 - Lis Naylor 
Artwork 1 Title: 15 Years A Wife - A Personal Journey 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 74x50x14 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Feminist art is as important today as it has always been to highlight unfair political issues 
and expose the abuse of women by men, 15 years a wife is my personal journey from it's hedonistic beginning to 
bitter end.  
A 15 year long letter, each pigeon hole representing another year gone by, straight talking and raw, each with its 
own narrative. 
Materials carefully chosen, some, referencing the association with women's crafts, which Judy Chicago embraced in 
her work The Dinner Party.  
An alcoholic, philanderer, gambler, the Jack (the lad) of hearts is partially revealed suggesting secrecy, hidden 
agenda, and invites questions of the addition of credit cards later. A note on linen, writing down my feelings was 
therapeutic, expressing them as poetry gave me my voice.  
I used my original wedding ring tied with a hangman's noose to express the constriction of marriage and death of a 
relationship.  
Messages on postcards and embroidered canvasses to possibly scale- up in the future, inspired by Helen Cammock 
and Andrea Buttner who use print and collage. 
Finally, 3 feathers, a symbol of freedom. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1455 
 
Artist Name: Jean-Francois Reveillard 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Cross media picture maker. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1455 - Jean-Francois Reveillard 
Artwork 1 Title: Spirit of forest. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 X 40 X40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Fabric and 3Dprint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Spirit of forest is a poetic view of nature where you can find fairy ,energie, inspiration, it's a 
vision comming from future mixing high technology ( 3d printring ) classical art ( fabric ) mixed together with natural 
elements. 
Art is a footprint that we let in nature. All pieces of this series are also connected to a photographic and video art 
work, with part of the pieces inside nature. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1456 
 
Artist Name: René Golker 
Website: www.thereflection.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/thereflectionart 
 
Artist Statement: The radical departure from human of nature goes largely the unemotional way of indifference, of 
self-destruction. 
Nature is the source that influences my work. The material influences my motif and vice versa as well. 
Both are brought into harmony, they merge. 
A distinctive feature of my work is the fusion of man and nature, creating an image reminiscent of human origins. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1456 - René Golker 
Artwork 1 Title: Life forms 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130 x 72 x 6 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on brushed wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Beginning Of Life 
The female being stands for the personified creation of life, as the protector of this, the birthing nature, which alone 
makes life possible: In it is an embryo, which is closed in its bubble from the outside world. It is still pure life, which is 
only separated from the outside world after birth by the 
outside world is influenced. It symbolizes the intactness, the untouched, the coherent, the balanced, the harmony 
and the perfection. 
Every life starts small and develops into something great. The embryo symbolizes the beginning of life; here, the life 
forms enter into a harmonious symbiosis with the grain. 
Everything stands in a balanced connection. The knotholes in the wood merge with the motif as if cells or seeds full 
of life would burst open. 
I worked the wood with steel brushes to create a lively surface. When brushing the wood, the soft layers of wood are 
removed faster and the hard layers remain. By emphasizing the hard layers in the wood, the organic material is 
perceived better. 
The resulting strong relief allows the work to show advantage in different ways depending on the incidence of light. 
This enables the observer to perceive my work in a vivid and versatile way. This effect emphasizes that everything 
flows and is in motion, like life itself. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1457 
 
Artist Name: Anne Von Freyburg 
Website: www.annevonfreyburg.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/annevonfreyburg 
 
Artist Statement: Artist Statement 
Through my practice I am rethinking textile and the decorative within the tradition of painting. I am embracing and 
subverting the female gaze, the feminine and pretty.  
Historically, craft and decoration have been perceived as lesser than the "intellectualâ€• fine arts. By combining 
them, I am challenging this underlying hierarchical system. 
At the same time, I want to reclaim the female history of textiles, the feminine, the pretty, decoration, the domestic 
and the female nude.  
Embellishment has been associated with the feminine, frivolous, and excessive, and was thus repressed within the 
rhetoric of Modernism. Detailing and fabric were viewed as decorative extras. With my work, I am both questioning 
the constructs of western beauty and femininity while at the same time celebrating the decorative, feminine detail 
and fabric.  
My interest in the Rococo period lies in the marginalisation of its feminine and opulent appearance. Through digital 
manipulation I am morphing and rethinking their original shapes, images and meaning. The dialogue between 
classical painting, the computerized image and handcrafted materials is an interesting conversation to have in a 
digital age where there seems to be a need for the tactile.  
I belong to a group of artists who pursuing a renewed significance and meaning around ornament, decoration and 
crafted materials, and seek to create an art based on both aesthetic and political principles of inclusion. 
Anne von Freyburg 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1457 - Anne Von Freyburg 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled (After Fragonard) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110 x 150 x 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Fabric painting: acrylic, spray-paint, synthetic-fabrics, tapestry-fabric, hand-embroidery, 
polyester wadding, and hand-dyed tassel fringes on canvas. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Lately I have been directly responding to the western art historian standards of beauty by 
appropriating paintings of 17th century old masters such as portraits paintings from Boucher and Fragonard. My 
interest in the Rococo period lies in the marginalisation of its feminine and opulent appearance. 
I see the rococo as a celebration of the senses with its sensual and overwhelming visual pleasures. It felt therefor 
appropriate to re-use fashion and decorative fabrics for the purpose of translating them into old masters fabric 
paintings. 
By reworking these decorative and fashion fabrics I would like to emphasize on these visual pleasures and make 
work that are a feast for the eye and bedazzle you with their looks.  
By creating a puffy or bloating effect the work becomes more bodily, uncanny and grotesque. One can see it as a 
painting on steroids. As the work is an embracement of female sensuality and celebrates material and ornamental 
pleasures, it also can be read as a comment on our excessive consumer behaviour and self-indulgence. Both the 
rococo, allegoric, portrait and still-life paintings as subjects are seen as mere decoration of a room, empty paintings 
for the rich. The idea of the self-indulgent self-portrait translated into contemporary fabrics is a reference to the 
selfie culture of today. Most of the materials that I use are inexpensive industrial fabrics, but because of its shiny 
appearance it gives the work a luxurious impression that has its own irony in it.  
Next to the playfulness and pleasure of the rococo aesthetic and the senses of touch from textiles, I like my work to 
flirt and rob against fashion, kitsch, pop-culture and luxury goods and wink at painting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1458 
 
Artist Name: Renate Ariadne Van Der Togt 
Website: https://renateariadne.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/renate.ariadne 
 
Artist Statement: My work is about emotions that involve the body or sexuality, such as shame, loneliness and 
control. My idea is that even though these emotions are inexorably bound to our exterior life, the body and our 
relationships with others, we ultimately are unable to experience them beyond our individual psyche. 
In my work I explore ways to communicate these ambiguous emotions, by talking to people about their experiences 
and visualising striking thoughts, dreams and struggles from these conversations, using photography. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1458 - Renate Ariadne Van Der Togt 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled, (self portrait) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 95x77x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is part a series called: 'I was jumping up and down (and then my skin fell off)â€•, 
and is about losing ownership of the sexual body. I sit down with people, who like myself, have experienced sexual 
assault or intimidation, and talk with them about about the impact it has on the way they perceive their body and 
sexuality. Trust, vulnerability, control, shame and loneliness; In this project I try to visualise how we experience these 
topics. 
In this work I've tried to visualise how I personally felt the first few months after I was assaulted. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1459 
 
Artist Name: Natalie Ryde 
Website: www.natalieryde.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/natalieryde 
 
Artist Statement: I Tie It to Space is a painting and drawing on canvas that speaks of trying to grasp onto something 
that is both too epic and immaterial to capture. 
The lattice patterns I draw speak of an arrhythmia in the metronomy of the universal heartbeat that makes me 
aware of its tick-tock pattern. My subject matter stretches out under the forest floor and swells in the oceans, it 
hides in the dark and quivers in the depths of space. It echoes off my window panes and its colour seeps in through 
the gap in the curtains. It is both within me and flows through me.  
I look at natural structures that replicate at different scales and imagine the invisible, vital, animating energy running 
through the veins of living things. I think about the cosmic forces, tides and elements that impact the world around 
me and space beyond. I am drawn to patterns I observe both in nature and the man-made environment and the way 
objects and places are shaped by their interactions, particularly by the repetitive rhythms of life. There is a 
grounding in pattern, a security that things will continue, like reaching the edges of a map, there is a certainty that 
the terrain extends beyond what we can see.  
I employ a systemic approach to drawing, loosely following a course predetermined at the outset but working 
organically and allowing space for a drawing to evolve in the making process. Grids and networks reminiscent of 
woven fabric and organic structures bring a unifying rhythm to the compositions. My paintings play with the formal 
elements of colour, pattern and composition, endless permutations within the confines of the 2-Dimensional plane. I 
work predominantly in acrylic ink on stretched paper or canvas using brushes and pens and enjoy the subtleties of 
different surface textures, absorbency of pigment and the potential to search back into layers of work beneath. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1459 - Natalie Ryde 
Artwork 1 Title: I Tie It To Space 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 190x130x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic ink painting and drawing on gesso and stretched canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I Tie It to Space is a painting and drawing on canvas that speaks of trying to grasp onto 
something that is both too epic and immaterial to capture. The work is painted with layers of transparent blue ink 
over gesso and the lattice is drawn using a 0.8mm nib refillable acrylic ink pen with subtle colour variation. You will 
have to zoom in to see the intricacy of the detail in this piece. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1460 
 
Artist Name: David Sappa 
Website: www.davidlorenzosappa.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/davidlorenzosappa 
 
Artist Statement: David Sappa is a sound artist and sound designer whose work and research explores collective and 
individual sensory experiences, and their relation to psycho-political forms of domination. Much of his work touches 
upon forms of closed, interior experiences that counteract forms of open, unrestricted communication; creating 
multi-sensory experiences and bio-feedback systems that allow stillness and contemplation, often utilising sound for 
its materiality and tactile qualities, with an interest in how these effect the body. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1460 - David Sappa 
Artwork 1 Title: Hearing Hands 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x60x60 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sound/Multi Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: VIDEO: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7Nu8iaFTxo&feature=emb_title&ab_channel=DavidSappa 
Hearing Hands is an interactive, multi sensory, modern day ritual that invites participants to immerse their hands 
and listen. As they explore the object, a calming generative composition dictated by their hand movements runs 
alongside a hyper-real version of the original sound, allowing the participant to observe their hands in relation to the 
sonic textures. The combination of the sound with the physical properties of the object incite playful and often 
entrancing interactions, as the object cascades, swells and sounds to the movement. 
This project was conceptualised whilst questioning the ways in which we communicate in the modern world - largely 
through information technology that is driven by an attention economy. These technologies, through their business 
models and design, incite a temporal ambiguity and sensory bias, through the constant regeneration of the 'new' 
and their disembodied modes of communication.  
Hearing Hands, imagined as a larger object to engage communal as well as individual experience, draws on Byung 
Chul Han's view that rituals offer spaces that distance us from ourselves, through the process of individual and 
communal embodiment. Building on previous works which explored sounds application for engaging the body, this 
piece explores the hands as an enabling physical function of information technologies, and thus seeks to draw 
attention to their gestures and dexterity through playful interactions with touch, sound and music. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1461 
 
Artist Name: Kristin Man 
Website: www.kristinman.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kristin.man 
 
Artist Statement: Sometimes, what divides us is also what unites us: our sea (s).  
After "Fragments of Grey Matter" won a book award at Tokyo Type Director's Club in 2014 and "9_9" had been 
completed in Italy in 2017, I have been working on Project "A-MARE". This series encompasses artworks in varying 
degrees of 3-dimensionality based on the concept of "relational identity" with the sea as a metaphor, handwoven 
tapestry of photographic threads or otherwise hand-assembled photographic images as a medium/form. 
Physically, the sea serves as a channel for migration, the bed for submarine cables, an enabler of exchange and 
spread of pollution such as garbage and radiation. In myofascial terms, within our body there are myriads of 
interlinking connective tissues which resemble the ocean. "As in the Macrocosm, in the same way the Microcosm."  
Personally, having lived in three continents and traveled in all except one, I identify myself as a product of 
multicultural and multidisciplinary threads that I continuously explore as well as form and interlace.  
Philosophically, I wonder if continents and oceans were in Zen terms, the positive (yang) and the negative (yin) 
spaces, respectively. Without one, there is no "other".  
In my book "9_9" published by Skira: "an aesthetic is the result of various languages that give rise to a functional 
form of symbolic communication, inspired by ethical principles." My handwoven sea photographic art from the 
series "A-MARE" speaks to the intertwining physicality of our existence. Hopefully, my artwork could invite the 
audience to explore the notion of art as a praxis of oneness, connection, existential diaspora, and relational identity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1461 - Kristin Man 
Artwork 1 Title: Tribute to Zong! The Slaveship 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 145 Ã— 110 Ã— 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography, Mixed Medium 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/aWWeLmwcnYY 
This artwork is a member of my series "A-MARE", made in 2020 during the first COVID19 lockdown, coinciding with 
Black Lives Matter movement. It has been inspired by theories of "Spillover" relevant to our understanding of COVID-
19 virus, the poetry "Zong!" by M. NourbeSe Philips ("the story that cannot be told yet must be told") and the 
painting "The Slaveship" by J.M.W. Turner based on historical events related to the Transatlantic Slave Trade and the 
advocation of it to be abolished in the US. I made this piece with specific regard to the intertwining historicity (past 
vs current), anthropology, and humanity in mind. The tapestry form speaks to the interwoven quality of our human 
fabric, the red sea at dusk refers to our common thread, the animals embedded, with those "buried" inverse suggest 
"abuse" and the upright peacock being a potential sign of "hope" and "transformation". 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1462 
 
Artist Name: Arianna Tinulla Milesi 
Website: https://cargocollective.com/ariannatinulla/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/ariannatinullamilesi 
 
Artist Statement: I I was born and educated in Italy. 
I graduated in Byzantine Art at the University of Milan and at the European Institute of Design, Milan. 
Now based in the UK, I work as an artist and an illustrator.  
I collaborate with a wide range of clients: art galleries, publishers of children's books, ADV agencies and others. 
My imagination is mostly populated by fantastic animals and plants. I see the world as a big drawing, transparent 
and clean, a huge, winding, endless project. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1462 - Arianna Tinulla Milesi 
Artwork 1 Title: Sei un'oca 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42cm * 30cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pencils 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Classical Greek ruins are (like all the patriarchal societies) perfect to describe the 
discouraging current female situation. The rests of ancient marble temples are the best simulacra of a grandiose 
civilization so misogynist that was odious even with goddesses. The best representation is Athena, born from a Zeus 
headache.  
"Sei un'oca" (an Italian insult used to say to a woman that she is stupid), represents Caryatids, a symbol of women as 
the real carriers of society. From their heads some geese fly away. These beautiful animals are incomprehensibly 
used as synonyms of stupidity, even if they aren't, even if geese saved Rome from invaders Centuries ago. My aim is 
to defuse and ridicule sexist insults in order to take back the language and transform it in something more inclusive. 
This drawing is part of a serie of four pictures that I realized for the international collective show 'Viva la Vulvaâ€• 
organized in Milan last October by Essity and patronized by Italian Red Cross in order to raise money to help women 
in need after the pandemic. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1463 
 
Artist Name: Juls Gabs 
Website: www.julsgabs.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/julsgabs 
 
Artist Statement: "My work experiments in merging The Digital into our livesâ€• 
Juls Gabs' researches emerging folklore from the digital era. Many social advances are installed online, however, fear 
stops its natural progress in The Physical life. Things like borders vanish; free information and expansion of our 
personas on social media, fluidity into a non-genderised/human-pixel versions of each of our personas exist online. It 
is in this hybrid where Juls' digital-handcraft take place and the mix of techniques: Painting, Web-Art, Augmented 
Reality, Instagram Effects, Tapestry, GIF; merge into one another, developing a new language of freedom. 
The classic oil+linen portrait is now substituted by algorithms in accounts. Every Netflix query, Google search and 
Pinterest save is your portrait. Juls' art provides an opportunity for her audience to play with and experience the 
lives of her characters. This enables us to discover new "truthsâ€• in our everyday lives and create new scenarios. 
Her practice naturally moving towards increased interaction, integration, and experience. I want to give the viewer 
the opportunity to see an augmented reality freely, to interact with changing circumstances and environments. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1463 - Juls Gabs 
Artwork 1 Title: The Lady in the Swing 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 185.6 x 150.2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Spray, Tempera, Print, Acrylic, Oil Pastels on Cotton Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is a contemporary representation of the Swing by Jean-Honoré Fragonard. 
250 years after the release of the original we contemplate this painting with new eyes, what it was before a game of 
naughtiness observed by two men is now an innocent game of a young woman. 
Women owning their own sexuality is erasing the secret of this topic and it is allowing us to see this scene in its real 
natural context. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1464 
 
Artist Name: Gregory Haney 
Website: www.ghaney.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ghaneyphotos 
 
Artist Statement: I want my imagination to be seen by others. I use my art in may different ways to achieve that. I 
sing, dance, act, choreograph, and photograph. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1464 - Gregory Haney 
Artwork 1 Title: chaos_ 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 83x56 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography Fuji X-T2 50m 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Dealing with a national lockdown comes in waves of many conflicting emotions. This work is 
one of chaos.  
chaos (noun) : the inherent unpredictability in the behaviour of a complex natural system 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1465 
 
Artist Name: Vera Alma 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/vrkbn 
 
Artist Statement: Vrkbn 
VRKBN is a multi-discipline, multimedia site installation artists mainly focusing in industrialism. Her focus as an artist 
is to bridge between arts, culture, and distinguished occurrences in daily life. Her industrial site installation reflects 
the events that are happening currently and is created to encourage the viewer's relationship to the artworks 
through thought-provoking questions provided relating to the current event to be more open-minded with all the 
possibilities as well as trying to induce an honest response to the complexity of reality. Finally, I consider all 
components and materials to create FREEZED PERIOD, a site industrial installation comprised of mixed media. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1465 - Vera Alma 
Artwork 1 Title: FREEZED PERIOD 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110 x 120 x 185 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: MIXED MEDIA (CONCRETE, METAL, STONE, ACRYLIC, MIRROR, PARALON PIPE, IRON SHEETING, 
ETC) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/kLAe7ZPKBio  
The backsound from this installation is based on Indonesia's president (Joko Widodo) first speech in response on the 
covid-19 outbreak. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1466 
 
Artist Name: Susan Holmes 
Website: www.magentapi.space 
IG: www.instagram.com/magentapi1 
 
Artist Statement: Susan Holmes is a visual artist working mainly in sculpture, creative writing and moving images. 
She is currently completing an MA in Fine Art at Plymouth College of Art working in sculpture and film. Her practice 
explores the energetic patterns found in nature and an ability to understand the notion of time affect our 
capabilities to connect to the rhythms of the Planetary systems due to cultural narratives routed in religious beliefs. 
She seeks to discuss the possibility that we are currently in a time of evolution and need to open our natural states 
based in animism and sensory reception which have been numbed during lifetimes of suffering and disconnection. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1466 - Susan Holmes 
Artwork 1 Title: SELF realisation a shift in perception to sensory reception 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: film 6 mins 27 secounds 
Artwork 1 Medium: FILM 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The film begins with a sense of disconnection to the trees through a dualistic perception. 
Travelling back in time to a younger self I begin to remember the inner child and the connection to the landscape 
and have an expanded awareness into spaces beyond the physical plane where time is not present. Allowing a 
deconstruction and re alignment to take place. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9-Ki1sy0uI&feature=youtu.be 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1467 
 
Artist Name: Donna Colema 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am a Leeds based artist with a practice focussed on expressionist drawing, using ballpoint pens, 
graphite and oil stick on paper. I create visually intensive portraits, that depict how fragile the human psyche can be. 
I examine how emotions such as fear, paranoia and anxiety, can distort our perceptions, and in turn effect our 
behaviour. 
My latest body of work explores the effect of social media, Covid-19 and Lockdowns are having on the publics 
mental health. I want the viewer of my work to recognize the shared vulnerability we are experiencing, during these 
unprecedented times. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1467 - Donna Colema 
Artwork 1 Title: The Screen will not fill the Void 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4cmX42cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ballpoint pen and graphite on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This drawing depicts the futility of using social media to connect with others online.  
With the ongoing lockdowns because of Covid 19, people are turning to social media more than ever.  
Unfortunately this sense of connection online can be short lived and even false. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1468 
 
Artist Name: Natasha Jensen 
Website: https://www.natashafayejensen.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/natashafayejensen 
 
Artist Statement: In my current research and studio practice, I am examining the garden as an active site of power. 
Through historical archives and the history of classification, we are able to unearth the colonial and ecological issues 
found within, to draw attention to an ideological struggle that is taking place in these seemingly passive spaces. Part 
of my practice is to not only understand the scientific properties of plants but to understand the human and global 
stories connected to the plant. We have a vast amount of information and knowledge at our fingertips but rarely do 
we know the plants around us.  
I am working through these ideas by exploring a variety of mediums such as collage, photography, and film, all of 
which represent these themes in their own unique way. For example, cutting and collaging is an act of violence that 
removes the subject from its context; an implied trauma on the paper that is irreversible. This exploration will reveal 
these garden spaces for more than their aesthetic beauty, examining their history as a catalyst to talk about social 
and political change towards climate crisis, decolonization and gender equality.  
Animation is a great source of inspiration in my films as it is an accumulation of many images, much like an archive, 
but with the added illusion of movement and transformation. I intend to experiment with traditional animation in 
my upcoming films while I conduct my research into decolonizing plant archives and collections. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1468 - Natasha Jensen 
Artwork 1 Title: 1850 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 0.6729166667 
Artwork 1 Medium: digital film 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/444503747 
'1850â€• explores disrupting the authority and authorship of herbarium archive by giving voice to the collected and 
classified plant E00840651_5 taken from British Columbia and now resides in the Royal Botanical Garden in 
Edinburgh. E00840651_5 is taken before the dominion of Canada of 1867 and explore the colonial and migrant 
experience of plant E00840651_5 in their imagined narrative. The archival footage is from Garden By the Sea (1967) 
an educational film about Inverewe Garden a botanical garden in the Scottish Highlands Garden By the Sea (1967) 
and the ministry of public building and works film Royal Botanical Garden Plant House from the Moving Image 
Archive at the National Library of Scotland. This work was important in my practice as I contextualize the complex 
history between the UK and Canada in my art practice and explore how authorship is created in archives to serve a 
dominant narrative. Written and performed by artist. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1469 
 
Artist Name: Federico Fauli 
Website: https://www.instagram.com/fede_fauli/?hl=it 
IG: www.instagram.com/fede_fauli 
 
Artist Statement: Federico graduated in Architecture (BA) at the Politecnico of Milan in 2015 and received his 
Diploma from the Architectural Association in 2018. 
Since 2018 he has been working at the Renzo Piano Building Workshop in Genova, up to early 2019 when he joined 
Zaha Hadid Architects in London, and finally joining the Bjarke Ingels Group London Office. While working for 
international architectural firms, he has been practising independently winning design competition. Winner of The 
Renzo Piano 
Building Workshop Sponsorship, among other awards such as the MAD Fellowship, the Tamayouz International 
Award and the African Architecture Award. His work has been widely published on magazines, books and digital 
platforms such as Archdaily, The Architects' Journal, Bustler, AZURE, Arch20, The Archiologist, and on AA 
publications such as the 
book "Scavengers & Other Creatures in Promised Landsâ€•. 
He experiments with fabrication techniques and materials as instruments to question the faceted nature of 
architectural practices while researching iconographical gestures enabling the mutual immanence among objects, 
rituals and bodies. 
Exploring how it triggers unconventional spatial languages, between geometrical abstraction and figurative 
instances.  
He participated as a guest in several Juries and Crits at both the Architectural Association and the Politecnico of 
Milan. 
Selected to showcase at the Soeul Biennale 2021, Mextropoli 2021, Contemporary Venice and Future Is Now 
international. 
From 2019 is an active collaborator of Lemonot (Mextropoli Pavilion 2020), Pump3000, Rug Artisan Ltd, LV 
Architects, and working on Future collaborations with AllRightReserved. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1469 - Federico Fauli 
Artwork 1 Title: Coscienza Intuitiva 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x27x22 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture - Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TTZI1h_NQs 
Coscienza Intuitiva aims to emphasize the lack of content, of language, of meaning, not simply based on the super-
collection and sharing of images: rather as a part of a social relationship between people that is mediated by images. 
Repeated, shared, liked. Where Truth becomes a moment of falsehood. Representation has become a simulation of 
the meaning of the present through superfluous repetition of any image, figure, iconography, and the reason has 
become a simulation through fake experiences. The project speculates on the concept of language, expressed as an 
idea affected in time and configuration. Driven by a compilation process that visualizes the complexity of the current 
digital age, its fragmentation and acceleration, the accumulation and ubiquity of objects and images. Trying to 
elaborate a new visual language based on the amalgamation and supercollection. A language as an evolving vessel, 
in which society outproducts, identified as objects of daily consumption, artifacts of the banality, collides with ruins 
and fragments embodying historical and cultural value. A visual Clash, depicting moments and events, through 
society outproducts such as toys, meme and figures. Highlighting the value of the leftover and at the same time 
sculpting a reminiscence of specific junctures in time. The proposal identified in the form of an architectural 
fragment, a column, that speculates on a new visual language, composed by the amalgamation and mutation of 
cultural elements, as iconographies and elements of popular culture. Defined as a bold critique towards the current 
social and image-related society, while trying to sculpt a tangible reference, a Physical Memento, an Archive of the 
current and past events. The proposal challenges the relationship between beauty and culture, in which Palermo, its 
contaminated baroque and its languages, is the Symposium and main reference. Where architectural languages are 
not fixed, not preconceived, but are the consequence of temporal and cultural adjustments. A stacking of plans and 
typologies as a stratification of culture which defines its own beauty, the hybridization of continuous exchange and 
contamination, which reflects in its unique architecture. The proposal referencing to the baroque and the city-
specific design of Palermo and its' architecture, enhances the debate by challenging the temporariness of 
Architecture and its language, the acknowledgment of its constant mutation as a reflection and representation of 
the city itself, its complexity, richness and incompleteness. Hitched by a bold philosophical, physical and poetic 
critique towards the current society and the everyday indigestion of images and pop-iconographies, it generates and 
digest forms of Beauty, moving from antiquity to popular culture, speculating on the topic of heritage for the future 
generations. The final result aims to emphasize the friction and contradiction between the 2 materialities 
('naturalâ€• stone as an allusion to ancient ruins, and shiny-polished resin as the depiction of the the 'fakeâ€• 
contaminated popular culture) thus trying to strengthening the crossroads between heritage/modern & craft/digital. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1470 

Artist ID: 1470 
 
Artist Name: Lucija Krizman 
Website: http://www.lucijakrizman.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/lucija.krizman 
 
Artist Statement: A constant flow of whys and how's followed by the material game in search of a higher and hidden 
self. A stream of various thoughts followed by their echoes' 
Sometimes the work lets me in, and other times it takes from me ' my dreams, forms and memories. 
The sculptures and installations appear futuristic, yet the techniques I use are essentially traditional.  
I am a collector and translator. I collect experiences and translate their language into the language of immersive 
environments.  
I expose my vulnerability to the surrounding where the work can expand and morph. But where is the Where? It is a 
hidden landscape I must discover. A MÃ¶bius road with a twisted surface and sharp edges lead me to the opposite 
of the same.  
The walk is challenging, dangerous but thrilling. From the village to the steep cliffs of the canyon just to find the 
hidden cave where You told me to wait'. Wait until the sound gets thicker and my eyes adjust to the new light'. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1470 - Lucija Krizman 
Artwork 1 Title: You told me to wait... Wait until the sound gets thicker and my eyes adjust to the new light... 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 175X100X50 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video Installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Video link: 
https://vimeo.com/503389560 
00.00.55 
Videographer: Darko Cigic  
Materials:  
Steel / Stoneware / Wax / Glass 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1471 

Artist ID: 1471 
 
Artist Name: Isobel Finlay 
Website: www.isobelfinlay.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/izzy_finlay 
 
Artist Statement: Bodies begin and end in skin, contained within this demarcated space. The delicate space between 
two people: sometimes only existing on a microscopic level, sometimes stretching to infinity, not to be bridged by 
any means. The boundary is a place which can expand and contract, breathing in and out as we change. Fragile, 
hairline cracks spreading around the membrane, spaces merging through osmosis.  
I have been using textiles and craft methods of making to explore ideas around the body's space and it's expansion 
into architecture. The use of repetitive techniques when making sculptures is important to me, as I see the 
unmistakable trace of the hand more clearly in actions like knitting. When the expected result is a perfect grid made 
from units of the same size, the lop-sided, wonky elements of the piece are more pronounced. The body exists 
within textiles, therefore textiles themselves suggest the absence of a body. By solidifying the cloth using plaster, 
metal and latex, I can explore the space that textiles represent for us by expanding it into an architectural space, one 
that can physically be explored. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1471 - Isobel Finlay 
Artwork 1 Title: Vortex 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 145 x 140 x 82 
Artwork 1 Medium: Synthetic fibres, plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am interested in how craft skills reflect the body's natural rhythms, and how these 
rhythms can be distorted by modern living and materials. Fabric production was, up until relatively recently, 
something that would have been done in the home and is inextricably tied to our bodies; fabric literally houses us 
daily as clothing, protects us and is a form of personal expression. Fabric we create or wear holds a part of us within 
it.  
'Vortex' uses the familiar material of knitted fabric as its base, but transforms the soft, malleable material into 
something solid, which punctures the viewer's space and refuses to be ignored. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1472 

Artist ID: 1472 
 
Artist Name: Esther Thorniley-Walker 
Website: www.estherthorniley-walker.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/estherthornileywalke 
 
Artist Statement: My art is about creating a descent into a disorientating and fleeting ordinary moment of meaning 
tangled with an environment that rattles the brain alive. The coils of branches and the wind-swept currents of 
movement have no permanence or fixture but are enticingly wild. Even when trying to immortalise nature, all that is 
reflected back is its mystifying defiance against stagnation. I have always been drawn to harsh landscapes that have 
no pretence at being anything but ambivalent and 'other' ' nature's chaos flouts our imposed structured meanings. 
This skewed reality adds otherworldly to the ordinary so that the captured moments are still recognisable yet 
distorted into the unfamiliar. This can frighten or liberate, forging a connection between the psychological human 
struggle and the maze-like quality of forests and trees, with their engulfing twists and trails. The anthropomorphic 
qualities of my work emphasise the strong, but complex interconnections between nature and humanity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1472 - Esther Thorniley-Walker 
Artwork 1 Title: Inheritance of Trees 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 x 70 x 3.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting captures the sun's momentary blaze of life as it sets, illuminating an otherwise 
desolate winter forest. Produced in lockdown, I aimed to portray the solace found in nature and the intense sense of 
release when escaping from the confinement of indoors. Trees often feel like they cross the chasm of time, their 
branches reaching back generations and the trunk a fixture for the future. Each tree depicted in this painting was 
planted by my grandfather, who I never met, but whose woodland trail I have often wandered. In a period of unease, 
nature's strange mix of transience and permanence both diminishes and gives perspective to the concept of time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1473 

Artist ID: 1473 
 
Artist Name: Imogen Patel 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/imogensart1999 
 
Artist Statement: Throughout my practice I have never felt the need to explore or address my heritage, worried that 
it would seem predictable as a BAME artist. Prejudices have invalidated my voice within my work and until now, I 
haven't felt comfortable enough in discussing my experiences and response to racial issues I have faced. 
The process of my work involves using old postcards passed down from my Grandparents, which drew a lot of my 
attention to the British countryside. The further this idea developed, the more I began to question my Indian 
heritage and response to the glorification of the British landscape. This ignited an interest about my own experiences 
growing up in a predominately White home county; I found that I could not explicitly present myself as being British 
Asian. 
My dual heritage has challenged me to incorporate both aspects into my work through pictorial landscapes. I want 
to create a fusion of Indian and British environments and symbols in painting. I create mixed media collages which 
focus on assembling different textural surfaces e.g., raw canvas and sari fabric, and experimenting with different 
mediums. Throughout my childhood, I felt the need to 'blend in' with my peers and not draw attention to my Indian 
background, so this concept has been challenging. The work I am creating represents my exploration and self-
education into a part of me I have always pushed aside. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1473 - Imogen Patel 
Artwork 1 Title: "But where are you from, from?" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x90cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work focuses on fusing two different communities onto one canvas. It is influenced by 
Indian mythologies, Gujarati landscape, and elements of my hometown. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1474 

Artist ID: 1474 
 
Artist Name: Hajar Harda 
Website: https://www.hhajar.com/visual-arts 
IG: www.instagram.com/hajarharda 
 
Artist Statement: Hajar is an African artist who dips her brush in her soul, and paints to transform, illuminate and 
inspire. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1474 - Hajar Harda 
Artwork 1 Title: Atelier 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 107x41x46 
Artwork 1 Medium: Chair - Wood 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Atelier" epitomizes the artist's workspace and allows the viewer to delve into the process 
that any painter goes through, from choosing the color palette to giving form to their intangible imagination and 
creativity. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1475 

Artist ID: 1475 
 
Artist Name: Nicola Galloway 
Website: www.nicolagalloway.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/galloway_nicola 
 
Artist Statement: My paintings revolve around an assortment of misplaced and contemplative characters that 
appear to inhabit an anonymous semi abstract landscape. The figures appear frozen in the moment or lost in their 
thoughts. Isolated in a form of static limbo, and unable to move forward. As viewers we are interrupting a specific 
moment of their journey.  
This theme of journey is also reflected in the surface texture of the paintings which in itself goes through many 
layers and processes. This is an integral part of my working method which actually directs the physical movement, 
surface changes/patterns and the final outcome of each piece. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1475 - Nicola Galloway 
Artwork 1 Title: Where Shall I Find You? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 cm x 80cm x 4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paints, Shellac Knotting, emulsion paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting I am submitting reflects an internal search for something which is lost. In the 
background I have added characters from an old painting to personalize the piece and have the painting fully 
immerged within my "internal world". My aim was to create an image which was emotive whilst experimenting with 
and exploring surface texture.  
The original painting underneath has been scraped away to create a sense of energy and the textural appearance of 
stone statues. My focus was to use paints thinly to help me make realistic expressions in the portraits and to create a 
contrast with the flat, abstracted background. The Egyptian priestess is wearing a dress inspired by a small pattern 
from an Ancient Egyptian neck plate I came across in National Geographic. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1476 

Artist ID: 1476 
 
Artist Name: Nick Ervinck 
Website: www.nickervinck.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/nick_ervinck 
 
Artist Statement: NICK ERVINCK (Â° 1981) graduated in 2003 from the KASK (Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Ghent) 
with a master's degree in Mixed Media. He then trained in computer modeling, sculpting and working with materials 
such as polyester, plaster and wood. After teaching at art academies in Tielt, Menen and Kortrijk (2004-2012), he 
returned to the KASK to spend three years as a visiting professor here. His work consists of large installations, 
handmade and 3D printed sculptures, ceramics, prints, drawings, light boxes and animated films. 
As diverse as this art production may be, above all, he remains fascinated by the "negative space" as he discovered it 
with classical sculptors such as Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth. The finding that a "hole" in matter is such a 
young idea will probably haunt him for the rest of his life. As a child of his time, he plays a varying game between the 
physical and virtual world, using both classic and new craftsmanship (computers, 3D printing and milling). From here 
he explores in his own unique way classical themes such as man (with a focus on his anatomy and the emergence of 
cyborgs), plants (especially their genetic manipulation), masks and animals, always starting from an (art) historical 
background that he cuts with contemporary pop and sci-fi culture. 
He has received several prizes: Prix Godecharle (2005), The Fortis Young Ones Award (2006), the Provincial Prize for 
Fine Arts West Flanders (2006) and the Rodenbach Fund Award (2008). In 2013 Ervinck also won the prestigious 
Merit CODA Award for his art integration IMAGROD 
In 2009 Ervinck was praised for WARSUBEC, a monumental project created for the Zebrastraat cultural site in Ghent. 
Many public and private assignments also followed, including EGNOABER, Emmen; IMAGROD, Ostend; REWAUTAL, 
Sotogrande; LUCE, Amersfoort; TSENABO, Tielt; and WIBIETOE, Anderlecht. In 2009 he moved to an old car 
workshop and transformed it into an artist's studio. He founded Studio Nick Ervinck in 2011. 
His work has been acquired by art collectors around the world and shown in solo and group exhibitions at NRW-
Forum DÃ¼sseldorf; Ars Electronics, Linz; MARTa, Herford; Paul Valéry Museum, Sète; Fenaille Museum, Rodez; 
Laboral, Gijon; Museum Beelden aan Zee, Scheveningen; Bozar, Brussels; Brakke Grond, Amsterdam; S.M.A.K., 
Ghent; Gallo-Roman Museum, Tongeren; Museum Dr. Guislain, Ghent; Vanhaerents Art Collection, Brussels; 
Museum M, Leuven; the Museum of Fine Arts, Ghent and the Middelheim Museum, Antwerp. 
Outside Europe, Ervinck took his first steps with group exhibitions in UNArt Center, Shanghai; MOCA, Shanghai; 
Axiom, Tokyo; Oya Stone Mine, Tokyo; Northern Arizona University Art Museum, Flagstaff and Chamber, New York. 
In 2019, at the request of the City Council of St. Petersburg, Florida, he was commissioned to create a public 
sculpture in bronze, OLNETOPIA. In 2020, he was asked by the Chinese government to create ALUNIK for the 
Shenzhen World Conventions & Exhibition Center in Shanghai. In 2021, a large solo museum exhibition is planned for 
him in HÃ¤me Castle organized by the National Museum of Finland. In addition to some 50 works inside and outside, 
a new monumental installation will also be presented here. A voluminous monograph will also be published in 
response to this exhibition. 
Nick Ervinck lives in Lichtervelde with his wife Kaat and their three children, Lene, Ida and Thor. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1476 - Nick Ervinck 
Artwork 1 Title: noiteros 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: framed 206 x 156 X 4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Skin mutations  
Static and mobile, inside and outside, solid and open, playful and funeral. At first glance, a lot of insolvable 
contradictions! Yet, without deleting or erasing each other, both components of each couple are fully present and 
even enrich one another in all of Ervinck's SKIN MUTATIONS. 
Obviously, notions like skin, pelt or shell always enjoyed the ambiguous character of being double, of covering a 
hidden dimension and hence of creating some of the greatest mysteries for the human mind. The internal body that 
man is blessed with always had this peculiar quality of being recessive and therefore largely unknown to him. It had 
to wait for signs of disease and pain to be recognized as parts of himself. 
In Ervinck's skin series, this eternal hesitation between inside and outside fully is deployed by the way anatomical 
structures are presented at a surface level. Strange exoskeletons apparently are pervaded by an unknown type of life 
and vitality, while endoskeletons burst open and give us a glimpse of their hidden anatomical mysteries. The artist 
deals with both Henry Moore's idea of 'the power of the bone beneath the flesh' and Francis Bacon's appeal to 
'never forget that meat is meat', a position that leads him to use bones, knuckles and vertebrae as construction 
elements for a full-bodied cover which performs as a vivid, almost living skin or underwater coral. 
In the end, the display of these natural products, in ever changing positions and cross fertilizations, reveals his 
fascination for nature's primal power, its threats and promesses. Although the series mainly represent creatures of 
flesh and blood, we also encounter visual resemblances of one of the most disturbing and attractive wonders of 
nature, the Gongshi rocks. These natural shaped 'Scholar's Rocks' appeal very strongly to Chinese sensitivities, as 
they are believed to represent mountainous dwellings, particularly these believed to be inhabited by immortal 
beings. Obeying as they do to some organic laws of rhythm, Ervinck manipulated their erratic forms into very 
personal types of creation. Nevertheless, these limestone rocks, so similar to rocky landscapes, are not alienated 
from life: according to ancient Chinese faith they even harbour immortal beings and are memories from another 
world. Here again, an outer skin points at the existence of other forms of energy that, somewhere deep inside, have 
a primal vitality that may both attract and disturb us. Therefore, in Ervinck's view, these Skin Mutations, and 
especially the man-made fossils he designed, signal patterns of energy that might belong to forces and creatures that 
inhabit as well unknown universes as parallel spaces.  
On the other hand, the tension that prevails between evolution and stationary, movement and standstill, is a theme 
Ervinck also likes to explore in the wake of Eadweard Muybridge. As this groundbreaking English photographer was 
aiming at rendering movement, emotion and time in his zoopraxiscope (an early film projector), an endeavour that 
led him to translate the dynamics of life into one stagnant image, with his NOITEM series (2012-2013), Ervinck 
continued this magnificent adventure of the mind and taking off from hundreds of preliminary studies, he selected 
specific details used as an alphabet that created a new narrative. In this series, some complex and almost violent 
forms are endowed with movement, vibrating in unexpected directions, breathing as undefined and puzzling 
creatures. At first sight, these sculptures look more like organic creations of flesh and blood. The skin, shamelessly 
stretched over the internal skeleton, evokes the battle between tradition and modernity, between intentional and 
unintentional physical evolution. Just like in his earlier work SNIBURTAD (2011-2012), Ervinck flaunts the 
imperfections of the skin. Spots, scars, wrinkles and cellulite form an inherent part of skin and other organic tissues. 
And here again, not only examples from sculpture and nature, but also references to the history of painting have 
crossed the mind's eye of the artist. Indeed, Ervinck likes to deconstruct the rich but rough brushstrokes of a painter 
like Lucian Freud. Afterwards, theses references will be used by him in a digital context to render a number of 
striking 3D visualizations. It is in a context like this that Ervinck's constant search for a new sensitivity continues the 
dream and the passion that once, his great predecessor, Henry Moore also had. Where the hand could not enter, 
was a statement and a desire that gave both men the mission to explore what lied beneath the traditional surface, 
under a skin that nobody had the courage to take away.  
Removing the veils that tradition had spread over our knowledge and imagination, both Moore and Ervinck are 
children who, their entire life, had one wild dream: making up a new narrative that might guide us in the exploration 
of a new world. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1477 

Artist ID: 1477 
 
Artist Name: Jessica Gianelli 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: With a strong background in visual research, my practice embodies an obsessive desire for 
observing the human condition in an effort to capture the nuance of identity and foster connection through imagery, 
utilising both analogue and digital mediums of photography.  
Through my photography, I attempt to forge an empathetic link between myself, my subject, and the viewer, 
focusing on the idiosyncrasies that both differentiate and connect us.  
Engaging with colour, texture, and context, my research can be synthesised towards a variety of visual outcomes 
dependent on the natural course of the creative cycle, including portraiture, fashion photography, moving image, 
and the printed object. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1477 - Jessica Gianelli 
Artwork 1 Title: To be 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 41cm x 30Â½cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A self portrait that exists as part of a larger series exploring the personal myth as a tool for 
decolonisation, dissecting and recontextualising African, Caribbean, and Indigenous depictions through an anecdotal 
lens.  
As the figure faces away from the camera, she is uninterested in who is seeing her, but rather stands tall, 
multicoloured, and unencumbered against a calm sky. No matter what unfolds beside her, She Is. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1478 

Artist ID: 1478 
 
Artist Name: Louise Dee 
Website: www.louisedeestudio.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/theeyewasthefirstcircle 
 
Artist Statement: In my work I am currently exploring individual and collective identities and the relationship 
between identity and human connection for a felt sense of self. 
During this year of disruption due to the coronavirus pandemic, where there has been enforced physical distancing 
and collective isolation, I have thought a lot about the importance of emotional and physical connection, and our 
primal need for closeness and belonging. While beaches and pools around the world were largely empty, my 
thoughts returned again and again to images of past summers, of holidays, crowded beaches and poolside places 
where people often gather together sharing space and time.  
This painting is part of a series of works that explores identity and human interconnectedness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1478 - Louise Dee 
Artwork 1 Title: The snorkeller 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91.4cm x 91.4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is part of a series of works that explores identity and human 
interconnectedness. It is about connection and what it means to be connected.  
For me this painting and this time is a reminder that we are social beings, that togetherness is our natural state and 
that one day we will all be able to congregate again. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1479 

Artist ID: 1479 
 
Artist Name: Vanessa Figueroa 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/vmercedesart 
 
Artist Statement: My work as an artist, activist and woman of colour explores politically driven protest art through 
multidisciplinary pursuits. Focusing especially on political events, as well as the consideration of feminist theory, my 
goal is to create a visual response and evaluation of current events affecting marginalized groups to set the tone for 
the sociopolitical period we are in, to allow for reevaluation and critical reflection.â€‹ 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1479 - Vanessa Figueroa 
Artwork 1 Title: Peluda 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.69 X 93.98 
Artwork 1 Medium: photography, collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I have glued individual pieces of hair to a 59.69 X 93.98 inkjet print of my legs. A majority of 
my photographic practice revolves around identity politics, and one thing in particular which has affected me, the 
idea of identity and what it means to me within the last year has been hair.  
Peluda is a Spanish word which means Hairy, and it is a word I have heard all my life. While all this exists, a cultural 
connotation with leg hair which exists within Hispanic households is that 'womenâ€• shave their legs, not girls. 
Featured in Seymour Art Galleries 2020 show Moving Throughlines, this series of work has become a highlight within 
my portfolio.  
To see more on this piece, visit https://www.seymourartgallery.com/2020/09/27/moving-throughlines/ for an 
interview on this work, and my personal website at https://www.vmercedesart.com/photography?pgid=k93i8hhh-
695e442c-34c6-40f8-836b-b2614a443d7b for videos, and closeup images. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1480 

Artist ID: 1480 
 
Artist Name: Margaret Scott 
Website: www.maggiescottonline.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/maggiesncottonline 
 
Artist Statement: As a Visual Artist, my work is created from the particularity of who I am: a black woman, a feminist, 
a daughter, a mother, an activist and a British Textile Artist. 
My Textiles and photographic collages often explore the politics of representation and the tensions and 
contradictions of a Black European or Black British identity.  
My large-scale works draw out the aesthetic and symbolic potential of the laborious process of felting.  
Photography and specifically portraiture has played a key role in all my work. While many of the manipulated images 
become textiles, each series of work always generate 'stand alone' prints. 
The catalyst for most of my recent work has been the shocking government statistics publicised last year about 
pregnancy and childbirth in the UK. The series called 'Five Times more' refers to the Data on black women who are 
five time more likely to die from causes related to pregnancy that white women. 
The series currently includes 6 large Nuno felted textiles and several aluminium prints. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1480 - Margaret Scott 
Artwork 1 Title: 5 times 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 166 x 119 x 3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Textile 
Artwork 1 Commentary: 5 Times' is part of a series with the working title of 'Five time more' that I been working on 
since reading a UK government document about maternal care for black British women and confirmed some 
astonishing data about the pregnancy outcomes for Black women, Asian women and white women. Namely: Black 
women are 5 times more likely to die from causes related to pregnancy than whites women. 
At the centre of this collage is a photographic image featuring portraits of 5 different pregnant black women. Printed 
onto silk and wet felted, I have then hand-stitched parts of the surface that have softened or blurred during the 
felting process. In addition, wanting to establish that they were very much alive, I've concentrated on stitching the 
eyes. 
The companion piece called '5 Times More' has the same modes but with their eyes closed. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1481 

Artist ID: 1481 
 
Artist Name: Margo Van Rooyen 
Website: https://www.margov.online/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/margo_vanrooyen 
 
Artist Statement: Margo van Rooyen is a female South African artist born in Durban. She specialises in printmaking, 
site specific work and installation. She graduated from the Royal College of Art in MA Print in 2019. Since then she 
has been taking part in exhibitions in London and Germany. She participated in Pilotenkueche International Artist 
Residency (Leipzig) in 2020 before the lockdown. During the lockdown she has been in South Africa and looks 
forward to moving back to the UK and taking part in The Other Art Fair (London) in 2021. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1481 - Margo Van Rooyen 
Artwork 1 Title: Discarded 20, Constellation 1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Overall display dimensions variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: Used photolithographic plates and aerosol 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work shows my preoccupation with waste production. My work has always been 
simplistic and minimal, only containing what is necessary, but this has now upgraded to my fear of producing more 
waste that will fill up landfills and strangle our wildlife and oceans. The photolithographic plates used for Discarded 
were destined for the trash. Each plate is bent and detailed by hand and the end sculpture shown is made of 20 
individual pieces. The work is put together on site and I would not be able to recreate it in the same form again. It 
has been shown in two other exhibitions in varying number of plates (4 and 8); each time drawing off the space and 
surrounding area. The site specific nature of the work is so important and plays a key role in the energy of the work. 
The work speaks of the deep abyss and void that is sucking the world away. 
It can be shown in any number (up to 26 pieces) and in any kind of space. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1482 

Artist ID: 1482 
 
Artist Name: Rian Hotton 
Website: www.rianhotton.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/rianhotton 
 
Artist Statement: Rian is a full-time artist, born in Jersey, now based in London. Producing works in varying mediums 
that are inspired by the built and natural environment, nostalgia, and more recently bridging the gap between art 
and science. Rian believes that our experience and memories along with our imaginations should be the guiding 
force to answer the questions of the future. As an artist he has a duty to his art and to himself and that in 
collaboration with other fields the resulting work should serve a higher purpose. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1482 - Rian Hotton 
Artwork 1 Title: Trinity I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 92 x 61 x 20 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and oil of artists ply panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting depicts a trinity on a revelatory journey where reason is floundering. At times 
we need to do the impossible and be more than one person. To think, to know and to feel. All the while removing 
external influence and handing it over, being present. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1483 

Artist ID: 1483 
 
Artist Name: Jen Maidment 
Website: www.Jennifermaidment.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jenmai.art 
 
Artist Statement: My work is concerned with documenting identity expression. In particular I am interested in the 
beauty of non stereotypical attitudes towards gender and paint and draw portraits that try to reflect this. To me 
gender means a lot less than the attributes often ascribed to it. Whilst I define as cis gender, I do not see being 
female as having many defining characteristics other than anatomical ones and try not to limit myself based on 
myths of 'femininity' 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1483 - Jen Maidment 
Artwork 1 Title: Keiynan 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61 x 50 x 1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting I submit to you is of actor Keiynan Lonsdale. At the start of this series of 
paintings I began to paint people in the public eye whose sense of style hinted at their beliefs around non 
stereotypical gender. I chose Keiynan because he wears what would traditionally be perceived as women's and 
men's clothing. Well known/influential figures are essential to normalising such shifts in society, so my painting is an 
ode to those who push at these boundaries 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1484 

Artist ID: 1484 
 
Artist Name: Elia Alunni Tullini 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/elia_alunnitullini_art 
 
Artist Statement: Nature creates the most noble art forms, perfect in the concept and molecular composition, and 
industrial processing violent matter in a disrespectful way. The first impression derived from a lamp of clay or a block 
of marble is the violence suffered by matter, spit out by a technological incubator. The artist has the difficult task to 
give life back and re-educating something dormant. 
The sculptor's hand conveys to the material private and personal emotions, which often seem to be rejected by an 
unconscious force. I often feel repulsion during the processing and transformation of matter, as a second act of 
violence. Therefore I reject the use of virtuosity to restore dignity to nature, as primordial creator from which the 
artist takes inspiration. 
Without further rape by the passage of emotions through my manipulation, matter is free to come out of the mold 
as alive. Life is born of truth and the artist can walk towards spiritual elevation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1484 - Elia Alunni Tullini 
Artwork 1 Title: dis-umano/non-human 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 64Ã—50Ã—30 
Artwork 1 Medium: Body casting - material reinforced concrete 
Artwork 1 Commentary: We made perfect machines that produce more efficiently and faster than a man. We force 
men to compete with machines and other men, but now we feel inadequate. Have we taken the right way? 
So the man takes off the clothes of the human being, makes himself perfect in avery situation, despite his fargility, 
and shows himself invincible. The artwork focuses on this dehumanization, which instead of making the man strong 
and performing, according to the dictates of the technique, is wearing him down to the point of crumbling one 
fragment after another. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1485 

Artist ID: 1485 
 
Artist Name: Magdalena Kirklewska 
Website: www.magdalenakirklewska.pl 
IG: www.instagram.com/magda.kirk 
 
Artist Statement: Body Images 
My paintings are images of different individuals who watch their bodies in a mirror. What they see is their ideas 
about themselves, distorted under the influence of cultural expectations. Dominated by visions of an ideal woman 
and an ideal man, they see their bodies reduced to the role of an object that must be formed to fit a strictly defined, 
canonical shape. On the other hand, they seek for their subjectivity and uniqueness in those reflections. While 
standing in front of the mirror, they are attempting to get closer to themselves, confront and identify with their own 
bodies. 
"Venusâ€• and "Adonisâ€• series are specifically focused on body standards. Though created paralelly, they are not 
symmetrical. I focused on the unnatural division into feminine and masculine, trying to take a neutral point of view 
of a human who stays outside of this binary construct. 
In the ongoing series "Couplesâ€• I concentrate on relationships. I am interested in the way one's body image is 
distorted in other person's presence and how it shapes their relationship. 
"Lockdownâ€• is a special series of body images during the pandemic. It shows the condition of humans when their 
environment suddenly got unnaturally limited - literally and figuratively. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1485 - Magdalena Kirklewska 
Artwork 1 Title: Tattooed all over 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x120cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Painting from "Adonis" series. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1486 

Artist ID: 1486 
 
Artist Name: Amanda Sumpter 
Website: www.amandasumpter.co.uk 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: This application very much sits as my re-emergence as a mature artist. Working first as a painter 
and then as an installation and performance artist, and now as a sculptor, I graduated from the MA course at 
Chelsea College of Art in 1991. Since this time motherhood and teaching have very much been my staple but my 
work has continued and evolved as a multidisciplinary body of work with drawing and carving at its heart.  
For me, drawing has been the constant activity that seamlessly bridges that awkward gap between thinking and 
feeling - relationships are created between the marks and materials and the white spaces that surrounds that simply 
feel right. 
A chance encounter with stone carving in 2004 introduced me to a process that has enabled me to directly apply this 
intuitive way of working in three dimensions and this has remained an addictive and immersive practice. Each 
carving can evolve like a drawing. Relationships are created between the curves and planes of the piece and the 
space in which it sits as a singular object, or as one sculpture connected to another, or to an object or material with 
autobiographical connections, linking the carvings to a person and their activities. These materials have all been 
touched, used or created by a person in a moment in time now lost. I come back to these materials time and again, 
reconnecting with something I am not yet ready to let go. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1486 - Amanda Sumpter 
Artwork 1 Title: ...and nothing would happen 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 23cmx69cmx180cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Caen stone, welsh slate and textile 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1487 

Artist ID: 1487 
 
Artist Name: Aki Pao-Chen Chiu 
Website: www.akipaochenchiu.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/baochiu 
 
Artist Statement: After moving alone to London from Taiwan some years ago, the conflicts between different 
responsibilities and identities as a daughter, a research student, an artist and a foreigner, became apparent. This 
internal combat was exacerbated after my father's passing.  
Erasure as an artistic technique has since been developed in my moving image practice as an expression to depict 
such an ineffable agony and struggle. It takes place in the disappearance of objects' outlines or extractions of street 
lights from their surroundings, leaving a ghostly emptiness in the space.  
Alongside the images are the memories about my father. The storylines shift between disconnected time and spaces, 
narrated in English by males from various cultural backgrounds with different accents, presenting a disjointed profile 
of the protagonist. Composed by a non-native speaker, these recollections exhibit the straightforwardness and 
almost childlike nature of an imperfect language, illustrating the nuances and tensions of living between intricate 
social and cultural contexts. 
Through articulating a personal grief, my moving image practice examines the art-language relationship and further 
unravels extensive apprehensions of loss, trauma, conflicted identities and cultural belonging. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1487 - Aki Pao-Chen Chiu 
Artwork 1 Title: A Poetic Erasure 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Dimension variables 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital video with sound 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Link: 
https://youtu.be/Vn-DrNaS6bk 
Required equipment: 
A TV screen (43" ~ 55") and a set of headphones. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1488 

Artist ID: 1488 
 
Artist Name: Lauren Brown 
Website: https://www.laurengracebrown.org/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/laurengracebrown 
 
Artist Statement: I am an abstract painter I primarily work with oil paints on canvas. My paintings have developed 
using a balance of colour, marks and space achieved through different variations in paint application. My work 
evokes an essence of fluidity, movement and improvisation, creating paintings with recognisable elements that 
contrast with unknown and intriguing marks and shapes. The mark making is controlled, yet unpredictable with a 
feral nature, I allow the paint to walk and talk across the canvas. The paintings are open to interpretation. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1488 - Lauren Brown 
Artwork 1 Title: Oksana 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152x152x4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1489 

Artist ID: 1489 
 
Artist Name: Omar Castaneda 
Website: www.omarcastaneda.website 
IG: www.instagram.com/omartistuk 
 
Artist Statement: I am turning my practice towards Barroco-Tropicalismo, an experimental hybrid where I work with 
forms of nature and how the First World countries have imposed interventions to the environment through 
Colonialism. By exploring this route, I have been using recycled materials, organic shapes and raw elements, mixing 
the tropical with the industrial.  
My work is characterised by a combination of the popular and the avant garde, as well as a fusion of traditional Latin 
American culture with foreign influences including those from the West. A key principle of my research is 
Antropofagia, a type of cannibalism of existing culture to encourage the conflation of other influences in order to 
create something unique. This idea was originally proposed by the poet Oswald de Andrade in his Manifesto 
AntropÃ³fago in 1928. 
I am also intrigued about the relationships of power between species, specifically human domination over other 
species for our own benefit, which in extreme cases precipitates the extinction of the weakests. 
My work interrogates this complex network of associations whilst also drawing on how they have affected the UK. 
Consequently, much of my practice utilizes various food substances, precious metal and organic elements (including 
feathers, animal skins and human teeth) as signifiers in an attempt to address both visually and metaphorically the 
intersection of competing cultural values. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1489 - Omar Castaneda 
Artwork 1 Title: Mammalia alien 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 17 x 28 x 23 
Artwork 1 Medium: sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: It is a sculpture made by recycling objects and natural sources. This piece is about the 
environment and humans coexistence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1490 

Artist ID: 1490 
 
Artist Name: Clare Flatley 
Website: www.clareflatley.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/studio_of_clare 
 
Artist Statement: Clare Flatley is a ceramics and glass artist based in London. Originally from Lancashire she studied 
and worked in Edinburgh as a Sculptor before moving to London to complete her MA at the Royal College of Art in 
Ceramics and Glass. She creates both sculptural and functional artworks that reflect her interest in materials and in 
expressing states of transformation and movement. From her degree show work she won several awards including 
the Charlotte Fraser WIP Award and the Worshipful Company of Tin Workers Tin Competition. She was in several 
select graduate shows at London Glassblowing and Thrown Contemporary, and in 2019 won the a-n Bursary to go on 
a residency in Cornwall with Lumen Studios.  
In her sculptural work she is interested in creating qualities of strangeness and otherness through the expression of 
materials. 
Her practice is research-based and has drawn extensively on the philosophies of the early modern Alchemists. In 
particular the way they developed their own personal psychology and understanding of the universe through the 
technical mastery of physical materials, blurring of the distinction between spirituality and science, and between 
psychological and material transformation, She also creates unique tableware, which is derived from her research 
into material behaviour and experimentation with slip casting porcelain. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1490 - Clare Flatley 
Artwork 1 Title: Binary 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28cm diameter and 18cm diameter 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I have recently been focused on using ceramic materials to reference the cosmic scale. In 
this piece I wanted to explore the aesthetics of density in relation to the form of planetary structures. The 
composition of the 2 spheres relates to the material qualities of the inner core and outer layers of planetary bodies. 
The smaller sphere has densely textured, fluid forms and a crystalline metallic texture, while the larger sphere has a 
surface texture that resembles a rocky planetary surface. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1491 

Artist ID: 1491 
 
Artist Name: Conor Doyle 
Website: www.conordoyle.co 
IG: www.instagram.com/conordoyleart 
 
Artist Statement: My work amplifies the farcicality of every day, offering an absurd exploration of our post-truth, 
algorithm-engineered nonlinear reality. 
Using absurdity and humor to ape social conventions, offering an antidote to our contrived everyday seriousness' 
and creating a framework to question the authority and structures which govern and antagonize our daily existence. 
Adopting a damaged candy aesthetic, where bright cartoonish characters in compromising positions create an 
absurd version of everyday' 
Using and/or damaging materials, adding elements of irregularity and imperfection to distress the work creates a 
sense of agitation around something that looked fun and innocent at first glance' â€¨questioning; firstly our 
understanding of the work and secondly our trained everyday assumptions. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1491 - Conor Doyle 
Artwork 1 Title: The Pigingdon Club 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 155x200x65 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work, the Pigingdon club; is the first piece in a much larger, longer-term project: 
Prodigious' 
an immersive carnivalesque experience fusing video, installation, and sculpture'  
it will question power and the transference of it, through a fantastical C.R.I.S.P.R. genetic engineering fairytale.  
The Pigingdon Club mocks the infamous Bullingdon Club, and its weird sus-amour rituals. 
The three little pigs represent young men before they go out in the world. 
Innocent at first sight, but then when a second look is taken, its damaged candy reality starts to reveal itself' 
the worn fabric, the heavily exposed stitching, the wonky detail of irregular ill-fitting features, work together to 
create a sense of unease. 
Married with this' we see the three pigs are connected in an oddly sexual ritualistic manner' 
Mirroring the toxic ceremonies of hazing culture, which these groups of our so-called future leaders participate in. 
Its candy innocence brings us in, it's damaged delivery leaves us questioning. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1492 

Artist ID: 1492 
 
Artist Name: Giulietta Gheller 
Website: www.giuliettagheller.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/giuliettagheller 
 
Artist Statement: She completed two Master's Degree in 'Sculpture' (Academy of fine Arts of Bologna) and 
'Disciplines of Art, Music and Performance' (D.A.M.S. University of Bologna). 
She took part in collective and solo exhibitions of paintings and sculptures and in national independent art fairs. The 
most important solo exhibitions took place in Rome (Moderni Foundation), Vicenza (Apart art gallery), Urbino (DATA 
Duca Stables), Bologna (Air-raid shelter). More recently she started merging Art Languages to create Installations and 
Site Specific Works. In 2017, she cooperated with the Cultural Association Rodopis 'Experience Ancient History to 
plan and realise the "Metamorphosisâ€• project, celebrating the bimillenary of Ovid's death. The project consisted 
of the creation of an original theatrical play, where Giulietta Gheller's sculptures where displayed on stage and an 
indipedent installation of her works. This show was set also at the Palladio Museum. She collaborated in conceiving a 
second theatrical play, produced by the Municipality of Pesaro titled "I am Something else- The different artworkâ€• 
which included two other sculptures on stage.  
She has won several art Awards, including the 'Escher Sculpture Award' (Arte-Salerno 2018), the BEST 15 Prize a 
Paratissima Art Fair Torino 2018 and the third award for 'Art in the Dunes- interational biennal contest for Land Art 
and Site Specific' (2019). In 2019 her sculptures were exhibited at MEAM in Barcellona. 
She was selected among the 50 sculptors figuring in the 2019 Mondadori International Yearly report of 
Contemporary Art "ARTISTIâ€• (cured by Philippe Daverio, Paolo Levi, Luca Beatrice, Angelo Crespi, and others). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1492 - Giulietta Gheller 
Artwork 1 Title: REQUIEM FOR AN EMPTY SHROUD- Irreversible Action towards a Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: about 112x200 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video of the performance 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Performance is an 'Irreversible action towards a sculptureâ€•.  
A statue was abandoned in the sea where it melted until it disappeared. 
The sculpture was the fundamental starting point but only its disappearance gave value to the action. 
The life-size statue represented a young African woman: thin, because thinness alludes to the absence of any 
superfluity, naked because in the sea journey, in search of salvation, nothing can protect us and nothing can say our 
name. 
I modeled it by being careful to respect the likelihood with reality. But the sculpture was made in dried clay, it was 
hollow and it was not baked. 
When we think of the History of Art, we know that Sculpture tends to last over time. Terracotta spans the millennia. 
Bad weather does not consume it. 
The sculptures, in stone and metal, come from antiquity. We associate the sculpture with an idea of stability, 
durability, strength. 
I wanted to act precisely on this prejudice. A weak point is the moment when the statue is still dried and therefore it 
is still only dry mud to which the artist has given a shape. 
In september I transpored the sculpture to the seashore, before the sun rose. In the open place of the empty beach, 
in front of a gentle sea and a moment of purity, a Loss (something like  
an experience of a bereavement) was put into practice and the artist took on the responsibility of assisting it. The 
statue was placed on a floating plane and taken to the sea for a short distance. Then it was lowered into the water 
and lay down on the seabed. Since the statue was dried but not baked, the clay soon began to liquefy. The clay that 
melted clouded the water but the current of the sea continually cleaned the figure of itself. 
The initial idea was to carry out a work of denunciation of the deadly shipwrecks in the Mediterranean by African 
fugitives. I wanted to show what the media hide, I wanted us Westerners, so attentive to the conservation of works 
of art, to suffer the violence of an artwork destruction. I wanted the reflection of this violence to recall the much 
greater one of the unheard massacres. 
But in the two months I worked on the project, while modeling the sculpture, I realized that this was a very personal 
act, that the subtraction I was planning was a big sacrifice. In the literal sense of "sacer facere", to make something 
sacred. 
In fact, when we found ourselves in the water to witness that disappearance, it was evident that in addition to the 
social denunciation a tragic act was taking place that had an absolute value. In the video that Andrea Laquidare later 
made and here presented, we wanted to highlight the great contrast between all that beauty (the blue sea, calm, 
clear; the perfect morning; the golden rising sun) with the unstoppable and dramatic disintegration that unfolded 
before our eyes. 
The aesthetics of that contrast, I think, increases the value of the performance. 
When the statue completely melted I dragged to shore the white cloth on which it had been stretched, the shroud.  
The shroud was now full only of mud. 
The video that was made has a duration of about 9 minutes.  
https://vimeo.com/506605112 
password: requiem 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1493 

Artist ID: 1493 
 
Artist Name: Margot Lochrin 
Website: www.margotlochrin.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/margotlochrin 
 
Artist Statement: The painting is inspired by experiences in my life. The river and the woman equate as one. Water is 
a central criteria for life - critical for growth, yet it also washes away. The uppermost stones provide structure, as the 
sleeve cuff of an arm stretching over her head. Then, there are stones at the top of the bodice, with water splash as 
the lace, hearing back to dresses off the early 1900s. The lower stones could be a pelvis, with a hint of red and 
ghostly vague figures of stone - half-formed, or only memories. Her posture is almost coy, the chest half-turned 
away, yet the lower half faces front. Leaning on one hand, with water like blood trickling down. Her facial expression 
is difficult to read, indifferent or disengaged? There is a circle motif of the moon, flowers, her bust. Lights of hearth 
and home, echoing the flowers, seem far away. Urbanisation encroaches on our connection with nature and our 
connection to our feelings. The roof could be merely the light from the moon. All is transient. The vibrancy of the 
colours reflects the intensity of feeling. Points of bright colour cannot be extinguished by the darkness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1493 - Margot Lochrin 
Artwork 1 Title: Woman's River Flow 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91cm x 91cm x 3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1494 

Artist ID: 1494 
 
Artist Name: Kasper De Vos 
Website: https://www.kasperdevos.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kasper.devos 
 
Artist Statement: With my sculptures i built a colorful and rather uncanny environment where vibrant imaginary 
landscapes were deeply rooted down by everyday absurdities. As a visual storyteller, i utilizes serendipity, surprise 
and salvaged social remnants as key elements in my process. Materials and idea are gathered on the natural route of 
any given day, and classical sculptural forms (such as base, bust, and body) are incorporated into odd combinations 
of contemporary throwaways. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1494 - Kasper De Vos 
Artwork 1 Title: Water Wast Wat Was ( water cleans what has been ) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 330x90x90 
Artwork 1 Medium: Metro line parts, polyester resin, bronze pigment with sleeve, water tap on metal tube, fabric 
european umbrella and a glass light ball 
Artwork 1 Commentary: a flower, an antenna, an ode to Magritte 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1495 

Artist ID: 1495 
 
Artist Name: Georgie Poulariani 
Website: www.georgiepoulariani.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/georgiepoularianisculptor 
 
Artist Statement: I am metal sculptor from Spain and I have endless love for art 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1495 - Georgie Poulariani 
Artwork 1 Title: Dancing with the wind 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x90x130 
Artwork 1 Medium: Stainless steel, granite 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/72mWe-f4LXM 
Work us made with different size welded stainless steel wire 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1496 

Artist ID: 1496 
 
Artist Name: Ellen Gilbert 
Website: www.ellengilbert.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/ellengilbert_ 
 
Artist Statement: I use my body as a medium to physically express how I feel forced to navigate digitally in my 
habitat; I make visible the impact that our all-consuming digital world is having on our bodies, minds and futures. 
How we see and shape the world is controlled through technology, which means that technology has changed how 
we perceive our surrounding environment. We, as Humans struggle to comprehend its physical digital presence and 
effect on our mental health, and therefore the boundaries between truth and fiction, machine and human are 
becoming increasingly blurred. 
I believe that the future relies on art and artists to reveal this social dilemma because artists never accept their 
environment for what it seems, they are always seeking new patterns, new solutions, and new ways of thinking to 
reflect theses anti-environmental perceptions. This is more important now than ever, in a life of intelligent 
automation, we must remain thoughtful and critical. 
I creatively direct the performance series with an assistant photographer whilst performing, and during the 
coronavirus pandemic I have been documenting my own performances via remote control, merging with my 
surroundings privately, existing at one with nature. After each performance I discover a pattern through the images 
and form an unconscious visual language. My technique becomes almost a type of transformative experience for 
myself and for others, as I manipulate my body and image into a form of reflection, the imagery becomes a visual 
communicator in a hope for the viewer to question their relationship to technology. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1496 - Ellen Gilbert 
Artwork 1 Title: The New Eve-olution 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 118.9cm x 79.2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph printed and mounted on 12mm MDF 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is one image from the photographic performance series called 'The New Eve-olution' 
(2019). This still image performance was created to state visually how communicating through apps and living 
through social media platforms is affecting our bodies, minds, and our futures. The title references Eve from the 
biblical story of creation combined with the theory of evolution, introducing the series as a modern digital 
hybridisation of theories that visually communicates through the human body the birth of our culture's current 
social dilemma. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1497 

Artist ID: 1497 
 
Artist Name: Dorotea Tocco 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/dorothy_touch 
 
Artist Statement: I am committed to challenging a judgement that is strongly nested in every unthinkable crevice, 
guilty of branding the reputation of those who deviate from custom. 
My research was born from a strong attraction towards the aberrant and the bizarre, it is driven by the need to show 
what men and women hide in their private lives, flaunting the intimate and the embarrassing, through violations of 
the moral and aesthetic code. 
Among the subjects that interest me the most are undoubtedly the castration of Catholic morality and the condition 
of women. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1497 - Dorotea Tocco 
Artwork 1 Title: Placida apparenza di quiete rassegnata 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 81x58,5x56 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: armchair, spray paint, nails, wedding underwear 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Choices made too early are perhaps not the best ones. 
Always acting according to what is socially expedient does not really lead to a happy ending. 
What looks soft may turn out to be unpleasant. 
A reflection on romantic resignation to the duties of a wife, on marriage described as a goal, on harmful love and its 
succubi. 
The outfit in the installation is my mother's wedding underwear: in my eyes seen as a tame porcelain fakir. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1498 

Artist ID: 1498 
 
Artist Name: Susanne Carrara 
Website: https://www.susannecarrara.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/scarrara 
 
Artist Statement: The intention of my work is to take a deeper look at gender stereotypes and what makes a 
feminine identity in contemporary society. My art explores the tensions between the two contradictions women of 
the 21st century embody - femininity and feminism. One doesn't exclude the other, but the daily discomfort lying 
within the push and pull of the two is what my art aims to capture.Â  
In my portraits I use friends, family or myself to explore how each navigate the journey of their femininity within 
themselves and within the broader realm of society. Every painting is a challenge because every woman is so 
wonderfully different in terms of identity, stage in their journey, societal constraints and adversities. My art aims to 
show the struggle women face with their own feminine identities, fighting against, not only patriarchal norms, but 
norms that are often self-imposed or indirectly imposed by other women.Â  
Drawing on a life-long experience in the creative industry, my paintings are a mix of material like acrylics and oil, but 
also collages and various printing technics and even stitching find their way into my art. I work from photography as 
well as from real life settings. 
Having grown up in Hamburg, lived in New York and now in Milan I consider myself a global citizen. Moving to Italy 
half a lifetime ago meant growing new roots and loosing some of the old ones. I've had to find "Heimatâ€• (German 
for home) within myself repeatedly, knowing it wasn't a physical space. As a daughter, mother, wife, sister, art 
director, artist and woman I have experienced feminism and femininity within my own identityÂ and body, in 
different shapes and forms, throughout the years. I paint visual fractions of those notions and struggles that inhabit 
me and my daughters in their twenties as much as the strangers I meet on my travels.Â  
Â  
There is raw beauty in the discomfort of the journey every women undertakes and I want my paintings to be a 
testament to their authenticity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1498 - Susanne Carrara 
Artwork 1 Title: L'over - dose 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: acrilico/olio on 4 canvasses, (4 x 70 x 100cm) 140 x 200cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: mix media (acrylics, oil and oilbars) 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1499 

Artist ID: 1499 
 
Artist Name: Nicky Pasterfield 
Website: www.nickypasterfield.squarespace.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/NickyPasterfield 
 
Artist Statement: My figurative work focuses on describing the bold and yet delicate nature of every day human 
faces. Through painting the sculptural certainties found in firm areas of the face and also the uncertain areas of 
tissue, I put my own nameless feelings into what I paint. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1499 - Nicky Pasterfield 
Artwork 1 Title: My Accountant 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40cm x 30cm x 2.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The shaft of harsh, illuminating winter sunlight across the sitter's face interested me 
because it means that curiously I got to explore 2 polychromatic schemes & 2 tonal bands as a result in one painting, 
one for each hemisphere of the head. The top half being delicate and then below, by contrast, more earthy and 
solid. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1500 

Artist ID: 1500 
 
Artist Name: Nora Silva 
Website: http://www.norasilva.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/iwasearly 
 
Artist Statement: My work revolves around the use of performance as a signifying tool, an active process in the 
genesis of alternative cosmologies, as a mechanism of resistance to imposed subjectivities. Fleeing from the 
conceptualisation of the purpose of the human being as a producer of economic value, I pursue any dilemma in any 
direction and speed through action. You could say that, as an artist, I do things. 
I distinguish between doing things in public and exhibition spaces. On the world-stage, I make use of the inherent 
connotations of the public space where I perform. In the exhibition space, I manufacture contexts and build 
sculptural installations as a fiction from where to address political issues. I use aesthetics as a prop for performances 
to happen within, often using gestures of irony, contradiction or frustration. The sculptures might shape the action 
and at times the action defines the sculpture.  
I question how art can be useful and if it should be useful at all, and consider the potential of each piece, how it can 
be activated or if it works better when it's passive. There is a useless space of art which is treated as sacred and 
where everything is possible, like a game, like a carnival. I am intrigued to address political issues within this frontier 
between the useful and useless using the familiarity of games and the informality of jokes. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1500 - Nora Silva 
Artwork 1 Title: The Reluctant Good Bye 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Not applicable 
Artwork 1 Medium: New Media: performance and video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Reluctant Good Bye is a site-specific performance in which I make ice cubes with an ice 
cube mold to then throw them at the Arctic sea. The piece is a desperate gesture towards the vastness of the climate 
crisis, a domestic approach to an unalterable outdoors. Like an anxious joke, the piece is a ridiculous attempt to 
restrain global warming.  
What is our capacity as citizens with no apparent competence to affect such seemingly distant issues? Can we 
summon change from the domestic? I intend to challenge the power of small gestures with a romantic pilgrimage to 
the North. The Reluctant Good Bye is a constant effort towards a cause perceived as lost. With the anxiety of a 
widow who mourns for his lost lover, I propose a proactive grieving for the lost ice. However The Reluctant Good Bye 
is not about failure, it's about hope. 
LINKS TO VIDEOS: 
https://vimeo.com/295336691 
https://vimeo.com/309953195 
https://vimeo.com/420732496 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1501 

Artist ID: 1501 
 
Artist Name: Katie Iacovou 
Website: www.katieiacovou.com (under construction) 
IG: www.instagram.com/katieiacovouceramics 
 
Artist Statement: Katie's organic forms and vessels are very much inspired by the Cornish coastline and she's 
particularly motivated by the textures that nature provides. The rugged cliff tops are a constant source of inspiration, 
providing marks, patterns and colour such as rust and corrosion.  
It's also the sea moss and kelp that sweeps across the rocks as the waves sway in and out that captures her 
attention, including shellfish and barnacles that cling fiercely onto the rock surfaces and metal that's found 
embedded in the cliff's structure. This is Katie's constant source of inspiration and it's this deep love for Cornwall 
that constantly pulls her away from the city.  
All of this is reflected in the glazes that Katie uses, often experimenting and layering glazes to achieve interesting 
results. Occasionally found objects make their way into her work such as driftwood and metal, which are usually 
collected from the beach. Katie thrives on the juxtaposition of the natural and man made world and is very much 
influenced, from a young age, by Barbara Hepworth. It's Hepworth's organic forms combined with wire that may 
subconsciously represent the two worlds that Katie chooses to live in, splitting her time between the city and the 
coast.  
Katie's work is often described as sculptural and are unique one-off pieces. All of the work is made with stoneware 
clay, using a combination of glazes. Various methods are used such as hand-building, coiling, the use of moulds and 
occasionally throwing. All pieces are fired at 1260. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1501 - Katie Iacovou 
Artwork 1 Title: Sea Vessel 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 17x14.5x14 
Artwork 1 Medium: Stoneware Clay 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I'm continually inspired by the Cornish coast and it's stunning landscape. This is a constant 
source of inspiration, it's the gorgeous colours of the shoreline which strike me and make their way into my work. 
The coarse golden sand, striking blue skies and splashing sea foam as the waves crash grabs my attention.  
It's the barnacles that are found on washed up bottles that excite me, the cobbled coastal paths, the rugged cliff 
tops, bright green moss and an abundance of shells and mark making, which are all present in this natural 
environment, nature and the elements all inspire my organic forms and those sea colours make their way into my 
work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1502 

Artist ID: 1502 
 
Artist Name: Daisy Collingridge 
Website: www.daisycollingridge.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/daisy_collingridge 
 
Artist Statement: Daisy is an artist with an education in fashion design and a practise driven by craft. Her multi-
disciplinary work investigates the human form as the central theme. The work sits in an awkward space between, 
sculpture, theatre and art. The 'flesh suits' or 'Squishies' are an exploration of fabric, form and flesh. Their tactile 
textile bodies and inviting colour evoke the warmth and softness of flesh- these elements which signify a living thing. 
They are visceral. There is a desire to touch. Cloth offers skin like qualities that traditional sculpting materials do not 
have. Unlike marble or ceramic, they will not last forever, just like skin. The medium is more approachable and laced 
with meaning given that we all come into contact with fabric on a daily basis.  
Each piece has their own character. They become real and take on their own identity. It feels natural to document 
their living moving selves in their own fantasy world. Yet their world mirrors our own with its heady mix of 
melancholy and joy. At the core of the work is a celebration of the human form. This complex body that we all exist 
in for a time. It asks the viewer to consider the body in every form and observe its potential. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1502 - Daisy Collingridge 
Artwork 1 Title: Burt 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 176 x 75 x 65 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Jersey, cotton, wadding, thread, dye, pellets, Internal structure (either human or wood) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is Burt. He is one of the five 'Squishies' in existence. These sculptures use fabric as a 
way of exploring the human anatomy. Their tactile bodies invite us to celebrate the joy of touch. A theme that has 
even more weight in a year which has been defined by isolation and lack of physical connection.  
This is a link to Dave in motion. He is an acquaintance of Burt. https://vimeo.com/user55798030 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1503 

Artist ID: 1503 
 
Artist Name: Anna Gray 
Website: www.annagray.nl 
IG: www.instagram.com/annagray.art 
 
Artist Statement: Over the past years I have focused on the extraordinary complexity and beauty of science. Topics 
that we don't know or fully understand intrigue me, The Unknown is my biggest source of inspiration. Glass has the 
ability to transform the fluid into the concrete, the elusive into (what might be) a reality; a moment becomes a 
sculpture or installation.  
The qualities of the material, like deformation, magnification, transparency and fluidity visualize my concepts. 
Thanks to glass, my ideas about the things we do not know and cannot see come to life. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1503 - Anna Gray 
Artwork 1 Title: Surface Tension 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x30x82 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: blown glass, silvered 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The organic shape that "moves" through the three transparent spheres is inspired by 
biological and physical structures. The reflection in the sculpture questions both our knowledge, within, as well as 
our perception of the world around us 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1504 

Artist ID: 1504 
 
Artist Name: Dide Siemmond 
Website: www.dide.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/_d_i_d_e_ 
 
Artist Statement: I am a multidisciplinary artist who likes to use paint, pencil, text and music primarily. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1504 - Dide Siemmond 
Artwork 1 Title: Anemone I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 60 x 2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Realistic close up of sea anemone from movie 'My Octopus Teacher' playing with the line 
between abstract and realism, and bringing focus onto ocean discovery and protection, and inter-species symbiosis. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1505 

Artist ID: 1505 
 
Artist Name: Richard Baker 
Website: www.richardbakerpainting.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/richardbakerpainting 
 
Artist Statement: Richard Baker's painting practice investigates the hidden human histories behind seemingly 
insignificant objects. Often ignored, they bear witness to sensuous activity, be it remembered, lived, forgotten, or 
mythologised. In these modestly scaled works, the depicted objects are presented dislocated from their 
conventional domestic settings and isolated within an intangible space. The objects appear as unadorned formal 
arrangements in a painterly restaging of the interrelationship of material, image, object and time. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1505 - Richard Baker 
Artwork 1 Title: Sideboard 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24cm x 31cm x 1.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on calico panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: An investigation into the hidden human histories behind seemingly insignificant objects. 
Often ignored, they bear witness to sensuous activity, be it remembered, lived, forgotten, or mythologised. In these 
modestly scaled works, the depicted objects are presented dislocated from their conventional domestic settings and 
isolated within an intangible space. The objects appear as unadorned formal arrangements in a painterly restaging of 
the interrelationship of material, image, object and time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1506 

Artist ID: 1506 
 
Artist Name: Ulla Wobst 
Website: www.atelier-ulla-wobst.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/ullawobst 
 
Artist Statement: I remember to have painted since I was about three years old and was fascinated by the fairy tales 
of the Grimm Brothers that had been told and -a bit later- read out to me. To remain longer in these magical realms I 
started to draw and paint what I had heard. This has become my main impetus for painting: to live in both worlds, in 
so called reality and of surreality/depths-of-the-psyche and dreams... To me there is no real difference between 
these worlds, the transitions are fluent and this is what my works want to make obvious: that reality is infinite. It 
consists of everything revealed to us by our senses, lived and experienced and as well includes everything felt and 
imagined, dreamed and thought of. But it is not limited to all this. In the realms of mind, spirit and soul there are no 
boundaries. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1506 - Ulla Wobst 
Artwork 1 Title: AMBIVALENT CONNOTATIONS OF RED 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140 x 120 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The representativeness of Red in this painting reaches from Love/Warmth and Sweetness to 
Danger and Threat. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1507 

Artist ID: 1507 
 
Artist Name: Olivia Free 
Website: Www.livfreecreations.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/Creationsbylivfree 
 
Artist Statement: I've created headpieces since 2007 using fabrics, beads, paints, crystals, clays, metal and glues 
(among others). My inspiration comes from all over, it could be the trees outside my house, today's current state of 
affairs, history... all things affect and inspire in different ways. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1507 - Olivia Free 
Artwork 1 Title: The Death of Self 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece I've submitted is called 'The Death of Self' and is from my Death Mask series that I 
started last year, inspired by the use of masks due to the current pandemic. The series and this piece, explores the 
concept of change. 'The Death of Self' is an expression of letting go and shedding your old self to embrace the new. 
Beaded tears fall from the eyes and beads cascade from the mouth to represent a purge of the 'old self'. Roses have 
been included for softness, showing that such a state is both beautiful and vulnerable. Made from cotton velvet, 
crystals, paints, glitters, sequins, paper and wood, this piece is a lightweight piece of wearable art. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1508 

Artist ID: 1508 
 
Artist Name: Loretta Yussuff 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/lorettayussuff 
 
Artist Statement: I am a self taught painter from London of Nigerian and Lithuanian heritage. I am at the beginning 
of a journey of trying to create an authentic visual world and language of my own, working in oils with an aim to 
express as directly, as imaginatively and as deeply the human condition. To use oil paint to story tell through figures, 
sensation and imagination. My work reflects a deep interest in the profundity and complexity of the inner life of the 
individual as a unique, complex and contradictory myriad of sensations, desires, fears and mysteries. I hope to bring 
a strong sense of unity and connectedness through being vulnerable as a painter, representing people of colour from 
my community as well as the queer community, and to explore a wide range of feelings that relate to the darkness, 
lightness and greyness of the human experience as a whole. I am always looking and absorbing works of great artists 
I feel a deep affinity with, like Francis Bacon, Egon Schiele, Vincent Van Gogh and Picasso as I work on developing my 
craft. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1508 - Loretta Yussuff 
Artwork 1 Title: Contact 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x56x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.instagram.com/p/CKCI8v3MNN-/  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGw4W88l-_r/  
A portrait of a couple, with an emphasis on the stirring and physical sensations provided by even the subtlest of 
contact and proximity of another person. Fingers on another's shoulder, hand around another's waist, leaning in 
towards each other. Visually representing the electric sparks and deep stirrings another person can cause inside of 
us, how life emanates out of us when we are stirred erotically, some parts shoot up, some begin to curl and some 
slowly droop downwards. 
Although romantic and erotically charged on the surface, it has deeply to do with my own feelings of love and 
aloneness. The impossibility to truly merge with another, you can never fully know or merge with another person, 
you will always remain separate, no matter how entangled you are with the other person, the painting is about 
yearning and the limits of contact. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1509 

Artist ID: 1509 
 
Artist Name: Moss Carroll 
Website: www.mosscarrollarts.wixsite.com/portfolio 
IG: www.instagram.com/mos.carrollart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a cross-disciplinary artist from Wales. I specialize in various methods of printmaking, oil 
painting and drawing. over the last two years I have been developing an original printing technique combining 
monoprint and chine collé. 
Focusing on expression, I direct my work as a poetic narrative which follows the progressively unfolding experiences 
of my life. Influenced by the changing environments I pass through, my recent work has mainly explored landscape. I 
search for striking momentary transitions between light and the elements, splitting environments at their seams by 
dissecting their colours and forms to suggest a vision beyond the physical. I try to represent the flow and movements 
of the elements through the landscape to unveil aspects that are unseen. 
I have studied under Scholarship at Fondazione Il Bisonte, Florence 2019 and won the Wales Contemporary/Cymru 
Gyffroes, Young Artist prize 2019. At the moment I live and work on an artist residency with Il Borgo Degli Artisti 
Bienno, situated in a village in the Lombardian alps 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1509 - Moss Carroll 
Artwork 1 Title: Over Valley 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x50 unframed 
Artwork 1 Medium: Â£400 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Monoprint, Chine Collé on paper 2020 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1510 

Artist ID: 1510 
 
Artist Name: Hugo De Carvalho 
Website: hugo-de-carvalho.jimdosite.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/hugo.berlin2021 
 
Artist Statement: I m a multidisciplinary artist, originally from Rio de Janeiro and rooted in Berlin, I am a trained 
choreographer, a master chef and a self taught painter.Visual art has always been an essential element of my life 
and three years ago 
Through my work across the disciplines, I seek to awaken emotions, be it with movement, flavour, colour, form or 
composition. I consider my work pop-naive and am always open to new experience. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1510 - Hugo De Carvalho 
Artwork 1 Title: Sale! sale! sale! 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 60 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Two paintings from an ongoing series.Betten transparence and reflection that is the 
question 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1511 

Artist ID: 1511 
 
Artist Name: Kathryn Seedhouse 
Website: www.seedhousearts.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/seedhousearts 
 
Artist Statement: I am an emerging artist, suffering from schizoaffective disorder, searching for simplicity in this time 
of chaos. I am concentrating on ideas that serve to soothe, serve and balance complex thoughts. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1511 - Kathryn Seedhouse 
Artwork 1 Title: Reflect 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42cm x 59.4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This direct piece is both intimate and universal, 
timely and timeless. It intends to evoke feelings of inter generations, time that is lost and found. Reflecting on the 
idea of essence being past through the patterns of behaviour. 
I have used photography, oil on canvas and cut out paper to create this piece of work. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1512 

Artist ID: 1512 
 
Artist Name: Alison Aye 
Website: https://www.alisonaye.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/alisonaye 
 
Artist Statement: I make hand-stitched collage from discarded papers, often documenting current affairs and 
popular culture. 
I buy nothing new to make my work. Having no car gives me the opportunity to collect materials from London's 
public transport system. 
Crediting all of my sources is an important part of my process. 
Current work reflects the fact that I have been, unexpectedly, living with my reluctantly vulnerable parents since last 
March. In Durham. Covid restrictions have prevented me getting back to my family in London. Secretly stitching 
during the early hours of the morning, or late at night has kept me sane. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1512 - Alison Aye 
Artwork 1 Title: When Do You Come Back Mum? 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 39 x 0.02 
Artwork 1 Medium: Paper/Textile 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Papers, gleaned from the pavements of South London, and hand-stitched in Durham to a 
discarded handkerchief. 
The story of each entry is recorded on Instagram (#alisonaye27).  
When do you come back Mum? was part of a found letter, particularly relevant as I hadn't been home to see my 
children for nineteen weeks. 
Photographed by Ian Bruton. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1513 

Artist ID: 1513 
 
Artist Name: Aengus Cullinan 
Website: www.AengusCullinan.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I'm a visual artist, painter mostly. I'm Australian by birth, but have lived out of the country almost 
longer than I have lived in it. Living outside Australia makes me feel more Australian than I do when I'm living there. I 
make up the European population that were, in my case, immigrants, four generations ago. I am part of the complicit 
many who benefited from the dispossession and forced removal of aboriginal Australians, who suffered every crime 
imaginable. 
Diaries of the earliest European explorers are demeaning and degrading in their Darwinian descriptions of Aboriginal 
Australians. The earliest photographs of Australian aboriginals illustrate a traumatized people. The false entitlement 
that grew from these records fills me with a loathing for the society which encouraged me to be complicit in the 
perpetuation of these lies.  
The paintings I'm selecting to show are an attempt to depict an Australia prior to 1788, the date when Australia was 
invaded by the British Government."The biggest estate on earthâ€• a book by Bill Gammage confirmed a Eureka 
moment, realizing, that, in times past, through careful management, Australia was an astonishingly beautiful 
landscape of interconnection, songlines, Dreamtime and sacred places, woven together by its people. 
The recording of this landscape, in this time, is as a painter possible through imagination. 
Seeing through the veils of deceit, going beyond the lies, before the trauma, Australia has a beautiful past, rich in 
culture. It is the "Vibeâ€• of the landscape I'm painting, its shining beauty because it was loved, spoken to and cared 
for by the people who inhabited it. 
By offering these paintings, I respect the aboriginal people of Australia, both past and present. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1513 - Aengus Cullinan 
Artwork 1 Title: Coolamons full of wild rice 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 133cm x 85cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The inspiration for the painting is an excerpt from a diary of a European explorer in 
Australia. The carved wooden carrying dishes or Coolamons were described being full of wild rice, and covered in the 
bark from a paperbark tree. The Coolamons, numbering 17 in all were a stored as a ready resource of food for 
ceremony and other occasions. Grain was an integral part of Australian aboriginals prior to 1788. With the 
introduction of livestock these fragile ecosystems were quickly degraded, with the wild grains becoming almost non 
existent in less than five years. 
The image projected onto the painting was filmed on a flat expanse of beach on the East coast of Australia. Through 
the play of light the film I hope brings the viewer into an ebb and flow of feelings and a deeper empathy for the 
fragility of the Australian aboriginals reciprocity and respect for their homeland. 
https://vimeo.com/506777455 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1514 

Artist ID: 1514 
 
Artist Name: Nara Walker 
Website: www.naraisart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/nara_walker 
 
Artist Statement: Nara Walker was born in 1990 in Australia; she works as a multidisciplinaryÂ artist. Audiences have 
been plentiful and from across the globe, exhibitingÂ at renowned galleries such as; 'Woman Made Gallery'Â (USA), 
'Mine Sanat Galerisi' (Turkey), with her work held in collections including 'The National Parliament Library of Tbilisi' 
(Georgia), and as a finalist in awards including 'The Ruth Borchard Self Portrait Prize' (UK); Walker's work explores 
the rawness in being a woman. Exerting social dynamics in her art, she engages the viewer with a moment where 
personal perspective conjures the inner world to become an essence of tactility. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1514 - Nara Walker 
Artwork 1 Title: Cocoon - Her Story 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 19:34 min 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sound MP3 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://soundcloud.com/nara-walker-709570370/cocoon-her-story/s-RO2GjcAnEEh 
I am interested in how our society uses language, how stories have been passed on and how specific narratives are 
continuing centuries on (Medusa). 'Her-storyâ€• has often been told from a perspective that is not a woman's 
experience. 'Cocoon Her-Story' invites audiences into a private space where the vibrations of difference in each 
speaker's voices become an audible painting played on the listeners' ear, transmitting visual memory to be felt. 
I invited women from different parts of the world to share their stories about growing up as a girl, being a woman, 
stories of trauma and or triumph, or sharing the knowledge that they wish to pass on. The process of recording their 
stories was to give the women who are speaking a space which was uninterrupted and without judgement, and for 
this to continue within the act of listening.Â  
The audience can hear 11 women, from South Africa, Chile, Kenya, Australia, and as near as, France, Netherlands, 
Poland, Canada, USA and Iceland. Their voices create a language that can be heard in the recording as both 
articulated and visceral experiences.  
19:34 min sound piece. To be played in a room (preferable - so that more than one person can experience at a time), 
or with headphones mounted on the wall. Suppose the gallery can supply either a room or headphone set-up that 
would be appreciated. If not, I would supply anÂ MP3 player and headphone to be mounted on the wall.Â 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1515 

Artist ID: 1515 
 
Artist Name: Ruth Smith 
Website: www.ruthhelensmith.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/ruth.helen.smith 
 
Artist Statement: My practice centres on the relationship we have to each other and the material world. Whilst I 
mainly work in oil paint, my subjects vary and include construction landscapes, interiors, forests and most recently, 
still life. In the first 2020 lockdown I was inspired at how local suppliers of vegetables, eggs, dairy, beer, bread and 
meat kept everyone stocked up, and how it created connections between people despite their solitude. This was a 
springboard into thinking about the importance of 'localism' and looking after the world and each other. I began 
painting still lifes containing these objects, meditating on the things that have been exposed during the pandemic. 
Some are celebrations of the good things whilst others read more like old layers being shed. 
The confinement at home also led me to research Roman frescoes, where imaginative vistas, architectural elements, 
and still life, were depicted on walls to take the imagination of the dwellers beyond the physical limitations of the 
space. I consider this at the heart of why I paint figuratively, not to 'trick the eye' as the modernist Clement 
Greenberg would have put it, but as a form of storytelling. In this vein, I started depicting the still lifes in alcoves. This 
fictional space relates to imagining alternative futures, but also the 'boxes' of our own homes. As we bring food, 
clothes, water and electricity into our homes, we are connected with each other and the world, but we have choices 
as to what those connections look like. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1515 - Ruth Smith 
Artwork 1 Title: Fodder 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61 x 61 x 1.9 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I asked a farmer friend why as a country we don't eat more sweetcorn, as the fields around 
here seem full of it. He replied that it is maize, for feeding livestock. He said it is harder and less juicy than the 
sweetcorn we eat and offered to bring me some so I could see and try eating it. Before cooking his maize, I decided 
to paint it first. I was not expecting it, but my painting seemed to take a dark turn. As I painted, it felt as though the 
maize was telling me something of intensive farming techniques, and while it appears productive on paper, its bigger 
picture is more sinister. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1516 

Artist ID: 1516 
 
Artist Name: Natalia Nord 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/nosssnosss 
 
Artist Statement: From the first cave wall paintings to the iPad the human figure has presented itself to artists who in 
turn fulfill their mission to portray it. My quest has led me to see figures as storytellers, each theatrically and silently 
unburdening him or herself of their past, present and future in my depiction. I endeavor to tease and twist lines of 
communication from each of them in representational portrait form. In doing so the figure itself determines and 
demands how it finds its place. Through deep searching, intense understanding, corresponding colours and 
conversation my figures perform for me. Meaning, interpretation and explanation however remain deliberately 
oblique as I impose nothing upon the viewer other than the figure in whichever setting I determine . Distilling 
references they give up hints of their genealogy but as they do so they also spring into 
a lineage, at the head of which they find themselves in a vacuum of historical portraiture whipped tornado like to the 
present. My portraiture is part recalibration of the form, part realignment, part history and part reassessment such 
that it remains my most insistent artistic demand. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1516 - Natalia Nord 
Artwork 1 Title: Tough Love Muse 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x75 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1517 

Artist ID: 1517 
 
Artist Name: Susan Purser Hope 
Website: www.purserhope.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/purserhope 
 
Artist Statement: After a career as an Interior Architect designing commercial scale projects, I returned to University 
to study glass. I now concentrate on working with kiln-formed glass, creating personal statement glass artwork, 
architectural installations and collaborative community projects. After a lifetime of urban living, I also relocated to 
Norfolk eight years ago to fulfil a lifetime's ambition of living by the sea.  
Fused glass provides me with the opportunity to work with a variety of different glass elements ' coloured glass 
sheets, frits, stringers, confetti, paints ' plus a range of techniques such as fusing, slumping, pate de vere and verre 
eglomise. Glass is a demanding material ' never allowing one to take it for granted. I have a passion for its intense 
colours, luminosity, the fact is it transparent and opaque, robust but fragile.  
I am fascinated by pattern and use it to rationalise and place myself and my surroundings into a semblance of order. 
I explore the hidden minutiae of life that we usually ignore or take for granted. I want to make viewers more aware 
of the world in which we live, how extraordinary the mundane can be and how beauty can be found in the everyday.  
I especially enjoy being involved in community projects and am passionate about working in collaboration with 
groups so that they take ownership of the artwork that we have created together. My main area of interest has been 
in promoting wellbeing and working with children and adults with mental health issues. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1517 - Susan Purser Hope 
Artwork 1 Title: Chequerboard Challenge 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 58 x 58cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: various fused glass techniques on plasticised feature background 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I moved to Norfolk to fulfil a lifetime's ambition to live by the sea and discovered that a 
whole world of entertainment harking back to the 1950s also exists here. There is the end of pier show in Cromer, 
the Water Circus in Great Yarmouth and the gaudy exuberance of the penny arcades and the pinball machines.  
A walk along the promenade in Great Yarmouth sees below the facades of grand, but shabby Victorian edifices, a 
continuous stream of flashing lights and thunderous music highlighting arcades with names like Flamingo, Golden 
Nugget, Caesar's Palace and the Mirage. 
They tease you in with neon lights, electronic American accents, sirens and fairground noises and displays of awful 
stuffed toys never to be won. It's over the top, gaudy, a bit sleazy but tremendous and carefree fun!. 
'Chequerboard Challengeâ€• is inspired by the wonderful artwork and colours of the pinball machines that can be 
found in these palaces of glitz and gaudiness ' living relics of a simpler and more innocent world of seaside holidays 
comprising of fish and chips, donkey rides and candy floss.  
My artwork comprises of glass elements assembled over 3 levels, using various fused glass techniques on a 
plasticised chequered background, framed. It responds to my love of colour, pattern and a desire to manipulate the 
material I use in unusual ways. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1518 

Artist ID: 1518 
 
Artist Name: Simon Job 
Website: www.simonjob.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/simonjob 
 
Artist Statement: My research focuses around conventions of display and the ways that information is relayed 
through different formats and systems. I'm interested in both established and new approaches to display such as 
museum collections, the white cube model and the instagram flatlay. I borrow from the visual language associated 
with these systems to establish a framework for negotiating issues around value, authenticity and the ways that 
reality is documented, projected and consumed in society. 
My work is simultaneously characterised by both an intuitive handling of materials and what could be described as a 
hands off approach that employs the use of found elements and systematic working methods that allow for a certain 
level of chance and detachment from the artistic process. However the artist's hand is never entirely absent and it's 
often when these two approaches converge, the systematic and the intuitive, that the work becomes active. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1518 - Simon Job 
Artwork 1 Title: Soft Support 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 x 55 x 30 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Brick, cement, polystyrene, steel. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Soft Support is a wall mounted installation that consists of a weather worn piece of masonry 
positioned on a shelf of pure white polystyrene (a hidden steel structure supports the weight).  
The masonry was salvaged from the Thames at low tide and the polystyrene was collected from discarded packaging. 
The work interrogates the "white cube" tradition of display and forefronts questions about value and our 
relationship with objects. I'm also interested in how the reading of an object is effected by its contextual treatment. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1519 

Artist ID: 1519 
 
Artist Name: Sylwia Muzylo 
Website: www.sylwiamuzylo.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/SylwiaMuzyloArt 
 
Artist Statement: Sylwia MuÅ¼yÅ‚o is a Polish visual artist and paintress. A graduate of interior design at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in WrocÅ‚aw.  
She creates figurative oil paintings, monotypic graphics and photography. He is professionally involved in 
photography. Her works have a deep humanistic dimension. She is primarily interested in man, his psychological 
portrait, and sometimes the world he lives in. He experiments by combining various fields of art.  
"I am inspired primarily by the man and his psychological portrait. When I look into the lens, I don't think about the 
photo but about the person, when I paint, emotions are important. The most important thing is the process. Sylwia 
MuÅ¼yÅ‚o ' 
"Educationâ€• is one of the works from the Icarus Girls series. Made in own technique. It is a handmade 
photographic print. It resembles monotypes. He's at the frontier of a few techniques.  
A series of original graphics devoted to beauty. The personification of a romantic rise, lofty ideals, heroism bordering 
on madness, as well as a symbol of youthful enthusiasm, recklessness and human dreams, even the most dangerous 
and unattainable, such as flying towards the sun 
2020 OFF COLOUR MUZYLO/JASINSKI / Amaristo Gallery / Warsaw  
2019 / Bruksela / Une Minute / The Ultieme Hallucianie  
2018 / Art3F International Contemporary Art Fair / solo exposition  
2018 / Feminine Portret, solo exhibition and opening Sylwia MuÅ¼yÅ‚o Art gallery, Bruxelles, Belgium  
2018 / Memory Portrait, solo exhibition, Arthotel Stalowa / Warsaw / Poland 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1519 - Sylwia Muzylo 
Artwork 1 Title: Icarus Girl / Education 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x70cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: it is difficult to classify this photograph because it is between a photograph and a monotype 
.  
it is a hand-made, imprinted print on paper, just like a monotype. Each work is significantly different from each 
other. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1520 

Artist ID: 1520 
 
Artist Name: Victor Masferrer 
Website: www.victormasferrer.net 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I was born in Barcelona but spent all my childhood and adolescence in Menorca. Returning to 
Barcelona I graduated in Sculpture at the Escola Massana and simultaneously I graduated in Philosophy at the 
University of Girona, finishing my studies at the University of Rome "La Sapienza". Currently I combine my projects 
as a sculptor with teaching in the Bachelor of Arts at the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC), where I run the 
materials laboratory. A year ago I started a new project of life and work in a baserri, an ancient house in the north of 
Navarra. 
As an artist and I have been developing for years a research related to light and perceptual processes, experimental 
photography and its technologies, linked to the relationship we have today with the image. I am interested in the 
nature of form and the forms of nature, the relationship we have with it and with the environment around us. I 
poetically investigate the symbolic relationships we have with the world, with geometry and with space. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1520 - Victor Masferrer 
Artwork 1 Title: Forest glade 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: two pieces: 30x30x5 cm (wall) + 30x20x20 (sculpture) 
Artwork 1 Medium: 1: (Digital photography over aluminum) + (turned wood + aluminum) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I consider the two pieces as one. The sculpture is turned from poplar wood, part of a larger 
project also called "forest glades", it is designed as a "camera obscura" to photograph a totally zenithal plane and 
was semi-buried, like an egg or a seed, taking long-lasting photographs for days. To receive the two influences 
(terrestrial and celestial) it has two openings: on one side (to the sky) a pinhole, and on the other, an opening at the 
base so that the humidity and the inhabitants of the subsoil can enter. In this way the photographic support is 
altered both by the light that enters from above, and by the terrestrial influences (humidity, fungus, life...) The 
photograph presented is not taken with this camera, but it is one of the most representative of the project. It is a 
poplar tree, the same material that the egg-camera is made of, highly industrialized wood: what would the tree see 
if it raised its eyes? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1521 

Artist ID: 1521 
 
Artist Name: Tamar Geist 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/tamar_geist 
 
Artist Statement: My journey to find my voice as a singer, a visual-artist, a queer woman, and an Israeli-Jew has 
known many peregrinations. Throughout the course of my practice, I have engaged in the arts in a variety of forms 
and expressions: from painting and curation, to acting and musical-theatre training, to a B.Mus in opera studies and 
M.A. in voice coaching, and currently, a performance-based Music Ph.D.  
My main ambition as an artist is to engage the audience in an all-embracing cultural experience, which integrates 
visual artwork, singing, acting, storytelling, and academic research - perhaps, a modern equivalent of what Richard 
Wagner coined as 'Gesamtkunstwerk'. By fulfilling this vision, I aspire to reach as many audience segments as 
possible, providing an audio-visual experience which stimulates the intellect, challenges conventions, and stirs the 
soul.  
In my PhD research, I explore the female voice within the context of my Jewish heritage, where it is considered to 
have seductive traits, and thus forbidden in the public sphere. This traditional silencing of women is a prominent 
thread in my art and through challenging the conventional ways of singing and molding my own interdisciplinary 
voice, I strive to reclaim it.  
Interestingly, I feel that the severe limitations of this pandemic, specifically the banning of public and artistic 
performances, has unexpectedly helped me in crafting my voice into a 'one woman show'. I discovered bodypainting, 
for instance, which enabled me to develop a richer visual language to transform into different characters and tell a 
rounded story, all from my private room, and with the simplest resources. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1521 - Tamar Geist 
Artwork 1 Title: WINTER JOURNEY IN A SINGLE DORMS ROOM 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A (Video) 
Artwork 1 Medium: MIXED-MEDIA (Acrylic, Bodypainting, Singing/Performance) [filming, editing, and artwork were 
all self-made from my dorms room during lockdown, using only a smartphone and a ring-light] 
Artwork 1 Commentary: *WeTransfer Video Link*: 
https://we.tl/t-4axZ9YaRSW 
In this piece, I re-imagined the first movement from Franz Schubert's Winterreise (1827), one of the gloomiest song-
cycles ever composed. Through a series of images, some I painted as scenery, some on my own body, I tried to 
convey the feeling of estrangement, melancholy, and loneliness that emanates from the music and text, and which 
also echo my own experience as a foreigner in the UK.  
I chose to embody the character of the wanderer, the protagonist of the piece, as a partly frozen being that 
reminisces upon their happy past, whilst delving into the wilderness of snow with no hope or an address to go to. As 
the song develops, the wanderer almost entirely blends/disappears into the scenery, making the viewer wonder 
whether they are still alive or dead.  
This renowned song-cycle is almost solely performed by male singers; being such a milestone in the repertoire of any 
classically trained singer, I was initially too afraid to destabilise the existing conventions as a men-only territory. 
However, given that this is a masterpiece that captures such a global human experience of solitude and grief, it 
should not be limited to men's domain.  
In a similar manner, I sought to make it more communicative by challenging the old-fashioned perception of how 
this musical genre has been traditionally performed (a clear stage, a piano, and a singer standing still). This 
accessibility barrier is even more prominent since not only is it a piece written 200 years ago, but it is also sung in 
German. I therefore decided to use an English translation, which, combined with my voice-colour, brings it closer to 
the musical-theatre realm rather than the more remote, operatic one.  
This is particularly important considering ongoing claims that the classical music world is inaccessible, archaic, and 
snobbish. Performing arts surveys indicate that its audiences are perceived to be made up primary of the elite and 
elderly population, which deter younger audience from attending concerts or willingly adding this genre to their 
playlist. As a previously trained classical-singer and choral master, I feel a strong commitment to democratise 
classical-music and opera by making it much more accessible and stimulating. I believe that by assembling this type 
of mixed-media music video, especially during this time when virtual platforms are the main channel of interaction, I 
was able to enliven and rejuvenate this art form, trying to keep it relevant by reaching out to new, more 
contemporary audiences. 
(*Please notice that the video is quite heavy therefore it might take a while to download) 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1522 

Artist ID: 1522 
 
Artist Name: Hannah Bennett 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/qwerty.art.123 
 
Artist Statement: My art practice leads me to consider the body. I work across the mediums of textiles, photography, 
collage, and mixed media. Thinking about how the body is concealed vs. the many ways it can be viewed. Seeing the 
body as a surface and communicator. I have always been interested in the stories our bodies tell and what it means 
to adorn the natural body, to purposefully reveal and conceal for effect. 
The woman's body in particular, adrift from traditional conceptions of the male gaze and rather appearing before 
itself. This is played out alongside an investigation of what could be described as designed space. This process of 
deconstruction, reconstruction, and sometimes distortion is concerned with and co-operatively produces productive 
feminism. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1522 - Hannah Bennett 
Artwork 1 Title: Thunderbird 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 20 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Paper collage, Model airplane parts 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Is there strength in absence? I think so.  
Is that still absent? 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1523 

Artist ID: 1523 
 
Artist Name: Susan Walsh 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist with a keen interest in media. My work reflects experiences and emotions within my 
own life. I have taught art in a primary school setting for many years.  
I studied for my MA at Essex University. During this time I researched memory and mourning which brought about 
my interest in photography and video, although I do explore other mediums. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1523 - Susan Walsh 
Artwork 1 Title: Mary' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1024x576 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/143858898?ref=em-share 
A Personal and Reflective Practice on Mourning and Memory through film. 
I initially began researching the fragility of my mother's memory loss whilst suffering from Parkinsons and 
subsequently Lewy Bodies Dementia. My aim was to explore the depth of mourning and memory which emanated 
from Parkinsons Disease and the affect it had on the mind and on the slow disintegration of the body which 
ultimately caused her death. The two worlds that co-existed within her mind being a constant and desolate battle for 
lucidity. The cruelty of isolation was profoundly life changing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1524 

Artist ID: 1524 
 
Artist Name: Alicia Quigley 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/nakedquig 
 
Artist Statement: Exploring themes of identity and transformation, I like to take strong recognizable subjects and 
morph them into a form that is conflicting and contrary to expectation. The ideas of expectation vs reality and 
sincerity vs deception, are ones that I believe are prevalent within our society and appear in multiple forms. Masked 
creatures, so recognizable yet somewhat not at all, symbolize the inner voice we hold within us and the identity we 
attempt to present to the world for the validation of those expecting. . 
Using various mediums to create layers of tones and textures, the journey of each work remains 
raw and visible, retaining a sort of palimpsest. 
Every mark and stain is vital to the storytelling aspect of my art. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1524 - Alicia Quigley 
Artwork 1 Title: Identity Crisis 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 250X150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Spray paint, oils, charcoal on unstretched linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The unkempt, masked ballerina is a contradiction of herself and the assumptions we place 
upon her.  
The only view she has of herself is through the eyes of the audience. It is rare that she see's herself from any other 
perspective, but from time to time she snatches a peak through a new set of eyes.  
It is always unrecognizable and deeply shameful, so she usually keeps her mask on. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1525 

Artist ID: 1525 
 
Artist Name: Lambi Chibambo 
Website: https://www.lamboflemila.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/LambofLemila 
 
Artist Statement: Lambi aka Lamb of Lemila, is a Cape Town based multimedia artist. She holds a B.A in Film & 
Television and Media & Writing from The University of Cape Town, The figures in her work are personified versions 
of one coming into and embracing oneself. Spiritually, mentally, physically and sexually. The character is identifiable 
by what resonates with the viewer. Although, most of her works are illustrations, she has also created paintings, 
sculptures and art installations. Her art career is a learning process, with each new project she comes across new 
materials and methods of creating. Her work is a celebration of the rich history of African cosmology and 
epistemology, combined with my personal experiences. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1525 - Lambi Chibambo 
Artwork 1 Title: Ethereal Calling 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 96x92cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paint on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork is part of a body of work called 'The Last Space Travellers'. The artworks 
created in this series are a combination of afro-futurism, spirituality, and African folklore. Inspired by art from the 
Benin Kingdom and Minoan civilization, this series imagines how other Bronze Age African civilizations depicted 
people, deities, and the notions of knowledge and spirituality. These works explore the themes of identity; be it 
gender, race, or what it means to exist consciously and unconsciously, and how they are influenced by nature, 
society, and other worldly factors from the perspective of African heritage. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1526 

Artist ID: 1526 
 
Artist Name: Timofej Kratz 
Website: www.timofejkratz.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/timofejkratz 
 
Artist Statement: I don't use painting to illustrate concepts or ideas. The viewer is invited to be an active part of the 
artwork and to generate content. For me, painting is an intuitive whole-body experience, like a dance. Sketches 
beforehand are not necessary. 
Spray paint allows me to apply color instantly onto the image carrier. Using my whole body I find compositions and 
shapes in the process itself. The large-scale format is, therefore, a necessity. Usually, I do my paintings in one 
session. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1526 - Timofej Kratz 
Artwork 1 Title: "Untitled" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220 x 180 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: painting on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Timofej Kratz, "Untitled" , spray paint on canvas, 180x220 cm, 2020 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1527 

Artist ID: 1527 
 
Artist Name: Kieran Healy 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/sharing_is_kieran 
 
Artist Statement: Kieran Healy (b.1988) is a multi-disciplinary artist and curator based in Manchester. Kieran's studio 
practice utilises video, performance, drawing and painting to explore banalities and obscurities inherent in social and 
political norms. In examining personal everyday experiences, Kieran interrogates social narratives surrounding 
maleness, self reliance, individuality and wellness. Through the use of humour and satire, he aims to draw attention 
to disillusionment and vulnerability unearthed when faced with capitalist pressures and expectations of achieving 
unattainable fullness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1527 - Kieran Healy 
Artwork 1 Title: HAPPINESS WORKS 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H.264, 720 x 576 
Artwork 1 Medium: Artist Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: 
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/96c6612e53cb0a3c44726005c6b5d99e20210131195148/28c847 
'HAPPINESS WORKS' is a satirical short video work made in response to corporate mindfulness and hustle culture. It 
is a critique on how corporations have weaponised mindfulness, using it to promote more neoliberal ideologies of 
competitive self responsibility upon the individual. It is a tactic that celebrates work devotion over health and 
wellbeing, leaving people increasingly vulnerable to systems of oppression and injustice.  
The work is an exaggerated imitation of a TED Talk styled event where a smug talk-bot addresses an audience and 
offers up simple solutions for often complex issues. The video opens with an orator addressing a crowd of beings on 
how they can manipulate their once held preconceptions of their own subjective realities in order to feel happier 
and find meaning from within. With the aid of a completely under whelming, but yet 'state of the art', robotic arm 
designed to mash things, the speaker demonstrates how happiness can be achieved with increased productivity and 
a new outlook on life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1528 

Artist ID: 1528 
 
Artist Name: Magdalena Kielak 
Website: https://magdalenalibero.wordpress.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/magdalenalibero 
 
Artist Statement: My work is the result of thinking starting from archetypes and symbols. To a large extent I allow 
myself to be lead by my intuition, which is a very important element for me in the process of creation. 
A work of art becomes in vision. It is a growth of reality, not a copy having an equivalent in reality. It is an event of 
truth, the discovery of the essence of being. 
Magdalena Libero (artistic name) 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1528 - Magdalena Kielak 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitledâ€• from the series 'Motherâ€• 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 x 50 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on cotton canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting "Untitled" from the series "Mother" belongs to the series that is still 
continued. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1529 

Artist ID: 1529 
 
Artist Name: Fakhri Bohang 
Website: www.bismanto.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My interest lies on the portraiture as means to painting and the exploration of it as an art form. For 
several years I have been photographing people in front of a plain background looking straight into the camera. In 
each session, many photographs would be taken while the photographed person maintained the expressionless 
gaze. The aim is to capture the inner state of the person where self-conscious layers started to dissolve. In this state, 
only sense of aliveness, of being, was present within the consciousness; man-made ideas such as gender, race, 
ethnicity, profession, sexual orientation i.e. conception of identity fleetingly lose their momentum. This state is akin 
to meditative state, briefly sustained before the mind would start to wander off and latch on ideas, traumas, 
(day)dreams and other things to conceptualize the 'sense' of self. Photography enables the freezing of this briefly 
present non-conceptualized state of consciousness. This is similar to the biometrics photographs in identification 
documents truthfully capturing the positioning of the face, nose and mouth on the human face for identification 
purposes. The biometrics portraits contain no visual information other than the face and thus impose no restriction 
or guides which suggest the manner in which the portrayed person could or should be perceived. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1529 - Fakhri Bohang 
Artwork 1 Title: Ahmed's Brother 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x50x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1530 

Artist ID: 1530 
 
Artist Name: Spyros Prokopiou 
Website: https://spyrosprokopiou.com/work/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/spyros_procopiou 
 
Artist Statement: Through sustained practical experimentation and contextual research, my personal practice refers 
about; memories. Revelations. Reminders. Acceptance. Through the process of creating, I stir up memories . The 
conception of my artistic behavior emerged subconsciously and evolved into an auto-therapeutic combination of 
visual artworks that is construction and deconstruction of an idea/image/concept, I reform and deform, rebuild the 
new self.  
My beliefs of life upgrade through acceptance and respect of diversity has led my work, from an impersonal process 
of research to personal.  
I primarily work with dry materials like pencil, charcoal, chalk. These form the illusion of a shadow which integrates 
the shapes and hides the stories of the characters presented in my works. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1530 - Spyros Prokopiou 
Artwork 1 Title: Apotyposis 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60,96 x 40,64 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: pencil, charcoal and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Apotyposis (female) / imprint: 
the process or the result I capture / 
printing,  
how to create the outline, that it was always required at any time, 
the recording, 
excerpt formulations, 
(metaphorically) the explosion of trying things with precision and representation, 
the process or the result I impress. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1531 

Artist ID: 1531 
 
Artist Name: Alan Kinnard 
Website: www.alankinnard.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/alankinnartart 
 
Artist Statement: My early work was created using the silkscreen process and focused on repeating pattern design 
and limited edition fine art serigraphs. But in those years there were no quality water based inks or dyes. The vinyl 
inks and cleaning solvents I used made me very ill; and after pneumonia and a hospitalization, I abandoned my fine 
art work for a career as a graphic designer.Â During that time, desktop computers and art/design software became 
available; and for the next 30 years, my professional work utilized these new technologies. 
Despite my experience on the computer, I find myself working as if I am still a silkscreen printmaker. Rather than 
relying on the computer's special effects capabilities, much of my work is done by hand. I'm striving to achieve that 
distinctive silkscreen look in the realm of phosphors and pixels. Throughout my career, I've been attracted to 
printing errors and fascinated by screen distortions, often incorporating the mistakes into my artworks. My current 
work is digital and explores the visual relationships people have with technology; specifically, what happens when 
things go wrong and how do people react. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1531 - Alan Kinnard 
Artwork 1 Title: Disruption 3400 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 101.6x187.96x3.175 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Pigment Print on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Every day we stream media at an ever-increasing rate'until it isn't. There is a glitch at the 
transmission source. The broadcast signal is digitized. The stream buffers, exposing a single frame. This is annoying, 
bothersome, agitating. But, with the apparent stoppage of time, you notice things. An artifact appears. Individual 
pixels are revealed. The colors are saturated. Objects repeat in unusual patterns. Images are distorted.  
This image was part of a single disruptive event that occurred on August 10, 2018. The image was captured from 
broadcast video that was interrupted by a technical problem. The art was created by refining the distorted video 
imagery with hand drawn effects, textures, patterns, color relationships and optical illusions. This piece captures a 
moment when a disturbance happened in our relentless streaming media age. Our initial reaction to events like 
these is to feel irritation, frustration and perhaps anger. Upon reflection, it gives us a chance to pause and see the 
world in a different way. Seeing these disruptive images as art can be a way to mitigate those emotions. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1532 

Artist ID: 1532 
 
Artist Name: Jack Dickson 
Website: www.jackdickson.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/jackdicksonart 
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist and full-time teacher, living and working in Dorset. I have roots in both Zambia and 
the UK and I see my cultural and ethnic identity as fluid and in my art I am trying to establish a language or an 
aesthetic that draws upon multiple traditions at the same time. 
I have used a variety of media and processes in my work from digital imagery, photography, printed textiles to 
painting and drawing. I try to combine the figurative with the more abstract and expressive whilst always trying to 
allow the media I use and the processes to remain visible. At the core of my practice is drawing and observing the 
world around me. 
My more recent work has been based on an exploration of portraiture with a focus on family, friends and members 
of my local community who share a mixed heritage and find themselves in rural England. There are stories that are 
seldom told of the Black (and Brown) presence in the British countryside, both the recent migration from urban 
centres and those of us who have been here for generations. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1532 - Jack Dickson 
Artwork 1 Title: The Boy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 51x61x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Boy is portrait of my son reading his bedtime story. He and my daughter are such a 
wonderful mix of ethnicities with a huge range of cultures to draw upon and this painting is part of a series of 
portraits of as many of the local Black/Brown community as I can persuade to sit. I wanted to reference baroque 
painting or at least make a nod towards more western romantic depictions of the young. At the same time I really 
enjoy an element of realism or documentary - this is a very ordinary moment in family life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1533 

Artist ID: 1533 
 
Artist Name: Vin Warrican 
Website: www.vinwarrican-art.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/v1ncent1zer0 
 
Artist Statement: Although a very successful Fine Art graduate, Vin Warrican chose familial duty over further 
pursuing an academic practice. It was a decision that would culminate in his becoming the sole caregiver for his 
mother- an Alzheimer's sufferer- for ten years until her eventual passing. 
It was during this decade as a carer that he slowly evolved for himself an atypical approach to photography. At first, 
by necessity, a carthartic outlet, it now forms the basis of a committed art practice.  
Employing the immediacy of smartphone editing, along with analogue and digital techniques, Warrican ardently 
pursues a painterly aesthetic within his photography. 
His photographs do not reference recognisable form. They are deconstructed from a self-sustaining catalogue of past 
works (made during his time as a carer) to an extent that multiple interpretations become multifaceted with each 
permutation of use.  
Through abstraction, resulting compositions no longer reveal their original structure. Warrican seeks to examine the 
ambiguity of interpretation and origination through the variations and retakes perpetuated upon these past images 
to create new forms and, consequently, new responses.  
With an abiding emphasis on aesthetics, Warrican further explores the duality between viewer and artist as regards 
responsive interpretation and creative intent. 
Warrican's recent engagement with gum arabic transfer printmaking has led to his own photographic and digital 
interventions within an otherwise traditional creative process. Here he documents, and later enhances, the 
perceived 'ephemeral phenomena' that manifest during, but are not, in themselves, the default result of the 
printmaking process. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1533 - Vin Warrican 
Artwork 1 Title: Once Plucked' 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 81.5cm x 63.3.cm Ã— 2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography. Giclée print on Fine Art Pearl 285gsm paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Once Plucked' is a part of my ongoing 'Inkling' series of abstract photographic work derived 
from within the process of gum arabic transfer printmaking rather a default print usually achieved with said process.  
Gum arabic transfer printmaking, a form of lithography, is a technique for transferring photographic images to other 
paper surfaces. This is usually achieved by preparing a Xerox or photocopy of the desired (reversed) image as a 
printing plate. This plate is then gently coated with a gum arabic solution to allow ink to adhere only to the black 
surface of the photocopy. Ink is then rolled evenly over the surface of the plate. Once coated, a paper is placed over 
the inked plate, and then both paper and plate are pressed on printing plate to effect the image transfer. 
Afterwards, the plate is carefully peeled away from the paper to reveal the print. The same inked plate can be used 
several times: coated with gum arabic and rolled with ink each and every time. 
It was between the inking of the photocopy and the transfer of the image to paper that I became fascinated by how 
repetition of the process affected both the paper plate and the photocopied image upon it. Each successive coating 
of the gum arabic solution and application of ink wrought subtle changes upon the fabric of the paper printing plate. 
As it became more delicate and semi-transparent, rendering the photocopy bolder in contrast, I noted how natural 
and studio lighting played across and through it revealing the now waxy texture of the paper as well as the patterned 
palimpsest of use and deterioration wrought by the process.  
What I observed appealed more to my eye and personal aesthetic that the resulting prints themselves. I thus set 
about photographing again the photocopy of my own photograph each and every time I prepared it for a succession 
of print transfers, documenting the 'ephemeral phenomena' of pattern, palimpsest and beautiful deterioration 
wrought upon it by this printmaking process. I call what observed, 'ephemeral phenomena', because once the 
photocopy dries and the natural opacity of the paper returns, all evidence of its use disappears. 
After printmaking, I selected from the photographs I had taken the one image that best captured the phenomena 
revealed within the process. Employing Photoshop, I enhanced the qualities of this new composition as it made its 
story known to me. Further bringing to the fore colour and contrast, I delighted in its pointilist texture, the balance 
of warm red hues against the colder metallic shades and absence of colour that possessed an abiding melancholy.  
Before, the original image, from which the photocopy was taken, was a slickly manipulated composition of myriad 
blue concentric circles depicting the impact of puddled raindrops. Now before me, emerged a meditation upon the 
inevitable and hastened fragility of plucked roses 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1534 

Artist ID: 1534 
 
Artist Name: Pedro Magalhã£Es 
Website: https://becoolartdesign.wixsite.com/becoolartdesign 
IG: www.instagram.com/be.cool.art.design 
 
Artist Statement: PMagalhÃ£es a.k.a. B! Cool is a multidisciplinary creative. They intervene in Fine Arts, Audiovisuals, 
Product Design. Born in the city of Santarém on September 1, 1979. He grew up in Lisbon, lived in Santarém and 
settled back in the capital until then. He has a degree in Plastic Arts and Multimedia. He has technical training in 
Audiovisuals and professional teaching in Production and Environmental Management and Environmental Education. 
He started in Sculpture in 1994 with Assemblage, developing small works with workshop waste. In 1997, he 
developed small pieces of wood, exploring the bass and high relief between dry branches and a Stainless Victor. 
Later, he developed pieces based on plastic and paper, under electrical installation and where he created his own 
style of elaborating Product Design for Architecture projects in interior and exterior spaces. Currently he develops 3D 
Illustration, and considers something innovative for practicing sculpture under the use of modeling, with notes of 
urban art, through materials such as expansive foam and acrylic resin (ecofriendly). He works in his studio in Lisbon, 
which is also recognized on the internet as, Be Cool Art Design. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1534 - Pedro Magalhã£Es 
Artwork 1 Title: A(Salto) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x140x30 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Today, we can see that Nature, feels that it will be able to visit the urban spaces again, 
when we allow it to happen. 
Just as it happened at the beginning of the pandemic, when man was forced to isolate himself at home, leaving room 
for Nature to visit us again, taking the cities by storm. 
At the same time that our eyes are dazzled by similar images all over the planet, nations are being assaulted by a 
giant red wave that has been sinking the world economy in several sectors, namely Tourism, and is currently 
stranded. 
All this work was created with reused materials, under a reinforced wooden structure and covered with cardboard, 
suffering the installation of cardboard canvases spray painted with stencil. 
The sculptures, like the deer plus the bridge pieces are made from cardboard, the moulds, from my hands, have a 
wire skeleton. 
The bridge plus the deer have a black color as if they were a silhouette but 3D. All executed under the expansive 
foam filling. The deer has a skeleton made in pvc for greater resistance. It is fixed with wire through the skeleton of 
the right hand. 
The wave also in PU foam has a cardboard skeleton and wire, in order to give the desired flexibility. 
The shipwreck represents the Culture, created from cardboard, illustrated with several crowns representing the 
world economy.  
It also has a background of rocks and corals made of acrylic modeling mass, painted under stencil and acrylic paint. 
"A(Sault)", is a title of double meaning due to the economic crisis that the world is going through since 2020, as well 
as the return of wildlife that curiously visited us when we were closed at home in the first quarantine. 
In this way, we should (re)think seriously about the future in order to restore ecological balances, also looking after a 
new more sustainable life, in this new world of ours. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1535 

Artist ID: 1535 
 
Artist Name: Joanne Smith 
Website: www.josmithartist.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jo_smith_artist 
 
Artist Statement: Joanne Smith's work emanates from her emotional connection with flowers but specifically focuses 
on the exploration between femininity and human affection. Flowers are often viewed collectively, when they are 
viewed as a singular, they emulate character and become vulnerable, this unveiled quality is captured in her work. 
"The flowers I paint are focused on the individual or the relationship between two individuals. Through engagement 
with the materials I connect with the twists and turns of petals to describe connections and feminine beauty. 
Memories and life experiences are described in my work through the use of composition and the application of 
paint. Drips of paint suspended in time work in harmony with watery ink and blocks of vibrant oil paint to 
communicate the layers of emotions I have navigated through to reach hope. Like many men and women, I have 
overcome the affliction of domestic abuse. This experience is evident in recent works through the language of mixed 
media. Domestic abuse is a vexing experience; however, I wish to describe my experience as a celebration of how I 
have overcome hardship to become a confident woman and mother.â€• 
Joanne enforces the message of positive femininity through her vibrant works. Joanne studied BA (Hons) Fine Art at 
the Cardiff School of Art and Design where she received the UWIC Purchase Prize in 2006. In 2012 she completed her 
PGCE at the University of South Wales and now enjoys her position as Art Lecturer at Merthyr Tydfil College. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1535 - Joanne Smith 
Artwork 1 Title: Please Don't Leave Me 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 122 x 122 cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media on Canvas and Board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: My work explores feminine beauty and human affection. Throughout history pearls have 
represented female purity. I view pearls as a symbol of feminine strength and resilience. This vigour needs to be 
nurtured and polished just like the grain of sand. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1536 

Artist ID: 1536 
 
Artist Name: Hayley Gibbs 
Website: www.hayleygibbs.co.uk & www.objectstories.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/hayleygibbs_sculptor www.instagram.com/denise.k.wan 
 
Artist Statement: Hayley Gibbs is a sculptor and stone carver. Having trained in fine art and architectural carving, her 
work bridges the traditional approach to figurative sculpture whilst engaging in social and community based 
concepts. 
She is particularly interested in exploring the representation of the human figure in historic architecture and the 
modern public space. Initially working with traditional materials and techniques, her personal practice is developing 
new ways of using this language to create sculptures and installations to share stories and experiences, as with this 
work submitted. 
Denise Kwan is interested in the ways that creativity and participatory art making can bring visibility and 
empowerment to the lesser heard voices of our society. She is especially interested in giving a voice to marginalised 
histories and how art making with communities can be used to challenge the power structures of our society to bring 
forth a greater appreciation and representation of all walks of society.  
This passion has led her to undertake a three-year PhD at the University of Westminster where she uses 
participatory art methods to bring visibility to the lives of British Chinese women. As well as working with British 
Chinese women, she is interested in how art can be used as a tool to cultivate a greater representation of women of 
all backgrounds. As an artist and researcher, Denise describes herself as a community participatory artist and is 
interested in how art making can empower women and ethnic minorities in Britain. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1536 - Hayley Gibbs 
Artwork 1 Title: Bridge of the Nose 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm x 35cm x 20cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: (New Media?) Sculpture with Audio. Limestone, Plaster, Pigment, Text and Audio Recording 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Bridge of the Nose 
A collaboration between artists Hayley Gibbs and Denise Kwan 
Culminating towards the end of Denise's PhD she sat for a clay portrait study with Hayley.  
Denise responded to the experience in writing which has developed in to an installation of text, audio and sculpture 
between the two artist.  
The portrait sits on a stone plinth, cut to emulate the shape of the chest.  
The sculpture could be exhibited with the text along with a link to the audio recording of Denise's voice for the 
viewer to listen on their own device. 
Or viewed as the video linked here: 
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/36f86d6055c3497c51b6c09e23c464f720210131222918/dd0310b9e463aae82b6
dfc2b2a8b51d320210131222918/23cf4b 
Text: 
Your searching gentle gaze 
Makes and re-makes 
Scans from left to right 
Up and down 
Crouched and tiptoed 
Over this space 
The feature unlike lips or eyes 
Far less functional 
Far more liminal, and unseen 
The flattened curve 
A speed bump 
Between the eyes 
Conjures a deep, familial memory 
'That's the difference between 'us' and 'them'â€• 
The bridge between the nose 
Where two sides meet 
The compression of clay 
Smoothed, pressed, caressed 
Between your fingers 
The bridge of my nose 
Seen and known 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1537 

Artist ID: 1537 
 
Artist Name: Sarah Brown 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/sarah_brown_artist 
 
Artist Statement: I am a mature student who is currently working towards an art degree. Producing art in times of 
covid has been an interesting journey and demonstrated to me my love of repetition and geometric forms. 
My aim is to create art that offers the viewer a sense of stillness and serenity, a space to reflect. I love using 
repetition as a way of creating stillness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1537 - Sarah Brown 
Artwork 1 Title: Trinity 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.5cmx42cmx1cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and ink on wooden panels 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I produced this piece to represent the three sides of myself as a wife, a mother and an 
artist.  
I love geometric forms and the symbolism behind shapes and line. Triangles in this piece have been used to 
represent unity, stability, harmony and strength and the circle - power of the female, wholeness and a protective 
symbol. 
The three panels come together to create an overall image yet all three are slightly different in design. I love 
repetition and the meditative state that this creates. 
Geometric patterns offer a constancy in an inconstant world. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1538 

Artist ID: 1538 
 
Artist Name: Brigitta Kovacs 
Website: www.brigitkovax.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/brigitkovax 
 
Artist Statement: I paint with the interest in the circle of life. The beginning, the in-between and the end of the 
natural circular rhythm, inevitable and known for human nature, still sometimes overlooked themes.  
Studying art history during my MA painting course influenced my artwork and opened my perspective. Modern art, 
especially Claude Monet, inspired me to abstract paintings. Although, Gauguin's 'Where do we come from? What are 
we? Where are we going?' which painting has many symbolic aspects, made me think about how I would answer 
these questions in my paintings. I experience this discovery as a journey or else, the colourfulness of life, there are 
more than one answers for these questions. 
I believe the series of my paintings show aspects of my internal world, such as wishes, struggles, pain, love and many 
more emotions related to the events of the circle of life. For instance, sometimes when I am overwhelmed, I feel like 
I just want to see something still and clear, something tangible or else a bit of light in a painting that provides a little 
hope. 
Another series of my playful abstract paintings with circle-like forms has been inspired by the American Abstract 
Expressionism, especially by Mark Rothko and Ad Reinhardt where I was focusing on the theme of connectedness 
and feelings evoked by relationships. This theme is still on my focus. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1538 - Brigitta Kovacs 
Artwork 1 Title: lightness 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 cm * 150 cm * 5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1539 

Artist ID: 1539 
 
Artist Name: George Farrow-Hawkins 
Website: www.cargocollective.com/georgefarrowhawkins 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Within my artistic practice I create work using a wide variety of media, from oil painting , sculpting 
in plaster and drawing with the incorporation of found objects. Over the last several years, however, I have been 
creating short films primarily through the means of stop frame animation.  
When I began creating animated films in 2017, materials such as these were chosen because of their proximity to 
myself when I had the compulsion to create something. This haste, meant I avoided using more purpose made 
materials and processes, more widely used in stop-frame animated films. Over time, I have come to see that by using 
materials that are immediately to hand my films have developed an idiosyncratic quality. The ingenuity which comes 
from altering pre used objects, enlivens the creative process, and equally creates an aesthetic which is compelling 
for the viewer. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1539 - George Farrow-Hawkins 
Artwork 1 Title: Project Ability 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A 
Artwork 1 Medium: Stop Frame Animation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: www.vimeo.com/418389621 
During November of 2019 I was resident within the Project Ability studio, during this time I began to assemble a 
miniature set that depicted the space around me. The fabric of the building and the contents of the studio were all 
created using discarded materials in my vicinity. Throughout my time working in the space I spoke to the other 
artists that attend PA. These interactions informed the way I depicted the space. Many of the paintings and 
sculptures that people were showing and explaining to me, I would later recreate and bring to the forefront in the 
final film. In the months after my residency I continued to add to and animate the set I had begun during the 
residency program. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1540 

Artist ID: 1540 
 
Artist Name: Keziah Greenwood 
Website: www.Keziahgreenwood.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kezimay 
 
Artist Statement: My practice comes from no singular concept. The paintings manifest from 
observations of the world and people around me, layering one over the other, 
combining to form a final image. I mix both traditional and modern techniques 
together to create a sense of strangeness in combination with devices such as grids, 
to break, flatten and moderate the picture plane. I like to explore the diversity of the 
female gaze, utilising its magnetism to draw the viewer in and utilise colour as an 
extension of expression, reflecting or countering mood. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1540 - Keziah Greenwood 
Artwork 1 Title: No asking these two 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110x210x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I loosely based the pose of the two figures on Manet's painting Olympia, intrigued by the 
power projected by the figures gaze and body language. Playing with the idea of a woman's 
space, utilising stereotypes of female interaction 'zones' and satirising it by physically 
placing the reclining figure within a bath. Using the colour cadmium red to stimulate a 
somewhat sinister tone and specific heightened colours in a similar vein to artist film directors like Wim Wenders 
and David Lynch. The two models are 
both artists who have inspired my practice, so this painting is a dedication to their humour, talent and influence. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1541 

Artist ID: 1541 
 
Artist Name: Sophia Ruppert 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Life leaves behind physical and mental residue. Some of these remnants are precious while others 
are tragic. Regardless of its origin, this residue can be made beautiful. Remnants of the materials and objects that 
surround us chronicle our history as complex individuals. My sculptures investigate my own physical and mental 
residue to dissect and examine my personal history. 
To reach the rare serenity I search for, I unravel experiences that are residually prominent in my memories. Of 
importance are events and objects that have shaped my perception of self. My work attempts to calm the 
dissonance of these memories and share the resulting narrative to describe self, history, and a personal theology in 
transformation. This theology allows me to create beauty despite trauma. 
Each material I use is considered and manipulated. By selecting discarded materials that are weathered or describes 
a rich visual association, the core of my work contains an embedded but indirect history. I analyze whispering objects 
and decide if they should be lovingly preserved or thoughtfully dissected and reshaped. One method is a 
contemplative collection. The other is a rebirth. Both methods draw out the stories embedded within.  
Central to the preservation or dissection in my work is the metaphoric act of sewing. This craft process harkens back 
to the traditional idea that women are preservers who mend all that is broken. Rather than the gendered practice of 
sewing for domestic use, however, I reclaim the act of sewing to recontextualize my experiences. I mend what is torn 
and tear what needs to be free. By creating from destruction, I am piecing together a complex but beautiful history. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1541 - Sophia Ruppert 
Artwork 1 Title: Domiciliary Apparatus 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 243.84x63.5x243.84 
Artwork 1 Medium: Cotton, jack stand, pitchfork, drain snake, rust 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1542 

Artist ID: 1542 
 
Artist Name: Alexander Daniels Escobar 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/ArtistryofAlexander 
 
Artist Statement: My creative motivation consumes me. It is a beautiful chaos that overloads my mind and the main 
element that has helped me in selecting this career choice. Non-representational abstract artwork is not so 
straightforward and inevitably will be interpreted in different ways. The same can be said for life which is why I have 
chosen to concentrate on this particular form of artwork. The need to escape and wanting freedom from the 
regularity of everyday life causes me to create jarring pieces. My work also incorporates heavy textures, contrasting 
hues, odd shapes and patterns.  
Included in the email are some visual samples of the work that I have produced. The images presented speak to the 
large connection I have to manipulating colors, textures, odd shapes and patterns. This is done by aligning my 
thoughts and physical constructing processes in order to make them both a reality. Also, more images of the work 
that I have produced can be seen on my Instagram which is ArtistryofAlexander.  
I am inspired and motivated by many things, therefore being afforded the opportunity to be represented by the 
gallery and having my work promoted and showcased properly would be an opportunity of a lifetime. Support and 
guidance from a prominent gallery is another catalyst that will fuel my motivation and inspiration. I believe that art 
should be a part of everyone's lives. My belief coupled with the assistance of the gallery can help to make that a 
reality and effect positive change in many lives. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1542 - Alexander Daniels Escobar 
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 48in x 36in/ 121.92cm x 91.44cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint mixed with heavy gloss gel on canvas. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The piece is nonrepresentational with an emphasis on texture and contrasting hues. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1543 

Artist ID: 1543 
 
Artist Name: Andrew Robinson 
Website: www.andrewjimrobinson.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/bad_spaces 
 
Artist Statement: dissecting reality into its smallest constituents and then 
reassemble it into a new narrative through material qualities of oil paint and experimental marks. The subject matter 
is rooted in philosophy and art history, as well as in sci-fi aesthetics that fascinate and embroider an narrative of the 
most ambiguous. Ranging from everyday objects and nostalgic reminiscenses. A re-invention of broken objects 
intended to surprise the viewer and to engage them to create their own narratives. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1543 - Andrew Robinson 
Artwork 1 Title: Incongruous II 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I use oil paints as it allows a twisting and turning on the surface without having to stop and 
re-assess. My work is always off the cuff with occasional references to visual references from the past and the 
present. Inspired by artists like Neo Rausch, Magnus Plessen, Cecily brown and how their techniques can inform my 
very own. Paintings are tales of the times and every blank surface is a new endevour. A piece created in the early 
part of 2020. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1544 

Artist ID: 1544 
 
Artist Name: Koa Pham 
Website: www.koapham.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Born in Vietnam and based in London, Koa Pham is an artist and qualified product designer 
graduated from MA Industrial Design in Central Saint Martin. In his works, he uses cross-disciplinary to research 
about narratives, blurring the boundaries between art and design by combining a variety of mediums: sculptural 
design objects, drawings and movie images. Objects, nature, and the complex relationship between them with 
human is the centre of his artistic practice. He is interested in investigating how objects and natural could put an 
agency on human and influence their decision-making in life. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1544 - Koa Pham 
Artwork 1 Title: Duckweed Composition 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59x84 
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://we.tl/t-ivOCxLRZTU  
The drawing 'Duckweed compositionâ€• is the starting point of his research on the context surrounding duckweed - 
a familiar pond and water features. In the Vietnamese ancient folk song 'Water-ferns drift, clouds floatâ€•, 
duckweed's sense of floating metaphorically refers to people who live far away from their homeland with an 
uncertain future. The value of duckweed itself is debatable, as it's a healthy source of nutrition for wildfowl and 
other aquatic wildlife and may help decontaminate water but also potentially causes toxic water condition. 
Therefore during the pandemic, the artist connects strongly with the subject, questioning profoundly his life values 
and position in a falling-apart society. In his drawing, he wants to capture sense of floating, sense of multiplying 
rapidly and quickly filling the drawing surface. Meticulously and therapeutically portraying the free-floating aquatic 
perennials, the artist becomes one with duckweed, which influences his decisions on vocational pursuits and well-
being journey. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1545 

Artist ID: 1545 
 
Artist Name: Sayako Sugawara 
Website: https://www.sayakosugawara.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/sayako_sugawara 
 
Artist Statement: Sayako Sugawara is a London based Japanese artist working with photography, moving image and 
installation. 
Using various photographic processes and the cognitive associations that occur in the physical aspect of creative 
development, her work explores notions of memory and imagination, analysis and poetics, stillness and movement. 
The tactile aspect of the working process is essential in her practice. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1545 - Sayako Sugawara 
Artwork 1 Title: Redwood Magdalene 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 63x44x0.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photo Emulsion on Offenbach Bible Paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Redwood Magdalene stands by the source of the River Fleet, one of the Thames tributaries. 
This print is part of my project 'Where the River Flowsâ€•, initially undertaken during the first lockdown in 2020. I 
was exploring my personal connection to the River Thames, in the process discovering the river's tributaries. I have 
walked the length of three of these rivers that rise near where I live to where they meet the Thames, experiencing 
and discovering London's landscape along the way. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1546 

Artist ID: 1546 
 
Artist Name: Claire Parker 
Website: www.claireparkerart.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/funny_little_marks 
 
Artist Statement: I am a largely self-taught artist making drawings, prints and paintings which explore emotion 
through everyday objects. I am interested in how objects can have dignity 
and invite empathy, and how to create narratively and emotionally charged work where the subjects 
themselves are unassuming and mundane. I aim to make work which is both defiant and 
vulnerable, like the king on a chessboard. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1546 - Claire Parker 
Artwork 1 Title: The bathroom sink 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x42x0.1 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and charcoal on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Over lockdown, my life seemed to revolve around objects, the acts I repeated every day 
within the same four walls. It started with tea bags, which began to pile up like bodies once they had been taken out 
of the mug. I took prints of every single one I used, feeling a need to make a record of them, in order not to forget 
them. Then, I began to make drawings of the sink in the tiny downstairs bathroom - the same sink I would wash my 
hands in for twenty seconds when I came in from the outside. I did it every single day, whether I felt anxious or 
lonely, frustrated or even strangely peaceful. It became my way of coping with what felt like an emotionally 
overwhelming situation. As the weeks went on, the sink in that room became not only my companion in isolation, 
but a mirror to my mood. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 Catalogue5 ID1547 

Artist ID: 1547 
 
Artist Name: Beverley Duckworth 
Website: https://www.beverleyduckworth.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/bev.duckworth 
 
Artist Statement: My practice explores boundaries, imperfection and the abject. Working with hair, skin and dust as 
primary materials, I reveal and reconfigure the discarded to provoke and question dual reactions of attraction and 
disgust. My work raises questions about what we choose to value and I am interested in how our aversion to dirt and 
organic matter connects with our precarious relationship to the natural world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1547 - Beverley Duckworth 
Artwork 1 Title: Vestiges 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 136 x 200 x 18 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Lockdown dust' in preserve jars 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Vestiges' was created using dust hoovered up during the first national lockdown period 
collected from forty households in the artist's local community.  
The artist has conserved the 'lockdown dust' retrieved from the vacuum cleaner bags in a series of preserve jars. The 
contents of each jar record diverse traces of the people and activities undertaken inside each household during this 
unprecedented lockdown period. The clumps of hair, dust and random objects on display prompt us to imagine the 
people and stories that are entwined within them. The jars are suggestive of time capsules, or ash urns, reminding us 
of the lives and loved ones lost to Covid-19. 
Each jar represents a self-contained unit and is placed a set distance from the others, referencing the social 
distancing rules we have had to follow (as does the 2 metre length of the work). 
(Although 24 jars are shown here, the full installation includes a total of forty jars, which are intended to be set out 
on five shelves with eight jars on each shelf) 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1548 
 
Artist Name: Pierre Niyongira 
Website: https://www.pierreniyongira.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/iam_niyon 
 
Artist Statement: I am an award-winning and international, 1st class 2019 graduate filmmaker from the University of 
the West of England. Through my experience in the industry, I have taken up roles as a writer, director, editor, DOP, 
and photographer. I enjoy experimenting so my work covers a wide range of subjects, styles, and techniques. . I have 
collaborated with the Arts Council England in Senegal, creating a short documentary that won RTS (Royal Television 
Society) best short form. More recently I wrote and directed "Dinahâ€•, a BBC short film funded by BBC Arts, which 
was the first film to be awarded top prize at Royal West of England Academy (RWA). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1548 - Pierre Niyongira 
Artwork 1 Title: Dinah 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1920 x 1080 
Artwork 1 Medium: Short Film 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Dinah Black, a runaway slave from 1687, and Michael, an African exchange University 
student, collide in present-day Bristol, a city being forced to re-address its historical legacy post the pulling down of 
the Edward Colston's statue removal. 
Here is the link to the film : 
https://youtu.be/hI-cyCVXDTM 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1549 
 
Artist Name: Holly Holder 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/hollyholder 
 
Artist Statement: Initially drawn to the colour palettes and vibrancy of thermal technology, Holly Holder's practice 
focues on the hidden - the unseen. Her painting's employ thermography to explore our relationship with the 
language surrounding race, marginalisation and colour blindness in the UK, referencing portraits generated from 
something invisible to the human eye. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1549 - Holly Holder 
Artwork 1 Title: "I Don't See Colour" 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91cm x 61cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on Canvas and Wood. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A visual discussion of the problematic stance of colour blindness. Altough intended as well 
meaning and a portrayal of an individual free of personal prejudice, it fails to acknowledge the inbuilt structures of 
privildge and oppression within Western society, centering the relationships between all people through a 
eurocentric and white lens. The term "I don't see colour" translates to "I see everyone as white". 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1550 
 
Artist Name: Justine Trickett 
Website: http://justinetrickett.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/justinetrickett www.instagram.com/feral.elders 
 
Artist Statement: My artistic practice is rooted in writing and photography. I have worked as a commercial 
photographer for a number of years but it's only been during the 2020 pandemic that I've had the chance to reflect 
on and recognise the themes running through my personal work. 
Through identifying these themes I feel as though I have found a starting point for more considered exploration and 
also that I'm finding my voice as an artist. 
A key theme in my work is imperfection but also the tension between it and perfection in my life, towards which I 
am equally inclined. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1550 - Justine Trickett 
Artwork 1 Title: Pollen 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40cm x 40cm unframed, 44.8cm x 44.8cm framed 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photograph 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The artwork 'Pollen' is one of a number of works from 2020 focused on making something 
new out of that which has been discarded or is seen to have diminished in value. The piece has been informed by 
noticing nature's cycles of change and reuse, running in parallel to a questioning of the celebration and pursuit of 
perfection - both personally and as a society. 
The flowers and foliage used in the creation of 'Pollen' were originally fresh. I watched them change as they faded, 
died and then dried, and found that I loved what they'd turned into. Flowers for many will seem like an uninspired 
subject but this is also what intrigues me - there's always been a derision and downplaying of women's talent in the 
arts when the subject of their work has been flowers. In a way I see the faded florals as older women, their worth 
not fully recognised when compared to fresh, young blooms. 
'Pollen' is a circular photo due to the lens used, one which also warps photos so there's something not quite real 
about them. This feels like a commentary on 2020 - a year which has been reality but not quite - and also hints at 
escapism. 
Printed as a circular print and framed in a circular walnut frame with a gold interior edge. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1551 
 
Artist Name: Emily Ko 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1551 - Emily Ko 
Artwork 1 Title: Geisha 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60.96 x 91.44 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed medium - charcoal, water colour 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1552 
 
Artist Name: Man Pan Lau 
Website: www.laumanpan.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/manpanstudio 
 
Artist Statement: I always wonder about the composition of things, society, the world and the reality. I want to re-
explore how perceptions, perspectives, experiences and cognitions affect each other to construct a world between 
fantasy and reality. My works as fragments of memories and imagination respond to the history and the status quo 
of where I live. The subjects of my painting usually came from the city I live or related to life here. The distance 
between the subject and me is not far away, and it establishes a relationship between what I made and the emotion 
of being a part in here. 
Painting is the primary medium I have continued to explore because I like the direct response it offers. I would also 
like to see contradictive elements confronting each other. The way I paint shifted between inconsistency and 
figurativeness jointing the intentional and irrational, figurative and abstract, real and unreal. My intention is not in 
the design of forms and colours but visualising my understanding of the world.  
My paintings are often inspired by photography from the newspaper or the Internet. I am always attracted to photos 
related to tribulation and death. Sometimes, I was just shocked by how I felt indifferent to cruelties and sorrows 
sometimes. Painting from these images becomes a gloomy introspection to life and death, and it raises my concern 
about the essence of empathy in contemporary consciousness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1552 - Man Pan Lau 
Artwork 1 Title: Capitalists in Communism 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x30 each, Quadriptych 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The paintings depicted the four wealthiest businessmen in China. The source images were 
captured by the mass media when they were facing difficulty due to China's unstable political status in the recent 
year. I want to deal with the human condition under the contradiction of having everything and having nothing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1553 
 
Artist Name: Yoz Marfleet 
Website: https://yozsart.wixsite.com/yozsart 
IG: www.instagram.com/yozsart 
 
Artist Statement: i am a self taught artist living in london. i specialise in painting & illustration.  
â€‹ 
i find inspiration and comfort in my family and friends, passing moments, and my own experiences with depression 
and grief, and sexuality and queerness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1553 - Yoz Marfleet 
Artwork 1 Title: charlie 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 53x48 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil paint on recycled card 
Artwork 1 Commentary: charlie is part of an ongoing series dedicated to my friends and those who keep me going. 
this portrait was painted on recycled card with the money saved donated to the okra project, a collective that brings 
home cooked meals and resources to black trans people worldwide. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1554 
 
Artist Name: Matthew Zimmer 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: An analogy I currently like for the aspirations of artwork is a recent theory on the purpose of 
dreaming that posits that the introduction of corrupted images into our mind while we sleep prevents overfitting 
and allows for more cognitive flexibility. That is what I hope to achieve in my artistic endeavors 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1554 - Matthew Zimmer 
Artwork 1 Title: Rickety 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1919 x 1142 pixels 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital collage 
Artwork 1 Commentary: email me for citations if needed. 
Artwork 1 Image: 
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Artist ID: 1555 
 
Artist Name: Romina Schimpf 
Website: https://www.rominaschimpf.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/romina_schimpf_art 
 
Artist Statement: Romina Schimpf, Visual Artist 
Misiones (Argentina) 1977 
Abstract three-dimensional textiles are strongly influenced by her birthplace, Misiones Argentina, 
where the main characteristic of the soil and rocks is their unmistakable red color due to the 
presence of iron-rich laterite minerals. Not only the presence of this mineral and its precious color 
influence and determine the works, but also the exuberant flora and fauna of the place, giving 
rise to a rich symbiosis of organic and inorganic elements that converge 
simultaneously to establish a homogeneous flow and relationship between the different stages 
and processes of life in general. 
Textiles express that fusion between living and non-living organisms, that same repetition of 
nature in every detail, in every being and object. Everything has a beginning and a course in time, 
aging, which in each work is intrinsically determined by rust. The materials that make up the works 
are diverse and are chosen not only according to the piece, but also with the objective to unify in 
the material sense, the spiritual aspect of the work; That is why metals, plants, papers, fabrics, 
paper fabrics, paints, from acrylics to those containing metallic particles, embroidery threads by 
hand and machine are intertwined with strong and at the same time delicate materials such as 
felts, wool, high-density polyethylene fibers spun with flash and lutradur. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 1555 - Romina Schimpf 
Artwork 1 Title: OER 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x100x10cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Description: Oer means primal, and expresses the point of origin both 
organically and inorganic and its consequent process of vital 
deterioration. Chromatic footprints represent organic and geometric 
expressions, inorganic matter. 
Materials: Fabrics dyed by contact with oxidized metals, heatmanipulated 
silk and felt fibers, hand-painted monoprint fabrics, crayon 
embroidery threads, metal embroidery threads, treated oxidized metals, 
high density polyethylene spun with flash as a rear support and manually 
manipulated to heat. 
Techniques: Free-moving machine embroidery; manual embroidery; 
metal contact printing; steam contact printing with plants; manual 
monotypic printing with acrylics; heat handling of fibers, organic and 
synthetic fabrics; hand paint on fabric; selected metals and treated with 
"Oxid-oil" 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 


